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   I 
Zusammenfassung zur Promotionsschrift 
 
„Zur Wirkungsweise schwindreduzierender Zusatzmittel in selbstverdichtenden Mörteln und Betonen“ 
 
Problemstellung und Zielsetzung 
1. Der Einsatz selbstverdichtender Mörtel und Betone im Bauwesen erbringt klare Vorteile. Dies 
sind im Wesentlichen eine erhöhte Betonierleistung, verbesserte Betonierqualität für 
bewehrten Beton im Allgemeinen und für filigrane, eng bewehrte Bauteile im Besonderen. Die 
mit den traditionellen Methoden des Betonbaus verbundenen Lärmemissionen werden 
erheblich reduziert. Der Wegfall der für herkömmlichen Beton notwendigen Verdichtungsarbeit 
reduziert den manuellen Aufwand und die damit verbundenen Gesundheitsrisiken.   
Das im selbstverdichtenden Beton benötigte hohe Bindemittelleimvolumen ist der Betondauer-
haftigkeit abträglich. Es bewirkt, dass selbstverdichtende Betone ein erhöhtes Schwindmaß 
sowie eine höhere Rissneigung aufweisen. Ersteres kann für Betonbauteile zu erheblichen 
Verformungen oder Zwangsspannungen führen, während Letzteres die Dauerhaftigkeit des 
Baustoffes Beton aufgrund einer Begünstigung rissinduzierter Schädigungsmechanismen 
stark beeinträchtigt. 
2. Herkömmliche Methoden zur Schwindreduktion und Rissvermeidung verfolgen hauptsächlich 
das Ziel, die im Beton einzusetzenden Bindemittelmengen zu reduzieren. Für selbst-
verdichtende Betone ist dieses Konzept nur sehr begrenzt anwendbar, da die Selbstver-
dichtung dieser Betone relativ hohe Bindemittelleimvolumen erfordert. Eine Möglichkeit das 
Ausmaß des Schwindens und damit die Rissanfälligkeit selbstverdichtender Betone zu 
senken, besteht in der Anwendung schwindreduzierender Betonzusatzmittel. Eingeführt in den 
achtziger Jahren des 20ten Jahrhunderts in Japan, erweisen sich diese Zusatzmittel als 
effiziente Methode zur Verbesserung der Qualität bindemittelreicher Hochleistungsbetone im 
Allgemeinen und selbstverdichtender Betone im Besonderen. 
3. Während die Wirksamkeit schwindreduzierender Betonzusatzmittel in zahlreichen 
anwendungsorientierten Studien nachgewiesen werden konnte, ist das Wirkprinzip nur 
unzureichend erforscht. Eines der Hauptziele dieser Arbeit ist deshalb die gründliche 
Erforschung des Wirkmechanismus schwindreduzierender Betonzusatzmittel. 
4. Weiterhin besteht Unklarheit, wie diese Zusätze in den Chemismus der Zementhydratation 
eingreifen und ob dies der allgemeinen Dauerhaftigkeit des Baustoffes Beton abträglich ist. 
Ein wichtiges Ziel dieser Arbeit ist deshalb die gründliche Erforschung der Zementhydratation 
in Gegenwart einer repräsentativen Auswahl verschiedener Typen schwindreduzierender 
Betonzusatzmittel. 
5. Die Nachhaltigkeit der Anwendung schwindreduzierender Zusatzmittel ist bedeutend für die 
Betondauerhaftigkeit. Ob schwindreduzierende Zusatzmittel auslaugbar sind und ob eine Aus-
laugung die Schwindreduktion langfristig beeinträchtigt, sind weitere Fragen, denen im 
Rahmen dieser Arbeit nachgegangen wird. 
 
Stand der Wissenschaft 
6. Schwinden und Quellen von zementären Baustoffen wird im Allgemeinen mittels 
makroskopisch-thermodynamischer Ansätze beschrieben. Der stark vereinfachte Ansatz 
kapillaren Unterdrucks bzw. hydrostatischen Drucks als treibende Kraft für hygrische 
Verformungen wird weitgehend abgelehnt. Vielmehr wird im Bereich moderater Luftfeuchten 
der Spaltdruck und im Bereich niedriger Luftfeuchten die Oberflächenenergie zur 
Beschreibung der hygrischen Volumenstabilität herangezogen. 
 
 
II 
7. Schwindreduzierende Betonzusatzmittel bestehen überwiegend aus synergistischen 
Abmischungen nicht-ionischer Tenside mit Glykolen. Die amphiphilen Eigenschaften der nicht-
ionischen Tenside führen zu einer Senkung der Oberflächenspannung des Zementporen-
wassers. In Abhängigkeit ihrer Konzentration in wässrigen Elektrolyten bilden nicht-ionische 
Tenside Mizellen und/oder Flüssigkristalle. Beobachtet wurden Mischungslücken und 
Aussalzungen dieser organischen, oberflächenaktiven Substanzen. Durch die Zugabe von 
Glykolen wird die Mischbarkeit nicht-ionischer Tenside mit wässrigen Elektrolyten stark erhöht 
und führt zu einer Absenkung der Bildung von Flüssigkristallen und organischen 
Aussalzungen sowie zu einer verminderten Adsorption des Tensides an Feststoffoberflächen. 
Der ausschließlich in der Patentliteratur erwähnte Synergieeffekt bei der Abmischung nicht-
ionischer Tenside mit Glykolen zu Schwindreduzierern bezieht sich auf eine erhöhte 
Schwindreduktionskapazität des Zusatzmittels und beruht auf der Abmilderung aller Effekte, 
die zu einer Abscheidung des Tensides aus der wässrigen Lösung führen.  
8. Eine Implementierung der spezifischen chemisch-physikalischen Eigenschaften schwind-
reduzierender Zusatzmittel in bestehende Modelle zur Beschreibung des Trocknungs-
schwindens ist der Fachliteratur nicht zu entnehmen. Mit Ausnahme des Kapillardruckmodells 
zur Vorhersage des Trocknungsschwindens lassen sich Charakteristika schwindreduzierender 
Betonzusatzmittel, im Speziellen ihrer Oberflächenaktivität, nicht bzw. nur unzureichend in 
bestehende Modelle zum Trocknungsschwinden implementieren.  
 
Methodik 
9. Die Oberflächenaktivität einer repräsentativen Auswahl an Schwindreduzierern wurde in 
makroskopischen Versuchen an synthetischen als auch an extrahierten Zementporenwässern 
quantifiziert. Dies umfasste auch die Quantifizierung von Mischungslücken und organischen 
Aussalzungen.  
10. Ein in dieser Arbeit entwickelter theoretischer Ansatz zur Auswertung herkömmlicher Mess-
ungen der Oberflächenspannung erlaubt eine Abschätzung der Oberflächenspannung der 
Porenlösung im trocknenden, zementären Porensystem.  
11. Der Einfluss schwindreduzierender Zusatzmittel auf den Hydratationsmechanismus, d.h. 
Hydratphasenbestand und Hydratationskinetik, wurde mittels Thermogravimetrie, Röntgen-
phasenanalyse bzw. isothermer Wärmeleitungskalorimetrie erfasst. Zusätzlich wurde 
Elektronenmikroskopie zur Beschreibung der Mikrostrukturen und energiedispersive 
Röntgenspektroskopie zur qualitativen Bestimmung von niedrig konzentrierten Hydratphasen 
eingesetzt. Die Veränderungen der Komposition des Zementporenwassers in Gegenwart 
schwindreduzierender Zusatzmittel wurden analysiert. Die spezifische Adsorption 
schwindreduzierender Zusatzmittel an Zementhydraten wurde an hydratisierendem Zement 
als auch an synthetischen Hydratphasen untersucht. 
12. Der Mechanismus der Auslaugung schwindreduzierender Zusatzmittel wurde in Standtests 
untersucht, während praxisnahe Konditionen mittels zyklischer Auslaugung und Trocknung in 
Langzeittests simuliert wurden.  
13. Die Beschreibung der hygrischen Eigenschaften von Zementstein und Mörteln erfolgte 
anhand von Schwind- und Desorptionsisothermen. Basierend auf thermodynamischen 
Ansätzen wurden unter Verwendung dieser Schwind- und Desorptionsisothermen 
Energiebilanzen erstellt, die eine Unterscheidung zwischen Verformungsenergie und Energie 
zur Erzeugung von Oberfläche im Trocknungsprozess zementärer Baustoffe zulassen und 
somit eine Abgrenzung der Einflussnahme von Schwindreduzierern auf diese spezifische 
Energieverteilung ermöglichen. 
 
   III 
Im Wesentlichen erzielte Ergebnisse 
14. Schwindreduzierende Betonzusatzmittel nehmen aufgrund ihrer amphiphilen Eigenschaften 
Einfluss auf den Hydratationsmechanismus von Portlandzementen. In Gegenwart dieser 
Zusatzmittel ist die Löslichkeit für anorganische Salze verringert. Die Konzentration von 
Calcium-, Kalium- und Sulfationen sinkt mit zunehmender Konzentration des Zusatzmittels. 
Während der Induktionsperiode der Portlandzementhydratation führt dies zur temporären 
Ausfällung von Calcium-Kalium-Sulfathydrat. Eine Veränderung des Hydratphasenbestandes 
in Gegenwart von schwindreduzierenden Zusatzmitteln kann nicht signifikant unterschieden 
werden. Somit sind nachteilige Auswirkungen auf die Dauerhaftigkeit derartig modifizierter 
Betone aufgrund eines veränderten Hydratphasenbestandes nicht zu erwarten. 
15. Die stark verzögernde Wirkung von Schwindreduzierern in Kombination mit polycarboxylat-
basierten Fließmitteln beruht nicht auf der Adsorption des Schwindreduzierers am 
hydratisierenden Klinker. Vielmehr kann davon ausgegangen werden, dass die verminderte 
Löslichkeit für Salze in der Porenlösung den Reaktionsumsatz absenkt und/oder eine 
spezifische Adsorption des nicht-ionischen Tensides an Portlanditkeimen deren Wachstum 
hemmt und damit die Auflösung von silikatischen Klinkerphasen. 
16. Schwindreduzierende Zusatzmittel weisen eine spezifische Adsorption an Portlandit auf, 
einem Nebenprodukt der Hydratationsreaktionen eines Hauptbestandteils von Portland-
zement. Ein verstärktes Kristallwachstum von Portlandit in lateraler Dimension führt zu einer 
Zunahme der spezifischen Oberfläche des hydratisierten Zementsteines. Für nass 
nachbehandelte Zementsteine bedeutet dies eine Zunahme der Gelporosität auf Kosten der 
Kapillarporosität. Eine Einflussnahme auf die Gesamtporosität lässt sich nicht feststellen.  
17. Die Zunahme der spezifischen Oberfläche von Zementstein in Gegenwart von Schwind-
reduzierern bewirkt eine verstärkte physikalische Adsorption von Zementporenwasser am 
Feststoff. Für Betone mit niedrigem w/z-Wert oder unzureichender Nachbehandlung kann 
dieser Prozess zu einer Reduktion des für die Hydratation verfügbaren Wassers führen und in 
einem vermindertem Hydratationsgrad resultieren. Dies könnte eine Ursache für die in der 
Literatur beschriebenen Einbußen bezüglich mechanischer Eigenschaften beim Einsatz von 
Schwindreduzieren sein. 
18. Schwindreduzierer sind im hohen Maße auslaugbar. Jedoch zeigen zyklische Langzeittests, 
dass ein signifikanter Austrag des Zusatzmittels in vorwiegend trockener Exposition nicht zu 
erwarten ist. Die Nachhaltigkeit des Einsatzes dieser Zusatzmittel ist gegeben, wenn die 
Anwendung im Beton das Ziel der Reduktion des Trocknungsschwindens verfolgt. 
19. Die schwindreduzierende Wirkung der nicht-ionischen Tenside beruht vorwiegend auf der 
Reduktion der Oberflächenspannung der Grenzfläche „flüssig/gasförmig“ des trocknenden 
Zementsteines. Inwieweit diese Oberflächenspannung durch das nicht-ionischeTensid herab-
gesetzt wird, ist von der Gesamtkonzentration im Allgemeinen und im Speziellen von der 
Konzentration des Tensides in der Oberfläche abhängig. Da im Zuge des Trocknens diese 
Grenzfläche wächst, kann bei gegebener Gesamtkonzentration des Zusatzmittels im Beton 
dessen Konzentration in der Grenzfläche sinken, woraufhin die Oberflächenspannung ansteigt 
und die Schwindreduktion sinkt. 
20. Im Ergebnis dieser Arbeit ist es möglich, die Entwicklung sowohl der Oberfläche als auch ihrer 
Oberflächenspannung im Trocknungsprozess zu quantifizieren und diese Ergebnisse in einen 
einfachen konzeptionellen, thermodynamischen Ansatz zur Minimierung der freien Energie 
des trocknenden, zementären Porensystems zu überführen. Die Verwendung dieses 
konzeptionellen Ansatzes erlaubt es, den Wirkmechanismus schwindreduzierender Beton-
zusatzmittel zu beschreiben. 
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1 Introduction 
Self Consolidating Concrete – a dream has come true!(?) 
Self Consolidating Concrete (SCC) is mainly characterised by its special rheological properties. With-
out any vibration this concrete can be placed and compacted under its own weight, without segrega-
tion or bleeding. The use of such concrete can increase the productivity on construction sites and en-
able the use of a higher degree of well distributed reinforcement for thin walled structural members. 
This new technology also reduces health risks since in contrast to the traditional handling of concrete, 
the emission of noise and vibration are substantially decreased.  
The specific mix design for self consolidating concretes was introduced around the 1980s in Japan. In 
comparison to normal vibrated concrete an increased paste volume enables a good distribution of ag-
gregates within the paste matrix, minimising the influence of aggregates friction on the concrete flow 
property. The introduction of inert and/or pozzolanic additives as part of the paste provides the re-
quired excess paste volume without using disproportionally high amounts of plain cement. Due to fur-
ther developments of concrete admixtures such as superplasticizers, the cement paste can gain self 
levelling properties without causing segregation of aggregates.   
Whereas SCC differs from normal vibrated concrete in its fresh attributes, it should reach similar prop-
erties in the hardened state. Due to the increased paste volume it usually shows higher shrinkage. 
Furthermore, owing to strength requirements, SCC is often produced at low water to cement ratios and 
hence may additionally suffer from autogenous shrinkage. This means that cracking caused by drying 
or autogenous shrinkage is a real risk for SCC and can compromise its durability as cracks may serve 
as ingression paths for gases and salts or might permit leaching. For the time being SCC still exhibits 
increased shrinkage and cracking probability and hence may be discarded in many practical applica-
tions. This can be overcome by a better understanding of those mechanisms and the ways to mitigate 
them. It is a target of this thesis to contribute to this. 
 
How to cope with increased shrinkage of SCC?  
In general, engineers are facing severe problems related to shrinkage and cracking. Even for normal 
and high performance concrete, containing moderate amounts of binder, a lot of effort was put on 
counteracting shrinkage and avoiding cracking. For the time being these efforts resulted in the know-
ledge of how to distribute cracks rather to avoid them.  
The most efficient way to decrease shrinkage turned out to be to decrease the cement content of con-
crete down to a minimum but still sufficient amount. For SCC this obviously seems to be contradictory 
with the requirement of a high paste volume. Indeed, the potential for shrinkage reduction is limited to 
some small range modifications in the mix design following two major concepts. The first one is the re-
duction of the required paste volume by optimising the aggregate grading curve. The second one in-
volves high volume substitution of cement, preferentially using inert mineral additives.   
The optimization of grading curves is limited by several severe practical issues. Problems start with 
the availability of sufficiently fractionated aggregates. Usually attempts fail because of the enormous 
effort in composing application-optimized grading curves or mix designs. Due to durability reasons, the 
substitution rate for cement is limited depending on the application purpose and on environmental ex-
posure of the hardened concrete.   
In the early 1980s Shrinkage Reducing Admixtures (SRA) were introduced to counteract drying 
shrinkage of concrete. The first publications explicitly dealing with SRA go back to Goto and Sato (Ja-
pan). They were published in 1983, which is also the time when the SCC concept was introduced.  
SRA modified concretes showed a substantial reduction of free drying shrinkage contributing to crack 
prevention or at least a significant decrease of crack width in situations of restrained drying shrinkage.  
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Will shrinkage reducing admixtures contribute to a broader application of SCC?  
Within the last three decades performance tests on several types of concrete proved the efficiency of 
shrinkage reducing admixtures. So, at least in terms of shrinkage and cracking, concretes in general 
and SCC in particular can benefit from SRA application. But "One man's meat is another man's poi-
son" and with respect to long term performance of SRA modified concretes there are still several is-
sues to be clarified.   
One of these concerns the impact of SRAs on cement hydration. It is therefore an issue to know if 
changes in the hydrated phase composition, induced by SRA, result in undesired properties or de-
creased durability.  
Another issue is that the long term shrinkage reduction has to be evaluated. For example, one can 
wonder if SRA leaching may diminish or even eliminate long term shrinkage reduction and if the re-
lease of admixtures could be a severe environmental issue.   
It should also be noted that the basic mechanism or physical impact of SRA as well as its implementa-
tion in recent models for shrinkage of concrete is still being discussed.  
   
The present thesis tries to shed light on the role of SRA in self consolidating concrete focusing 
on the three questions outlined above: basic mechanisms of cement hydration, physical im-
pact on shrinkage and the sustainability of SRA-application. 
 
Which contributions result from this study?   
Based on an extensive patent search, commercial SRAs could be identified to be synergistic mixtures 
of non-ionic surfactants and glycols. This turns out to be most important information for more than one 
reason and is the subject of chapter 404H :   
An abundant literature focuses on properties of these non-ionic surfactants. Moreover, from this rich 
pool of information, the behaviour of SRAs and their interactions in cementitious systems were better 
understood through this thesis. For example, it could be anticipated how SRAs behave in strong elec-
trolytes and how surface activity, i.e. surface tension, and interparticle forces might be affected.  
The synergy effect regarding enhanced performance induced by the presence of additional glycol in 
SRAs could be derived from the literature on the co-surfactant nature of glycols. Generally it now can 
be said that glycols ensure that the non-ionic surfactant is properly distributed onto the paste inter-
faces to efficiently reduce surface tension.  
In literature, the impact of organic matter on cement hydration was extensively studied for other admix-
tures like superplasticizer. From there, main impact factors related to the nature of these molecules 
could be identified. In addition, here again, the literature on non-ionic surfactants provides sufficient 
information to anticipate possible interactions of SRA with cement hydration based on the nature of 
non-ionic surfactants.   
All in all, the extensive study on the nature of non-ionic surfactants, presented in chapter 405H , provides 
fundamental understanding of the behaviour of SRAs in cement paste. Taking a step further to relate 
this to the impact on drying and shrinkage required to review recent models for drying and shrinkage 
of cement paste as presented in chapter 406H3. There, it is shown that macroscopic thermodynamics of the 
open pore systems can be successfully applied to predict drying induced deformation, but that surface 
activity of SRA still has to be implemented to explain the shrinkage reduction it causes. Because of 
severe issues concerning the importance of capillary pressure on shrinkage, a new macroscopic ther-
modynamic model was derived in a way that meets requirements to properly incorporate surface activ-
ity of SRA. This is the subject of chapter 5. 
Based on theoretical considerations, in chapter 5 the broader impact of SRA on drying cementitious 
matter could be outlined. In a next step, cement paste was treated as a deformable, open drying pore 
system. Thereby, the drying phenomena of SRA modified mortars and concrete observed by other au-
thors could be retrieved. This phenomenological consistency of the model constitutes an important 
contribution towards the understanding of SRA mechanisms.  
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Another main contribution of this work came from introducing an artificial pore system, denominated 
the normcube. Using this model system, it could be shown how the evolution of interfacial area and its 
properties interact in presence of SRAs and how this impacts drying characteristics. 
In chapter 7, the surface activity of commercial SRAs in aqueous solution and synthetic pore solution 
was investigated. This shows how the electrolyte concentration of synthetic pore solution impacts the 
phase behaviour of SRA and conversely, how the presence of SRA impacts the aqueous electrolyte 
solution. Whilst electrolytes enhance self-aggregation of SRAs into micelles and liquid crystals, the 
presence of SRAs leads to precipitation of minerals as syngenite and mirabilite. Moreover, electrolyte 
solutions containing SRAs comprise limited miscibility or rather show miscibility gaps, where the liquid 
separates into isotropic micellar solutions and surfactant rich reverse micellar solutions.  
The investigation of surface activity and phase behaviour of SRA unravelled another important contri-
bution. From macroscopic surface tension measurements, a relationship between excess surface con-
centration of SRA, bulk concentration of SRA and exposed interfacial area could be derived. Based on 
this, it is now possible to predict the actual surface tension of the pore fluid in the course of drying 
once the evolution of internal interfacial area is known. This is used later in this thesis to describe the 
specific drying and shrinkage behaviour of SRA modified pastes and mortars. 
Calorimetric studies on normal Portland cement and composite binders revealed that SRA alone show 
only minor impact on hydration kinetics. In presence of superplasticizer however the cement hydration 
can be significantly decelerated. The delaying impact of SRA could be related to a selective decelera-
tion of silicate phase hydration. Moreover, it could be shown that portlandite precipitation in presence 
of SRA is changed, turning the compact habitus into more or less layered structures. Thereby, the 
specific surface increases, causing the amount of physically bound water to increase, which in turn re-
duces the maximum degree of hydration achievable for sealed systems. 
Extensive phase analysis shows that the hydrated phase composition of SRA modified binders re-
mains almost unaffected. The appearance of a temporary mineral phase could be detected by envi-
ronmental scanning electron microscopy. As could be shown for synthetic pore solutions, syngenite 
precipitates during early hydration stages and is later consumed in the course of aluminate hydration, 
i.e. when sulphates are depleted. Moreover, for some SRAs, the salting out phenomena supposed to 
be enhanced in strong electrolytes could also be shown to take place. The resulting organic precipi-
tates could be identified by SEM-EDX in cement paste and by X-ray diffraction on solid residues of 
synthetic pore solution. 
The presence of SRAs could also be identified to impact microstructure of well cured cement paste. 
Based on nitrogen adsorption measurements and mercury intrusion porosimetry the amount of small 
pores is seen to increase with SRA dosage, whilst the overall porosity remains unchanged. 
The question regarding sustainability of SRA application is the subject of chapter 10. By means of 
leaching studies it could be shown that SRA can be leached significantly. The mechanism could be 
identified as a diffusion process and a range of effective diffusion coefficients could be estimated. 
Thereby, the leaching of SRA can now be estimated for real structural members. However, while the 
admixture can be leached to high extents in tank tests, the leaching rates in practical applications can 
be assumed to be low because of much reduced contact with water. This could be proven by quantify-
ing admixture loss during long term drying and rewetting cycles. Despite a loss of admixture shrinkage 
reduction is hardly impacted. Moreover, the cyclic tests revealed that the total deformations in pres-
ence of SRA remain low due to a lower extent of irreversibly shrinkage deformations.  
Another important contribution towards the better understanding of the working mechanism of SRA for 
drying and shrinkage came from the same leaching tests. A significant fraction of SRA is found to be 
immobile and does not diffuse in leaching. This fraction of SRA is probably strongly associated to ce-
ment phases as the calcium-silicate-hydrates or portlandite. Based on these findings, it is now also 
possible to quantify the amount of admixture active at the interfaces. This means that, the evolution of 
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surface tension in the course of drying can be approximated, which is a fundamental requirement for 
modeling shrinkage in presence of SRA. 
The last experimental chapter of this study focuses on the working mechanism and impact of SRA on 
drying and shrinkage. Based on the thermodynamics of the open deformable pore system introduced 
in chapter 5, energy balances are set up using desorption and shrinkage isotherms of actual samples. 
Information on distribution of SRA in the hydrated paste is used to estimate the actual surface ten-
sions of the pore solution. In other words, this is the first time that the surface activity of the SRA in the 
course of the drying is fully accounted for. From the energy balances the evolution and properties of 
the internal interface are then obtained.  
This made it possible to explain why SRAs impact drying and shrinkage and in what specific range of 
relative humidity they are active. 
Summarising the findings of this thesis it can be said that the understanding of the impact of SRAs on 
hydration, drying and shrinkage was brought forward. Many of the new insights came from the careful 
investigation of the theory of non-ionic surfactants, something that the cement community had gener-
ally overlooked up to now. 
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2 Thesis objectives 
In this chapter the main objectives of this thesis are outlined as well as the intermediate steps that had 
to be taken in order to fulfil these objectives. As previously explained, the overriding objective is to un-
derstand the effect of SRAs on cement hydration, drying and shrinkage.   
For this we first of all must recognize that SRAs belong to the family of non-ionic surfactants of which 
the basic behaviour must be taken into account. In particular this means that the evaluation of surface 
tension with dosage must be characterized (chapter 408H2.1).   
When used in cement, SRAs largely remain in aqueous phase of which the composition evolves with 
time due to hydration. Understanding how this impacts surface tension is another objective (chapter 
409H2.2). 
SRAs are reported to increase the specific surface of hydrated cement paste and may additionally im-
pact the hygral properties of these porous systems. Examining the impact of these admixtures on the 
microstructure of cement paste is in particular important towards a clear discrimination between their 
main and side effects on drying and shrinkage (chapter 410H2.3).  
We must recognize that the presence of SRAs impacts hydration kinetics of cement paste. Moreover, 
this is in particular true when SRAs are combined with superplasticizers, which is often the case of 
SCC. How SRAs impact cement hydration and whether this causes undesired properties, as for in-
stance for durability, is another important objective (chapter 411H2.4).  
Since SRAs belong to the family of surface active agents (surfactants), their presence at interfaces 
might subject them to enhanced leaching. An important objective of this thesis is, whether SRAs are 
leachable and if so, whether this impacts long term shrinkage reduction or is on itself an environmental 
issue. 
2.1 Surface activity and phase transitions of SRA 
Surface activity is an essential property of surfactant containing systems and can be evaluated by 
means of surface tension measurements. The method returns a relationship between bulk concentra-
tions of the surface active component of the species. More in detail, a relationship between excess 
surface concentration and surface tension can be obtained. Commercially available SRAs as well as 
non-ionic surfactants are to be characterised by such measurements.   
It is known that the electrolytes impact surface activity and can cause phase transition. To determine if 
this is an issue in cement systems, surface tension measurements are therefore to be conducted in 
SRA solutions with and without electrolytes as well as in synthetic cement pore solution with SRAs.  
This part of the study also includes miscibility tests on mixtures of SRA with water and synthetic pore 
solution to receive information on: 
a) Miscibility in general 
b) Phase transitions 
c) Electrolyte induced salting out effects of the surfactant 
d) Surfactant induced mineral precipitations in synthetic pore solution 
2.2 Evolution of surface tension in the course of hydration and drying 
The evolution of surface tension of the interfaces in the course of drying is of high interest for imple-
menting SRAs into shrinkage modeling. So far, authors account for the initial surface activity in aque-
ous solution. Therefore, a method is lacking to properly describe the change of the surface tension of 
the pore fluid as a function of either water consumption by cement hydration or water loss due to 
evaporation.  
Usually the initial SRA dosages are well below the critical micellation concentrations. However, in the 
course of drying water evaporates, which increases the bulk concentration of SRA.  
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The challenge is therefore to know how the surface tension of the remaining pore solution changes 
due to that. This is obtained from an improved evaluation of the surface tension measurements men-
tioned above.  
For this we must recognize that the relationship between excess surface concentration and bulk con-
centration of SRA depends on the ratio of solution volume to the interfacial area. Therefore, the sur-
face tension can be back calculated from the bulk concentration of SRA, the solution volume and the 
interfacial area at which the surfactant is supposed to be active.   
Whereas this surface tension can be obtained from macroscopic measurements, the ability to predict it 
at discrete time steps requires knowing the actual distribution of SRA between  
a) pore solution 
b) the solid surfaces (adsorbed) 
c) self-aggregation of SRA (inactive) 
where a) can be obtained from appropriate macroscopic studies on b) and c). 
2.3 Influence of SRA on microstructure 
Concerning the impact of SRAs on microstructure, an increase in specific surface area was observed 
by some authors. Though not proven, this increase was suggested to come from enhanced formation 
of low density C-S-H.   
This increased interfacial area can be expected to impact drying and shrinkage. On the one hand, the 
excess Gibbs free energy utilized at these interfaces would increase; hence shrinkage deformation 
would also increase. On the other hand, an increased amount of low density C-S-H can be assumed 
to increase the extent of irreversible deformation in the course of drying.  
The evolution of specific surface area will be determined by nitrogen adsorption. However, a lot of is-
sues concerning nitrogen sorption measurements on hydrated paste can be found in literature. An im-
portant argument is that an ingression limit for nitrogen can be found for pores smaller than 2-3 nm. 
Therefore, a significant fraction of calcium-silicate hydrate porosity cannot be tracked by such a sor-
bate. However in presence of SRA, the alternative of water vapour sorption is most probably perturbed 
by these surfactants, so that nitrogen sorption is retained as characterization method. 
On the topic of microstructure deformation, it is particularly important to distinguish between irreversi-
ble deformations that do not cause stress and reversible ones that do. Distinction between both is ob-
tained by including length change measurements after resaturation at the end of shrinkage isotherms. 
As far as the hydrate phase assemblage is concerned, some authors reported the appearance of addi-
tional mineral phases due to SRA.   
Using Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy (ESEM), which significantly reduces sample pre-
treatment artefacts, we find that: 
a) minor phases can be detected and qualitatively described 
b) changes in morphology can be proven quantitatively 
2.4 Cement hydration in the presence of SRA and SP 
In literature it is reported that SRA has only minor impact on hydration kinetics. However, a dispropor-
tional delay of hydration in presence of both SRA and SP can occur. This is particularly relevant for 
self consolidating mortar and concrete as a combination of these admixtures is most likely.  
The kinetics of cement hydration in presence of SRAs and in combination with SP are therefore exam-
ined using isothermal heat conduction calorimetry. From this type of measurement time schedules can 
be developed so that, despite significant impacts on hydration kinetics, pastes can be studied at com-
parable hydration stages.  
In analogy to studies on the impact of superplasticizers on Portland cement hydration, the adsorption 
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of SRA onto clinker and hydration phases is of high interest. Admixture adsorption measurements on 
synthetic phases as well as on hydrated paste at different stages of hydration are performed. This re-
veals most important information on the distribution of the admixture in bulk. Furthermore, from spe-
cific adsorption it can be derived what causes the hydration to be altered.  
As far as drying shrinkage is concerned, the distribution of SRA between liquid and solid phases is of 
high interest. From adsorption measurements and, more important, the nature of adsorption, one can 
deduce how much of the admixture can be supposed “active” on the liquid/vapour interface of the pore 
system. 
Concerning durability of SRA containing systems, it is of particular interest whether a hydrate phase 
assemblage can be found that leads to undesired properties or decreases the long term performance 
of concrete. This can be examined using X-ray powder diffraction. Selected phases are properly quan-
tified using thermogravimetric analysis. Furthermore, the pore solution is a mirror image of hydration. 
Its change in presence of admixture is therefore relevant to the questions at hand. On the one hand, 
information towards the electrolyte composition can be obtained; on the other hand it reveals, how 
much of the admixture is part of the pore solution. The latter is especially important concerning the 
surface tension of pore solution and its importance for shrinkage mechanisms. 
We have to recognize that for SCC a combination of SRA and SP is most likely, requiring a proper 
discrimination of these species for analysing pore solutions. Due to different molecular masses a clear 
discrimination is possible by gas chromatography. In this method the non-volatile SP can be supposed 
to be separated from SRA, comprising a relative low molecular weight.  
In regard to the physical impact of SRA on drying and shrinkage, the examination of this requires a 
preferably complete description of the hydration process in presence of the admixtures. 
2.5 Leaching of SRA 
SRA-type surfactants are intended to preferably adsorb at the liquid/vapour interface to reduce surface 
tension. To do so they have to be part of the pore fluid. For mortar and concrete this implies the poten-
tial risk of leaching upon cyclic drying and rewetting.   
Once the SRA is leached out, concrete may no longer benefit from shrinkage reduction and one long 
term its crack probability could increase. Up to now the application of SRA in concrete is relatively ex-
pensive and answering the question of “How long will concrete benefit from SRA?” is of high interest. 
Moreover, release of SRA might cause environmental issues. 
To examine these issues, one needs a proper leaching methodology that must 
a) enable a clear view on the dominating mechanism of leaching  
b) comprise test conditions exploitable towards practical application/prediction. 
 
We have to recognize that leaching tests on cement paste might not reflect field conditions, because 
the release of SRA from mortar and concrete can be significantly higher due to an enhanced porosity 
of the paste/aggregate interface. Leaching tests therefore have to be performed on mortars or con-
crete. 
Cyclic drying and leaching can be seen as the exposition that mortars and concretes are subjected to 
in practice. However, the evaluation of leaching mechanisms will be perturbed by resaturation prior to 
leaching. We recognize that the governing mechanism has to be examined using tank tests and per-
manent leaching, whereas the extent of leaching for practical application can be evaluated on cyclic 
drying and leaching.  
As far as leaching and ageing impact microstructure and overall properties of the material, a represen-
tative reference has to be introduced as a measure for shrinkage and shrinkage reducing effect of 
SRA. These reference series preferably comprise properties that enable a clear distinction between 
ageing and leaching phenomena. 
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For both test conditions, permanent and cyclic leaching, the admixture release is to be quantified. 
Again, the combined use of SRA and SP requires a proper distinction between both admixtures. This 
can be done as outlined in the previous subchapter. 
2.6 Physical impact of SRA on drying and shrinkage 
Recent models for drying induced shrinkage of cement paste are based on the thermodynamics of the 
open pore system exchanging water with its environment. Deformation predictions are mainly based 
on energy balances accounting for the cumulative character of Helmholtz free energy. This states that 
changes of Gibbs free energy can be separated as follows:  
a) energy utilized for creation of interfacial area 
b) energy utilized in deformation of the solid skeleton 
 
Based on drying and shrinkage isotherms of cement paste such energy balances can be drawn. The 
impact of SRA is evaluated by means of changes due to surface activity of SRA.   
Again, the determination of actual amounts of admixtures active at interfaces is of high interest. 
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3 State of the art – “Drying shrinkage of cementitious materials” 
Hydrated cement paste is very porous and comprises a wide pore size distribution from macro capil-
lary [μm] down to gel porosity [nm]. Due to this it is subjected to the so-called hygral deformations dur-
ing adsorption and desorption of water vapour. The mechanical action of molecular forces on porous 
material during the formation of adsorption-solvation layers causes swelling. Conversely, desorption of 
these layers causes shrinkage.   
The first attempts in relating drying and shrinkage of porous matter to standard thermodynamics go 
back to Bangham’s work on charcoal published between1930-37 [1-4]. Later on Powers 1968 [5] pub-
lished the “Thermodynamics of volume change and creep”, suggesting a combined action of surface 
free energy, disjoining pressure and capillary pressure within the porous cementitious material, all de-
rived from standard thermodynamics. Setzer proposed a thermodynamic approach for calculation of 
pore space distributions using water vapour sorption isotherms in 1973 [6], providing the basis for 
modeling the drying of a porous matter. Later, Setzer 1974 [7] and Hansen 1987 [8] successfully re-
lated changes of surface free energy to the deformation of drying/swelling of cement paste, primary for 
the low humidity range (<50% RH).  
Beltzung and Wittmann 2005 [9] as well as Setzer et al. 2006 [10] summarized that deformations of 
cement paste below an ambient relative humidity of 50% clearly follow Bangham’s law, i.e. changes of 
free surface energy, whilst above 50% RH deformations are to be dominantly due to disjoining pres-
sure.  
Throughout the literature on shrinkage of cementitious material one often finds authors referring to the 
capillary force model, in which said capillary forces exert tensile stress to the pore walls, causing the 
solid skeleton to deform. However, there are severe doubts on the capillary force model because it 
comprises major shortcomings as outlined in the following. A first issue occurs for the humidity range 
where menisci are supposed to break down (<50% RH) and capillary pressure or rather the hydro-
static average fluid pressure is no more supposed to impact drying shrinkage. It is widely agreed that 
capillary pressure is limited to relative humidity at which menisci are still present but, even then, there 
are severe doubts on its importance for drying deformation. More important, concerning the tensile 
character of capillary pressure, swelling of cementitious materials cannot be explained.  
Coussy et al. [11-13] propose a more global treatment for drying induced shrinkage based on ther-
moporoelasticity (saturated and partially saturated). This allows them to derive the deformation of the 
drying/swelling porous matter without referring to different ranges of humidity. Coussy´s approach [11, 
13] allows to clarify the issue related to the action of pore fluid pressure versus surface energy contri-
butions. However, some aspects of this work are still being under discussion.  
In what follows, the basic equations for describing drying and shrinkage of cementitious porous matter 
are derived from standard thermodynamics. The main goal for this is to find out how SRAs might act 
on drying and shrinkage in order to implement them appropriately into current models.  
3.1 Standard thermodynamics of isothermal drying and shrinkage 
The drying cementitious material can be viewed as an open thermodynamic system exchanging water 
and gas with the surrounding environment. Due to its constitution at any drying state and referring to 
full saturation, the multi-phase cementitious system comprises a Gibbs free energy given by: 
  iinG   (1) 
where 
G: Gibbs free energy [J] 
n:  quantity of component i [mol] 
μ:  chemical potential of component i [J/mol] 
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i:  components; w-water; a-air; v-water vapour; s-solid matter 
 
The chemical potential is a function of the intensive variables T-temperature and p-pressure, so that 
for the isothermal drying process it is a function of pressure only  
 p   (2) 
and 
ii;m dpvd   (3) 
where 
vm_i: molar volume of component i 
 
The chemical potentials of the gaseous μg and liquid phases μl can be expressed as a function of ap-
parent pressure and volume. However, for the solid skeleton (s) a more convenient expression for μs 
was introduced by Landau and Lifschitz [14]: 
	
  ss  (4) 
and 

	 dd s   (5) 
where 
s: Helmholtz free energy of the solid skeleton 
: stress tensor 
:  infinitesimal reversible strain 
 
According to the Gibbs-Duhem equality for a reversible evolution between two successive isothermal 
drying states of the open cementitious system one derives: 
vvaaww dndndndddG 
	   (6) 
 
In 412H(6) the total difference in free energy between two isothermal drying states is expressed as a func-
tion of change in chemical potential of the components and the change in the components quantity 
within the open system. Note that the mass of the solid skeleton is usually assumed to be invariant. 
Moreover, equation 413H(6) exclusively accounts for incremental changes of the open porous system be-
tween two close isothermal drying states. 
3.1.1 The liquid/vapour equilibrium 
According to Clausius-Clapeyron the chemical potential of all constituents in the system has to be 
equal. This requires changes of chemical potentials to be similar also. The equilibrium between liquid 
and vapour reads: 
wv dd    (7) 
 
Assuming ideal gas (g) behaviour for air (a) and water vapour (w) so that the molar volume of the gas 
phase is given by 
gg;m p/RTv   (8) 
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and incompressibility for water (vm,w = const.) Kelvin’s law is obtained by integration of equation 414H(7): 
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where 
p: pressure due to curvature of the interface; capillary pressure 
pv,0: vapour pressure over a plane surface 
pv,1: vapour pressure in equilibrium 
pw: liquid pressure 
 
Equation 415H(9) describes the energy balance for a fluid in equilibrium with its vapour. The left term de-
scribes the work done at constant molar volume and varying liquid pressure due to curvature of the 
interface, and the right term the appropriate work done at the interface. 
For drying cementitious matter one usually finds the atmospheric pressure imposed to the boundaries 
of the open system. Further on the change in vapour chemical potential is referred to as the ratio of 
actual vapour pressure and saturation pressure, i.e. the relative humidity (RH). For total liquid satura-
tion of the cementitious system, the water pressure is assumed to be equal to the atmospheric pres-
sure. Accordingly Kelvin’s law then reads: 
)RHln(
v
RTp
w,m
  (11) 
 
where the relative humidity imposed at the boundaries of the cementitious porous system determines 
the pressure of the liquid phase, i.e. the pore solution.  
3.1.2 Creation of liquid/vapour interface in the course of drying 
The pore fluid comprises a certain surface tension at the liquid vapour interface that is determined by 
its electrolyte constitution and, in the context of this study, by the presence of non-ionic surface active 
admixtures.   
In the course of water evaporation from the saturated porous material, the pores empty. According to 
Scherer 1990 [15], the removal of pore fluid from the porous body causes a replacement of a low en-
ergetic liquid/solid interface by a high energetic solid/vapour interface. To prevent this increase of en-
ergy, or rather to maintain a low interfacial energy, the remaining pore fluid tends to cover the solid in-
terface.   
Following the approach of Brunauer et al. [16, 17] one can assume a rigid drying porous material 
where d=0 and the total difference in free energy of the system is stored by creating interfacial area 
at the liquid/vapour interface  
dadwdG   (12) 
where 
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dw: energy required to create interfacial area 
:  surface tension at the liquid/vapour interface 
da: change of interfacial area due to water loss 
 
The total difference in free energy can by obtained from the total mass loss, i.e. evaporated water ac-
cording to equation 416H(6), and one reads: 
da)RHln(RT
v
dv
w,m
water   (13) 
where 
dvwater: water loss due to drying 
 
3.1.3 Stress created in the course of drying 
Generally one can distinguish between two types of forces potentially causing shrinkage of cement 
paste.  
a) capillary forces, acting similar to a hydrostatic pressure 
b) disjoining pressure, acting normal to the solid interfacial planes  
3.1.3.1 Capillary pressure 
The liquid/vapour interface created in the course of drying is highly curved. This is due to the nano-
scopic features of the hydrated cement paste microstructure. Capillary pressure can be however de-
rived from standard thermodynamics, as follows: 
Let us assume an ideal rigid open pore system where the change in Gibbs free energy is exclusively 
utilised in creating interfacial area as in eq. 417H(12). Furthermore we consider that this energy change 
comes from a volume work given by pdv, so that: 
dapdvwater   ;
waterdv
dap    (14) 
 
For a saturated pore with a given geometry the removal of water causes the interface to be increased. 
Moreover, if now the liquid tends to cover the solid interface the liquid/vapour interface comprises a 
curvature. In equilibrium with a curved surface the pore fluid pressure is depressed (cap. pressure) to 
maintain force balance. For a spherical liquid/vapour interfaces Laplace equation 418H(17) is obtained from 
419H(11), 420H(12), 421H(13) and 422H(14) reading: 
24 ra   ; rdrda 8  (15) 
and 
334 r/v  ; drrdv 24  (16) 
so that 
rr
rp 

 2
4
8
2   (17) 
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and returns a special case of Lord Kelvin’s law usually applied to pore systems comprising cylindrical 
pores and the radius r is the so-called Kelvin radius rk, which is also the radius of the largest water 
filled cylindrical pore. 
Concerning the impact of SRAs, it can be stated that the capillary condensation equilibrium is changed 
if the surface tension of the pore fluid decreases. Assuming that the capillary pressure exclusively de-
pends on the imposed relative humidity in accordance with equation 423H(11), this pressure should not be 
changed by SRAs and therefore has to be assumed a constant.   
The following scenario can therefore be thought of to explain why SRAs reduce shrinkage:  
Aqueous solutions of SRAs have decreased the surface tensions which changes the capillary conden-
sation equilibrium. More specifically, for a given humidity, the so called Kelvin radius rK decreases with 
surface tension according equation 424H(17). Consequently, the water loss of pore systems with SRA 
should increase with increasing SRA content. 
3.1.3.2 Disjoining pressure 
In the literature on drying and shrinkage of hydrated cement paste one can find serious doubts on the 
importance of capillary pressure and disjoining pressure is often presented to be the dominating 
mechanism [9, 10, 18-21]. According to Scherer [15], disjoining pressure result from short range forces 
at solid/liquid interfaces. Due to its structuring in vicinity of a solid interface, water would not be easily 
displaced in the course of drying, and would in particular resist solid surfaces from being brought to-
gether. Disjoining pressure is therefore defined to act normal to the solid/liquid interface. Unlike capil-
lary pressure, the concept of disjoining pressure describes both, drying and swelling of porous matter. 
In regard to cement paste Powers 1968 [5] introduced the principle of hindered adsorption and gave a 
basic thermodynamic expression for disjoining pressure pdisj. derived from Clausius-Clapeyron: 
)RHln(
v
RTp
w,m
.disj   (18) 
 
The idea is that due to the close vicinity of hydrate surfaces in cement paste, the adsorption of water is 
locally hindered. Disjoining pressure is supposed to be active in these locations to maintain equality of 
chemical potentials. Moreover, Setzer 2006 [10] proposes disjoining pressure to be the main factor de-
termining the average distance h between opposing solid/liquid interfaces in the nanoscopic cement 
system. The volume stability and hygral properties of cement paste are then proposed to be exclu-
sively governed by disjoining pressure: 
i;p,T
.disj h
G)h(p









  (19) 
and 
WW.disj dh
)h(p 





1
1
1
 (20) 
where 
G: Gibbs free energy 
h: distance between surfaces  
μi: chemical potential of dissolved components 
μW: chemical potential of water 
W: surface concentration of water 
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It is important to note that Setzer [10] concludes that if pores empty in the course of drying, then, the 
repulsive contributions of the disjoining pressure vanish. The air filled pores then only have the attrac-
tive component of disjoining pressure, the dispersive force. Due to these strong attractive forces the 
pore volume decreases, which is macroscopically recognised as shrinkage. In contrast to this view, his 
former models incorporating disjoining pressure exclusively related shrinkage to the water filled frac-
tion of partially saturated bodies.  
The main difference between capillary and disjoining pressure approaches for modeling of cement 
paste shrinkage can be summarized as follows: Capillary pressure is assumed to act similar to hydro-
static pressure. In contrast, disjoining pressure acts perpendicular to solid/liquid interfaces and, ac-
cording to [10], results from overlapping force fields of air filled pores in the partially saturated body.  
In regard to mechanisms underlying the effects of SRA on shrinkage, the disjoining pressure view 
suggests that the shrinkage reduction may be a repulsive steric contribution to disjoining pressure re-
lated to the presence of non-ionic surfactants in wetting films (section 425H .2.6). 
Indeed, referring to the model recently introduced by Setzer [10], decreasing the disjoining pressure in 
the air filled pores causes shrinkage. Therefore, the incorporation of SRA that increases the disjoining 
pressure would reduce shrinkage. 
3.1.4 The concept of average pore pressure 
Modeling approaches for predicting shrinkage deformation usually refer to linear elasticity of the par-
tially saturated body, where an average pressure acts on the bulk and the mechanical response, i.e. 
deformation, is calculated based on these characteristics.  
Independent of the origin of the pressure acting on the solid body, the magnitude can be derived from 
standard thermodynamics of the open pore system. i.e. by Gibbs free energy considerations. In the 
following a short introduction on this subject is given. 
Referring to cement systems, the drying state is usually defined with respect to its degree of satura-
tion, i.e. fully saturated or partially saturated. The degree of saturation can be determined from the de-
sorption isotherm of the sample. As shown by Coussy [11, 13], an overall energy balance for drying 
can be derived referring exclusively to the desorption isotherm or saturation curve respectively, as is 
shown below.  
In the case of a non-rigid porous media, the pore fluid causes a certain deformation of the solid skele-
ton by acting on the pore walls. Let  be the total porosity and S the saturation of a unit volume of the 
porous material. In the saturated state (Sw=1) the amount of pore water will be given by  
wwater Sv 0  (21) 
where 
0: initial porosity [m³/m³] 
Sw: liquid saturation 
 
The total increase in free energy along a measured desorption isotherm can now be expressed as a 
function of initial porosity and liquid saturation. As introduced by Bangham [1-4] and also used by Set-
zer [6]; Hansen [8] and Coussy [11], an overall energy balance of the open drying porous system can 
be calculated from: 
 
RH
dRH
v
SRTRHG
w,m
w
RH


 
1
0
1
  (22) 
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In regard to the implementation of SRA into the drying process it is of high interest to link the liquid 
saturation to the interfacial area exposed. This can be easily done by combining equations 426H(12) and 
427H(22). The imposed relative humidity determines the chemical potentials of the coexisting phases and 
the surface tension at the liquid/vapour interface determines the saturation of the pore space, reading: 
dadSpdG w   0  (23) 
or 
p
dadSW 




0
 (24) 
      
At this point one does not discriminate between the origins of pressure. The denomination p stands 
for either capillary or disjoining pressure (compare 428H(18) and 429H(11)) and in the following p is referred to 
as moisture potential, following Scherer’s notation [15]. 
For a constant surface tension and p exclusively determined by the imposed relative humidity, one 
can calculate the interfacial area exposed to the liquid/vapour interface. Moreover, the energy U util-
ized in the creation of liquid/vapour interfaces can be linked to liquid saturation according to: 
)S(pdSp)S(U ww
S
w
w
  1
1
  (25) 
 
where the middle term is taken from Coussy [11, 13] and extended by the right term describing the 
water loss as a function of actual saturation and moisture potential. 
As previously stated, capillary pressure often is supposed to act similar to hydrostatic pressure. For 
partially saturated cementitious system, authors usually refer to the degree of liquid saturation to de-
fine an average fluid pressure p , active over the whole cross sectional area or unit volume of the sys-
tem.  
pSp w   (26) 
where  
p : average pressure 
 
Coussy et al. [13] emphasise that letting p  play the role of an equivalent pore pressure ignores the 
tensile stresses acting along the interfaces and their subsequent effects on the deformation of solids. 
Therefore they introduce an equivalent pore pressure  containing both, the average fluid pressure 
and the stresses exerted by the interfaces reading: 
Up   (27) 
 
Note that the negative sign of U is to account for the tensile character of the capillary or average fluid 
pressure respectively. 
In 430HFigure 1 the equivalent pore pressure  and both its contributions are plotted against the liquid satu-
ration. The graph was built from the set of equations given by Coussy et al. [11, 13] but using a sorp-
tion isotherm obtained from a well hydrated cement paste measured in the course of this study.  
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Figure 1: Contributions of average 
fluid pressure and surface energy 
to the equivalent pore pressure 
according Coussy [13], but con-
structed using a different sorption 
isotherm. 
 
431HFigure 1 shows that the saturated porous body exposed to drying first experiences an increase of both 
contributions ( p , U) to the equivalent pore pressure. Due to the decrease in liquid saturation, the av-
erage fluid pressure decreases and, by definition, vanishes when liquid saturation reaches zero at the 
very dry boundary. Over the whole range of decreasing relative humidity, the work done in increasing 
the interfacial area increases. From 100% down to about 50% saturation, surface pressure is smaller 
than the capillary contribution. However, below that it increasingly exceeds the capillary contribution in 
magnitude. 
Whereas this approach can distinguish between liquid and surface pressure, the following should be 
noted: 
Referring to the set of equations given by Coussy et al. [11, 13] an slightly different approach can be 
followed that discriminates between hydrostatic liquid pressure and surface pressure. If equations 
432H(11), 433H(25) and 434H(26) are combined to express  more generally one obtains: 
 RHln
v
RTp)S(p()pS(Up
m
ww   1  (28) 
 
This demonstrates that Coussy just discriminated between two contributions to the overall moisture 
potential/stress, i.e. the accumulation of p  and U returns that  is equivalent to the the moisture po-
tential. The model itself brings up two main issues:  
a) the question of the importance of capillary pressure and  
b) the question of whether capillary pressure can still be applied for the low humidity range <50% 
RH 
With respect to this, the literature on drying and shrinkage of cement paste presents several argu-
ments on the importance of capillary pressure: 
Ferraris et al. 1987 [19] take into account both, disjoining pressure and capillary forces. From surface 
separation measurements they could evaluate disjoining pressures and so were able to distinguish be-
tween repulsive forces due to changes in surface energy and disjoining pressure. They concluded that  
a) Bangham’s law describes hygral length change up to about 40% RH 
b) shrinkage due to disjoining pressure develops steadily from 100%RH to 40% RH 
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c) in case of swelling the disjoining pressure can not freely separate surfaces due to the con-
straint of the three dimensional coherent paste structure. 
Beltzung et al. 2005 [9] investigated the dominant phenomenon for drying shrinkage. From surface 
separation experiments they concluded that disjoining pressure rather then capillary forces are the 
dominant mechanism for drying shrinkage above 50% RH. They additionally showed that the alkali 
content of cement pore solution increases hygral deformations, which they attributed to a decrease of 
disjoining pressure. 
Based on the example given in 435HFigure 1, Coussy´s model [11, 13] supports the idea that capillary 
pressure looses importance with decreasing humidity and that surface forces can be supposed to be 
the driving force for shrinkage. More specifically, referring to surface energy approaches as introduced 
by Bangham [1-4] and refined by Setzer [6] and Hansen [8] the presence of a coherent liquid phase 
below the bifurcation point of the sorption isotherm is more than questionable. Thereof, capillary pres-
sure can not be active at such a low relative humidity. 
3.1.5 Deformation upon drying induced pressure 
Cementitious systems are known to show viscoelastic behaviour [22]. Drying shrinkage of cement 
paste can be discriminated into elastic and viscous deformation. These processes can be considered 
to decrease porosity only [10, 23] and leave the volume of the solid skeleton unaffected.   
In the literature on drying cement paste, authors usually focus on the elastic properties. Moreover lin-
ear elastic approaches are usually applied. In the following a short derivation is outlined that exclu-
sively deals with linear elastic properties of cement paste. 
For a viscoelastic porous material a proper derivation of an energy balance is given by Coussy [23]. 
To implement viscoelasticity, the overall deformation has to be properly separated into an elastic and 
viscous fraction. For this it is important that during drying, the increase of excess Gibbs free energy is 
partly utilized in elastic deformation and that the rest is dissipated due to viscous deformation. Con-
cerning cement paste, this viscous part is usually referred to as irreversible shrinkage (see subsection 
436H .3). 
3.1.5.1 Non-rigid, deformable systems 
We assume a non-rigid solid skeleton where the solid matter is incompressible so that the deformation 
of the skeleton decreases the pore space ((d)) only. Therefore, such deformations also impact the 
saturation S and exposed interfacial area aliquid/vapour.   
If the porous structure comprises ideally viscous property (bulk modulus K=O), evaporation of pore 
fluid causes a contraction of the solid skeleton while the system maintains full saturation. This means 
that water loss is compensated by an equivalent decrease in porosity . Due to this; the porous sys-
tem undergoes at least no increase of the area of the liquid/vapour interface. Moreover, most probably 
the liquid/vapour interfacial area decreases with overall volume reduction, so that da0). 
A principal scheme indicating the change of pore space characteristic, i.e. saturation; porosity and in-
terfacial area exposed at the liquid/vapour interface, is displayed in 437HFigure 2. For sake of simplicity the 
change of the liquid/vapour interfacial area in 438HFigure 2 is assumed to decrease with porosity. Further-
more it should be noted that the saturation SW refers to the total porosity of the sample.  
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Figure 2: Schematic comparison of charac-
teristic values of rigid/non-rigid porous mat-
ter subjected to drying - change of satura-
tion; porosity and interfacial area for non 
rigid porous matter (K=0) 
 
3.1.5.2 Non-deformable systems 
The scheme given in 439HFigure 3 shows that for infinite rigidity of the pore system, porosity remains con-
stant during drying. This causes the saturation to decrease and the interfacial area of the liquid/vapour 
interface to increase. This comes from curved liquid interfaces and the wetting film at the pore walls. 
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Figure 3: Schematic comparison of charac-
teristic values of rigid/non-rigid porous mat-
ter subjected to drying - change of satura-
tion; porosity and interfacial area for rigid 
porous matter (infinite K) 
 
440HFigure 2 & 441HFigure 3 point out the additive character of the Helmholtz free energy. Whilst free energy is 
utilised at the interfaces of rigid matter, the excess energy is dissipated by deforming the ideal viscous 
system. 
3.1.5.3 Hygral deformation of cementitious material 
As to cementitious materials, for non-rigid solid skeletons comprising a bulk modulus K the total free 
energy gained due to isothermal drying is utilized in creation of interface at the liquid/vapour interface 
and the deformation of the solid skeleton. 
Coussy et al. 2004 [12] derived the following energy balance for partially saturated cementitious mate-
rials from standard thermodynamics of an open system: 
0 Sw.cap ddSpdpd 
	  (29) 
 
and state equations reading: 
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where S  stands for the Helmholtz free energy of the solid skeleton and the interfaces derived by 
removing the Helmholtz free energy of the fluid phase from the total  according to: 
aavvwwS nnn    (31) 
 
Substituting 442H(27) into 443H(29) the energy balance given by Coussy et al. reads: 
0 Sddd 
	  (32) 
 
For an elastic porous body the volumetric strain  is related to the volumetric mean stress  and the 
fluid pore pressure p according to equations 444H(33) and 445H(34) [11]: 
K
pb 

	
  (33) 
SK
Kb  1  (34) 
where 
b:  Biot coefficient 
K: bulk modulus of the porous matter 
KS: bulk modulus of the solid part of the skeleton (matrix) 
 
Assuming the absence of an external load and infinite KS as well as substituting the fluid pressure by 
an equivalent pore pressure, we get [11, 13]: 
K
dbd 
   (35) 
 
Coussy et al. [11] successfully applied the concept of equivalent pore pressure for predicting the swell-
ing of cellulose fibre composites down to 40% RH, but obtained disproportionally high deformations for 
relative humidity below that. 
Other approaches relate the liquid saturation obtained from water vapour desorption isotherms to ten-
sile stresses acting on the porous matter. Referring more or less to the Kelvin equation, they assess 
hypothetical pore space distributions. Within a given range of humidity, they relate the change of satu-
ration to a change in capillary tension acting on the porous body [24]. 
For the response of the solid skeleton to capillary tension, the elastic properties of the cementitious 
skeleton are either described by the bulk modulus of the partially saturated porous material 
(Mackenzie1950 [25]; Granger 1997 [26] and Bentz 1998) or are treated as one dimensional property, 
where the Young’s modulus is used for calculating the systems deformation due to the action of the 
pore fluid [27-29]. 
For example Granger 1997 [26] proposes to use the following equation 446H(36) for a humidity range 
above 50% RH. 
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where 
shr:  linear deformation 
SW:  degree of saturation; ratio of actual volume of water to absolute pore volume 
KS:  bulk modulus of the material forming the skeleton 
 
Comparing equation 447H(36) and 448H(11) / 449H(28) / 450H(35) one can see that Granger and Coussy account for simi-
lar average pressures but that the mechanical response of the solid is derived differently. 
For the linear deformation of a partially saturated body, Bentz 1998 [24] proposed the following equa-
tion: 






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  (37) 
 
The integer 3 accounts for the one-dimensional length change of the three-dimensional body, where 
only a third of the randomly distributed pores contribute to the considered dimensional change. 
3.1.5.4 Summary 
The different approaches to the drying and shrinkage of porous materials deliver expressions for the 
shrinkage strain where the saturation degree and sometimes the capillary pressure appear. For a fixed 
RH, SRAs can modify the first but not the second. This suggests that the SRA effects must be sought 
either in their effect on saturation or on disjoining pressure. However, given the high internal surface it 
is unlikely that SRA effect is to be found in a change of the disjoining pressure, at least in hydrated 
systems. 
3.2 Impact of cement specificity on drying & shrinkage 
3.2.1 Ionic strength of cement pore solution 
The pore fluid of cementitious materials comprises a high ionic strength. According to Raoult’s law, the 
partial vapour pressure over cement pore solution is controlled by the activity of water. 
water,satwatersolution;sat pap   (38) 
where 
psat;solution.: water vapour saturation pressure over aqueous solution 
psat; water:  water vapour saturation pressure over water 
awater:  activity of water in aqueous solution 
 
The combination of Kelvin’s law and Raoult’s law leads to the so called Köhler-equation traditionally 
used for condensation phenomena in atmosphere science, aerosols etc. [30]. It was also applied by 
Lura 2003 [31] for the modeling of autogenous shrinkage of cement paste. For the afore mentioned 
cylindrical pore, the equilibrium relative humidity over a curved meniscus of an aqueous solution hav-
ing a water activity awater , is given by: 
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or more generally 
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The activity of the water in pore solution decreases with increasing amount of dissolved salts. In equi-
librium with an imposed relative humidity, the liquid saturation increases with decreasing water activity 
of the pore solution. This impacts the desorption isotherms or the saturation curves of cementitious 
materials. Concerning Coussy´s approach [11] for predicting shrinkage, we recognize that the activity 
of water impacts drying and shrinkage, however, this influence is covered by measuring sorption iso-
therms. 
Concerning the impact of electrolyte concentration on the disjoining pressure, it can be said that it 
should decrease the thickness of double layers. This would reduce repulsion and mean that cementi-
tious materials would be more subject to shrinkage. This would however not affect SRA performance. 
Beltzung et al. [9] propose that the nature and concentration of dissolved cations in pore solution im-
pacts disjoining pressure through ion hydration forces. This would explain that measurements of alkali 
enriched mortars indicated an increase of drying shrinkage with increasing monovalent ions in pore 
solution.  
Concerning the interactions of SRAs in presence of electrolytes and in analogy to findings for non-
ionic surfactants, the following can be taken into account (section 451H .2.6): 
a) According to Churaev [32] non-ionic surfactants weakly influence electrostatic interactions.  
b) Concerning disjoining pressure a repulsive steric contribution from SRA can be thought of 
Again, the question arises if the repulsive steric effect from SRA can be considered to reduce drying 
shrinkage. 
3.2.2 Surface tension of cement pore solution 
The calculation of capillary forces using the Kelvin-Laplace or the Köhler-equation usually accounts for 
the surface tension of plain water (SFT~72.6mN/m). It is evident that cement pore solutions are strong 
electrolytes composed of ions of different valence and exhibiting high ionic strength and therefore 
comprise an increased surface tension compared to water.  
The surface tension of electrolyte solutions increases with increasing concentration as shown by many 
authors (Langmuir 1917 [33]; Onsager et al. 1934 [34]; Jarvis et al. 1968 [35]; Ralston 1973 [36]; Ave-
yard et al. 1975/76 [37, 38]; Hey 1981 [39]; Stairs 1995 [40]; Weissenborn 1995/96 [41, 42] and 
Bostrom 2001 [43]). 
The increase of surface tension at the liquid/solid interface was derived from the Gibbs-Duhem equa-
tion. For electrolytes, the excess surface concentration of ions at the liquid/vapour interface is de-
creased. Onsager et al. [34] proposed a first model involving electrostatic repulsion of ions at the inter-
face due to the permittivity difference of water and air due to Coulomb image forces. The model was 
supposed to be a crude approximation up to a salt concentration of 0.2M. For more concentrated elec-
trolytes an increase in surface tension can be observed, but its quantification is more delicate. 
For quite a large number of electrolytes, Weissenborn et al. [42] could show that the increase of sur-
face tension and the surface deficiency of electrolyte correlate very well with increasing electrolyte ac-
tivity. The concentration dependant increase in surface tension furthermore depends on ion species 
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and increases with decreasing Debye-length (different salts); increasing entropy of hydration (cations) 
and increasing Jones-Dole viscosity coefficients (cations).  
Bostrom [43] proposed a model where exclusively short range dispersion forces cause an increase of 
surface tension of electrolytes, thereby accounting for the specific ion effects in simple electrolytes.  
Summarizing the results of surface tension studies in this subchapter an increase of surface tension in 
the range of 1 to 3mNm-1mol-1, dependent on the electrolyte composition, can be expected for cemen-
titious systems. An increase of surface tension of the pore fluid increases the energy utilized for creat-
ing interfacial area at the liquid/vapour interface. Hence, for high electrolyte concentrations, the porous 
body experiences less desorption at an imposed relative humidity. Regarding Coussy´s model (452H3.1.4), 
the surface forces would decrease due to the electrolyte but the average capillary pressure would in-
crease due to higher saturation. However, the magnitude of these changes is only small and can most 
probably be neglected. 
For aqueous electrolyte solutions of non-ionic surfactants, Karaker et al. [44] developed a self-
consistent model able to predict surface tensions of electrolyte solutions both with and without surfac-
tant. This model handles high and low electrolyte concentrations (up to 4M potassium chloride solu-
tions), significantly larger than the range of concentrations where the limiting law of Onsager applies. 
In principal, this makes it possible to calculate actual surface tensions of cement pore solution. 
3.2.3 The microstructure of cement paste 
The main structure-forming hydration phase in Portland cements is calcium-silicate-hydrate (C-S-H). 
Thomas and Jennings [45] came up with a structural model of C-S-H gel where the C-S-H phases 
precipitate in basic building blocks flocculating into clusters or globules with a unit diameter of about 
2.5 nm [46]. They distinguish two different types of C-S-H, one with higher density (HD-C-S-H) com-
prising a denser packing of flocculated C-S-H globules and a lower density C-S-H (LD-CSH) where 
flocculated globules enclose a higher amount of pore fluid.   
Environmental scanning electron microscopy revealed [47], that the microstructure of precipitated C-S-
H in hydrated Portland cement can rather be compared with a haystack (453HFigure 4) enclosing other hy-
drates and unhydrated cement phases (454HFigure 5) as well as aggregates in case mortar or concrete are 
referred to. (Pictures taken from and provided by Roessler 2006 [47])  
  
Figure 4: C-S-H after 28d of hydration from [47] Figure 5: C-S-H around unhydrated C3S from [47] 
 
The microstructure of hydrated cement comprises a high specific surface area (SSA). Powers [48, 49] 
accounts for specific surface areas in the range of 200-300m²/g of dry hardened paste. Thomas et al. 
[50], comparing different techniques of surface measurement, report a SSA for dry hardened paste in 
the range of 200-600m²/g measured by small angle X-ray scattering, 70-150m²/g for small angle neu-
tron scattering and 50m²/g (nitrogen) -200m²/g (H2O) based on BET measurements using different 
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sportive gases. Because of this high internal surface area, cement paste is usually described and 
treated as a gel or, if it is dried, a xerogel respectively, although the “gel”-terminology is debated [51]. 
3.2.3.1 Formation of water adsorption layers 
From water vapour adsorption isotherms of porous materials it determined that within the first, low 
humidity part of adsorption, a water mono layer is formed. With increasing relative humidity the statis-
tical thickness increases and water is adsorbed in multi-layers. Based on measurements on various 
types of hydrated cement, Badmann, Stockhausen and Setzer 1981 [18] provided a general equation 
for the statistical water layer thickness t as a function of humidity: 
))RHln(ln(..)RH(t  18903850  (41) 
where 
t:  statistical water layer thickness [nm] 
 
Bentz et al. [24] modified 455H(41) and applied: 
))RHln(ln(..)RH(t  18905840  (42) 
 
for approximating absolute values of surface energy with the purpose of modeling drying shrinkage of 
reconstructed porous materials. 
Above certain humidity, i.e. 45% to 50% RH for cementitious material, the adsorbed water volume dis-
proportionally increases due to capillary condensation. The reverse is true for desorption. Indeed, the 
menisci formed by water are reported to break down within the mentioned range of humidity (Powers 
1965 [52]), which corresponds to the bifurcation point of desorption and adsorption isotherms [53]. Af-
ter this and because of the absence of capillary pressure, cement paste would be expected to expand. 
On the contrary, a steady shrinkage is observed for hydrated cement pastes and mortar as humidity 
continues to decrease [54, 55].  
Fisher et al. [53, 56, 57] revealed that the actual surface tensions for small menisci are substantially 
lower than predicted by the macroscopic Kelvin-Laplace equation. From adhesion measurements be-
tween mica surfaces they found that hydrocarbon liquids can form menisci down to gap widths of one 
or two molecular diameters whereas for water a minimum of 10 -15 molecular diameters (rm=5nm) are 
necessary before bulk thermodynamics are recovered. Contrary to a sharp breaking point, for gaps in 
the range of a few molecular diameters (water), they suggest that water menisci can exist but that sur-
face tension is significantly decreased [53, 56]. The pressures in the low humidity range do therefore 
probably not disappear but are complex to quantify. 
Another issue of concern is the assumed pore geometry. The images given in 456HFigure 4 and 457HFigure 5 
are suggestive of how questionable the use of simplified models as cylindrical or slit shaped pore dis-
tributions might be for modeling of hygral deformations. As mentioned above, macroscopic thermody-
namic approaches were however set up trying to overcome the dependencies on pore shape in par-
ticular.  
Setzer [7] used water vapour sorption isotherms and could prove the applicability of Bangham’s law 
for hydrated cement paste in the humidity range of up to about 50% RH. This approach exclusively re-
fers to the linear correlation between changes of free surface energy and length change. For the 
change in free energy per gram of cement paste Setzer gives: 
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where 
SFE: change in free surface energy (here referring to weight [J/g]) 
a: internal surface area free for adsorption [m²/g] 
t:  water layer thickness [m] 
 
Note that a(p) denominates the internal surface area available for ad-/desorption of water at a given 
saturation state. At the very dry boundary this interfacial area can be related to the total specific sur-
face. However, it seems that for overlapping adsorption layers and at least at the starting points of 
capillary condensation, this interfacial area must decrease drastically. As explicitly pointed out by the 
author, the approach can be applied for low humidity only.  
Once capillary condensation starts, a fraction of the solid/adsorbed water interface is covered by con-
densed bulk water. Then, additionally the liquid/vapour interface has to be taken into account. Due to 
the nanoscopic microstructure of hydrated cement paste quantification is complex.  
The new model for drying shrinkage recently introduced by Setzer [10] (see section 458H3.1.3) overcomes 
this issue. Over the whole range of relative humidity, the disjoining pressure in the air filled pores is 
proposed to cause shrinkage. Although Setzer explicitly mentions that for the low humidity range the 
interpretation of mechanisms is different, the results of the calculation, i.e. the linear correlation be-
tween deformation and changes in surface energy, remain valid.  
Unfortunately, both appoaches based on interfacial area and on disjoining pressure have shortcom-
ings in terms of quantification. In the first case this is due to the lack of proper quantification of the 
area of these interfaces. In the second case it is the estimate of equilibrium distances between solid 
surfaces in cement paste that poses problem. 
Hansen 1987 [8] investigated drying mechanisms of cement paste using changes of free energy over 
the whole humidity range. For the change of free energy between two discrete points of relative hu-
midity (RH1 and RH2) he postulates that: 
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where 
SFE: change in free surface energy [J/m²] 
vl: volume of adsorbed liquid 
aBET: internal surface area; N2-BET 
 
Note that Hansen exclusively referred to the t-curve developed by Cranston & Inkley in 1957 [58] for 
nitrogen adsorption. Despite the more or less questionable application of nitrogen t-curve for water 
vapour ad-/ desorption the approach returns a linear correlation between free surface energy and lin-
ear shrinkage strain for low humidity. However, it fails to return proper mechanical properties that are 
consistent with the shrinkage deformation measured.   
Additionally the shrinkage deformations measured in the capillary range of the desorption isotherm 
were higher than predicted. Nevertheless, the results of Hansen [8] imply that shrinkage deformation 
comprises two contributions, the first one related to internal surface of cement paste and the second 
one occurring with the onset of capillary condensation. Hansen [8] however failed to implement the lat-
ter into his model. Comparing this approach to the set of equations given by Coussy [11] reveals that 
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indeed, the excess shrinkage deformation might have been captured (compare to 459H3.1.4). In contrast, 
whereas Coussy [11] overestimated shrinkage deformation below the onset of capillary condensation, 
Hansen achieved reasonable results in this particular range. 
Summarizing the findings for shrinkage mechanisms related to microstructure of hydrated cement 
paste it can be said that thermodynamics of the drying open system have been applied to deformation 
predictions. So far the approaches try to overcome issues related to microstructure by applying t-
curves obtained from measurements on even half planes. Microstructural models of cement paste in-
dicate that due to the overlapping of adsorption layers and capillary condensation, the internal surface 
free for ad-/desorption must change with the degree of saturation but this has not yet been properly 
quantified. Due to this, the description of the drying progress based on changes of free energy of the 
interfaces (liquid/vapour and liquid/solid interfacial area) should probably still be seen as a rough ap-
proximation. For the purpose of this study, the evaluation of a model in which the SRA characteristics 
can be implemented is the subject of section 460H5.  
3.3 Irreversible shrinkage of cement paste 
Drying shrinkage of cement pastes incorporates two components, a reversible elastic part and an irre-
versible part, resulting from the viscoelastic character of hydrated cement. The so-called irreversible 
shrinkage of cement paste is the final length or volume change after the specimen has been dried and 
resaturated. 
Roper 1966 [54] measured shrinkage isotherms of cement pastes and revealed irreversible shrinkage 
within cyclic drying and rewetting. Powers 1968 [5] reported that irreversible shrinkage already was 
described at the beginning of the 20th century. Mindess et al.1978 [59] and Bentur et al. [60, 61] stud-
ied irreversible shrinkage and creep deformation of C-S-H gel made from C3S and blends of C3S/ C2S. 
They found that the irreversible part of the deformation is caused by microstructural changes of the C-
S-H gel. From nitrogen adsorption measurements they identified a decrease of nitrogen accessible 
surface and related this to a densification of the gel structure accompanied by an enhanced polymeri-
sation of the C-S-H phases. From their experiments it appears that elastic shrinkage is subsequently 
accompanied by irreversible deformation.  
According to the C-S-H model of Jennings et al. [45, 46, 50, 62-67], drying of C-S-H gel involves phe-
nomena similar to the ageing of gels, i.e. the enhanced polymerisation of C-S-H and irreversible 
shrinkage, which in this case is attributed to the collapse of LD-C-S-H. 
The drying induced irreversible change of the C-S-H microstructure changes the overall pore size dis-
tribution depending on the type of constraint. This can come from unhydrated clinker particles or ag-
gregates in case of mortar and concrete. In other words, if bulk shrinkage is hindered due to self re-
straint, the densification of LD C-S-H has to result in a coarsening of some of the pores. 
For normal vibrated concrete, comprising a relatively high volume ratio of aggregate to cement paste, 
this phenomenon can be assumed to have a higher impact than for self consolidating mixtures. 
Regarding standard thermodynamics, one has to take into account that irreversible shrinkage causes 
the drying porous system to relax. A certain amount of energy is dissipated by viscous deformation 
[23] and does not develop stress in the material.  
Concerning the model proposed by Setzer [10], the question arises on the origin of LD C-S-H collaps-
ing in the course of drying. Setzer suggests that the average distance h between surfaces would be 
just weakly influenced because the attractive disjoining pressure exclusively acts in empty pores. 
Therefore, if the collapsing is due to removal of interlayer water of LD C-S-H while keeping this space 
saturated, the effect on the driving force for shrinkage ought to be minor.  
This can be the case as the pore sizes attributed to C-S-H are small and can be supposed to remain 
saturated until achieving very low humidity.  
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3.4 Impact of SRA on drying shrinkage 
Regarding the working mechanism of SRA most authors [27-29, 68-71] refer to the decrease of capil-
lary tension of the pore fluid acting on the porous body.   
Sato [29] and Shoya [27] used the Kelvin-Laplace approach for cylindrical pores to model shrinkage of 
hydrated cement paste. Without considerations for adsorbed water layers or decreased activity of wa-
ter in pore solutions, they determined linear correlations between shrinkage reduction and reduction of 
surface tension of aqueous solutions of the SRA used. For a humidity range from 10% RH or 20% RH 
up to 90% RH, they found that the moisture loss of SRA treated samples is systematically slightly 
higher than the untreated reference. These findings are in line with other studies showing similar re-
sults [68, 72]. Other authors [73-77] found however no effect of SRAs on weight loss.  
The literature search done in this study revealed that drying shrinkage models incorporating surface 
activity of SRA explicitly refer to Kelvin-Laplace equation assuming cylindrical pore shapes. 
So far a suitable approach for implementing SRAs into recent models for drying shrinkage could there-
fore not be found. 
3.5 Summary 
The state of the art review on drying and shrinkage of cement paste revealed the following main find-
ings: 
a) The drying and shrinkage of porous cementitious systems can be described using standard 
thermodynamics. The porous system can be treated as an open system exchanging water va-
pour and gas with its environment. 
b) The forces induced upon drying can be derived from the excess Gibbs free energy independent 
of their origins. 
c) Generally, the approaches discriminate between capillary forces acting similar to hydrostatic 
pressure and attractive contributions of disjoining pressure acting upon overlapping force fields. 
d) Recent models for drying shrinkage indicate the importance of surface forces for shrinkage in 
the course of drying. Whereas Setzer [10] explicitly refers to disjoining pressure acting via over-
lapping force fields in empty pores, Coussy [11] indeterminately refers to surface forces acting 
along the surfaces.  
e) Following Coussy´s [11] set of equations the concept of average pore pressure can be applied 
independent of nature of the force assumed to act on the solid porous body. 
f) For low humidity Bangham’s law still is supposed to be valid and a linear relationship between 
changes of surface energy and length change can be found. 
g) Modeling approaches for drying shrinkage mainly refer to linear elasticity of cement paste. 
h) The impact of SRA on drying shrinkage still lacks a satisfying explanation. Up to now, authors 
exclusively refer to changes in capillary forces that, for severe reasons, can be supposed to be 
insufficient.   
The above points imply that the following questions remain open: 
1) What specific chemical behaviour of SRAs in cement paste can modify drying and shrinkage 
of cementitious material? 
2) How to implement these specific SRA characteristics into models for shrinkage prediction? 
 
The first question is dealt with in the next chapter, where the state of the art knowledge of SRA is re-
viewed. Concerning the second, this is the subject of chapter 461H5, in which the SRA nature and its im-
pact on drying and shrinkage is considered from a theoretical point of view. 
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4 State of the art “Shrinkage Reducing Admixture (SRA)” 
4.1 General introduction 
Arguing about working mechanisms and material characterisation of shrinkage reducing admixtures 
authors usually refer to the “capillary force” shrinkage model. Within this simplifying model the forma-
tion of menisci in pores generates capillary forces pulling together the pore walls of the drying body, 
causing contraction or shrinkage deformation respectively. 
Shrinkage reducing admixtures are composed of organic surfactants that decrease the surface tension 
of pore solution. With respect to the “capillary force” shrinkage model, a decrease of surface tension is 
supposed to decrease capillary forces acting on the porous body, which then would reduce drying 
shrinkage.  
SRA were introduced in a study by Sato et al. in 1983 [29], in which shrinkage reduction due to SRA 
was suggested to come from a reduced surface tension of the cement pore solution. There, the capil-
lary force approach was explicitly referred to and, indeed, a more or less good correlation between 
shrinkage reduction, SRA dosage in cement paste and the SRA concentration dependence of surface 
tension of aqueous solutions of SRA was obtained. Moreover, well before SRA were introduced in 
1983 [29], already in 1965 Ostrikov et al.[78] obtained similar results with shrinkage of cement paste, 
subjected to solvent replacement prior to drying. Actually this study focused on the mechanism of dry-
ing shrinkage rather than on shrinkage reduction of concrete. By coincidence however, it revealed 
some very interesting results. Ostrikov tried to eliminate capillary forces by osmotically replacing the 
pore solution by several organic liquids with substantially lower surface tension. With hexan, that com-
prises a surface tension of about 25% compared to water (hexane ~18mN/m, water ~73mN/m), drying 
shrinkage deformation surprisingly was reduced to about 25% also. It is however not clear if this pro-
portionality between the reduction of surface tension of the pore fluid and the reduction of drying 
shrinkage deformation is or not of broader relevance. 
As to the nature of SRAs, a patent search on materials used as shrinkage reducing admixtures has 
been conducted and is presented in annex (A1). It reveals that two main groups of admixtures can be 
discriminated:  
1. SRA containing one type of non-ionic surfactants 
2. SRA containing mixtures of non-ionic surfactants 
This non-ionic nature probably comes from the need to prevent the products from adsorbing onto ce-
ment phases. Furthermore, several SRAs may comprise additional components like dispersing agents, 
accelerators and/or air entrainers, which indicate that the surfactants may influence hydration as well 
as mechanical performance of cementitious material.  
The non-ionic surfactants used in SRAs can be classified as: 
a) monoalcohols, incorporating linear, branched and cyclic types, 
b) glycols, incorporating alkandiols and oxyalkylene glycols, 
c) alkylether oxyalkylene glycols, comprising a linear “hydrophobic tail – hydrophilic head” struc-
ture, 
d) polymeric surfactants configured as dimeric, trimeric or multi-headed surfactants as well as 
grafted polymers having “hydrophilic head” side chains and hydrophobic spacer units. 
Regarding mixtures of surfactants, it is explicitly pointed out that there is a synergistic effect that en-
hances drying shrinkage reduction [79-83].  
It is important to note that the molecular design of several surfactants claimed as shrinkage reducing 
admixture limits their applicability in mortar and concrete. On the one hand some materials turn out to 
be too expensive to be used in concrete [79-82]. Other components have to be excluded from applica-
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tion because their low molecular weight causes issues regarding low saturation vapour pressure (high-
explosive) and/or low flaming points [79-81].   
Several other important material characteristics concerning the use of surfactants in cementitious sys-
tems as well as basic working mechanisms should be derivable from the general knowledge on non-
ionic surfactants. The broad spread of the non-ionic surfactant nature justifies a special examination of 
the properties of surfactant molecules. This is the objective of the next section. There the surface ac-
tivity and self association are also discussed, i.e. the formation of micelles, which are essential proper-
ties of such molecules. In what follows possible implications concerning cementitious hydrated matter 
are lined out in bold characters. 
4.2 Properties of non-ionic surfactants 
4.2.1 General introduction 
Surfactants constitute a variety of chemical substances that modify the surfaces or interfaces of the 
systems in which they are contained. Surfactant molecules traditionally comprise a non-polar hydro-
carbon chain, the so called “hydrophobic tail”, and a polar functional group, the so called “hydrophilic 
head”. Because of their amphiphilic nature, surfactants show a strong affinity to adsorb onto liq-
uid/liquid, liquid/solid interfaces or liquid/gas surfaces respectively. A simple scheme of a surfactant 
molecule is given in 462HFigure 6.   
              
 
 
hydrophopic “tail” hydrophilic “head” 
Figure 6: Schematic scetch of a 
surfactant molecule 
 
The classification of surfactants follows the constitution of their hydrophilic heads. For non-ionic sur-
factants the simplest head would be the hydroxyl radical of a monoalcohol, but traditionally it consists 
of a poly-oxyalkylene chain. More complicated structures of surfactants were developed over time. 
Linear multiple head adducts or two-, three-headed configurations with branched or crossed tails can 
be found within the group of low molecular mass surfactants.  
New generations of surfactants are the so called polymeric and oligomeric surfactants. Polymeric sur-
factants consist of amphiphilic block or graft copolymers. As to oligomeric surfactants, they are com-
posed by tying (n-) linear surfactants (the oligomers) by hydrophobic (n-1) spacer-groups, resulting in 
dimers (n=2), trimers (n=3) etc. or poly-oligomers respectively. Both, polymeric and oligomeric surfac-
tants provide a wide range of molecular architectures, enabling a tailoring to the systems in which they 
are supposed to perform [84]. 
4.2.2 Surface activity 
Concerning drying and shrinkage of cement paste, the hygral properties of these nanoscopic systems 
are mainly determined by the properties of their interfaces. Therefore it is of high interest how these 
interfaces are impacted by the presence of non-ionic surfactants. In what follows a short excourse on 
the surface activity of non-ionic surfactants at the liquid/vapour interface of their aqueous solutions is 
given. For this type of interface, the surface activity of non-ionic surfactants refers to their ability to re-
duce the surface tension of the solvent in which they are contained. We start our examination focus-
sing on the surface tension of water. 
4.2.2.1 Surface tension of water 
In addition to van der Waals forces water molecules interact through hydrogen bonds (due to strong 
dipole moments) forming a loose three-dimensional network. Molecules at the water surface cannot 
achieve the same level of molecular interactions as those in the bulk and therefore have an energy 
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excess. A consequence of this is, that to minimize the overall energy of the system, the liquid 
squeezes itself together to minimize surface area. An important term in that process is the “surface 
tension” (SFT [J/m²; N/m]) that describes the energy per unit area required to expand the liquids sur-
face. For water that is a very cohesive liquid, the surface tension is relatively high and about 
72.6mN/m (or mJ/m²) at T=20°C.  
4.2.2.2 Surface activity of non-ionic surfactants 
Aqueous solutions of non-ionic surfactants exhibit a decreased surface tension. Hydrocarbon surfac-
tants can reduce the surface tension down to about 30mN/m and fluorocarbon surfactants to about 
20mN/m [85-87].   
In the capillary force model, the impact of SRA on drying shrinkage would result from the re-
duction of surface tension at the water/air interface [27-29, 68-71].  
The same is expected to hold in cementitious materials. Therefore it is of high interest to know 
how non-ionic surfactants act in general and might impact interfacial properties of cementi-
tious matter. 
Due to their amphiphilic nature, surfactants adsorb at the water/air interface with the hydrophilic head 
pointed towards the water and the hydrophobic tail pointed towards the air. This adsorption behaviour 
can be described with the Gibbs adsorption isotherm [86, 87]. Moreover, using the Gibbs-Duhem 
equation 463H(45) it is possible to obtain a definition of the surface tension or interfacial tension respec-
tively [86].  
 i idnaddaTdSdG 		  (45) 
where: 
G surface free energy 
S entropy 
T  absolute temperature  
a  area of interface 
ni  number of moles of component i 
μi  chemical potential of component i at the interface 
 
The interfacial tension at constant temperature and without adsorption is therefore defined by 464H(46). 
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Gibbs derived a thermodynamic relationship between the interfacial tension  and the excess surface 
adsorption  [mol/m²], the number of moles adsorbed per unit area. At constant temperature and fixed 
interfacial area, the condition of equilibrium in the presence of adsorption in equation 465H(45) reduces to 
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where: 
 i excess surface concentration 
 
For aqueous solutions of a single surfactant, equation 466H(47) can be written as  
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2211 dμ dμ d   		   (48) 
where integer i=1 denominates water and i=2 the surface active agent. 
If the Gibbs dividing surface is used, where 	1,2 is the relative adsorption of surfactant (i=2) with re-
spect to water (i=1) so that 	
 1= 0, then 467H(49) 
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where: 
La2  activity of the surfactant in bulk solution equal to C2f2 or x2f2; C2 being the concentration  
   of surfactant in bulk solution; x2 the mole fraction of surfactant in bulk solution and f2 the   
   activity coefficient 
R  gas constant; R= 8.31 Jmol-1K-1 
While activities and concentrations must be clearly distinguished, the derivative of the natural log of 
activity is much less affected by non-ideality. Therefore it is common to replace activity by concentra-
tion in the above expression. 
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For aqueous solutions of surfactants the plot of surface tension versus the surfactants bulk concentra-
tion generally follows the scheme given in 468HFigure 7. 
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Figure 7: Surface tension of 
aqueous solutions of surfac-
tant vs. bulk concentration of 
surfactant 
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With increasing bulk concentration, more surfactant molecules adsorb at the water/air interface and 
decrease the surface tension of the aqueous solution 469H(52). This enables the system to reduce its free 
energy. At a critical bulk concentration, 470HFigure 7 shows a sharp breaking point for the reduction of sur-
face tension. Above this point, the surface tension virtually remains constant (55). 
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This break point is explained by a stop to the surfactant enrichment at the liquid/vapour interface. The 
reason for this is that above this specific bulk concentration there is a self-association of surfactant 
molecules to form micelles in the bulk. The surfactant bulk concentration at the break point is defined 
as Critical Micellation Concentration (CMC). 
Regarding SRAs in cementitious materials, the decrease of surface tension is limited by the 
CMC. Moreover, in the course of hydration a fraction of mixing water is chemically bound into 
hydrates causing the bulk concentration of SRA to increase. At a certain degree of hydration 
the SRA concentration in the pore solution may exceed the CMC, defacto putting a limit to 
shrinkage reduction.   
It is therefore of high interest to describe association and self-aggregation of non-ionic surfac-
tants in cementitious materials.  
This is done in the next sections. In particular, such phenomena are related to strong electrolytes 
which can be assumed to affect SRA in cement pore solution.   
4.2.3 Association and self-aggregation of non-ionic surfactants in aqueous solution 
At low bulk concentrations, surfactant molecules are first found as single molecules. Above the CMC 
they assemble into micelles, which are spontaneously formed clusters. The shape and size of the mi-
celles are governed by geometric and energetic parameters.   
The simplest cluster is a spherical micelle, formed by the assembly of the hydrophobic segments into 
an “oil-like” core with the hydrophilic heads in close proximity, forming the outer shell of the sphere. 
4.2.3.1 The assembly of amphiphiles 
Above the CMC this process is a mainly entropy driven [84-89]. Furthermore, the free energy of micel-
lation ( o nmicellatioG ) remains almost constant over a wide range of temperatures, which may seem 
surprising for an entropy driven process. The reason for this is not yet settled. The entropy increase 
upon micellation is indeed explained in two ways [86, 87].  
a) Water entropy gain due to hydrophobic bonding:  
By forming micelles the hydrophobic tails of surfactant molecules assemble into the oil like 
cores and release water, previously structured around the hydrophobic segments. The system 
gains entropy because of the increased freedom of motion of these water molecules.  
b) Surfactant entropy gain:  
The other view is to state that the hydrophobic chains of the surfactants increase their free-
dom in the non-polar core of the micelle. The entropy gain is therefore supposed to be due to 
fewer restrictions for orientations and bending of the organic chains. 
4.2.3.2 The self assembly of micelles into liquid crystalline structures 
The interactions between spherical micelles are repulsive [84]. With increasing surfactant concentra-
tion, the number of micelles increases. At a certain point the only way to reduce their mutual repulsion 
is to change the size and shape of these spherical micelles into geometries that provide a higher de-
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gree of packing. For aqueous solutions of non-ionic surfactants above the CMC, the following 
mesophases or lyotropic liquid crystals can be observed [84-87, 90]:   
a) cubic phase (abbreviation I1), body centred, close packing of short prolate micelles 
b) hexagonal phase (abbreviation H1), close packed rod-like or worm-like cylindrical micelles  
c) bi-continuous cubic phases (abbreviation V1); three dimensional coherent structure 
d) lamellar phase (abbreviation L ); two dimensional bi-layers of water and surfactant 
These transient networks can exhibit static properties comparable to semi-dilute polymer solutions 
[91]. For very high concentrations of surfactants in water or rather low concentrations of water in sur-
factant, micelles and mesophases form reverse. This leads to a separation between a water rich and a 
surfactant rich phase, where reversed micelles comprise water filled cores with the hydrophilic heads 
pointed towards the core and the hydrophobic tails pointed outwards.  
Mesophases or liquid crystalline phases exhibit intermediate properties between liquid and solid struc-
tures and have at least one dimension of higher order. Some of these phases are detectable via X-ray 
diffraction, polarisation and electron microscopy [90].  
An example of a binary phase between a surfactant and water is shown in 471HFigure 8 (from [86]). The 
line between the domain of the solution and the micellar phase denotes the CMC temperature de-
pendence. 
As an illustration of the system behaviour, we note that one would observe various regimes as the 
temperature and bulk concentration of the surfactant is increased. One would pass from an isotropic 
micellar solution, to a hexagonal phase, to a bicontinuous phase, to a lamellar phase and finally to an 
isotropic reverse micellar solution. 
Figure 8: Binary phase diagram 
for dodecyl hexaoxyethylene 
glycol monoether–water mix-
ture; from [86] 
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Another important temperature dependent phenomenon can be pointed out. Above a certain tempera-
ture, often referred to as the “cloud point”, the isotropic micellar solution becomes turbid or cloudy and 
separates into two liquid layers, a phase rich in water (denom.: “water” in 472HFigure 8) and a phase rich in 
surfactant (denom.: “soln.” in 473HFigure 8). The separation of the two phases occurs because of the dif-
ferences in density. This temperature is defined as the Lower Critical Temperature (LCT). The discon-
tinuous line in 474HFigure 8 that divides the two-phase (liquid/liquid) region from the isotropic micellar solu-
tion may be defined as the lower cloud point curve [86] or lower consolute boundary [92]. This cloud 
point or phase separation depends on temperature and bulk concentration of the surfactant. Depend-
ing on the molecular structure one can find closed miscibility gaps for non-ionic surfactants. This 
means that above a certain temperature the two liquid phases recover total miscibility due to in-
creased entropy of the system. 
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The mechanism that underlies this phenomena is supposed to be driven by a very sensitive balance 
between attractive (enthalpic) and repulsive (entropic) interactions between micelles. Regarding these 
interactions, Tadros [86] summarizes two detailed studies on polyethylene oxide [93, 94] as follows:  
At low temperatures and concentrations the micelle interactions are repulsive due to an enthalpic con-
tribution. Then, depending on temperature and concentration various scenarios may develop: 
Scenario 1: For low temperature and increasing bulk concentration the entropy term causes the 
formation of liquid crystals or mesophases. (Referring to 475HFigure 8 this would be a horizontal line along 
increasing bulk concentration.)  
Scenario 2: For rising temperature, the hydrophilic chains become less hydrophilic [94] and the re-
pulsive enthalpic contribution decreases. (Referring to 476HFigure 8 this scenario would follow a vertical 
line along temperature rise.). For example, a temperature rise can cause a micellar isotropic solution 
to turn into a solution of monomers.     
Scenario 3:  The phase separation at the LCT is due to an entropy gain that exceeds both, the en-
thalpic contribution and the loss in entropy due to the higher surfactant concentration in the more con-
centrated phase.  
Scenario 4: With increasing temperature the entropy of mixing gains importance and the miscibility 
gap is closed. 
The LCT or the miscibility gap depends on the molecular architecture of the surfactant. For a given 
hydrophobic tail the LCT increases with increasing hydrophilic chain length of the surfactant [95]. With 
decreasing length of the hydrophobic tail the LCT also increases, additionally widening the concentra-
tion range for the miscibility gap [86, 96].  
4.2.3.3 Summary 
The phase transitions of non-ionic surfactants in aqueous solution depend on three major parameters 
a) molecular structure, i.e. the ratio between length of hydrophobic tail and hydrophilic head group, b) 
temperature and c) bulk concentration of the surfactant. Studies on non-ionic surfactants mainly focus 
on molecules with high molecular weight, high if compared to the compounds that are claimed within 
the patents on SRA (see annex A1).  
However, there is a strong indication that in cementitious systems, with temperature changes 
or drying, SRAs may exhibit phase transitions that influence their performance. In the next sec-
tion the impact of electrolytes is specially examined because they are likely to enhance this behaviour 
in cementitious systems.  
4.2.4 Association and self-aggregation of non-ionic surfactants in electrolyte solu-
tion 
For non-ionic surfactants in electrolyte solutions the phenomenon of self-aggregation can be observed 
[92, 95, 97-101]. On the one hand there is a “salting-in” effect that promotes solubilisation or miscibility 
of the surfactant in aqueous electrolyte solution. On the other hand there is a “salting-out” effect that 
decreases critical micellation concentration and lowers the consolute boundary (phase separation-
liquid/liquid). This increases the liquid-liquid miscibility gap or enhances self-organisation into 
mesophases or lyotropic liquid crystals respectively (see 477H .2.3). 
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The terms salting-out and salting-in often refer to the work of Hofmeister 1888 [102, 103], i.e. the so-
called Hofmeister series or lyotropic series. This relates the ability of ions to increase (“salting-in”) or 
decrease the solubility of a protein in water (“salting-out”). The Hofmeister series orders anions with 
increasing salting-in effect as:  
SO42 > HPO4 > OH > F > HCOO > CH3OO > Cl > Br > NO3 > I > SCN > ClO4  
salting –out 
water structure makers 
salting-in 
water structure breakers 
 
Ions left of Cl  are called cosmotropic or water structure makers and promote the salting-out. The 
other ions are called chaotropic or water structure breakers and increase the solubility of proteins in 
water.  
4.2.4.1 The mechanism of salting-in & salting-out 
In aqueous solutions of non-ionic surfactants, water molecules are hydrogen bonded to ether oxygen 
bonds of the hydrophilic moieties or oxyalkyl-repeating-units respectively. The hydrophilic moiety of 
the surfactant is then surrounded by a second nearest neighbour water layer that is suggested to be 
considered as bulk water [101]. The presence of salts affects both the amount and the properties of 
the hydration water.  
In [101] it is summarized that H+; Ag+, Li+, as well as di- / trivalent cations salt-in polyoxyethylated sur-
factants by complexation with their ether groups so that the polyoxyethylene moiety of the amphiphiles 
acts as a polydentate ligand. The weak cation binding is suggested to impart a slight cationic charac-
ter to the non-ionic surfactants micelles, which would promote salting in. The anions that cause salt-
ing-in are rather large polarisable ions, the so called water structure breakers. They increase the 
amount of water able to form hydrogen bonds with the ether groups. We recognize that for cement 
pore solution, the clinker phases release di- and trivalent cations ions as for instance Ca2+ and Al3+. 
This would imply that for cementitious systems salting-in may occure. 
The origin of the salting out phenomenon was studied by Bowron & Finney in 2003, 2004 [104, 105] 
using isotope substitution neutron scattering on mixtures of water - tertiary butanol - sodiumchlorid-
solutions. The association of molecules in aqueous solution to form micelles dramatically changed in 
the presence of salt. They could show that the cation retains its normal hydration shell and only 
loosely interacts with the hydrated hydrophobic moiety of the alcohol, whereas the anion directly 
bridges the hydroxyl groups of two alcohol molecules. Due to the direct anion-bridging the alcohol re-
organizes so that four polar groups point towards the polar group of a central alcohol molecule. Con-
cerning cementitious environmental conditions, this however implies that non-ionic surfac-
tants are subjected to salting-out. The question arises on whether salting-in or salting-out domi-
nates the behaviour of non-ionic surfactants in cementitious systems. 
The exposure of the hydrophobic moieties to the aqueous environment is less favourable thermody-
namically. The polar interactions between hydroxyl groups or other polar moieties with the anions in 
solution are supposed to be one possible mechanism that promotes phase separation.   
In Rosen 2004 [87], the influence of ions on the CMC in aqueous electrolyte solutions of non-ionic sur-
factant was found to generally follow the Hofmeister anion series: 
SO42 > F > BrO3 > Cl > Br > NO3 > I > SCN    
Moreover the classification of cation salting out effect was found to be: 
NH4+ > K+ > Na+ > Li+ > 1/2 Ca2+  
For cementitious materials, the electrolyte nature of pore solution should enhance the salting-
out of non-ionic surfactants, which may affect the shrinkage reduction achievable with SRA. 
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4.2.5 Adsorption of non-ionic surfactants on the solid/liquid interface 
The efficiency of SRAs may be reduced if they adsorb at the solid/liquid interfaces. Indeed, it is 
assumed that the working mechanism of SRA is directly linked to its presence at the water/air inter-
face, so that any losses to the solids would be highly undesired. Moreover, adsorption of surfactants 
onto hydrates may cause an undesired development of the properties of mortar and concrete contain-
ing SRA. 
The adsorption isotherms of non-ionic surfactants generally show langmurian behaviour or two-
stepped- (L2) or even four-step- (L4) langmurian behaviour. They reach a maximum of adsorption 
(plateau) near the critical micellation concentration (CMC) [86, 87, 106-118]. The different shapes of 
the adsorption isotherms are due to the adsorbate-adsorbate, adsorbate-adsorbent and adsorbate-
solvent interactions. This is evidenced in various studies on the adsorption of non-ionic surfactants 
onto several solids as precipitated silica [106, 108, 110, 114], ground quartz [108, 112, 117], pyrogenic 
silica [108, 111], soils [109, 118], clay [107, 108, 112, 118] and activated carbon [107, 115]. Overall, 
the adsorption mechanism can be summarized as follows [86, 87, 106-118]: 
Non-ionic surfactants are rather physically adsorbed than electrostatically or chemisorbed. Due to their 
amphiphilic nature they can adsorb onto either hydrophilic or hydrophobic surfaces. With respect to 
cementitious materials, the adsorption onto hydrophilic surfaces would be expected to be due 
to hydrogen bonding of the polar moieties (hydrophilic heads) with the silanol groups (silica, 
amorphous quartz etc.) and/or aluminol groups (clay). However, at the elevated pHs of these 
systems most of these groups are deprotonated. 
At low bulk concentrations, the non-ionic surfactant monomers are anchored to the surface. With in-
creasing concentration, the surface coverage increases and the adsorption isotherms show a rather 
low slope. Above a certain bulk concentration, adsorption increases because micellar aggregates form 
at the surface. The bulk concentration at which this starts can be defined as Critical Aggregation Con-
centration (CAC).   
The formation of these aggregates is due to the same molecular interactions as for micellation and 
self-aggregation in the bulk (see 478H .2.3). They are also responsible for the two- to four-stepped lang-
murian adsorption isotherms. The number of steps can be related to the formation of different types of 
aggregates.   
Levitz 2002 [114] reports that at coverage of about 20% the surface aggregates have almost the same 
aggregation number (number of monomers forming an aggregate) as micelles formed well above the 
CMC. This implies that the free energy of aggregation on the surface is similar to the free micellation 
energy of bulk aggregates [108, 110, 114].   
With increasing bulk concentrations above CAC, the monomers turn from flattened micelles into frag-
mented bilayers and further on into extended bilayers. Reaching the CMC of the bulk solution, the ad-
sorption isotherms flatten out and exhibit a plateau. 
Assuming this happens to SRAs in cementitious systems, the loss of surfactant would have to 
be discriminated into a fraction adsorbed onto hydrates and a fraction inactivated due to for-
mation of micelles.  
The question arises on how to measure a phenomenon like this. Heretofore we examine in the follow-
ing how the molecular nature of non-ionic surfactants, the properties of the solid and the liquid phase 
impact the adsorption onto the solid/liquid interfaces. 
4.2.5.1 Influence of hydrophilic chain length 
Partyka 1984 [106] calculated the cross sectional occupation area onto precipitated silica by the re-
peating units within a homologues series of ethoxylated non-ionic surfactants, having similar hydro-
phobic tails with increasing hydrophilic chain length.   
An almost linear correlation between number of repeating Polyethylene oxide-units (PEO-units) and 
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the molecular cross-sectional occupation area could be found. However, the linear regression did not 
pass through the origin but rather defined the “zero-area” of a PEO-unit-number of 4. From this it was 
concluded that the last four members of the hydrophilic chain take not part in covering the surface. 
Furthermore the rate of adsorption was shown to increase with increasing length of the hydrophilic 
moiety of the surfactant.  
4.2.5.2 Influence of hydrophobic chain length 
Within a homologous series of ethoxylated surfactants, having similar hydrophilic heads with different 
alkyl chain lengths, Partyka 1984 [106] observed that the maximum coverage was only slightly 
changed (adding one methyl unit) whereas the CMC drastically decreased. 
4.2.5.3 Influence of pH 
Investigations on silica and kaolin showed that the adsorption of non-ionic surfactants drastically de-
creases with increasing pH [108]. For silica sorbents at high pH it is suggested that either the dissolu-
tion of these minerals or the strong increase in surface charge may be responsible for the decreased 
adsorption. The maximum adsorption of ethoxylated non-ionic surfactants is at low pH near the point 
of zero-charge of silica [87]. It possibly relates to the protonation of ether bonds, causing a slight posi-
tive charge to the molecules and hence getting then attracted to the negatively charged surface [87]. 
4.2.5.4 Influence of temperature 
The adsorption of non-ionic surfactants is temperature dependent and increases with temperature. 
This was observed for temperatures below the lower consolute temperature [87, 106]. Tadros 2005 
[86] suggests that the increase in adsorption with raising temperature is due to the desolvation of the 
oxyalkyl repeating units, that reduces their size. Furthermore the increasing temperature reduces the 
solubility (see 479H .2.4), which also enhances the adsorption at the liquid/solid interface. 
4.2.5.5 Influence of aqueous electrolyte environment 
In presence of salts the adsorption isotherm is displaced towards lower bulk concentrations and is ac-
companied by a slight increase of the adsorption plateau. This was at least reported for precipitated 
silica [106, 108] and for kaolin [112], using sodium chloride as salt. Therefore, in regard to the Hof-
meister anion series, the salting-out effect (see 480H .2.4) could be responsible for the adsorption in-
crease. This is suggested to be analogous to the effect of raising temperature.  
4.2.5.6 Influence of -potential of the sorbent 
Nevskaia et al.1998 [112] measured changes of -potentials due to the adsorption of non-ionic surfac-
tants. Kaolin and silica were immersed in aqueous electrolyte solutions and non-ionic surfactants were 
added. Results showed that for both sodium and calcium chloride solutions of different concentrations, 
the -potential of both sorbents increased in relation to the adsorption isotherms. At the isotherm pla-
teau the -potential remained constant. 
4.2.6 Influence of non-ionic surfactant on surface forces 
An abundant literature can be found on the impact of surfactants on the stability of foam and wetting 
films. In regard to the drying of porous cement systems, wetting films or rather adsorbed water 
layers can be assumed to be important. This is particularly true if the concept of disjoining 
pressure is referred to. The concept of disjoining pressure was introduced by Derjaguin-Landau-
Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO theory) and is nowadays recognized as the contemporary paradigm of col-
loidal stability [119]. Concerning this, the presence of water films at the solid interface determines the 
average interparticular distance by means of disjoining pressure and hence the volume stability of the 
nanoscopic cementitious system. It is therefore of high interest to know, if and to what extent 
non-ionic surfactants impact disjoining pressure. 
Concerning drying cementitious pore systems the following findings might be of interest: 
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a) The film thickness is determined by the presence and magnitude of disjoining pressure. For 
aqueous electrolyte solutions, it increases with increasing vapour pressure but this depends 
strongly on the nature of the solid substrate.  
b) The thickness of wetting films from aqueous electrolyte solutions of non-ionic surfactant de-
pends furthermore on electrolyte concentration and pH of the solution as well as the surfactant 
concentration [32, 44, 119-121]. It could be shown that with increasing electrolyte concentra-
tion the film thickness decreases (Churaev 2003 [32]). 
c) Whereas ionic surfactants impact wetting film stability by changing electrostatic forces, non-
ionic surfactants only weakly impact their stability. According to Churaev 2003 [32] the effect 
may rather be caused by structural forces. Exerowa et al. [121] identified a critical electrolyte 
concentration where the film thickness decrease reaches a plateau. They concluded that a 
transition from electrostatic to steric stabilisation takes place at this particular concentration. 
Moreover, Sedev [119] identified a steric contribution to the disjoining pressure in foam films 
due to the molecular nature of non-ionic surfactants and augmented the DLVO theory with a 
steric term ST reading:  
STVWEL.disj %%%%   (56) 
where: 
disj total disjoining pressure 
EL electrostatic component of disjoining pressure 
VW van der Waals component of disjoining pressure 
ST steric component of disjoining pressure 
 
This implies that in the course of the drying of cementitious materials, it may be necessary to consider 
a possible impact of an additional steric contribution of surfactant to total disjoining pressure. 
4.2.7 Summary 
In this section the behaviour of pure component non-ionic surfactants has been reviewed. They corre-
spond to a class of molecules used in SRAs. It was shown that their concentration at the liquid/vapour 
interface, responsible for shrinkage reduction, can be affected by various factors as molecular struc-
ture, electrolyte nature & concentration, temperature, adsorption, etc. This must be taken into account 
when attempting to quantify the effects of SRAs in cementitious materials. 
In the next section, the state of the art knowledge of mixtures of those surfactants with glycols is ex-
amined. It is shown how these mixtures can develop properties that are more beneficial to use as 
SRAs in cementitious materials. 
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4.3 Mixtures of non-ionic surfactants and glycols in aqueous solution 
The patent search revealed that SRA often exploit a synergy between glycols or alkandiols and non-
ionic surfactants. The reason for this positive interaction is not clear but we can note that the diols not 
only reduce the surface tension, but also change the interfacial properties of non-ionic surfactants. 
This is discussed in the following section. 
4.3.1 Interfacial phenomena 
In what follows the surface activity of glycols or rather co-surfactants is outlined and in regard to SRA 
products, the co-surfactant nature is given particular attention. Lunkenheimer 2004 [122] classifies this 
type of surface active molecules also as solvo-surfactants or hydrotropic detergents because they 
combine properties of solvents and surfactants. In the case of SRA glycols may enhance the molecu-
lar solubilisation for the main non-ionic surfactant, partly by organising the liquid structure. It turns out 
that, beside a small direct contribution of glycols to lowering surface tension, their more im-
portant contribution to SRA performance comes from their ability to avoid undesired phase 
transitions of the non-ionic surfactants.  
4.3.1.1 Surface activity and phase behaviour of water-glycol mixtures 
Tan et al. [123-126] extensively studied the surface activity of water-glycol mixtures using polypropyl-
ene and polyethylene glycols. Within the aqueous solutions of the homologue series of polypropylene 
glycols (PPG), comprising a molecular weight between 192 and 2000 g/mol, the presence of a sharp 
break point in the plots of surface tension versus the logarithm of concentration (logC) was absent, al-
though the mixtures became turbid above a certain bulk concentration. The surface tensions of the 
aqueous solutions of PPG were reduced down to 40mN/m. For PPG with low molecular weight the 
surface tension could be shown to decrease to about 33mN/m (MPPG=192 g/mol).   
Compared to non-ionic surfactants, glycols decrease the surface tension of aqueous solutions to a 
comparable level but are less efficient with respect to the bulk concentrations required.    
In contrast to non-ionic surfactants, Seguin [127] observed total miscibility of glycols with water. Also, 
the polyethylene glycols (PEG) up to a molecular weight of 600 g/mol are miscible with water. This 
was observed for ethylene glycol and diethylene glycol. Nagamune 1996 [128] observed the CMC of 
aqueous solution of PEG1000 (molecular weight; M=1000g/mol) to be about 0.02 mol/l and the solu-
tions were exhibiting a surface tension of about 48 mN/m.   
The surface activity of PEG turns out to be low compared to PPG [125], due to the lower polarity of 
PPG. 
4.3.1.2 The co-surfactant nature of glycols 
The ability of glycols to reduce the surface tension of their aqueous solutions makes them useful for 
the application as co-surfactant. For PPG the plots of surface tension versus logarithm of concentra-
tion (/lnc) are almost linear [123-126], so that 
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Also, in contrast to common non-ionic surfactants, there is no critical micellation concentration (CMC) 
to be found for low molecular glycols. The absence of a CMC implies that the excess surface concen-
tration 	a at the liquid/vapour interface is still increasing even after the first bulk aggregates or droplets 
form [124-126].  
The synergistic effect of the reduction of surface tension of ternary mixtures, i.e. non-ionic surfactant-
glycol-water, can be derived from Gibbs adsorption equation for multicomponent systems (from [86]):  
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iiii clnRTd dμ d     (58) 
where: 
Ci concentration of each surfactant component 
 
For two surfactants systems, the contributions of the main surfactant (sa) and the co-surfactant (co) 
sum up to decrease of surface tension in agreement with 481H(58), so that 
cocosasa clnRTdclnRTdd    (59) 
 
Integrating 482H(59) gives: 
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From this it can be seen that the surface tension of the aqueous solutions can be decreased by the 
contribution of both, the surfactant and the co-surfactant, if they do not interact and can adsorb inde-
pendently one from the other. 
4.3.1.3 Impact of Glycols on phase behaviour of aqueous solutions of non-ionic surfactants 
Seguin 2006 [127], using mixtures of ethylene glycol and a poly ethoxylated alkyl ether as non-ionic 
surfactant in water as solvent, observed only a slight additional reduction of surface tension but a 
drastic increase of the CMC when applying the glycol as co-surfactant. This CMC increase in pres-
ence of glycols was also observed by Palepu et al. 1993 and Carnero Ruiz et al. 2007 [129, 130]. 
They suggested that the glycols act as water structure breakers around the surfactants, reducing the 
entropy gain resulting from micelle formation. Consequently, in presence of a glycol co-surfactant the 
micellation requires a higher surfactant bulk concentration [87].  
It should also be noted that Martino 1995 [131] observed that the lamellar phases occurring at high 
bulk concentrations in the binary mixtures (water – surfactant) brake up when propylene glycol is 
added. The explanation was also given in terms of the water structure breaker character of glycols. 
In summary, although glycols are less efficient in decreasing the surface tension they can 
drastically impact the phase behaviour of non-ionic surfactants in aqueous solution. In cemen-
titious systems this may change the shrinkage reduction efficiency of some SRAs. This is the 
subject of the next section. 
4.3.2 Implications on cementitious environmental conditions 
The patent literature [79-83] explicitly mentions the synergy between glycols and surfactants in terms 
of enhanced shrinkage reduction. This raises the following question: If the co-surfactant is not signifi-
cantly efficient in reducing surface tension what can be other possible benefits? 
In hydrated cementitious systems, SRAs are exposed to strong electrolyte conditions (pore solution) 
as well as to high internal specific surface area of hydrophilic material (hydration products).  
This can enhance surface absorption/aggregation of surfactant at the solid/liquid interface as well as 
the salting-out effects (see sections 483H .2.4 and 484H .2.5).  
4.3.2.1 Loss of surfactant at the solid/liquid interface 
For surfaces which onto surfactants can adsorb, it was shown that surface aggregation of non-ionic 
surfactant starts well below the critical micellation concentration (CAC<CMC) [86]. This would imply 
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that the cementitious surface area may be covered well before the bulk solution reaches the CMC. 
Moreover, the SRA dosage to reach the maximum shrinkage reduction (required to form a monolayer 
at the water/air interface) should increase. However, for a highly basic environment, as for Portland 
cement, non-ionic surfactants show a dramatic decrease in adsorption onto silica surfaces [108]. The 
synergy with glycols must therefore come from something else than a reduction of surface aggrega-
tion. This is only partly true since, even if the extent of adsorption or surface aggregation is low per 
unit surface, the internal surface area of hardened cementitious material is very large. Therefore, if the 
co-surfactant increases the monomer solubility (decreases the extent of self-assembly), the critical ag-
gregation concentration will increase also and potentially affect the system significantly. From this 
point of view it is easier to explain the benefit of glycols. 
4.3.2.2 Decrease of CMC in aqueous electrolyte environment 
In section 485H .2.4 it was shown that salts can drastically decrease the CMC of non-ionic surfactants. The 
high ionic strength and the type of ions in cement pore solution are susceptible to induce salting-out 
effects. Rajabipour 2008 [132] measured surface tension of a commercially available SRA in both wa-
ter and synthetic pore solution, composed of potassium and sodium hydroxide. This revealed that the 
CMC was decreased for the aqueous electrolyte solution of SRA.  
A decrease of CMC or rather a decrease of the monomer solubility could enhance adsorption onto the 
solid/liquid interface and bulk micellation.   
Again, there would be benefit for cementitious material if the co-surfactant compensates for the salt-
induced decrease of CMC.  
4.3.2.3 Summary 
This section has shown that glycols, through specific chemical interaction can modify the aggregation 
behaviour of non-ionic surfactant used in SRAs. It is expected that in one or another way this explains 
the synergistic benefit referred to in the patent literature. 
In the next section we examine more specifically the literature dealing with the use of SRAs in cemen-
titious systems. 
4.4 SRAs in concrete – Phenomenological overview 
The literature published on SRAs predominantly focuses on the influence of the admixture on concrete 
performance as shrinkage reduction in general, crack prevention, influence on mechanical properties 
and to a lesser extent on the durability of SRA modified concretes [27, 29, 68, 70-77, 133-183]. 
4.4.1 Characterisation of SRA used in scientific studies 
In general, authors do not report the exact chemical compositions of the admixtures used in their stud-
ies. For authors that own a patent and are affiliated to a SRA-producing company, one can however 
guess the type of compounds used. For example Berke, N.S. listed as inventor/co-inventor of patents 
[184-190] (Assignee: W.R. Grace & Co.-Conn (US)) is involved in several publications [137, 140, 156, 
160, 161, 191, 192]. In Balogh 1996 [193] it is explicitly pointed out, that the SRA used was developed 
within a corporation of W.R. Grace & Co. and ARCO Chemicals, entitled assignee of patents granted 
to Shawl [83, 194-199]. So it is not surprising that within the patent search (see annex A1) the general 
formulas of the compounds claimed by both inventors appear to be quite similar. 
In very few studies the brand of the SRA used is pointed out. Hua 1997 [68] uses the brand eclipseTM 
(ARCO) and determines dipropylene glycol ether as the efficient ingredient of the admixture. Cope 
2001 [157] also used the brand eclipseTM and refers to a data sheet provided by W.R. Grace & Co.-
Conn (US).  
From Shawl’s examples within patents [83, 194, 195, 197, 199] one gathers that they used a mixture 
based on dipropylene tert-butyl ether (DPTB) as surfactant and dipropylene glycol (DPG). From the 
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material safety data sheets (MSDS) of two commercially available products carrying the brand “Eclipse 
Floor” [200] and “Eclipse Plus” [201] from W.R. Grace & Co.-Conn (US) one can also find a mixture of 
DBTB and DPG. In both cases DPTB is denominated with Propanol, [2-(1.1-dimethyl-
ethoxy)methylethoxy] with the chemical abstract number CAS: 132739-31-2.  
For a lot of other studies, authors refer to a generic term describing the chemical composition of the 
SRA used as polypropylene glycol derivates or blends of propylene glycol ethers [72, 136-138, 146, 
158, 163, 171, 176, 180, 183, 192]. 
Another two authors Cerulli 2001 [72] and Maltese 2005 [171] are related to Mapai S.P.A. (It), of which 
the SRA brand is denoted “Mapecure SRA”. Maltese accounted for propylene glycol as chemical 
compound of the SRA used. 
Nmai 1998 [202] and Holt 1999-2004 [75, 149, 167], using the brand Tetraguard from Masterbuilders 
(now BASF), also refer to polyoxyalkylene ether as chemical compound, with a minimum content of 
the efficient ingredient of about 60% [203].  
Only a few investigations focus on more or less exotic compounds. For instance Kim 1997 [141] ap-
plied polyethylene glycols with a high molecular weight between 3000 and 8300 g/mol and Holt 1999-
2004 [75, 149, 167] used Peramin SRA (Perstorp Specialty Chemicals AB; Sweden) with the main ef-
ficient ingredient described as “cyclo aliphatic alcohol ethers” or rather acetals. These are 1,3 dioxane 
of a trihydric alcohol or trimethylol-C1-8-alkane or trihydric alcoxylated alcohol (see Engstrand [204] an-
nex A1).  
It can be summarized that for the majority of studies mentioned above propylene- or polypro-
pylene ethers were most probably introduced as non-ionic surfactants and combined with gly-
cols as co-surfactants in many cases. 
4.4.2 Surface activity of SRA 
4.4.2.1 Reduction of surface tension 
Several authors measured the reduction of surface tension, caused by SRAs in aqueous solution, us-
ing the Wilhelmy plate or the du Noüy Ring method [27, 29, 68, 71, 72, 76, 173]. For dipropylene gly-
col tert-butyl ether (DPTB) Hua 1997 [68] measured a CMC at about 5wt.-% to 6wt.-% in water at a 
surface tension of about 35mN/m. Rajabipour et al. 2008 [132] using Tetraguard® AS20 (BASF) 
measured a CMC at about 15wt.-% SRA in deionised water (SFT ~ 33mN/m). However, the same 
SRA in a synthetic pore solution (0.35M KOH plus 0.05M NaOH), showed a decrease of CMC down to 
about 8wt.-% accompanied by a further decrease in surface tension to about 30mN/m. The benefit of 
this additional surface tension effect is most probably marginal and a side effect. 
4.4.2.2 Adsorption of SRA onto the solid/liquid interface 
Hua et al. 1997 [68] found no evidence for the adsorption of DPTB onto hydrated cement phases from 
1 hour to 3 days of hydration. Zhang et al. 2001 [205] and Merlin et al. 2005 [206] investigated the ad-
sorption behaviour of short ethoxylated non-ionic surfactants onto hydrated cementitious material. For 
very low molecular weight the non-ionic surfactant did not adsorb at all [205] and Merlin identified ad-
sorption of non-ionic surfactants onto C-S-H at the very detection limit. 
4.4.3 Efficiency of SRA in shrinkage reduction 
The main purpose for introducing shrinkage reducing admixtures is to combat drying shrinkage. It also 
turns out that plastic shrinkage as well as autogenous shrinkage can be efficiently decreased by SRA. 
4.4.3.1 Plastic shrinkage 
Holt et al. [75, 149, 167] observed a decrease in plastic shrinkage for SRA containing normal and high 
strength concrete up to 50% at equal rates of water evaporation. Due to SRA-modification, Engstrand 
1997 [139] measured a reduction in plastic shrinkage up to 85% at 12 hours of hydration on standard 
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mortar according to EN 196-1. Lura et al. [71] observed a drastic decrease of settlement by introduc-
ing SRAs to mortars exposed to drying at early ages. Mora et al. [163] found a significant decrease in 
plastic shrinkage as well as crack prevention for concrete using restrained panels and restrained 
beams with a wedge. 
4.4.3.2 Autogenous shrinkage 
For high performance concrete with low water/cement ratios, self desiccation causes autogenous de-
formation and may induce early age cracking. Several authors [50, 69, 70, 135, 155, 159, 167, 168, 
175, 179, 181, 207] describe a significant decrease of free autogenous deformations for paste, mortar 
and concrete containing SRAs. Under restrained conditions for SRA-modified cement pastes, i.e. the 
ring test with sealed specimen, Sant 2007 et al. [207] measured a significant decrease of the residual 
tensile stress during self desiccation.  
4.4.3.3 Free drying shrinkage 
The influence of SRA on free drying shrinkage usually is carried out by applying different amounts of 
SRA to paste, mortar and various types of concrete, where SRA replaces an equal amount of mixing 
water. The range of SRA-dosages is given either per weight of cement (up to 2wt.-%) or per amount of 
mixing water with an average maximum of 5wt.-%. These are similar dosages by assuming an aver-
age water/cement ratio of ~ 0.4 for high performance and self consolidating concretes. Tests have 
been performed on several specimen geometries within different curing regimes and exposure condi-
tions.  
For the short range, up to 28d of drying, authors report 50% up to about 80% reduction of free drying 
shrinkage. However, the values strongly depend on the shrinkage evolution of the reference specimen 
as shown in 486HFigure 9.  
487HFigure 9 displays shrinkage curves obtained by Eberhardt et al. 2006 [178] within a preliminary study 
on SRA efficiency for self consolidating mortars and concretes. There, self consolidating mortars were 
modified in SRA dosage and drying shrinkage was measured. Further details are given in [178]. 
Figure 9: Free drying shrinkage 
of self consolidating mortars con-
taining different amounts of SRA 
[178] 
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In the above figure, it can be seen that: 
a) the major part of shrinkage reduction is gained within the first part of drying (~50days) well be-
fore drying equilibrium is reached (~ first 300 days) 
b) after certain time (~ 30 days) of drying, the absolute increase in deformation proceeds inde-
pendently of the SRA dosage. 
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Regarding the efficiency of SRAs in mortar and concrete, another important limitation can be derived 
from 488HFigure 9. The evaluation of shrinkage reduction has to refer to the storage regime, time and 
shape of shrinkage curves. This becomes obvious when data are reported in relative terms with re-
spect to the reference. For the data in 489HFigure 9 the corresponding values are presented in 490HTable 1 and 
show that the relative benefit in shrinkage reduction from SRAs decreases with time. This is because 
the SRA containing samples and the reference show a parallel evolution after about 30 days. It em-
phasises the care that must be taken in data interpretation. 
Table 1: Shrinkage reduction of SRA modified mortars dependent on dosage and time of drying [178] 
14d 37 44 57
28d 17 26 39
70d 16 20 32
180d 12 14 28
364d 10 14 24
SRA* 1.5% 2.5% 5.0%
time shrinkage reduction[ % ]
 *wt.-% of mixing water 
On the long term and near equilibrium (shrinkage curves show a plateau) Gettu et al. 2001/2002 [74, 
158] report 30% to 50% after one year at 20°C/50%R.H., Videla et al. 2005 [176] up to 40% shrinkage 
reduction for concrete at 23°C/50%R.H. for a trial period of 1350d and Roncero et al. 2003 [165] give 
26% to 51% shrinkage reduction after two years at 20°C/50% R.H. and for a dosage of 1wt.-% and 
2wt.-% SRA by weight of cement respectively. 
4.4.3.4 Restrained drying shrinkage 
Crack prevention is the major reason for the introduction of shrinkage reducing admixtures. In the 
early 1990s researchers started restrained shrinkage performance tests on concrete using different 
devices as: 
a) the restrained ring setup [76, 77, 136, 140, 146, 152, 153, 166, 169, 177, 178, 207-210]; 
b) restrained beams [27, 152, 154] 
c) restrained slabs [144, 147, 157, 192, 211] 
It can be summarized that the SRA-modified mixtures either cause a decrease in crack width of 30% 
to 80%, dependent on the SRA dosage, accompanied with delayed cracking times or even a complete 
prevention of cracking in some cases.  
4.4.4 Influence of SRA on cement hydration and microstructure 
4.4.4.1 Influence on hydration kinetics 
The incorporation of SRAs causes an increase in both initial and final setting times. The phenomenon 
was mainly observed with penetration tests [139, 140, 157, 171, 172, 179]. Using isothermal heat flow 
calorimetry, Cerulli 2001 [72] measured a delay of the beginning of the acceleration period and a delay 
of the time of maximum heat release in presence of SRA. In their measurements, the heat release or 
heat of fusion (upon contact of cement and liquids) increased with increasing amount of SRA. 
For high performance or self consolidating concretes containing higher amounts of superplasticizer 
and SRA several authors describe an increasing delay of setting with dosage [151, 177, 178]. Eber-
hardt et al. 2006 [177, 178] measured the heat release of cement pastes modified with poly carboxy-
late type superplasticizer (SP-PCE) and/or SRA using isothermal heat flow calorimetry. They could 
show that for both types of admixtures, SP-PCE and SRA alone, an extension of the induction period 
of cement hydration can be observed. Moreover, this was accompanied by a delay of the main heat 
release within the acceleration period. Superplasticizers were observed to have higher impact then 
SRAs. However, the combination of both admixtures causes a disproportionally high delay of cement 
hydration.   
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This has important practical implications for self consolidating mortars and concrete for which the use 
of superplasticizer is essential. Indeed, in such cases the application of SRA can cause an excess de-
lay of setting that may not be tolerable and may have to be mitigated by some other means. 
4.4.4.2 Influence on hydrated phase assembly and composition of pore solution 
For SRA containing pastes, Cerulli et al. 2001 [72] and Maltese et al. 2005 [171] report a decreased 
amount of portlandite after 24 hours hydration related to a slow down in hydration kinetics observed by 
isothermal heat flow calorimetry [72]. Maltese et al. [171] furthermore observed a dramatic morpho-
logical change for cement paste containing a polypropylene based SRA. Using environmental scan-
ning electron microscopy they found long prismatic crystals on the surface of the paste, which were 
interpreted as morphologically modified portlandite or ettringite. However, the X-ray powder diffraction 
provided no evidence for either portlandite or ettringite as the diffractograms for both pastes, with and 
without SRA, appeared to be almost congruent. Hua et al. 1997 [68] investigated the influence of 
dipropylene glycol tert-butyl ether on the hydrated phase composition of Portland cement. Their quan-
titative analysis showed no alteration in phase composition. Indeed, the XRD pattern for both 1 day 
and 28 days hydrated samples, with and without SRA, were essentially identical.  
Engstrand 1997 [139] found that, in presence of SRA, a significant amount of potassium and sodium 
ions are depleted from the pore solution. Especially after 24 hours of hydration, the amount of potas-
sium was reduced by 25% while the sodium content showed no change. After 28 days of hydration, 
potassium and sodium were depleted by 25% and 30% respectively. Engstrand relates the depletion 
of ions from pore solution to their enhanced fixation into C-S-H-phases. However no detailed explana-
tion is given about how and why the SRA would cause this to happen. 
4.4.4.3 Influence on microstructure 
The results of mercury intrusion porosimetry performed by Shah et al. 1992 [76] and Hua et al. 1997 
[68] revealed a minor influence of SRA on the pore size distribution of hydrated cement. The volume 
of pores in the range of 50nm to 10μm were slightly decreased in presence of SRA [76].  
Several authors observed an increase of specific surface area measured with nitrogen adsorption 
(BET) [68, 72, 171]. For example after 28 days of hydration, Hua et al. 1997 [68] measured up to 25% 
and Cerulli et al. 2001 [72] up to 100% increase in specific surface area. The observed phenomenon 
was related to an enhanced amount of low density C-S-H forming in the presence of SRA [72]. Here 
again, this preposition remains very speculative and has only few solid facts to support it. 
4.4.5 Influence of SRA on mechanical properties 
In a lot of phenomenological studies, the influence of SRAs on the mechanical properties of mortar 
and concrete was evaluated, usually using homologue series with increasing SRA dosage. The prop-
erties reported in the following mainly refer to mature material (>28d). Note, that in regard to the find-
ings on the impact of combined application of SRA and superplasticizer, early age mechanical proper-
ties can be less developed due to lower degrees of hydration. 
4.4.5.1 Compressive strength 
In presence of SRAs the compressive strength is reported to be decreased by up to 20% [76, 141, 
147] but in average alternating between 5% and 10% [74, 138, 157, 158, 169, 176, 202].  
4.4.5.2 Modulus of elasticity 
There seems to be no significant change for the development of the modulus of elasticity in presence 
of SRAs (compressive setup).   
4.4.5.3 Flexural strength 
Dependent on the SRA dosage, a decrease of flexural strength up to 10%-15% was observed by [139] 
and up to 28% by [141]. 
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4.4.5.4 Splitting tensile strength 
Within a series involving 5 different SRAs, Videla et al. [176] observed no significant change for split-
ting tensile strength (7d; 28d; 90d).  
4.4.5.5 Tensile strength 
The direct tensile strength also can be influenced disadvantageously. It was reported to be deceased 
by SRA in the range of 8% to 34% [138, 157]. Within the study of Lam 2005 [169] the tensile strength 
was measured on specimen stored at 50% R.H., where one part of specimens had been submerged 
in water before being tested. This revealed that dry specimens containing SRA comprised higher 
strengths compared to the untreated reference whereas the saturated samples behave in the opposite 
way.  
4.4.5.6 Creep 
A major influence of SRA is the decrease of creep both in compression and in tension [27, 74, 133, 
138, 154, 166]. Reductions up to 60% were measured in compression [133] and up to 29% in tension 
[154]. Roncero et al. [165] investigated basic and drying creep of SRA-modified concrete. The drying 
creep was decreased whereas the basic creep was not significantly influenced by SRA.  
4.4.6 Influence of SRA on durability 
SRA efficiently decrease the crack number and width or even prevent cracks from forming. This bene-
fits durability in all cases, since cracks can be identified as damage inducing factors, for example by 
facilitating water sorption. This would explain the results of Ribeiro [182], Lam [169] and Berke [192] 
who measured a decrease in chloride penetration for concretes containing SRA. 
Early studies revealed however that some SRAs were not compatible with air entraining admixtures 
and therefore induced low frost- and freeze/thaw resistance [134]. Berke [192] and Bae [160] could 
show that a good resistance can nevertheless be obtained with SRAs using compatible admixtures 
that provide a proper air void system in presence of SRAs. 
4.5 Summary 
The state of the art review on SRAs revealed that the commercial admixtures used in many studies 
are synergistic mixtures of non-ionic surfactants and glycols.   
There is a strong indication that, due to the electrolyte nature of cement pore fluids, SRAs may exhibit 
phase transitions that influence their performance. From the state of the art knowledge on non-ionic 
surfactants it can be estimated that the electrolyte nature of cement pore solution might enhance the 
salting-out of non-ionic surfactants, which may affect the shrinkage reduction achievable with SRA.  
Non-ionic surfactants are rather physically adsorbed than electrostatically or chemisorbed. Due to their 
amphiphilic nature they can adsorb onto either hydrophilic or hydrophobic surfaces. With respect to 
cementitious materials, the adsorption onto hydrophilic surfaces would be expected to be due to hy-
drogen bonding of the polar moieties (hydrophilic heads) with the silanol groups and/or aluminol 
groups. However, at the elevated pHs of these systems most of these groups are deprotonated. 
Concerning the synergy effect described in the patent literature on SRAs, it turns out that, besides a 
small direct contribution of glycols to lowering surface tension, their more important contribution to 
SRA performance comes from their co-surfactant nature, i.e. their ability to avoid undesired phase 
transitions of the non-ionic surfactants.  
With respect to models for drying and shrinkage that involve surface activity: Based on fundamentals 
of non-ionic surfactants and co-surfactants the surface activity of SRA can be described using the 
Gibbs-Duhem equation.   
Concerning models that account for the disjoining pressure, governing the hygral properties of cemen-
titious material, the molecular nature of non-ionic surfactants adsorbed on cement hydrates might in-
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duce steric hindrance. This implies that in the course of the drying of cementitious materials, it may be 
necessary to consider a possible impact of an additional steric contribution of surfactant to total dis-
joining pressure. 
The phenomenological overview on SRA in concrete revealed that despite the shrinkage reduction 
and improved crack resistance, some properties of concrete can be negatively affected to some ex-
tend. 
Concerning the implementation of SRA characteristics into recent models for drying and shrinkage: 
The surface activity of SRAs was studied by several authors, however, the measurements performed 
(paste, mortar, concrete; synthetic pore solution) provide only few solid facts and results that may be 
used to derive the working mechanisms of these admixtures in terms of shrinkage reduction. 
In the next chapter, in a first step a suitable model for drying and shrinkage is derived by theoretical 
considerations. Then, based on the findings of this chapter, surface activity of SRAs will be imple-
mented therein. 
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5 Theoretical considerations  
In this chapter the author wishes to derive a suitable model capturing the most important effects of 
SRAs during drying and shrinkage of cement paste. In a previous chapter, the review on drying 
shrinkage of cementitious materials identified that implementing surface activity of the pore fluid would 
be essential for this. This change in surface activity modifies the saturation degree at a fixed RH. In 
turn this affects the average pore pressure and the shrinkage that results. In chapter 491H  it was also 
shown that for fixed surfactant dosage the surface activity depends on the volume to surface ratio. 
This changes during drying because of the formation of a liquid film on the internal surface. To assess 
the importance of these effects it was necessary to construct a model capable to deliver simple con-
ceptual indications of which factors matter most. This is the ultimate object of this chapter, which also 
discusses relevant literature. 
5.1 Thoughts about a suitable model for drying and shrinkage 
As mentioned above, the state of the art review on drying shrinkage models brought up the question 
on the importance of capillary pressure in general and the question of the humidity range in which 
these forces are present. In particular Coussy [11, 13] applied capillary pressure to very low humidity, 
far below the bifurcation point of the sorption isotherms of cement paste. In this low humidity range, 
water is widely agreed to be exclusively present as adsorbed water layers. To address this issue, the 
total liquid saturation is now discriminated into two fractions: 
1) liquid water fraction Sbulk or bulk water respectively and 
2) adsorbed water associated with solids Sads 
so that 
.adsbulkw SSS   (61) 
 
Based on this assumption Coussy´s [11, 13] approach can be modified and the results thereof are 
displayed in 492HFigure 10.  
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Figure 10: Modified contribution of capil-
lary pressure to average pore pressure.  
The figure is constructed with the con-
cept of average pore pressure acc. 
Coussy [13], using a different sorption 
isotherm. 
 
In 493HFigure 10 it can be seen how a discrimination of bulk water saturation from total liquid saturation 
impacts the magnitude of the average capillary pressure (filled circles – p*=f(Sbulk); hollow circles – 
p*=f(SW)) and the total average pore pressure (hollow stars according to Coussy´s model; filled stars – 
adjusted model). The magnitude of surface forces (filled triangles) remains unaffected because it is 
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exclusively calculated from water loss dSW. Due to the discrimination between bulk and adsorbed wa-
ter in the adjusted model, the total average pore pressure decreases because of the decreased con-
tribution from average capillary pressure. As can be seen the surface forces gain in importance and 
now would exceed capillary contribution below 60% to 70% RH. 
The modification used could also be applied to the findings of Hansen [8] who followed Bangham’s 
approach for drying cement paste to predict shrinkage. In that work, the increase of excess Gibbs free 
energy was calculated from the desorption isotherm. The results of linear shrinkage deformation were 
drawn against increase in free surface energy. 494HFigure 11 is taken from there. It shows that the meas-
ured length change of the different pastes follow Bangham’s law at low RH. 
 
Figure 11: First drying 
shrinkage of 0.4 and 0.6 W/C 
ratio pastes vs calculated in-
crease in surface free energy 
(Hansen 1987 [8]) 
 
In particular, for low humidity a linear correlation between length change and increase in surface en-
ergy can be found. Moreover, the dashed line, denominated „Gibbs-Bangham Stress shrinkage“ goes 
through the origin, indicating that these surface forces act over the whole range of partial pressures. 
The notation „Gibbs Bangham stress“ that Hansen [8] uses can be considered the direct equivalent to 
Coussy´s surface force contribution expressed in terms of excess Gibbs free energy per unit area 
(compare 495H(6); 496H(27); 497H(44)). The solid lines are based on the measurement of shrinkage and desorption 
isotherms, for which water loss and shrinkage were measured at different relative humidity (filled cir-
cles). The measurements were taken from independent samples and are not successive. In so far the 
line is just suggesting a continuous progress. However, it reveals that the shrinkage deformation in the 
capillary range is increased. According to Hansen [8], in this range an additional stress is working 
along Gibbs-Bangham stress.  
Comparing the approaches of Coussy [11, 13] and Hansen [8] we can state the following:  
1) Different to Coussy, Hansen was exclusively referring to excess Gibbs free energy and did not 
take into account the capillary contribution proposed by Coussy. Therefore he underestimates 
deformation in the capillary range of humidity.  
2) For predicting shrinkage Coussy obtains reasonable values in the capillary range but deforma-
tions in the lower humidity range are overestimated. A part of this can be directly linked to the 
overestimation of the water fraction he is allowing to exert hydrostatic pressure on the solid 
body. 
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3) Consequently, the discrimination of bulk water from total water content is a modification that 
seems beneficial for the shrinkage prediction for both approaches to reach better predictions for 
both, the low and high humidity range. Moreover, letting the capillary contribution vanish with the 
stability limit of menisci, which is widely agreed to happen for cement paste around 40% RH, 
would compensate for the specific short comings of each model. 
5.2 Impacts of SRAs on mechanisms of drying & shrinkage 
5.2.1 Impact of SRA on drying 
Standard thermodynamics concerning the drying of porous materials describe how surface activity of 
the pore fluid controls liquid saturation. Usually this is done referring to rigid porous material. This sim-
plifying boundary condition assures that the work done at the liquid/vapour interface can be exclu-
sively related to changes of free energy, i.e. the sorption energy. For example, Brunauer 1967 [16] 
used this assumption to develop the “Modelless method” for pore size/distribution characterization 
from gas sorption measurements. 
In the following, an artificial pore system is introduced that, despite some simplifications, can be used 
to describe how SRAs might impact the drying of porous matter. For the sake of simplicity, a pore sys-
tem, in the following referred to as “normcube”, is used. It comprises a layered structure of cubic single 
end pores (498HFigure 12). This insures that in the course of drying and filling there will be no hysteresis to 
be found.  
a0=128nm; n0=1 (max. pore size); 
…. 
ai= a0*(1/2)^(i); ni=4^(i); 
… 
a6=2nm; n6=4096 (min. pore size); 
 
hi > ai /2; varying for each class     
 
V= (ni ai² hi); i=0,..,6 (volume); 
 
A=a0²+ (ni 4 ai hi); i=0,..,6 
(spec. area); 
 
Figure 12: Normcube 
 
Starting from a maximum pore size of a0=128nm the drying of this pore enforces the next smaller class 
of pores to be exposed to the liquid/vapour interface and so on. The proposed pore system comprises 
the following advantages for sorption analysis: 
a) the sorption proceeds in steps by pore class, 
b) the pore size distribution is setup as a geometrical series following ai=2Ri; ai+1=ai/2; i=0,…,6 so 
that the number of pores is ni=4i , 
c) the overall geometry can easily be described enabling to discriminate between adsorbed layers 
(pore walls) and liquid phase, 
d) the range of pore sizes can be adjusted similar to cementitious matter by varying the heights (hi) 
of pores within each pore class with the only limitation that the hi > ai/2 so that a spherical me-
niscus can form before the pore class empties. 
With this model, a sorption isotherm quite similar to cementitious material can be generated. More-
over, all along the sorption process the evolution of interfacial area can be described. This is true for 
all types of interfaces (liquid/vapour; solid/vapour; liquid/solid).  
a1=64nm 
a 
h a2=32nm 
h0 
h1 
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In a first attempt, the liquid phase considered is pure water. Using the t-curve for water vapour adsorp-
tion on cementitious matter provided by Badmann, Stockhausen and Setzer [18] one now can model 
the sorption process.  
Starting from the very dry boundary, water vapour adsorbs at the pore walls thereby decreasing the 
actual interfacial area of the solid vapour interface. At certain humidity the smallest pores fill due to 
capillary condensation. This is determined over the whole sorption process by comparing the pore ra-
dius with the efficient Kelvin radius, calculated accounting for the thickness of the adsorbed water 
layer. Furthermore the volume of capillary condensed phase is calculated from the volume of the given 
class of pores and corrected for: 
1) the volume of adsorbed water and 
2) the volume of the spherical shaped meniscus.  
The first correction is especially important for very small pores and the second is important if the 
length (hi) of the pore is small. 
Step by step, along the sorption isotherm one can follow how the normcube saturates. Most important: 
The evolution of interfacial area (area of menisci and pore walls with adsorbed layer) can be tracked 
along the sorption isotherm. 
Concerning capillary condensation in small pores, it should be mentioned that for the smallest pore 
size, i.e. 2nm, there is no significant difference if either capillary condensation or the evolution of ad-
sorbed multi layers is taken into account. In this work, capillary condensation was considered to pro-
ceed in pores of 2nm, which causes the sorption isotherm to comprise a sudden increase at the corre-
sponding humidity. 
In 499HFigure 13 the hypothetical water vapour sorption isotherm of the normcube with minimum pore 
length can be seen (triangles). If the length of pores within each class is adjusted (normcube) a de-
sorption isotherm of a hydrated cement paste (CEM I; w/c=0.4), measured in the course of this study 
(stars), can be approximated (circles). For these calculations a surface tension of =0.0726N/m was 
estimated. 500HFigure 14 contains the cumulated surface area of the adjusted normcube versus the pore 
diameter. Additionally the appropriate surface plot of the chosen paste sample is shown. Results on 
paste are obtained from nitrogen adsorption and the model of Cranston & Inkley [58] for nitrogen de-
sorption.  
Figure 13: Hypothetical and measured sorption iso-
therms of CEM I, w/c=0.4 
Figure 14: Surface area of adjusted normcube and 
paste from 501HFigure 13  (measured N2 desorption; 
Cranston & Inkley [58]) 
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Taking into account that nitrogen ingress is supposed to be limited to pores smaller then 2-3nm, the 
cumulated normcube surface area excluding contribution from pores smaller 2nm is displayed. As can 
be seen, then, the modeled specific surface area contributions of the normcube pore classes gives 
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better correlation. Moreover, the actual volume/surface ratios are in reasonable correlation. In particu-
lar the model well captures the fact that about 85% of the internal surface area is to be found in pores 
smaller than 10nm. This is an important advantage for examining the behaviour of SRAs in cementi-
tious materials. 
To see if the assumption made for desorption of water vapour in this model are reasonable, we check 
if the energy of desorption and the work done at the liquid vapour interface are similar. For this, the 
energy of sorption is calculated using: 
ww ddnGd 
2
 
(62) 
 
and the work done at the interfaces from: 
dadU   (63) 
 
As can be seen in 502HFigure 15, the plot of “energy of desorption” vs. “interfacial energy” gives a reason-
able correlation. These results indicate that the normcube model performs reasonable well. Based on 
this, we now turn using this model to examine the (hypothetical) impact of SRA on drying. 
Figure 15: Surface work vs. energy of sorption Figure 16: Influence of surface tension on water va-
pour sorption 
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In 503HFigure 16 the drying of the adjusted normcube is given for pore fluids comprising different surface 
tensions, starting from water down to =0.030N/m, which can be assumed to be the lower boundary 
for hydrocarbon surfactants (see section 504H .2.2). For this, the t-curve used (Badmann, Stockhausen 
and Setzer [18]) was assumed to be unaffected by the presence of SRA. This is based on the review 
of Churaev 2003 [32] (subsection 505H4.2.6.), where non-ionic surfactants are identified to just weakly im-
pact wetting film thickness. 
A first observation is that the saturation curves merge at low humidity when the sorption is governed 
by pore wall adsorption only. More important, 506HFigure 16 shows that for a fully rigid porous material a 
decrease in surface tension enhances water loss. In other words it reduces the saturation degree and 
hence the average pore pressure. 
This is globally consistent with the literature observations reported in section 507H3.4. However, those re-
sults showed a much smaller increase of desorption along the isotherms or, for some, even none at 
all. To understand the reason for this, it proved beneficial to switch from a fully rigidity of porous mate-
rial to a deformable one as outlined below. 
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5.2.2 Impact of surface tension on drying shrinkage of deformable systems 
Based on the standard thermodynamics introduced above, the total gain of free energy of the partially 
saturated porous material can be described by the cumulative nature of the Helmholtz free energy, i.e. 
deformation energy and work done at the liquid/vapour interface.   
In a first attempt, let us assume the desorption isotherms of porous deformable matter to be inde-
pendent from the presence of SRA, so that the water loss of both systems dvw is identical. This en-
forces the increase in Gibbs free energy to be similar for both systems all along the desorption proess. 
Because SRAs are proven to reduce shrinkage, the systems that contain them must comprise less de-
formation than the reference (so that SRA < plain). If the SRA system utilizes less energy in deforma-
tion of the solid, then the excess of energy has to be utilized to create additional interfacial area at the 
liquid solid interface. In the following we evaluate whether the water loss of the different systems can 
be similar in total, once this effect is taken into account. 
For the sake of simplicity, the drying and shrinkage for a certain imposed humidity can be investigated 
using a single end cylindrical capillary as model system (508HFigure 17) instead of the normcube. Let R0 be 
the initial radius of the cylindrical pore and plain the equilibrium volumetric drying strain of the plain 
pore system, observed for an imposed relative humidity. Let furthermore the ratio of surface tensions 
of pore fluids with and without SRA be w/SRA and the shrinkage reduction due to the presence of 
SRA be a factor fred = SRA/ plain. For the saturated state the pore has a liquid/vapour interface with an 
area a0 = 2R0².  
Based on the pore geometry and shrinkage deformation, the water loss due to drying and shrinkage 
can be calculated using the Kelvin-Laplace equation 509H(17).  
Figure 17: Cylindrical single end “model” pore in equilibrium with imposed humidity of surrounding 
gas phase 
Surfaces exposed: 
a0 = 2
R0² (saturated state);  
acurvatur=2
rh (partially saturated state);  
da=2
rh- 2
R0²; 
Radii: 
R0 (saturated state) 
Rplain= R0 (1-shr); (partially saturated state); 
RSRA= R0 (1-shr) SRA/w ; (partially saturated state) 
R
r
h
 
Volume: 
v0 =2
R0² l ; (l – length of the pore) 
dv~ v0 (shr); (due to pore shrinkage); 
dvcap= 
/3 h² (3r-h); (due to meniscus) 
 
Using the deformations defined for the pores (with/without SRA) one first can derive the water loss 
due to overall shrinkage of the pore dvW[] reading: 


 0v~}{dvW  (64) 
 
The water loss due to the formation of the meniscus dvinterface at certain humidity can be derived using 
Kelvin-Laplace 510H(17) for deriving the Kelvin-radius rK and the volume of the cap formed by the meniscus 
then reads: 
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The total water loss upon drying now can be defined reading 
 hrhv~};RH{dv K.tot_W  33
2
0


  (66) 
 
Because the geometry of the cylindrical pore one can exactly discriminate between interfacial energy 
utilized at the liquid/vapour interface and energy utilized in deformation of the solid body. Moreover, 
the energy balance can be setup because the referring amounts of water, i.e. water loss upon forma-
tion of meniscus and water loss due to decrease of pore volume, can be calculated. 
The volume loss due to overall shrinkage of the pore is smaller in presence of the SRA as indicated in 
511HFigure 18. 
}{dvvfv}{dv plain_Wplain_shrredplain_shrSRA_W 
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According to this, the energy utilized in deformation is lower for the SRA-modified pore. 
The water loss due to formation of a meniscus at an imposed humidity can be calculated according 
512H(17). One obtains that the pore solution with the lower surface tension leads to a smaller Kelvin-radius 
rK: 
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plainK
SRAK
RHr
RHr



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_
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Let us assume that the smaller meniscus of the SRA-modified pore does not get smaller than the pore 
radius of the shrunken pore. For convenience of representation we however consider the meniscus 
forming to fully penetrate the pore (same radius). As can be taken from 513H(68) the meniscus of the pore 
without SRA will comprise a larger radius as indicated in 514HFigure 18. Because its penetration depth is 
always smaller, the volume of water lost due to formation of the meniscus has to be lower (compare to 
515H(65)). 
Figure 18: Simplified model for water loss of a non-rigid drying 
pore with and without SRA on the left and right side respectively 
R0
RSRA
Rplain
 
reduced pore volume; dVW{}
remaining pore fluid
air; dVW_Interface
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It can be summarized that the water loss due to the formation of the meniscus is higher for a de-
creased surface tension. However, the water loss due to deformation of the pore is lower with SRAs. 
In a next step, the energy balance for each pore system is obtained from the change of excess Gibbs 
free energy. Moreover, because one can discriminate between water fractions lost either because of 
deformation or creation of liquid/vapour interfaces, the energy utilized for elastic deformation and for 
creating interfacial area can be obtained separately. 
With this, it can be shown that for different combinations of: 
a) relative humidity 
b) pore lengths and initial pore radii  
c) surface tensions (30mN/m to about 75mN/m)  
d) shrinkage reduction (0.5 to 1) 
the total water loss upon drying and shrinkage can be similar in presence or absence of SRA.  
Therefore, the results of authors, who could not observe enhance drying due to SRA, are not contra-
dictionary to the results obtained from normcube modeling.  
Moreover, an important limitation referring to the application of models for shrinkage deformation pre-
diction can now be evidenced: 
From the total water loss one cannot discriminate between work utilized for deforming the material and 
work done to create interfacial area at the liquid/vapour interface. A proper description of the process 
always requires additional information over whole drying process concerning the evolution of: 
a) interfacial area exposed 
b) pore geometry 
c) surface tension on the liquid/vapour interface 
5.3 Conclusions 
Based on the considerations of the above section, it appears that drying shrinkage of SRA treated sys-
tems most probably cannot be calculated just using desorption isotherms. The following considera-
tions would help to overcome this: 
1) Assumed that SRA treatment has minor impact on microstructure of cement paste, the ge-
ometry factor can be handled. Within comparative studies on systems comprising different 
dosages of SRAs, energy balances based on the measured shrinkage and desorption iso-
therms would enable a clear discrimination between water lost because of deformation and 
water lost due to the increase of interfacial area.  
2) In case major differences in microstructure are obtained with SRA, porosity and internal sur-
face area have to be examined in particular. Despite differences for these parameters, one still 
can obtain which fraction of Gibbs fee energy is utilized for deformation and address the re-
sidual amount to the creation of interfacial area. 
3) For SRA treated systems, the evolution of surface tension during drying is unknown but takes 
strong impact on how the excess Gibbs free energy is utilized. In this chapter, it could be 
shown that in presence of SRA more liquid/vapour interfacial area is exposed for a given rela-
tive humidity. Moreover, this increases with the decrease of the surface tension.   
We recognize that both has to be properly described, the interfacial area, determined by the 
cement microstructure, and the evolution of surface tension, determined by the nature and the 
presence of SRA on these interfaces. The first is essential because the ability of the SRA to 
decrease the surface tension depends mainly on its concentration at these interfaces. 
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4) Eventually, based on the findings of 1) to 3), a relationship might be obtained that provides a 
clear view on how the excess free energy will be utilized and which microstructural features 
are responsible for that. Then, if such specific information can be obtained from a sorption iso-
therm, shrinkage may be predictable thereof. 
5.4 Summary 
In this chapter a suitable model capturing the most important effects of SRAs during drying and 
shrinkage of cement paste was obtained from a theoretical point of view. This model is mainly based 
on Coussy´s approach for shrinkage predictions but the major difference comes from the discrimina-
tion between bulk and adsorbed water, which may compensate for the specific short comings of his 
and other current models for shrinkage prediction.  
Furthermore, an artificial pore system is introduced that, despite some simplifications, can be used to 
describe how SRAs might impact the drying of porous material. With this model, a sorption isotherm 
quite similar to cementitious material can be generated. Moreover, all along the sorption process the 
evolution of interfacial area can be described.  
It revealed that SRA most probably reduce the saturation degree and hence, shrinkage is reduced be-
cause of the reduction of the average pore pressure. Assuming cementitious materials as deformable, 
this hypothesis then could be shown to be in line with data published in the literature on SRAs, which 
on a first look seemed to be contradictory. 
Based on the theoretical findings in this chapter, the methodology required elaborating the mechnisms 
of SRAs for drying and shrinkage within the experimental part of this study can properly be developed 
and is the subject of the next chapter. 
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6 Materials and methods 
6.1 Model systems 
Regarding the application of SRA to self consolidating concretes, possible admixture interaction ef-
fects have to be taken into account. Therefore, a combination of both types of admixtures, SRA and 
SP, are investigated. To enable a more clear view on the mechanisms of SRA it was decided to study 
hydration mechanisms on hydrated Portland cement paste containing different amounts of SRA and 
SP alone as well as mixtures thereof.  
To exclude influences from autogenous deformation and enable a high degree of hydration, the water 
content of paste is set to a water/cement ratio of w/c=0.4. Regarding Portland cement hydration, work 
published by Stark et al. 2000-2006 [212-214] as well as Lothenbach et al. 2006 [215] is used for plain 
cement pastes (without admixture/reference paste). With respect to self consolidating concretes a 
composite binder comprising 35wt.-% limestone is introduced as a second model system. Hydration 
mechanisms for this type of composite binder are well described and can be derived from Matschei et 
al. 2006-07 [216-220].  
The investigation on shrinkage involves shrinkage and water vapour desorption isotherms on: 
a) cement paste (two binder systems) containing different commercial SRA,  
b) self consolidating mortars (two binder systems) containing SP (for adequate flow property) 
and different amounts of a representative SRA. and 
c) standard mortar according EN 196-1 (without superplasticizer) 
In general all substitutions concerning addition of admixtures or replacement of cement are executed 
on volume base, i.e. admixtures replaced mixing water and mineral additive replaced unhydrated ce-
ment.   
With the focus on drying shrinkage all samples were allowed to hydrate at water vapour saturated 
condition for 28 days before being exposed to a dry climate. 
6.2 Materials 
Cement:   In this study the investigations were carried out using a Normal Port-
land Cement CEM I 42.5N according European Standard EN197-1 with Blaine fineness of 2650cm²/g 
and density )c=3.17g/cm³. The analysis of chemical and mineralogical composition of the commer-
cially available cement was conducted using different methods on both, the commercial cement and 
its clinker raw material. The elemental oxide compositions are given in 516HTab.A2- 1. For adsorption 
measurements additionally tricalciumsilicate (C3S); synthetic ettringite and synthetic calcium-silicate-
hydrate (C-S-H) were used. The synthetic clinker and hydrate phases were produced and provided by 
Zingg [221]. 
Mineral additions:  The binders for self consolidating mortars and concretes were pre-
pared by replacing cement by an inert additive i.e. natural limestone containing more than 95wt.-% 
CaCO3; density )L=2.77g/cm³. The elemental oxide composition is given in 517HTab.A2- 1. This inert addi-
tive was chosen in such a way that the particle size distribution was close to that of the cement. Under 
this condition and at constant volume ratio of solids/liquids in paste, mortar suspensions were sup-
posed to achieve similar flow properties. 
Aggregates:   Mortars were mainly composed containing 50vol.-% of CEN-
reference-sand (0-2mm) / European Standard EN 196-1. For a selected series of self consolidating 
mortars, alluvial aggregate 0-4mm was incorporated (aggregate content about 45vol.-%). 
Superplasticizer (SP):  To adjust flow properties of mortars, a polycarboxylate type superplas-
ticizer (SP-PCE; solid content 26 *1wt.-%) was added at a maximum dosage of 2wt.-% of cement. For 
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the investigation on the interaction of superplasticizer and shrinkage reducing admixtures an additional 
polynaphthalene based plasticizer (SP-PNS) was incorporated. 
Shrinkage reducing admixtures (SRA): For a comparative study on the performance and effi-
ciency of different shrinkage reducing admixtures four commercially available products, three different 
raw materials for the production of SRA as well as two industrial cleaning agents/surfactants were ap-
plied to several self consolidating mortars (SCM). Hydration studies were executed mainly with SRA1 
but also with SRA2 and SRA3. 518HTable 2 contains the denomination, type of application and main ingre-
dients of the admixtures used. 
Table 2: Shrinkage Reducing Admixtures 
Denom. application main ingredients density [g/cm³]
SRA 1 concrete admixture
~ 80wt.-% dipropylene-tert-buthylether; M=190.3g/mol;        
~15wt.-% dipropylenglykol; M=134.2g/mol;                 
~5wt.-% dipropylene-di-tert-buthylether
0.96
SRA 2 concrete admixture ~ 2.5-10wt.-% 2-butylaminoethanol;M=117.2g/mol;           
~50-100wt.-%  2.2-dimethyl-1.3propandiol; M=104.2g/mol 1.00
SRA 3 concrete admixture not available 0.91
SRA4 cleaning agent not available 1.01
SRA5 cleaning agent not available 0.98
SRA6 concrete admixture not available 0.96
SRA7 surfactant 1.5 Pentanediol (HOCH(CH2)3CHOH) 0.99
SRA8 surfactant Octanol (CH3(CH2)7OH) 0.82
SRA9 surfactant n-Nonanol (CH3(CH2)8OH) 0.83
 
 
6.3 Methods 
6.3.1 Preparation and curing of cement paste, mortar and concrete 
6.3.1.1 Preparation of samples 
Cement paste:  Cement pastes were prepared with w/c=0.4; that is vwater/vsolid= 1.27. Pastes 
containing composite binder with 35vol.-% limestone also comprise vwater/vsolid= 1.27 and therefore 
have a water to binder ratio of w/b=0.42 and an efficient w/ceff.=0.61.  
As mentioned before, admixtures replaced mixing water by volume. For a minimum amount of 1l 
paste, the suspensions were premixed using a Hobart mixer prior to high-speed mixing in a static 
blender with blade guard at 1000rpm.   
The total amount of mixing water was divided into two or three parts because organic admixtures were 
pre-dispersed in about 50ml of water (part of mixing water). Cement and two thirds of water were pre-
mixed for one minute. Then the aqueous solutions of admixtures were added. Total mixing time was 
set to 4 minutes.  
To avoid bleeding and segregation before stiffening, especially when SP was introduced, pastes were 
poured in cylindrical polyethylene flasks (max. 0.5l) and homogenized on a roller block. Setting times 
were approximated from results of isothermal heat conduction calorimetry measurements. At the time 
the acceleration period of cement hydration started, the flasks were removed and stored in a water 
basin (T=20°C). 
Mortars and Concrete: Mortars were mixed according to the European Standard EN 196-2 
using a Hobart Mixer, mix capacity V= 2l. For concretes, cement and aggregates were dry-mixed for 
one minute. Then, the mixing water or aqueous solution of SRA was added. After an absolute mixing 
time of two minutes the SP was added as an aqueous solution (dilution of about 1:3; water as part of 
total amount of mixing water). The dosage of SP was adapted to reach self consolidation. 
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The flow properties of self consolidating mortars (SCM) and concrete (SCC) were adjusted using the 
slump flow and V-funnel test for mortars as well as the slump flow and L-box test for concrete. Criteri-
ons for self consolidating property are shown in 519HFigure 19. Compositions of mortars and concretes are 
outlined in appendix, tables 520HTab.A2- 5 and 521HTab.A2- 6. 
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Figure 19: Criterions for self 
consolidating property of SCM 
and SCC 
 
6.3.1.2 Curing of samples 
Cement paste:  Samples for the measurement of one dimensional drying or drying profiles 
were cast and stored at 20°C and 95%R.H and demolded after 16 hours of hydration. Before exposi-
tion into dry climate these samples were wet cured at 20°C/95% RH.   
Prismatic samples for measurement of drying shrinkage or shrinkage isotherms were produced after 
seven days (demolding and sawing). Up to this time these samples hydrated under sealed conditions. 
After saw cutting, the specimens were stored in sealed containers at 20°C and >95%R.H. up to 28 
days of hydration.   
For series of specimens that did not show capillary condensation during wet curing the surface was 
wetted using a sprayer and deionised water (in the following referred to as “inert saturation”). By fol-
lowing this approach, a maximum degree of saturation was supposed to be ensured, thereby avoiding 
leaching effects that would have to be taken into account if specimen had been stored in water. 
Mortar:   The mortar samples were cast and stored at 20°C and 95%RH. Depending on 
the SP content of the different mortars, the samples were demolded after 16 hours (plain mixtures) 
and about 24 hours for mortars containing SP. After demolding, the mortars were wet cured/stored to 
at 20°C/95%R.H. until exposition to drying. A maximum degree of saturation was supposed to be 
achievable by applying inert saturation. 
Concrete:  Specimens were cast and stored at 20°C/95%RH. After 24 hours of hydration, 
the specimen were demolded and stored at 20°C/95%R.H. until exposition into dry climate. 
6.3.2 Analytical methods 
6.3.2.1 Surface activity and phase behaviour of SRA 
The following measurements were carried out in 20°C/65%RH using material comprising ambient 
temperature. 
The surface tension of aqueous solutions was measured using Wilhelmy-plate method [86] where the 
dosage of admixture was changed by titration with a stock solution.   
For aqueous electrolyte solutions, i.e. synthetic pore solutions, the pendant drop [86] method was pre-
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ferred due to rapid carbonation of the solution in presence of carbon dioxide when using the plate 
method. 
Phase transition experiments of aqueous solutions of SRA were performed in 50ml polyethylene 
flasks. After shaking, the solutions were kept at rest at 20°C for 24h to achieve equilibrium conditions. 
In case of phase transition, the volume fractions were read out from the flask scale, matching a resolu-
tion of 0.1ml/50ml (= 0.2%). 
6.3.2.2 Isothermal heat flow calorimetry 
The heat release during cement hydration was measured on cement pastes by isothermal heat con-
duction calorimetry (conduction calorimeter - TAM Air; Thermometrics). The samples were equilibrated 
to a reference temperature of 20°C. To produce a homogeneous paste, the samples were stirred while 
injecting liquids (mixing water including admixture) into the reaction vessel.  
The method was used to develop time schedules for sample preparation in case of hydration kinetics 
are impacted in presence of admixtures. In this way, it was possible to provide the comparison of 
paste properties at equal stages of hydration. Five stages of Portland cement hydration were distin-
guished a) first hour of induction period, b) end of induction period, c) acceleration period, d) decelera-
tion period and e) final period. Sampling times for several different analyses were scheduled according 
to this characteristic heat release. 
6.3.2.3 Phase analysis of unhydrated and hydrated cement 
Elemental oxide distributions of unhydrated cement and clinker were obtained from Wavelength Dis-
persive X-ray Fluorescence Spectroscopy (WD-XRF). 
Crystalline hydration products, unhydrated cement phases and crystalline organic compounds were 
identified by X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) using a Philips PW2400. The CuK (=1.5418Å) radia-
tion was generated at 40mA and 40kV. Data have been collected over a Bragg angle range of 5-
80°2	, screening an angular range of 6°2	min-1, resolution or angular step width of 0.017°2	 respec-
tively.  
Thermogravimetric measurements were performed using a Mettler Toledo TGA/SDTA851e. An 
amount of about 10mg of the ground samples (<63μm) was weighed and inserted into the analyser. 
The temperature range covered was 30°C to 1100°C with a heating rate of 20Kmin-1 under steady flow 
of nitrogen as protective gas.  
6.3.2.4 Adsorption of SRA onto solid/liquid interface of selected hydration phases 
In addition to the measurement of SRA adsorption onto hydrating Portland cement, the adsorption 
onto selected hydrated phases was investigated. For this, synthetic ettringite and synthetic C-S-H 
phases were first analysed for their specific N2-BET surfaces (see 522H6.3.3.4). A stock solution of syn-
thetic cement pore solution was prepared comprising an electrolyte composition according the results 
obtained for the reference cement paste (CEM I, w/c=0.4) at the end of the induction period. An 
amount of solids providing a specific surface area of about 20m² and one litre of stock solution were 
poured into an Erlenmeyer flask and stirred using a magnetic stirrer. Within a titration regime, the dos-
age of organic admixture was increased step by step. After each titration step the mixture was stirred 
for 5 minutes and then left to rest until the solid content had settled down and the liquid phase ap-
peared to be clear. In average and for each step this took about 20 minutes. After each cycle a volume 
of solution equal to the one added in the titration step was removed for analysis. It was filtered using a 
0.4μm syringe filter before the total organic carbon content (TOC) was measured. These adsorption 
measurements were conducted at T=20°C. 
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6.3.2.5 Analysis of liquid phases 
The pH-measurements on cement pore solution were carried out immediately after extraction using a 
pH-electrode (Knick SE pH7Pt1000 electrode) calibrated with 0.1M to 1M potassium hydroxide-
solutions.  
The total organic carbon content (TOC) was measured on eluate from leaching tests, extracted ce-
ment pore solutions and synthetic pore solutions with organic admixtures. The solutions were passed 
through a 0.4μm nylon filter and subsequently diluted using hydrochloric acid to a) achieve acid condi-
tions or pH~2 for outgasing of carbon dioxide or inorganic carbon respectively and b) to avoid precipi-
tation of solids. Further dilutions with respect to the measuring range of the used analysers (Shimadzu 
TOC-5000A; Sievers DataPro5310C) were prepared using purified water.  
The ionic composition of solutions was measured by Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission 
Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) using a Varian VISTA Pro. The freshly extracted pore solution passed 
through a 0.4μm nylon filter and 1ml of it was diluted with 9ml nitric acid, i.e. 6.5% HNO3 , sealed and 
stored at T=5°C until measurement.  
To discriminate and quantify SRA and SP-PCE in aqueous solutions, Gas Chromatography (GC) was 
used. The measurement approach was developed for discriminating SRA1 in electrolyte solutions of 
SRA1 and SP-PCE (see 523H6.2). 
To remove the ionic content and water from the eluate and extract SRA or SRA/SP-PCE, 1ml of the 
eluate was processed into an extraction column NT 1.0 (Merck). After 15 minutes, the organic residue 
was eluted and removed from the column using dichloromethane as liquid-liquid extractor. The extract 
was then poured into a rounded flask containing 0.7ml 2-propanol. At 50°C and 600mbar, the di-
chloromethane was removed using a rotary evaporator and the residue was filled into a 1ml volumetric 
flask. The gas phase chromatography was executed using a Carlo Erba HRGC Mega 2 chromato-
graph with standard GC column 30m x 0.25 mm Stabilwax@DB, film thickness 0.25μm, carrier gas 
hydrogen, pH2 = 110kPa, make-up gas nitrogen, pN2=80kPa. The injection was executed “on column”. 
The temperature regime was as follows: From 80°C to 110°C the heating rate was 30K*min-1; from 
110°C-200°C a rate of 10Kmin-1 was applied. After reaching 200°C, the temperature was kept con-
stant for 10min.   
Due to the different molecular masses of SRA (MØ~200g/mol) and SP used (M>1000g/mol), the SP-
PCE fraction is non-volatile and hence not part of the gaseous phase.  
Calibration curves for SRA1 quantification were constructed using dipropylene glycol-tert-butylether 
(Di(propylene glycol) tert-butyl ether, mixture of isomers; 90%; Sigma-Aldrich) as pure substance. 
Dipropylene glycol-tertbutylether is the main ingredient of SRA1 (compare to 524HTable 2) and therefore 
chosen as reference. Note that the calibration regime directly started with gas chromatography and did 
not include the procedure for removing the ionic content. The calibration regime revealed an appropri-
ate recovery degree for aqueous solutions of SRA1. 
6.3.2.6 Preparative methods 
Stopping of hydration reactions: Thermogravimetric measurements and solid phase analyses 
in the course of ongoing cement hydration required the precise stopping of the chemical reactions. 
The hydration of cement paste was stopped by adding 2-propanol to the paste and subsequently dry-
ing at 35 °C. For samples at hydration levels beyond setting, a slice was sawed and subsequently 
stored in 2-propanol. Later the slice was pre-ground and dried at 35°C. After drying, all samples were 
ground to a grain size below 45 μm. 
Extraction of pore solution from hydrating cement paste and mortar: For hydrated cement 
pastes with low degrees of hydration the pore solution was extracted by pneumatic filtration (pres-
sure). Pore solution from hardened cement pastes was extracted from cylindrical specimen by squeez-
ing on a hydraulic press.   
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After extraction, the solutions were passed through a 0.4μm nylon filter using a syringe and stored in 
sealed tubes at a temperature of T=5°C. 
6.3.3 Microstructural investigations 
6.3.3.1 Chemical shrinkage of hydrating cement 
The chemical shrinkage of cement paste and mortar was measured on cylindrical specimens (diame-
ter 6cm; volume vsample~ 260*10ml). In contrast to literature reports, the sample diameter was chosen 
that large to reduce the sample height. This facilitates the measurement if water movement upon self 
desiccation is impacted by the presence of SRA. Because low permeability or depercolation of capil-
lary pores may retard the core hydration, the observation time had to be sufficiently long. Specimens 
were observed over a time range of one year.  
For the production of theses samples a volume of about 260*10ml of fresh cement paste, w/c=0.4, 
and mortar were inserted by weight into a 300ml PE-LD bottle (known material density and weight of 
bottle including lid). After inserting paste or mortar the bottles were carefully filled with and closed un-
der water. The amount of excess or curing water respectively was obtained by weighing the surface-
dry bottle. The overall volume of the filled bottle was obtained by water displacement or hydrostatic 
weighting (Archimedes' principle) respectively.   
Due to chemical shrinkage, the volume of paste is supposed to decrease. This internal volume reduc-
tion may deform the wall of the bottles and may generate tensile stress (bottle material) or depression 
(sample and excess water). To avoid this problem, prior to each hydrostatic measurement, the bottle 
was opened and subsequently closed under water to compensate any possible volume loss by an 
equivalent amount of entering excess water.   
The refilling of bottles additionally provides two main advantages: On the one hand the excess water 
surrounds the shrinking body and so contributes to wet curing of the samples; on the other hand com-
pensation of volume loss due to chemical shrinkage re-establishes atmospheric pressure inside the 
bottle and relaxes the wall material.   
Furthermore, the closed bottle is stored in a water bath (T= 20°C) This provides an almost closed sys-
tem or a semi permeable diffusion barrier at least. Assuming that the concentration of the sample’s 
pore solution and excess water is much higher than that of the surrounding water, only an osmotically 
driven ingress of water into the bottle would be expected. The amount of water that osmotically enters 
is then included in the total amount of excess water from “refilling”. The ingress of carbon dioxide 
through the walls of the bottle during storage can be neglected due to fact that the chosen water bath 
periodically was used for water curing of fresh mortar samples (leached portlandite serves as sacrifice 
material) and so provides active protection from carbonisation (measured pH in the range of 
10<pH<12).  
At each time step, the chemical shrinkage of the initial volume of paste or mortar sample was calcu-
lated from the following equations: 
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where: 
msample; to  initial weight of inserted sample     [g] 
mbottle;tx     total weight of blotted bottle (sample, excess water; bottle with lid) [g] 
mubottle;tx  under water weighing of the bottle     [g] 
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water  density of water at 20°C;      [g/cm³] 
vbottle  volume of bottle material including lid    [ml] 
vexcess_water;tx volume of excess water at each measurement   [ml] 
vsample; to  calculated volume of unhydrated cement and liquid components  [ml] 
 
After the final hydrostatic measurement the samples were removed from the bottles and the total vol-
ume of the sample could be obtained by hydrostatic measurement using equation 525H(71). 
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From weight and volume measurements the amount and density of adsorbed and physically bound 
water can be calculated. 
6.3.3.2 Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy (ESEM) 
The observation of early cement hydration was carried out with an Environmental SEM (FEI, Nether-
lands) equipped with a Field Emission Gun (ESEM-FEG). The operational parameters for the “Envi-
ronmental” mode were the following: water vapour pressure in the chamber was set to 8.3 – 9.4 mbar 
and sample temperature to 12°C. Depending on pressure and temperature, the relative humidity was 
kept between 75 and 90% for the area of the cooled sample. Micrographs were taken at 25keV accel-
eration voltages.  
For ESEM observations during early cement hydration it is crucial to avoid drying artefacts. Following 
the proven approach given in Roessler et al. 2008 [222] two adjustments were made to address this 
problem: 
1. The residual pore solutions of fresh cement pastes were removed with filter paper. Then the 
sample immediately was inserted into the microscope chamber.  
2. Inside the chamber a few millimetres of the sample surface were removed using a microma-
nipulator and generating a fresh fractured surface. This fresh surface is supposed to be free 
from drying artefacts or precipitates formed due to residues of pore solution evaporating in 
close vicinity to sample surface. 
6.3.3.3 Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) 
Mercury intrusion porosimetry was measured on cement pastes and mortars. After an absolute hydra-
tion time of 28 days the samples were sawed into slices of about 5mm, stored for 2 days in 2-propanol 
(solvent exchange) and then oven dried at T= 50°C. The dried slices were broken into pieces of about 
25mm³. The measurements were carried out on a mercury porosimeter Thermoelectron Pascal 
140/440. 
6.3.3.4 Measurement of specific surface (N2-BET) 
Samples of unhydrated cement; synthetic alite, hydrated cement and pure hydration products were 
ground to a maximum particle size smaller than 63μm. The drying regime for hydrated samples follows 
526H .3.3.3. Before measurement, the samples were evacuated for 3 hours at a temperature T=35°C. The 
measurements were executed in a Beckman Coulter SA 3100 versatile gas adsorption analyzer using 
nitrogen as sorptive gas.  
6.3.4 Drying shrinkage and water vapour desorption isotherms 
6.3.4.1 Sample preparation 
Prismatic samples for measurement of drying shrinkage or desorption isotherms were produced and 
cured according to section 527H6.3.1. 
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6.3.4.2 Water vapour desorption isotherms 
Water desorption isotherms were measured for pastes and mortars on specimens with different ratios 
of surface/volume (a/v). 528HTable 3 contains an overview of the different specimen geometries as well as 
the different storage regimes. For the storage regimes 1 and 3 - “static” mass loss was documented 
until equilibrium saturation was achieved and sample weight was constant. For the storage regime 2 - 
“step by step” the mass loss of certain selected reference samples was monitored online. After mass 
equilibrium was approximately achieved, the specimen were weighed and climate conditions were 
changed. Measurement for regime 2 was carried out without protective gas environment so that im-
pact of carbonation could be an issue.  
 
Table 3: Geometries and drying regimes for paste and mortar specimen 
regime geometry a/v regime description 
[nbr.] [mm³] [m-1] [ - ] 
1 25.4 x 25.4 x 12.7*** 315 
“static”; storage till equilibrium humidity is achieved; at 
different RH (87%; 80%; 70%; 50%; 40%; 30%) under N2 
2 
a) 10 x 40 x 160  * 
b) 10 x 40 x 100 ** 
263 
270 
“step by step” from 100%; 90%; 80%; 65%; 50% to 35% 
RH; static at 88%; 70% and 35% RH; ~equilibrium hu-
midity  
between each step 
3 Ø12.7 x 101.6 *** 335 “static”; storage till equilibrium humidity is achieved; at different RH (87%; 80%; 70%; 50%; 40%; 30%) under N2 
*) mortar; **) cement paste; ***) mortar and cement paste 
 
In 529HFigure 20 it can be seen that the paste sample achieves equilibrium after about 56 days of exposi-
tion. Moreover, the time to equilibrium increases with decreasing relative humidity. The duration of dry-
ing steps for the “step by step” regime therefore increased with decreasing relative humidity. 
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Figure 20: Example for measuring weight loss of 
saturated paste sample exposed to defined cli-
mates 
 
 
 
 
 
lines with symbols:     water loss 
dashed lines:              relative water loss 
 
6.3.4.3 Shrinkage isotherms 
Length change was measured using a digital comparator with a resolution of 1μm. The measurements 
were taken along the measurements of water vapour desorption isotherms on cement paste and mor-
tar samples regime-nbr. 2a, 2b and 3 (see above). At the end of each desorption regime specimens 
were resaturated and the irreversible shrinkage strain was calculated from final length change.   
In 530HFigure 21 the length change of the sample introduced via 531HFigure 20 is shown. It can be seen that 
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the length still changes whilst moisture equilibrium is already achieved. This is due to either drying 
creep or carbonation shrinkage. Because of this, absolute values for shrinkage isotherms were taken 
once moisture equilibrium was achieved. 
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Figure 21: Example for measuring free drying 
shrinkage of saturated paste sample exposed to 
defined climates 
 
 
 
 
 
lines with symbols:    shrinkage strain 
dashed lines:             relative shrinkage strain 
 
6.3.5 Leaching of SRA 
6.3.5.1 Introduction 
In this section a short overview on diffusion terminology is given [223-235]. This is later used for data 
treatment of the leaching tests. Furthermore material characteristics and the sample preparation as 
well as the tank test specifications are outlined. 
6.3.5.2 Evaluation of effective Diffusion coefficients using tank tests 
In the above mentioned studies the evaluation of effective diffusion coefficients is based on Ficks sec-
ond law 532H(72) in which the concentration of species c(x;t) changes due to diffusion. 
xd
cdD
dt
dc
2
2
  (72) 
where: 
c: concentration of diffusing species    [mol/m ³] 
D: diffusion coefficient     [m²/s] 
t:  time       [s] 
x: diffusion length      [m] 
 
The binary diffusion coefficient Di,j describes the diffusion of the species “i” in a solvent ”j”. For cemen-
titious systems, SRA diffusion can be assumed to proceed in the water saturated pores and the binary 
diffusion coefficient for SRA would then refer to an aqueous electrolyte solution. Dependent on the tor-
tuosity of the pore systems, the effective diffusion length significantly increases. Moreover, interactions 
of the freely diffusing molecules with the pore walls may additionally increase the effective diffusion 
length. For porous systems, all factors enhancing the diffusion length can be described using the 
overall impedance factor “y” of the porous system. Regarding this, the effective diffusion coefficient De 
of the species “i” in the pore fluid “j” of a given pore system is: 
0yDDe   (73) 
where: 
D0: binary diffusion coefficient of species i in solvent j  [m²/s] 
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y: impedance factor      [ - ] 
De:    effective diffusion coefficient    [m²/s] 
 
For diffusing species that additionally comprise interactions with the solids forming the porous system, 
the effective diffusion coefficient De can be obtained from the apparent diffusion coefficient Da by in-
troducing the retardation term R. The R-term accounts for the distribution of the diffusing species, i.e. 
the fraction which is part of the liquid phase (solvent) and the fraction associated to solid interfaces 
[227, 234]. 
R
yD
R
DD ea 0  (74) 
where: 
Da: apparent diffusion coefficient   [m²/s] 
R: retardation term     [ - ] 
 
For a given saturated pore system the impedance factor y can experimentally be obtained using a 
tracer comprising no interaction with the solid interfaces. This requires that the binary diffusion coeffi-
cient of this tracer in the specific pore fluid is known. The effective diffusion coefficient is obtained from 
the measurements and the impedance factor can be calculated therefrom.  
Once the impedance of a given pore system is obtained, the diffusion of species comprising certain 
interaction with the solid interface can be properly described. 
The evaluation of effective diffusion coefficients strongly depends on the geometric boundaries ot the 
tank test setup. Concerning tank tests used in this study, the one dimensional solution to Fick´s sec-
ond law will be used.  
6.3.5.3 Determination of the dominating leaching mechanism by tank tests 
In Hohberg [233] the solution to Fick’s second law for various geometric setups of tank tests is de-
scribed. As limiting factors, the volume to surface ratio and the amount of eluate are chosen so that 
the leached species can be properly detected. One possible tank test procedure is given as follows:  
Within several cycles, the sample is placed in a defined amount of eluent and the leached species are 
quantitatively determined. After each cycle the eluent is replaced. For mortar and concrete, Hohberg 
[233] recommends using deionised water as eluent. The cycles or rather intervals of eluent replace-
ment are adjusted to account for the detection limit of the analytical methods at hand but intervals 
should be kept as short as possible.  
Hohberg [233] distinguishes between three main mechanisms of leaching, displayed in 533HFigure 22.  
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Figure 22: Determination of leaching mechanism 
according to Hohberg 2003 [233] 
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For the distinction of the different mechanisms, the leaching rate Ji (t) is defined as the quantity of 
leached species from the solid/liquid external surface over time. It is then plotted on a double loga-
rithmic scale versus time. The leaching mechanisms are then determined from the slope of leaching 
rate versus time. 
If the SRA would be totally incorporated into hydration phases, the leaching rate would follow the 
steady dissolution process of inorganic matter and show a slope m~0.  
A slope in the range of about -0.55<m<-0.4 would describe a diffusion dominating process, most likely 
to be anticipated for cementitious materials with a depercolated pore system.   
The “wash-off” effect would describe the leaching of species located at very surface of the material, 
leached within the first contact between material and eluate.  
For practical leaching tests on mortar Blachnik [235] and Hohberg [233] suggest to approximate the 
leaching rate using 534H(75) 
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where: 
Ji: leaching rate of species i       [mol m-2 s-1]  
a: surface of specimen in contact with eluate, interfacial area   [m²] 
cn;i: bulk concentration of species i in eluate within cycle n   [mol m-3] 
cn;0: bulk concentration of species i in eluate within cycle n=0 (blank)  [mol m-3] 
vE: volume of eluate        [m³] 
t:  time of contact in interval       [s] 
n: integer; number of cycles n=1,…, N    [-] 
 
Note that according to Hohberg [233], the different mechanisms may superimpose but the wash-off 
effect usually disappears within the first cycles. 
According to Hohberg [233] the cumulated amount of leached species reads 
 

tDactE emob  2  (76) 
where: 
E: leached amount of species     [mol m-2 s-1]  
Cmob: mobile fraction of species      [mol m-3] 
 
Using 535H(76), the evaluation of the above leaching tests on cementitious systems reveals apparent diffu-
sion coefficients smaller than the true diffusion coefficients [233].  
Concerning the application of the one-dimensional solution of Fick’s second law we recognize that by 
adjusting the geometry of samples according to the tank used might enhance the ability of the measur-
ing setup to meet “one-dimensional” conditions for the diffusing species. Such a measuring setup is 
the subject of the next section.  
6.3.5.4 Diffusion model „infinite slab“ 
The model describes the one-dimensional diffusion from an infinite slab into two adjacent semi-infinite 
spaces (536HFigure 23). According to Kriegel et al. [228], the one dimensional solution can be applied for 
practical tests if the leaching sample comprises a ratio of lateral dimension [y;z] / sample thickness [h] 
of [y;z]/[h] > 8 :1.  
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Figure 23: Diffusion model 
„infinite slab“ according  
[228] 
 
 
This diffusion model was applied in several studies [228, 229, 236-238]. The solution of Fick’s second 
law for a constant diffusion coefficient for this model was taken from the above publications.    
In the special case of the infinite slab, the solution to Fick’s second law is based on the evolution of an 
infinite series, in which the concentration of the species c(x,t) is expressed as an average concentra-
tion cm(t). 
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where: 
cm: average concentration of species over slab thickness  [mol/m³] 
 
In a next step, the absolute average concentration Cm(t) is converted into a relative concentration, 
reading 
 
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where: 
cr: relative concentration of species     [ - ] 
ca: initial concentration of species in slab   [mol/m³] 
ce: end concentration of species in slab   [mol/m³] 
 
We recognize that for the determining the end concentration ce , an estimate of the immobile fraction 
of the species is required. With c=ca for –h/2 < x < h/2 at t=0 and ce =constant for x=-h/2 and x=h/2 for 
t<0 the infinite series reads: 
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According to [228, 229, 237], the first member of the infinite series sufficiently describes the diffusion 
process if the values for t are sufficiently large, which leads to 
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Using natural logarithm, 537H(80) can be linearized, given a constant D. Therefore; the diffusion coefficient 
is obtained as a function of slab thickness h, reading 
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and 
2
2

bhD   (82) 
 where 
b: slope of the linearized equation 538H(80)   [ - ] 
 
6.3.5.5 Tank test conditions used in this study 
Materials: Mortar specimens that were exposed to leaching are a subset of samples prepared for 
measurement of shrinkage isotherms and desorption isotherms. Hence they were prepared following 
the procedure given in sub-section 539H6.3.1. Eluate of the leaching tests was only tested for organic mat-
ter. The leaching of inorganic matter, i.e. predominantly portlandite, was estimated by pH-
measurements using indicator stripes. 
Permanent leaching: Specimens exposed to permanent leaching were wet cured (inert saturation, 
see 540H6.3.1.2) until immersion into a defined quantity of deionised water (0.007m³). In half height of the 
tank and with the lowest joint space possible, the mortar specimens (10x40x160mm³) were placed 
side by side on a stainless steel grid to ensure that leaching can proceed “one-dimensionally”.  
The sealed polyethylene containers were stored at 20°C/90%RH. Additionally, a so-called “blank” con-
tainer containing deionised water was introduced along the several leaching series to obtain the 
amount of total organic carbon that might be leached from the container material. For every series ex-
posed to leaching, a parallel series was kept wet and sealed for comparison after completion of leach-
ing cycles.  
Every month the eluate was drawn from the containers and TOC as well as GC were carried out to 
quantify absolute depletion of organic admixtures and more specifically the quantity of SRA and SP (in 
case that both admixtures were applied). After weighing the leached specimen, the containers were 
refilled with deionised water. After eight leaching cycles, the specimens were exposed to drying re-
gime nbr. 2a) “static” (see 541HTable 3).  
For the evaluation of efficient diffusion coefficients from this test, equations given in 542H6.3.5.4 are to be 
applied. 
 
Cyclic drying/rewetting In the course of cyclic drying and rewetting, every type of mortar (ref-
erences and modified mixtures) was subjected to one of the different regimes described below. 
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Regime 1:  Mortar series were exposed to drying at 20°C/35%RH for 3 weeks and then immersed 
in water for 1 week. After resaturation, the total organic content of eluate was measured. Evaluation of 
SRA leaching follows the approach mentioned above.  
Regime 2: Mortar series were exposed to drying at 20°C/35%RH for 3 weeks and then “inert 
saturation” (see 543H6.3.1.2) was applied for 1 week. 
In the development of this procedure, it was tested that both drying and rewetting times are sufficient 
to approximately achieve equilibrium conditions. Along the several cycles, length change and weight 
loss/gain were measured to ensure that drying equilibrium/resaturation had been sufficiently ap-
proached. Specifications concerning the modified tank test are given in 544HTable 4. 
The evaluation of efficient diffusion coefficients for this tank test configuration does not meet the re-
quirements of the “infinite sheet” model and is therefore to be obtained from the set of equations given 
in 545H6.3.5.3. 
Table 4: Specifications tank test/modified tank test 
vmortar [ m³ ] 7.4E-04 veluent [ m³ ] 7.0E-03
 amortar/vmortar [m-1] 100 veluent/vmortar [ - ] 10
contact time [ d ] 28  number of cycles [ - ] 8
[ - ] 0.01
vmortar [ m³ ] 6.1E-04 veluent [ m³ ] 7.0E-03
 amortar/vmortar [m-1] 250 veluent/vmortar [ - ] 12
[ - ] 0.01
[ d ] 7
  drying at 20°C/35%R.H. [ d ] 21
[ d ] 28
[ - ] 8 * 8th cycle: contact time t=56d
cycle time  
 number of cycles
tank test
modified tank test (cyclic drying/rewetting)
   sample height
   contact time (tank test)
   sample height
 
 
6.3.6 Thermodynamic modelling of cement hydration using GEMS-PSI 
6.3.6.1 Introduction 
For the thermodynamic modeling of solid/liquid interactions in the course of cement hydration the geo-
chemical speciation code GEMS-PSI (Gibbs Energy Minimization Selector) provided by Paul Scherrer 
Institute/Villingen/Switzerland was used (provided at public domain: 124Hhttp://gems.web.psi.ch ).   
The software package includes a solver for chemical equilibrium and an integrated data base. For a 
given initial bulk composition the liquid and solid phase composition in equilibrium state are calculated 
within a certain range of temperature and pressure. The calculation method implemented into the 
solver works on the base of minimization of Gibbs free energy of the whole system. Therefore, for any 
given temperature and pressure of interest, the database has to provide standard molar energies for 
components of interest. Regarding Portland cement hydration, this preferably includes all constituents 
of unhydrated and hydrated cement as well as gases and components of the liquid phase.   
Within recent years, the thermodynamic database for cementitious systems was expanded due to the 
contribution of several scientists working on several thermodynamic cement models.  
Recent extensive studies on thermodynamics of cement hydration also using GEMS-PSI can be found 
elsewhere (Matschei 2007 [220] and Möschner 2007 [239]).  
The kinetic model used in this study was developed by Lothenbach and Winnefeld 2006 [215]. It is 
based on dissolution kinetics of the clinker phases provided by Parrot et al. 1984 [240]. This approach 
can approximate the time dependent composition of both, cement pore solution and solid phases of 
the plain paste, i.e. paste without organic admixtures as used in this study (SRA; SP). 
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6.3.6.2 Input data 
The thermodynamic modeling of cement hydration after Lothenbach et al. [215] requires a particular 
approximation of the initial bulk constitution of the unhydrated cement as well as the specific surface of 
material subjected to the initial chemical reactions, i.e. the Blaine specific surface area and the min-
eralogical phase composition. The modified Bogue calculation, given in detail in Taylor 1997 [241], 
was used to calculate the initial mineralogical composition of the cement. Furthermore the oxide ele-
ment distributions of the mineral additions were calculated by comparing the WD-XRF results for both, 
the commercial cement and its clinker (annex; 546HTab.A2- 1).   
For an approximation of the distribution of foreign oxides within the four main clinker phases the crys-
tallite modification of the aluminate phase had to be estimated. Using Taylor’s [241] approach the sili-
ceous clinker phases were removed from bulk composition of the clinker material by salicylic acid 
pulping (SAP). Results of the XRD analysis revealed that the aluminate phase of the cement is a mix-
ture of cubic and orthorhombic aluminate (547HFig.A2- 1). The elemental oxide distribution used is given in 
548HTab.A2- 2.   
The calculation of the minerals that are not part of the four major clinker phases was done using data 
from several supporting methods as 
a) TGA for the amount and distribution of calcium sulphates (gypsum; bassanite; anhydrite),  
b) free lime according to Franke 1941 [242];  
c) rapidly soluble alkali sulphates from pore solution using ICP-OES etc.,  
Details are given in the appendix 549HTab.A2- 1 and 550HTab.A2- 3, where the latter contains the overall min-
eral composition of the Portland cement used.  
The thermodynamic database used in this study contained pure clinker phases. Foreign oxides pre-
sent in these phases are not taken into account. Therefore, based on the modified Bogue calculations 
the elemental distributions of the main clinker phases were calculated (given in 551HTab.A2- 4) and imple-
mented into the thermodynamic modeling.  
6.3.6.3 Simulation 
The process simulation of Portland cement hydration is taken from Lothenbach [215]. Some important 
features are given in the following. Starting from the initial mineral bulk composition and taking into ac-
count the dissolution kinetics of Parrot et al. [240] for the major clinker phases, in a first time step, the 
minerals dissolve to certain extent. The GEM-solver calculates thermodynamic chemical equilibrium 
and returns the new bulk composition (liquid and solid) for the next calculation step and so on.   
Note that free lime and rapidly dissolving alkalis are dissolved within the first iteration which may 
cause a slight overestimation of pH and secondary gypsum content etc.   
The modeling process accounts for a linear relationship of C3S- and C2S-dissolution after one hour of 
hydration (~85% C3S and ~15% C2S). Note that GEMS accounts for HD-C-S-H [66] with the general 
formula C1.67SH2.1 , see Lothenbach et al. 2008 [243] 
Generally it has to be pointed out that the predicted hydration kinetics are rather estimates. For that 
reason the hydration kinetics are corrected by using isothermal heat flow calorimetry data, especially 
for the early stages of hydration. 
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7 Surface activity of SRA/SP and Phase transitions of SRA in aqueous and 
aqueous electrolyte solution 
7.1 General introduction 
The drying shrinkage of cementitious porous material is significantly decreased due to the action of 
SRA. According to the Kelvin-Laplace approach for modeling drying shrinkage, the surface activity of 
SRA is anticipated to be the dominating mechanism for reducing drying induced stress acting on the 
porous body.   
However, SRA in analogy to common non-ionic surfactants, may exhibit several phase transitions de-
pendent on bulk concentration and temperature. Also, because water is consumed during hydration 
and lost in the course of drying, the SRA concentration in the liquid phase of hardened cement paste 
will be much increased. Therefore and in regard to what was presented in chapter 552H3, one now wishes 
to know if and to what extent phase transitions of SRA may affect their performance.  
7.2 Specific materials and methods 
In a first step, the surface activity of different SRAs (SRA1, ..., SRA5) at the liquid/vapour interface of 
aqueous solution was evaluated by measuring surface tension.   
It is well known that the surface activity and phase behaviour of SRA may significantly be influenced 
by the presence of dissolved salts. Therefore in a second step, the interaction of SRA (SRA1; SRA2) 
and synthetic cement pore solution was investigated and a representative synthetic pore solution 
composition was chosen. It was prepared to have an electrolyte of almost similar composition to the 
one of the reference pastes, determined by extraction at the end of the induction period and measured 
by ICP-OES. The extracted reference pore solution comprised over-saturation for several minerals 
and therefore it was necessary to reduce the content of several ion species to achieve saturated con-
ditions and avoid mineral precipitation in its synthetic analogue. The composition given in 553HTable 5 ex-
hibits almost no precipitation. Using thermodynamic modeling (GEMS) it is suggested that on long 
term about 7mmol/l (~0.5g/l) portlandite should precipitate.  
Table 5: Composition of saturated synthetic pore solution 
[mol/l] [g/l]
KOH 0.123 6.9
K2SO4 0.156 27.2
Na2SO4 0.024 3.4
Ca(OH)2 0.015 1.1
mineral 
phase
quantity
 
 
To reveal information about the influence of the electrolyte composition on surface tension, a concen-
tration series using KOH was studied. Starting with plain deionised water, the content of KOH was in-
creased by titration of 2M KOH-stock solution and surface tension was measured..  
Regarding the use of both admixture types, SRA and SP, surface tension measurements on each ad-
mixture alone and mixtures thereof were performed. The composition of SRA- and SP-stock solutions 
as well as the specification of their mixtures and raw data are given in 554HTab.A3- 1/555HTab.A3- 2 (aqueous 
solutions) and 556HTab.A3- 3/ (synthetic pore solution) respectively. 
The phase behaviour of SRA1, SRA2 and SRA3 was tested within miscibility experiments. Several 
concentration steps were introduced to reveal potential phase separation using deionised water or 
synthetic pore solution. The volumes of different phases formed were determined from the volume 
scale of the 50ml flasks. The resolution was 0.1ml/50ml or 0.2% respectively.   
The procedure was carried out as follows: In a first step, a defined volume of the component compris-
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ing the higher density was poured into the flask and the second component was carefully added to 
avoid early mixing. The flasks were sealed and shaken for about one minute. The mixtures were kept 
at rest for 24 hours at T=20°C and then the change of bulk volume due to mixing as well as the vol-
ume of phases were read out from the flasks scale. Solids that precipitated from the bulk solution were 
analysed using TGA and XRD. Liquid phases were analysed using TOC and ICP-OES (for electrolyte 
aqueous solutions). 
7.3 Results and discussion 
7.3.1 Surface activity of SRA, SP-PCE and SRA/SP-PCE 
7.3.1.1 SRA/SP in aqueous solution 
In 557HFigure 24 the surface tension of aqueous solutions of SP-PCE and different SRAs is shown. Data 
were obtained using Wilhelmy plate method. This method and the pendant drop method provide al-
most similar results for SRA1 in aqueous solution ( 558HFig.A3- 1).  
Except for SRA2 and SRA5 the admixtures show very similar performance. With increasing bulk con-
centration the adsorption of molecules at the liquid/vapour interface causes a decrease in surface ten-
sion until reaching a plateau. This is expected to be associated to the CMC at about 10 to 20wt.-% of 
SRA in solution.   
The cleaning agent designated SRA5 exhibits the highest surface activity with a CMC at a bulk con-
centration of about 0.06wt.-%. For SRA2 containing a relatively high amount of glycol, i.e. neopentyl-
glycol (see chapter 559H6), the evaluation of CMC is difficult because the SFT-CSRA-plot shows no discrete 
break point.   
The surface tension of aqueous solutions of the different admixtures is decreased towards 30mN/m at 
the CMC. In the same range of bulk concentrations the solution of SRA2 still shows a surface tension 
of 40 to 45mN/m. The superplasticizer SP-PCE used in this study surprisingly exhibits a surface activ-
ity comparable to the performance of a commercial shrinkage reducing admixtures (compare to SRA1 
and SRA 3).  
Figure 24: Surface tension of different SRA 
and SP-PCE in aqueous solution 
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Surprisingly the performance of these SRAs in mortars appears to be almost similar. 560HFig.A3- 2 (ap-
pendix) displays the drying shrinkage of a homologues series of self consolidating mortar containing 
5wt.-% of admixture (by weight of mixing water). The samples containing SRA, all cured for seven 
days at 20°C/95%RH and then dried at 20°C/70% RH, show no significant differences in shrinkage. 
Neither from the maximum reduction of surface tension nor from the CMC is it possible to rationalize 
the observed shrinkage behaviour. Especially SRA2 with the lowest activity is well in between the 
range of shrinkage reduction observed in the performance test. 
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The question arises about whether the comparison of surface activity by weight of SRA is relevant. 
Due to different molecular weights of SRAs and probably different cross sectional occupation areas, 
the excess SRA concentration at the liquid/vapour interface can vary.   
Additionally, in the course of drying, the SRA would adsorb increasingly because of the increase of the 
liquid/vapour interface. The excess interface concentration at the CMC would provide information 
about the extent to which the available SRA is able to “cover” this increasing interfacial area.   
To address this issue, the bulk concentration of SRA was expressed in mole fractions (x2) and the ex-
cess surface concentration at the CMC was calculated using Gibbs adsorption isotherm (see 561H(53)).  
The cross sectional occupation area an,SRA [Å²/molecule] at the liquid/vapour interface was derived 
from the excess interface concentration 	 [mol/m²] using equation 562H(83) according [86]. 
 
A
SRA,n N
a



1
 (83) 
where: 
NA: Avogadro’s constant; NA=6.022x1023mol-1 
 
Several limitations for this type of approximation have to be pointed out. First of all the ingredients of 
SRA and the molecular weight of these ingredients have to be known. Unfortunately only the composi-
tion of SRA1 is given in the material data sheet. For SRA2 it is known that 2.5 -10wt.-% of 2-tert-
butylamino ethanol (surfactant) and 50-100wt.-% of Neopentylglycol (co- or solvo-surfactant) are part 
of the compound. For SRA 3 to 5 the composition is not known. According to Zingg 2008 [221] the su-
perplasticizer can be expected to comprise a molecular weight between MSP-PCE=1E4 to 1E5 g/mol. It 
can be assumed that all commercial products used in this study are mixtures of components and in a 
first step SRA and SP-PCE are treated as single components. This is acceptable in so far, that we as-
sume average molecular weights and only one ingredient active on the liquid/vapour interface. In a 
second step a possible impact of a mixture of ingredients with different molecular structures and 
weight is taken into account. 
The dependence of SRA surface activity on its mole fractions in solution is displayed in 563HFigure 25. 
Note that for SRA1 and 2 the molecular weights of the non-ionic surfactants according to 564HTable 2 were 
used and for SRA3 to 5 an average weight of 200g/mol was estimated.  
Figure 25: Plot of surface tension versus mol fraction 
of SRA in aqueous solution 
Figure 26: Plot of surface tension versus mol fraction 
of SP-PCE in aqueous solution – impact of molecular 
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In 565HFigure 25 it can be seen that except for SRA2 and SRA5 a discrete breaking point for the evolution 
of surface tension versus molar fraction of SRA can be obtained. Hence, a CMC can clearly be deter-
mined. 
For the superplasticizer SP-PCE the average molecular weight was not known. Therefore, different 
average molecular weights were estimated. Most probably an appropriate range can be assumed to 
be 10´000 g/mol < ØMSP-PCE < 100´000 g/mol. Additionally, a fictitious value of MSP-PCE ~ 200 g/mol 
and 1000´000g/mol was assumed. Plots of surface tension versus mol fraction of SP-PCE were con-
structed and are displayed in 566HFigure 26. It can be seen that any change in molecular weight causes a 
horizontal displacement of the plot of surface tension versus superplasticizer molar fraction. 
In a next step the cross-sectional occupation of the surfactant monomers areas are calculated from 
the slope of the SFT-x2-plot near the CMC (see (9) & (10) chapter 567H4.2.2). The results are displayed in 
568HTable 6. 
Table 6: Calculated cross sectional occupation area per molecule and influence of molecular weight varia-
tion 
[denom.] An [Å²] Ø M [g/mol]
SRA1 85 ± 9 190  -  - 
SRA2 96 ± 16 117  -  - 
SRA3 83 ± 12  n.a. 50, … , 1-E5 ± 0.5
SRA4 85 ± 6  n.a. 50, … , 1-E5 ± 0.9
SRA5 89 ± 25  n.a. 50, … , 1-E5 0
SP-PCE 140  n.a. 1-E4, 1-E5; 1-E6 0
change of occupation area with Ø M 
range of Ø M         
[g/mol]
 An               
[Å²]
admixture
assumed 
occupation 
area
average 
molecular 
weight
 
 
The calculations reveal that the molecular weight of the admixture has no significant impact on the ob-
tained cross-sectional occupation area. Especially for the SFT-x2-plots of SP-PCE in 569HFigure 26 this 
can be clearly derived. Whilst the molecular weight enforces a horizontal shift of the curves, the slope 
near the CMC remains unaffected because /ln(x2) remains constant (compare to equation 570H(53)). 
It has to be pointed out, that the evaluation of the cross-sectional area is very sensitive to estimates of 
the slope of the surface tension plot. For SRA1, 3 and 4 however this slope does not change signifi-
cantly for bulk concentrations towards and near the breaking point (CMC). The results for cross-
sectional areas given in 571HTable 6 include deviations that account for errors related to slope estimates.  
The figures shown above indicate that a discrete breaking point or rather a CMC can hardly be deter-
mined for SRA2; SRA5 and SP-PCE.  
The SP-PCE is a commercially available liquid admixture and comprises a solid content of about 
26wt.-%. The last measuring point of the surface tension measurement was carried out using the pure, 
liquid admixture. For SP-PCE it is not clear if the second last measuring point can be assumed to be 
close to CMC. If this is the case, then the cross sectional occupation area calculated is about 140 Å². 
For SP-PCE it could be shown that the assumed molecular weight has no impact on the slope of the 
surface tension plot. Referring to the molecular size of the SRA, the SP-PCE molecules are some or-
ders of magnitude larger then SRA. For that reason an occupation area of about 140Å² seems much 
too low.   
If, however, the SP-PCE is thought to be polydisperse, its low molecular weight fraction could be con-
fessing the surfactant character. Hence, the evaluated bulk composition remains unknown but the 
“true” cross-sectional occupation area of this surfactant was evaluated. Errors can however result from 
the difficult determination of a plateau for the SFT-plots of SP-PCE. 
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For SRA2 and SRA5 a more or less bi-linear evolution of surface tension can be found for higher bulk 
concentrations. In a first attempt, the cross sectional occupation areas given in 572HTable 6 are calculated 
from the slope of the surface tension plot near the intersection of this “quasi” bi-linear region. Most 
probably for these SRAs, the combined impact of surfactant and co-surfactant has to be taken into ac-
count. This will be discussed in the following using SRA2 that is one of the SRA containing a surfac-
tant (2-tert-butyl-amino ethanol) and a co-surfactant (Neopentylglycol).  
From the theory on these combined systems (see 573H4.3) we can infer the following: 
a) The bulk activity of the non-ionic surfactant drastically decreases after reaching the CMC and 
the surface tension of the solution further on shows a plateau.  
b) For glycols, Tan et al. [123-126] found that the surface tension of aqueous solutions of glycol 
show steady decrease with increasing glycol concentration. From their surface tension meas-
urements one can see that the SFT-cglycol-plots show almost constant slope, i.e. SFT/ln(x2), 
over the whole range. 
c) Furthermore, according to the Gibbs adsorption equation for multi-component adsorption at 
the liquid/vapour interface, the decrease of surface tension is a superimposition from the ac-
tion of surfactant and co-surfactant. 
 
For SRA2 in aqueous solution, the surface tension well above x2=0.1 (mole fraction) still shows a 
steady decrease (compare to 574HFigure 25). This probably comes from the glycol that continues to enrich 
the interface after the surfactant has reached CMC. This supports the idea that the reduction of sur-
face tension in 575HFigure 27 should be divided into two parts. One coming from the contribution of the co-
surfactant, extrapolated to “zero bulk concentration” using the assumption of constant slope 
SFT/ln(x2) [123-126], and the other one resulting from the contribution of the surfactant. 
From the material data sheet of SRA2 several compositions of surfactant and co-surfactant have to be 
taken into account if the molar fractions of the ingredients have to be calculated (compare to 576HTable 2). 
In a first attempt the possible range of compositions was covered by assuming a composition with a 
minimum content of both ingredients (SRA2 –composition “min”) and a maximum (SRA2 –composition 
“max”), given in 577HTable 7. 
Table 7: Range of possible compositions of SRA2 
[substance] [effect] [wt.-%] [wt.-%] [wt.-%]
2-butyl-aminoethanol surfactant  2.5 - 10 2.5 10
Neopentylglycol co-surfactant 50 - 100 50 90
water solvent 0 - 47.5 47.5 0
contentingredients SRA 2 composition 
"min"
SRA 2 composition 
"max"
 
According to the compositions given in 578HTable 7 the mole fractions of surfactant and co-surfactant were 
calculated for each composition assumed. The corresponding surface tension plots are given in 579HFigure 
27. 
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Figure 27: Overall surface 
tension of SRA2 and contri-
butions from surfactant and 
co-surfactant 
 
The upper plot shows the surface tension of SRA2 solution versus mole fraction of SRA2. The lower 
plots show how much each component changes that surface tension when its own molar fraction is 
changed. Calculating the cross sectional occupation area by accounting for the contribution of non-
ionic surfactant one now obtains an area of about 85 Å² independent of the composition of SRA2 as-
sumed (compare to 580HTable 7). This is a reasonable result for two reasons: 
1) As already shown for SP-PCE, the cross-sectional area depends on the slope of the surface 
tension plot near the CMC. For both assumed SRA2 compositions, this slope is unaffected from 
surfactant content. 
2) The surfactants tail moiety of SRA1 and SRA2 is a tert-butyl (C4H9-). The occupation areas 
evaluated for both surfactants are about 85 Å², which is in the range of what is found for other 
SRA having a similar tail moiety (compare to 581HTable 6).  
 
Moreover, based on the findings in chapter 582H4.4.1, SRA3 can be assumed to contain a propylene glycol 
based surfactant. The cross-sectional area evaluated is about 83Å², which suggests that the non-ionic 
surfactant used in SRA3 comprises a tert-butyl group as tail moiety. 
Summary:  SRAs used in this study decrease the surface tension to about 30mN/m. 
SRA2 comprises a relatively high amount of neopentyl glycol and therefore is less surface-active. The 
calculations of cross sectional occupation areas of the surfactants are reasonable, at least for SRA1 
and SRA2 given their similar tail moieties. 
However, the calculated occupational area of the superplasticizer appears to be quite low. This may 
be due to polydispersity or to the product containing a mixture of components with lower molecular 
weight, which may therefore be preferentially adsorbed onto the liquid/vapour interface. The calculated 
cross sectional occupation area then most probably refers to such a low molecular weight fraction. 
7.3.1.2 SRA/SP in synthetic cement pore solution 
The influence of the ionic content of aqueous solution on surface tension was measured using the 
Wilhelmy plate method. In 583HFigure 28 it is shown that with increasing concentration of potassium ions 
the surface tension increases. Black stars are measured values for titration of 2M-potassium hydroxide 
stock solution. Hollow symbols indicate cement pore solutions extracted from hydrated cement paste 
without admixtures.  
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linear fit: 
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Figure 28: Influence of potassium 
hydroxide on surface tension of 
aqueous solution 
 
According to previous studies mentioned in chapter 584H3.2.2, surface tension increases with the electro-
lyte concentration. There an average increase between 1 to 3mNm-1mol-1 could be pointed out.   
Regarding to potassium ion content, a linear regression, given in the legend of 585HFigure 28, reveals an 
increase in surface tension by ~1.8 mNm-1mol-1. The synthetic cement pore solution measured with 
pendant drop method, composition given in 586HTable 5, comprises a surface tension of 75.2 * 0.1mN/m 
(see Tab.A3-4).It does not lie in the regression, which indicates that KOH alone cannot account for the 
change in surface tension. 
As could be shown in a previous section, the superplasticizer used in this study exhibits a surface ac-
tivity at the liquid/vapour interface comparable to a SRA. With respect to the combined application of 
both admixtures in self consolidating concretes, aqueous solutions and aqueous electrolyte solutions 
carrying both admixtures, i.e. SRA1 and SP-PCE, were investigated.  
In a first step, the surface activity of each admixture in water and in synthetic cement pore solutions 
was studied. Further on, surface tension measurements on mixes of stock solutions with different total 
dosages of each admixture were performed. Details on composition and raw data are given in appen-
dix A2 (587HTab.A3- 1 and 588HTab.A3- 2 for aqueous solution; 589HTab.A3- 3, 590HTab.A3- 4 for synthetic cement pore 
solution).  
In 591HFigure 29 and 592HFigure 30 the results of these surface tension measurements are displayed. For 
aqueous solutions of admixtures, the superplasticizer shows the largest surface activity. In synthetic 
cement pore solution the performance of the 1-component solutions appears to be almost similar, ex-
cept for dilute solutions.  
Concerning the influence of ion species on the performance of SRA1 and SP-PCE it can be stated 
that the surface tension in cement pore solution is slightly more decreased. Note that the initial surface 
tension of the plain electrolyte was 75.2mN/m instead of water with 71.6mN/m. Referring to initial val-
ues, the performance of both admixtures improves for dilute solutions in the electrolyte solution. The 
CMC of SRA1 seems to be only slightly influenced by the electrolyte, but due to insufficient number of 
measuring points in this range no further statement can be given. The maximum decrease of surface 
tension appears to be independent from ion species content of the solution. 
From the surface tension measurements on solutions comprising different fractions of both admix-
tures, the following can be taken. The measuring points (stars) of these mixes fall right between the 
curves obtained for the single admixture solutions. Although the admixture fractions are different, the 
accumulated amount of admixture determines the overall surface tension. From this, it can be seen 
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that the contributions from each compound superimpose, indicating that both species can adsorb at 
the liquid/vapour interface independent from each other.  
Figure 29: SRA1; SP-PCE and mixes of admixtures 
in aqueous solution 
Figure 30: SRA1; SP-PCE and mixes of admixtures 
in synthetic cement pore solution 
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Using the results displayed in 593HFigure 30, fit functions for the decrease of surface tension of electrolyte 
solutions of SRA and SP-PCE were developed. An exponential decay of third order was found to de-
scribe the data well (parameters shown in appendix A2; Tab.A-3). As a first attempt towards shrinkage 
modeling, these fit-functions might be used for estimating the surface tension of mortar and paste in 
the course of drying. This constitutes a progress with respect to approaches that use a constant sur-
face tension, neglecting changes due to water loss. 
7.3.2 Phase transitions of SRA 
The phase behaviour of SRA1, 2 and 3 was examined by means of miscibility tests. Phase separation 
was quantified by reading out the volumetric scale of the 50ml test tubes used. 
7.3.2.1 SRA in aqueous solution 
SRA1:  The study on phase behaviour of SRA1 covered 31 different compositions over the 
whole range of bulk concentrations. In the range of observed phase boundaries the density of measur-
ing points was increased. Additionally several repetitions were performed. The results of the miscibility 
series of SRA1 in water are shown in 594HFigure 31.  
Figure 31: Phase behaviour of 
SRA1 in water 
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SRA1 appears to be an isotropic solution for bulk concentrations up to a CMC of about 200g/l. Above 
this concentration, the mixture turns cloudy, which reflects the logical link between the cloud point and 
the CMC. After a while, phase separation occurs and two clear solutions appear, separated due to dif-
CMC 
m.-gap 
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ferences in density. This behaviour follows the general phase transition properties introduced in sub-
chapter 595H4.2.3. Crossing a bulk concentration of about 560g/l the solution appears to be isotropic again. 
This corresponds to a reverse micellization (see sub chapter 596H4.2). Thereof, for SRA1 in aqueous solu-
tion a miscibility gap between 200g/l and 560g/l of SRA1 was found (indicated “m-gap” in 594HFigure 31). 
The question arises about what happens in the 2-phase region. From theory on non-ionic surfactants, 
it is known that the cloudy solution separates into a water rich isotropic liquid comprising a SRA1 bulk 
concentration near the CMC (phase 1) and a second phase rich in surfactant (phase 2).  
From the thermodynamics of miscibility gaps, the 2-phase region should provide two phases with con-
stant bulk concentrations where only the volume ratio phase1/phase2 changes with increasing SRA 
bulk concentration of phase 2. Furthermore, applying the “law of the lever” one can derive the bulk 
concentrations of phase 1 and phase 2 from the invariant points or the phase boundaries respectively. 
For the water rich phase1 a bulk concentration of approximately ~200g/l equivalent to the CMC can be 
estimated. According to this, the bulk concentration of water in the reverse solution (phase 2) should 
be about 417 g/l.  
SRA2:  The investigation on SRA2 revealed that this admixture exhibits unlimited solubility in 
water without showing phase transition. 
SRA3:  Generally SRA3 shows a similar phase transition as observed for SRA1 but its misci-
bility gap appears to be wider. At a bulk concentration of ~ 60g/l (CMC almost similar to the concentra-
tion obtained from surface tension measurements) the cloud point is achieved. With increasing bulk 
concentration, a miscibility gap up to about 820g/l can be observed (T=20°C). Above this, the isotropic 
liquid can be characterised as reverse micellar solution (water in SRA3). 
7.3.2.2 Aqueous electrolyte solutions of SRA 
SRA1:  In comparison to SRA1 in pure water, the electrolytes cause the precipitation of solids 
for dilute SRA1-solutions. In 597HFigure 32 some selected samples of aqueous electrolyte solutions of 
SRA1 are displayed. Samples 1 to 3 are mixtures with bulk concentrations of SRA1 below the CMC 
(sample1-very dilute, increasing SRA content with increasing sample number). Below the CMC the 
precipitates appear to be dispersed right after mixing, later they settle down without consolidation at 
the very bottom of the flask. For samples where liquid/liquid phase separation occurs (samples 4; 5; 6 
in 598HFigure 32) the solid precipitate appears to be more densified. Moreover, by moving or shaking the 
flask one observes the precipitate dispersion to have a higher viscosity.   
 
Figure 32: Phase separation of 
SRA1 in synthetic pore solution 
 
dashed line: initial amount of pore 
solution  
1: dilute electrolyte solution of SRA  
2 and 3: isotropic solution and pre-
cipitates  
4, 5 and 6: liquid/liquid/solid phase 
separation 
7: reverse micellar solution of pore 
solution in SRA1; liquid/solid phase 
separation 
solid lines: phase boundaries 
 
From theory on non-ionic surfactants one can conclude that self aggregation of SRAs separates liquid 
crystals from the liquid phase (chapter 599H4.2.3). For higher dosages of SRA one observes reverse micel-
1    2      3        4          5           6             7 
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lation (sample 7 in 600HFigure 32) where an isotropic liquid of pore solution in SRA1 is separated from a 
solid precipitate, composed of liquid crystal most probably.   
In comparison to aqueous solutions of SRA1, the liquid/liquid phase boundaries in synthetic cement 
pore solutions are shifted towards lower bulk concentrations, as shown in 601HFigure 33.  
Figure 33: Phase behaviour of 
SRA1 in synthetic cement pore 
solution 
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Solid lines: liquid/liquid phase 
boundaries in synthetic pore solu-
tion 
dashed lines: liquid/liquid phase 
boundaries in aqueous solution 
triangles: volume captured by liq-
uid crystal and precipitations 
 
Note that in 602HFigure 33 the volume of the precipitates or liquid crystal is included in the overall volume 
of phase 1. For dilute SRA1 solutions, the volume captured by the solid phase cannot be estimated 
because it is dispersed. For higher bulk concentrations, it is quite uncertain if and to what extend liquid 
and solid form a coherent phase. Because of this, 603HFigure 33 can only account for deviation of CMC 
and volume fraction of the liquid phase rich in SRA. Later on, the volume part of the solid phase is 
evaluated.  
However, both the decrease of CMC and the enhanced self aggregation are due to the electrolytic na-
ture of the synthetic pore solution. This is in agreement with predictions of phase behaviour derived 
from theory of non-ionic surfactants ( 604H .2.4). 
The question we now have is whether salting-out takes place in cementitious systems in the course of 
drying. So far the following can be said. 
The measuring tubes comprise a rather low ratio liquid/vapour interfacial area to bulk volume. The 
ability of the solution to deposit surfactant at this interface is rather small. For high bulk concentrations 
of SRA, the liquid phase finds a low energy state by reordering the remaining (bulk) fraction of SRA by 
phase transition (see sub chapter 605H4.2.3).  
Concerning cementitious systems, this specific ratio of liquid/vapour interfacial area to liquid volume 
can be expected to be magnitudes higher. Thereof, in drying cementitious systems the ability of the 
liquid phase to deposit surfactant at the interface will be significantly higher. Hence, the SRA mono-
mers or micelles in the bulk volume might still be sufficiently separated and not subjected to phase 
transition. The CMC would therefore be reached at higher SRA bulk concentrations. This will be inves-
tigated later on. 
SRA2:  As observed for its behaviour in pure water, SRA2 shows unlimited miscibility with 
synthetic pore solution in so far, that no liquid/liquid phase separation occurs. However it does form a 
precipitate in presence of electrolytes. Nevertheless, in comparison to SRA1 the volume occupied by 
the “solid” phase or liquid crystal is similar over the whole range of SRA2 dosages and within this 
range the amount of pore solution seems to determine the amount of salt-outs ( 606HFigure 34). 
CMC 
18% 
13% 
m.-gap 
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Figure 34: Liquid/solid phase 
separation of SRA2 in synthetic 
pore solution  
 
 
dashed line: volume of synthetic 
pore solution 
dotted line: phase boundary 
 
SRA3:  The studies on SRA3 revealed that the CMC of the electrolyte solution is shifted to-
wards lower bulk concentrations and the miscibility gap widens (8g/lelectrolyte < cSRA3 < 840g/lelectrolyte in-
stead of 60g/lwater < cSRA3 < 820g/lwater) due to the presence of electrolytes. In comparison to SRA1, for 
dilute solutions of SRA3 a relatively small amount of precipitates is observed.  
7.3.2.3 Analysis of the solid phases 
The solid phases, separated from the liquid bulk solution, were filtered using a 0.4μm nylon filter, glass 
frit and pneumatic pressure. The solid residue was weighed and subsequently analysed using XRD 
and TGA. With SRA3 there was not sufficient material to prepare proper samples. Therefore, only 
solid residues from SRA1 and SRA2 solutions were analysed.  
SRA1:  The qualitative XRD evaluation reveals that syngenite, mirabilite, arcanite and 
thenardite are possible compounds of the residue. The diffractogram is shown in appendix A2; 607HFig.A3- 
3. Thermo-gravimetric measurements on such filtered residues of the phase separation experiments 
show two general mass loss curves displayed in 608HFigure 35.   
Below the CMC, residues contain exclusively inorganic matter (black solid lines). The main product 
that could be identified is the double salt “syngenite” (K2SO4-CaSO4xH2O; molar mass M=328.4g/mol). 
Additionally portlandite and calcite were observed. It can be assumed that the calcite formed during 
sample preparation (carbonation of portlandite). Note that the composition of the synthetic pore solu-
tion was known, so the inorganic matter precipitated from bulk solution could be easily identified.  
Figure 35: TGA curves of filtered 
residuals of SRA1 solutions 
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TG-analysis/phase identification: 
Organic matter: < 200°C 
Syngenite: 200°C to 350°C 
Portlandite: 420°C to 480°C 
Carbonated portlandite from calcite: 
530°C to 730°C 
32%       39% 49%        56% 66%          
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For bulk concentrations well above the miscibility gap, the residue contains organic matter.   
Fortunately, as can be seen in 609HFigure 35, one finds well separated peaks, enabling to distinguish be-
tween organic and inorganic matter. Results of the TG-analysis are given in appendix A2; 610HTab.A3- 6.  
611HFigure 36 contains the absolute amounts of inorganic precipitates separated from solution by pneu-
matic filtration (cycles with dashed line). Additionally the following data are given: 
a) total inorganic content of the synthetic pore solution (solid line) 
b) theoretical (stoichiometric) maximum of syngenite (dashed-dotted line) 
c) syngenite measured (squares) 
d) portlandite measured (triangles – solid line) 
According to the data given in 612HFigure 36, the presence of SRA in solution seems to cause depletion of 
calcium from the aqueous phase by precipitating syngenite. Moreover, the precipitates formed below 
the CMC mainly are syngenite accompanied by a small amount of portlandite. Above the CMC and 
with increasing bulk concentration of SRA1, there is an additional precipitation of potassium and so-
dium sulphates. For sodium sulphate the precipitate would be mirabilite or thenardite depending on 
water activity. It should however be noted that after separation, samples containing mirabilite could 
easily dehydrate before the TG or XRD measurements in the course of preparation.  
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Figure 36: Absolute amounts of 
inorganic precipitates from elec-
trolyte solution of SRA1 
 
For the reverse micellar solution of SRA1 and especially for SRA concentration above 640 g/l it can be 
seen that the whole salt content is removed from solution and separated from bulk by precipitation (to-
tal inorganic content equal to measured inorganic residue).  
The organic residues obtained by pneumatic filtration and analysed by TG are shown in 613HFigure 37. It 
can be seen that below the CMC, the amount of organic residues is negligible. Above the CMC the 
amount of residue increases. Moreover, with increasing concentration of SRA1 in the reverse micellar 
solution (> ~560g/l), the amount of organic solids separated from solution shows a steep increase, 
achieves a maximum and then decreases. This evolution most probably can be attributed to a dilution 
effect concerning the electrolyte concentration in the bulk solution.  
The values given in 614HFigure 37 are residues after filtration, an operation that would have drawn liquid 
crystals through the filter. For that reason, the total amount of aggregated surfactant could not be de-
termined from this method. The amount of SRA that self-assembled into liquid crystals is however es-
timated later by using the TOC-data obtained from the liquid phases. 
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Figure 37: Filtrated organic resi-
due of SRA1 in synthetic pore 
solution 
 
SRA2:  The qualitative XRD analysis of the residue of a 1:1 mixture of SRA2 and pore solution 
revealed that syngenite, mirabilite, thenardite and potassium sulphate are precipitated from bulk solu-
tion. Additionally an organic crystalline compound could be identified; 2.2 dimethyl-1.3 propandiol, the 
co-surfactant of SRA2. The diffractogram is shown in appendix A3; 615HFig.A3- 4. 
The relative composition of the residue was derived from TG analysis and is displayed in 616HTable 8. 
Table 8: Phase composition of residue, SRA2 
 phase composition [wt.-%]
 2.2 dimethyl-1.3 propan diol ~ 32
 Syngenite ~ 20
 Portlandite ~ 1
 Arcanite
 Thenardite
~ 47
 
Most probably mirabilite dehydrated during sample preparation forming thenardite. 
It can be said that for both SRA1 and SRA2 in synthetic pore solution  
a) salt-out effects (compare to sub-chapter 617H4.2.4) and  
b) mineral precipitations 
can be observed. Moreover, for reverse micellar solutions of SRA1 the electrolyte is completely re-
moved. 
7.3.2.4 Analysis of the liquid phases  
The analysis of the liquid phase was executed on the miscibility series of SRA1 in synthetic cement 
pore solution. The results of TOC measurements are given in 618HFigure 38. For bulk concentrations near 
the CMC, where exclusively small amounts of inorganic precipitates could be detected by TGA, the 
organic content of the isotropic micellar solution is approximately similar to the bulk concentration. 
Therefore no organic self assemblies seem to form below the CMC.  
In the two phase region the TOC samples were extracted using a syringe. According to the theory on 
non-ionic surfactants, the SRA content of the water rich phase 1 should slightly increase after the bulk 
concentration crosses the CMC. This phenomenon is due to the so-called solubilisation where mi-
celles grow slightly. Surprisingly the SRA content of the SRA rich phase 2 is higher than expected. It 
implies that above the CMC the micellar solution expels an almost pure SRA phase. With increasing 
SRA bulk concentration, the water content of the SRA rich phase increases. 619HFigure 38 implies that the 
concentrations of the two phases converge at the upper boundary of the miscibility gap.  
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Figure 38: TOC analysis of liquid 
phases 
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dashed line: theoretical SRA1 
content for isotropic solution 
without phase separation 
dash-dotted, vertical lines: 
boundaries of miscibility gap 
 
The isotropic reverse micellar solution that forms above the miscibility gap shows a SRA-content lower 
than the bulk concentration. This seems reasonable since the liquid crystal separated from the bulk 
depletes the liquid phase of organic matter. From the results of TOC analysis the total amount of these 
liquid crystals can be estimated (mass balance), values are given in 620HTable 9. 
Table 9: Approximated amount of SRA1 in different phases  
bulk 
concentration of 
SRA 1 
SRA 1 in liquid 
phase
SRA 1 in liquid 
crystal
SRA 1          
solid residue
[g/l] [g/l] [g/l] [g/l]
120 104 16 0.0
139 103 36 0.0
148 106 42 0.0
274 239 35 0.2
320 266 54 ~0.2
411 338 73 ~0.2
480 380 100 0.2
580 458 122 0.2
657 527 128 1.7
713 547 164 1.7
864 696 166 2.0
isotropic, reverse 
micellar solution
comments
isotropic;         
near CMC
two liquid phase 
region;          
m.-gap
 
 
The TOC measurements reveal that already below the CMC, SRA1 salts out from the isotropic solu-
tion (rows 1-3 in 621HTable 9). It can be assumed that this is due to the formation of surfactant aggregates 
in the presence, at the surface or in vicinity of the mineral phases precipitated from bulk solution and 
that these may be precursors. 
The ionic composition of selected mixes (rows 7 & 9 in 622HTable 9) and the corresponding liquid phases 
was analysed by ICP-OES. Composition of the phases and results are displayed in 623HTab.A3- 7.   
The results of the ICP-OES measurements show that SRA1 causes a significant depletion of ion spe-
cies from the liquid phases. In particular, Ca is rapidly and completely depleted. This is in line with 
624HFigure 36 showing that maximum syngenite precipitation is reached already at low concentrations of 
SRA1. Moreover, within the miscibility gap, the reverse micellar solutions are almost totally depleted. 
In a second step it was checked whether mass equilibrium exists between precipitated minerals and 
the referring composition of the solid residue obtained by pneumatic filtration (analysed by TGA).  
The equilibrium between the pore solution and mineral precipitates was analysed on the same mixes 
(rows 7 & 9 in 625HTable 9). The first one shows a liquid-liquid-solid phase separation (bulk concentration 
CMC 
m. gap 
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of 480g/l SRA1) and second one a reverse micellar solution with liquid-solid phase separation (bulk 
concentration of 657g/l SRA1). 
The bulk ion content of the SRA solutions was calculated from the SRA bulk concentration of the mix 
(third columns of 626HTable 10 and 627HTable 11) and the composition of the plain electrolyte (second columns 
of 628HTable 10 and 629HTable 11).  
The measured ion concentrations are displayed in column 4 of 630HTable 10 and 631HTable 11. They serve to 
calculate the total amount of depleted ion species (column 5 of 632HTable 10 and 633HTable 11).  
Note that for the reverse micellar phases (phase 2) within the miscibility gap the amounts of ions in so-
lution were all below the detection limit (b.d.l.) and therefore are assumed to be totally depleted.  
Furthermore it has to be pointed out that the amount of water being part of the liquid crystal structure 
was not accounted for. Thereof, the effective water content of the water rich phases (within the misci-
bility gap) must be slightly too low and as a result the amount of mineral phases precipitated from bulk 
solution is probably underestimated. Based on this, we calculate the distribution of ions in the precipi-
tated phases previously determined (634H7.3.2.3).  
The calculation was done as follows: 
a) for ion species contents below detection limit (b.d.l.) the depletion was assumed to correlate 
directly to the ones still detectable;  
b) from TGA the relative amounts of mineral phases were already known and in a first step the 
total amount of calcium was distributed between portlandite and syngenite; 
c) all sodium formed thenardite; 
d) the residual of potassium ions were assigned to arcanite. 
 
The results of these mass balance calculations in 635HTable 10 and 636HTable 11 are in reasonable agreement 
with TGA, although in general slightly lower. This can be due to the previously mentioned error on the 
effective water content, which results from not accounting for the amount of water that is part of liquid 
crystal.  
Table 10: Calculated amount of inorganic precipitates formed from isotropic micellar solution 
ion species 
obtained from 
ICP-OES
compo-
sition of 
plain pore 
solution
dilution 
with SRA; 
f=0.620*
measured 
compo-
sition
depleted 
from liquid 
phase
[ - ] [mmol/l] [mmol/l] [mmol/l] [mmol/l] [ - ] [g/l] [ wt.-%] [g/l] [ wt.-%]
K+ 435 270 159 111 Syngenite 1.94 16.7% 2.20 15.9%
Na+ 48 30 17* 12 Arcanite 8.71 75.1%
Ca2+ 11 7 0* 7 Thenardite 0.90 7.8%
SO42- 175 108 37 71 Portlandite 0.06 0.5% 0.11 0.8%
sum 11.61 100% 13.90 100%* estimated, value below detection limit
calculated mineral phase 
composition from ICP-OES
83.4%
mineral phases in 
solid residue  from 
TGA
11.60
 
Table 11: Calculated amount of inorganic precipitates formed from reverse micellar solution 
ion species 
obtained from 
ICP-OES
compo-
sition of 
plain pore 
solution
dilution 
with SRA; 
f=0.338
measured 
compo-
sition
depleted 
from liquid 
phase
[ - ] [mmol/l] [mmol/l] [mmol/l] [mmol/l] [ - ] [g/l] [ wt.-%] [g/l] [ wt.-%]
K+ 435 138 46 92 Syngenite 1.02 10.6% 1.17 10.7%
Na+ 48 15 5* 10 Arcanite 7.77 81.2%
Ca2+ 11 3 0* 3 Thenardite 0.75 7.8%
SO42- 175 56 1* 54 Portlandite 0.03 0.3% 0.05 0.4%
sum 9.57 100% 11.00 100%* estimated, value below detection limit
calculated mineral phase 
composition from ICP-OES
88.9%
mineral phases in 
solid residue  from 
TGA
9.79
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The issue is now to know the role of the SRA in the formation of these precipitates. Therefore, the 
GEM-solver was used to model the precipitation of minerals from bulk by assuming the synthetic ce-
ment pore solution is hypothetically constricted. This however evaluates purely the water removal ef-
fect. The result of this modelling is displayed in 637HFigure 39.  
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Figure 39: Modeled precipitation 
of minerals due to the constriction 
of synthetic pore solution 
 
Results in 638HFigure 39 show two major differences with respect to the observations previously dis-
cussed. First, the modelling code predicts the precipitation of portlandite and potassium sulphate (ar-
canite) instead of syngenite, second potassium sulphate starts to precipitate when the water content is 
reduced to 40% of the initial amount instead of about 80%, as previously observed. Concerning the 
first, there is only a small difference in energy of formation that decides between syngenite and arcan-
ite but the second is surprising. 
The measurements on aqueous electrolyte solutions of SRA show, that syngenite precipitates even for 
very small amounts of SRA below the CMC. Let us assume a CMC of 120 to 140g/l for SRA1, where a 
significant amount of syngenite is detected. The actual amount of aqueous solution in the isotropic mi-
cellar solution then is approximately 890 g/l. To constrict the pore solution and to enforce precipitation 
of potassium sulphate, the SRA would have to physically bind or remove about 530g plain water from 
the bulk. This corresponds to 4times the SRA amount, which appears much too much. Simple water 
binding is therefore a questionable explanation.  
Additionally the analysis of the inorganic solid residues (from filtration) shows that syngenite precipi-
tates at a SRA1 bulk concentration of only 51g/l. In this case the SRA in the dilute solution would have 
to inactivate water by factor 11 of the SRA amount. 
The more probable explanation is therefore, that in presence of SRA, the solubility (or rather solubili-
sation capacity) of salts decreases. Currently however, the GEM-solver cannot capture this and is 
therefore not adequate for systems containing SRAs. Concerning the solubility change, the reason 
might be that water activity is decreased by SRAs. 
7.3.3 Impact of volume-interface ratio on efficient surface activity 
In the previous chapters it could be shown that surface activity and phase behaviour strongly depend 
on the admixture bulk concentration. At the CMC the liquid/vapour interface is occupied by a maxi-
mum amount of molecules, which also corresponds to the point where they start to assemble into mi-
celles. The presence of these micelles can play the role of a buffer, maintaining the surface tension if 
the interfacial area is increased. This could for instance be the case in the course of drying, if a liquid 
film develops on the pore walls. An increase in the interface area would therefore not result in a de-
crease of surface tension as long as micelles can dissolve and supply molecules to the interface, oc-
cupying the voids created. 
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To examine this, surface tension measurements with varying volume/surface-ratios (v/a) were con-
ducted. This was done on aqueous electrolyte solutions of SRA1 using the pendant drop method.  
In the course of these measurements, the maximum drop size for obtaining a stable drop was itera-
tively determined for each SRA dosage investigated. In 639HTable 12 these drop volumes are displayed in 
the third column. The appropriate drop surface areas are given in the fourth column.   
From this, the v/a-ratios were calculated and are displayed in the fifth column. It can be seen that the 
maximum drop size decreases with increasing SRA bulk concentration. Hence different v/a-ratios 
could be introduced to the evaluation regime. The surface tensions measured are displayed in the first 
column of 640HTable 12. The corresponding surface tension – bulk concentration plot for SRA1 was al-
ready displayed in 641HFigure 30. From this plot, the excess surface concentration 	 of SRA versus its bulk 
concentration was calculated using equation 642H(53) and is displayed in columns 6 and 7 of 643HTable 12. 
Table 12: Evaluation of core concentration of SRA1 by pendant drop surface tension measurement 
drop 
volume
drop 
surface 
area
v/a
bulk 
concen-
tration 
core 
concen-
tration**
avg [mN/m] sd [mN/m] [1E-6m²] [1E-9m³] [m] [mol/m²] [kg/m²] [wt.-%] [wt.-%]
74.76 0.01 27.5 43.6 6.30E-04 0 0 0.00% 0.00%
61.76 0.21 20.1 34.5 5.83E-04 1.85E-06 3.51E-07 0.13% 0.06%
57.8 0.15 18.1 32.0 5.65E-04 2.03E-06 3.85E-07 0.25% 0.18%
54.41 0.32 20.5 35.7 5.74E-04 2.17E-06 4.12E-07 0.50% 0.43%
48.96 0.31 16.1 29.7 5.44E-04 2.38E-06 4.53E-07 1.00% 0.92%
45.13 0.52 16.6 30.6 5.42E-04 2.52E-06 4.79E-07 2.00% 1.91%
40.02 0.42 12.6 24.8 5.10E-04 2.69E-06 5.11E-07 4.00% 3.90%
35.16 0.14 12.1 24.2 4.98E-04 2.83E-06 5.38E-07 8.00% 7.89%
31.37 0.26 9.6 20.3 4.75E-04 2.93E-06 5.57E-07 10.00% 9.88%
29.03 0.40 8.9 19.1 4.64E-04 2.99E-06 5.67E-07 15.00% 14.88%
27.88 0.03 7.4 16.7 4.45E-04 3.01E-06 5.72E-07 20.00% 19.87%
* calculated from the SFT-plot of SRA1 in artificial pore solution
** calculated, assuming core volume equal total volume of solution
measured surface 
tension excess*
 
We now proceed to calculate the distribution of SRA molecules in the drops generated. For this, the 
following mass balance can be used:   
The total number of molecules present in the drop is calculated from SRA bulk concentration and drop 
volume 644H(84). It is considered that one fraction of these SRA molecules is adsorbed at the liquid/vapour 
interface and that the rest remains distributed within the drop core 645H(85). From the excess surface con-
centration, the bulk concentration and v/a-ratio (here drop geometry), one obtains the core concentra-
tion of SRA as follows 646H(86).  
solution
SRA
bulk_SRA v
nc   (84) 
core_SRAosedexpSRASRA nan .   (85) 
osedexp
solution
SRAbulk_SRAcore_SRA a
v/cc   (86) 
where: 
cbulk: bulk concentration   [mol/m³] 
nSRA: moles SRA     [mol]  
vsolution: volume of solution   [m³]  
	SRA:  excess surface concentration  [mol/m²]  
aexposed: actual liquid/vapour interfacial area  [m²]  
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From the equations above, we now derive a very useful relationship between the admixture distribu-
tions in solution and deposition at the interface. For every given geometry or v/a-ratio respectively the 
surface tension of the liquid/vapour interface can be calculated from total bulk concentration and the 
equilibrium characteristics between core and excess surface concentration 647H(86). From this, the CMC 
for the pure solvent, i.e. the solvent without interface, can be obtained independent of the geometric 
boundary conditions the measuring device comprises. 
For each measurement carried out, the calculated distribution of SRA1 in the drop is displayed in 
648HTable 12. As can be seen, for the tests performed, the v/a-ratios cause negligible difference between 
bulk and core concentration of SRA1 however from 649H(86) it can be deduced that this difference in-
creases if the system comprises lower v/a-ratios. 
The question arises if and to what extend this might influence the surface tension present at the liq-
uid/vapour interface of the drying porous matter. To get an impression on that, we examine the case of 
a well hydrated cement paste with a water/cement ratio of w/c=0.4 during drying: 
The saturated state:  Given a sample with a water saturated porosity of about 20vol.-% and 
a cubic geometry, we obtain a v/a-ratio of ~3.3 E-02m for its saturated state. For a SRA dosage of 
about 5wt.-% of the mixing water, the SRA bulk concentration after hydration would be in the range of 
16wt.-%. According to 650HTable 12 the surface tension hence achieves a value in the range of 30mN/m, 
i.e. at the very minimum. 
The dried out state:  Upon drying, water evaporates, causing constriction of the pore fluid. 
The SRA bulk concentration therefore increases, if no adsorption at any solid/liquid interface is as-
sumed. We let the very limit of the evaporation regime be the presence of the non-evaporable SRA 
with a given volume of about 30l/m³.   
Regarding the liquid/vapour interfacial area, a limiting value of about 50m²/g to 200m²/g, referring to N2 
or H2O adsorption data, may be taken for the dried out state. If water layers are considered to be pre-
sent at this state, the liquid volume increases by about 10l/m³ per molecular layer. According to this, 
for cement paste the v/a ratio could go down to values v/a <1E-8m. The 30l of SRA1 then are to cover 
an interfacial area larger than ~1E8m². As a result of this, the excess surface concentration is low 
(about 1.5E-6 to 3.8E-7mol/m²). According to 651HTable 12, due to drying the initial surface tension in-
creases from a minimum of 30mN/m to higher than about 60mN/m. 
Based on these theoretical considerations, it reveals that the exposure of more and more interfacial 
area in the course of drying may significantly affect the surface tension of the liquid phase in cement 
systems. It is therefore of high interest to describe this evolution in particular. 
Using 652H(86) and the results of pendant drop measurements displayed in 653HTable 12, the specific relation-
ship between SRA1 bulk concentration, v/a-ratio and surface activity for SRA1 in aqueous electrolyte 
solution is displayed in 654HFigure 40. It shows how, at a given bulk concentration of SRA, a decreasing 
v/a-ratio reduces the surface tension of the liquid/vapour interface. The plateau forming at high bulk 
concentrations and rather high v/a-ratios indicates the range where micellization occurs. Furthermore 
it can be seen for which bulk concentrations and v/a-ratio this would happen. 
The main information that 655HFigure 40 reveals is, that starting from a v/a-ratio of 1E-6 the surface tension 
significantly decreases for a given bulk concentration. As could be shown previously, the v/a-ratios of 
drying cement paste can be expected to be one or two orders of magnitude lower than this. 
For a drying cementitious system the exposed surface area increases due to the evaporation of the 
pore solution, i.e. the v/a-ratio decreases while the SRA bulk concentration in the pore solution in-
creases. These phenomena are expected to have exactly opposite impact on the surface tension of 
the liquid/vapour interface. The question now arises about how much surface tension ultimately 
changes as a result of increasing bulk concentration (that would decrease it) and increase in interfacial 
area (that would increase it). 
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The evolution of surface tension of cement paste and mortar in the course of drying will be discussed 
later on in chapter 656H11.  
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Figure 40: Impact of volume 
/interface ratio on surface activity 
of SRA1 
 
At this stage, the model pore system “adjusted normcube” (sub chapter 657H .2) is used to visualize the 
impact of v/a-ratio on the desorption isotherm. Indeed, as drying proceeds, we can use this model to 
determine the ratio of liquid volume to the area of the liquid/vapour interface. 
We start with initial SRA bulk concentrations of 2.5, 5 and 10%, and initial surface tensions of about 
41mN/m; 35mN/m and 31mN/m respectively. We can also determine the variation of surfactant bulk 
concentration. Then, together with 658HFigure 40, desorption isotherms for the infinite rigid “adjusted 
normcube” can be calculated.   
The calculations lead to v/a-ratios in the range of 1E-5 to1E-10m. As a result, the surface tension is 
significantly affected (compare to 659HFigure 40). 
As a result of the simulations, the evolution of surface tension of the pore fluids is displayed in 660HFigure 
41, while the corresponding desorption isotherms are given in 661HFigure 42.  
Figure 41: Evolution of surface 
tension of pore fluids with dif-
ferent initial bulk concentrations 
of SRA1 upon drying of norm-
cube 
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Legend: 
 surface tension of 
         plain pore solution
surface tension:
 CSRA_ini=2.5 wt.-% o.w
 CSRA_ini=5.0 wt.-% o.w
 CSRA_ini=10  wt.-% o.w
bulk concentration:
 CSRA_ini=2.5 wt.-% o.w
 CSRA_ini=5.0 wt.-% o.w
 CSRA_ini=10  wt.-% o.w
 
Depending on the initial bulk concentration, the surface tension increases upon drying (lines with sym-
bols) whilst the SRA bulk concentration increases due to evaporation.  
. - .
. - .
. - .
. - .
. - .
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This answers the question on the dominating impact on surface tension in the course of drying. In-
deed, this simple modeling approach indicates that the increase of interfacial area determines the sur-
face tension evolution.  
The scenario given in the introduction of this chapter can now be described more in detail:  
Due to the increase of interfacial area, more SRA molecules can adsorb at the interface and these are 
provided from bulk. When these are no more present in sufficient amounts the surface tension de-
creases. This overrides the increase of SRA bulk concentration that acts in the opposite sense.  
For the pore fluid with high initial SRA concentration this effect can be described well. Due to drying 
induced water loss, the bulk concentration increases. At about 70% relative humidity the bulk concen-
tration approaches what was formerly found to be the CMC in macroscopic surface tension measure-
ments (about 16wt.-% ; see sub chapter 662H7.3.1.2). For a low interfacial area the solution now would be 
expected to show micellation. However, due the enormous increase in interfacial area, a huge number 
of molecules adsorbs at the interface, thereby decreasing the SRA core concentration.   
The new equilibrium that establishes between surface and liquid core raises the surface tension from 
about 30mN/m to 45mN/m.  
For all the modelled drying scenarios the initial surface tension of the pore fluid increases upon the in-
crease in interfacial area. Systems with lower initial SRA bulk concentration show an increase of sur-
face tension for lower extents of drying. The curves for surface tension shown in 663HFigure 41 appear to 
converge for the very dry boundary conditions. However, this strictly depends on the interfacial area 
and the amount of SRA introduced to the model pore system.  
In 664HFigure 42, the modelled sorption isotherms are given. The solid lines indicate a) the desorption iso-
therm for the plain electrolyte (grey) and b) a pore fluid with a minimum, constant surface tension of 
30mN/m (black). 
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Figure 42: Impact of v/a ratio on 
the water vapour desorption iso-
therms of normcube comprising 
pore fluids with different initial 
bulk concentrations of SRA1 
 
The effect of drying on surface tension can clearly be seen to impact the desorption isotherms. This 
directly impacts the capillary condensation equilibrium ( 665H .2.2). 
It can be seen that for high humidity and low surface tension the curves are in close vicinity of the iso-
therm of the “low tension liquid”. As introduced in chapter 666H5.2, low surface tensions cause the pore 
system to loose more water.  
In contrast, for lower humidity the curves move towards the one of the plain electrolyte solution. This is 
due to the evolution of surface tension that increases with increasing interfacial area. As this increase 
causes the surface tension of the SRA pore fluids to approach that of the plain electrolyte, the desorp-
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tion isotherms converge. Of course, the initial bulk concentration of SRA determines at which satura-
tion level this happens. 
It is to be noted that there is no significant difference in the evolution of desorption isotherms calcu-
lated for medium and high SRA dosages. Moreover, the relative humidity at which the isotherms 
merge with the reference are similar. This is due to a resolution issue of normcube, which is limited by 
its structure that comprises only 6 discrete pore classes. Increasing the number of classes for the 
normcube improves the resolution of calculation. If the pore classes are chosen in a sufficient number 
one could exactly determine at which point these isotherms merge, i.e. at which point the surface ten-
sion of the pore fluid is no longer impacted by the presence of SRA. 
The results of this chapter make an important contribution towards the understanding of the role of 
SRA for drying of cement systems. It can be said that the evolution of interfacial area and the efficient 
amount of SRA present in the system determine the drying behaviour.  
From this we conclude that a predictive model of drying shrinkage must incorporate the dependence 
of surface tension on the extent of drying. This depends not only on the initial dosage and surfactant 
type but also on the pore structure of the drying material. 
7.4 Concluding remarks 
The investigation of surface activity and phase behaviour of SRA in aqueous and aqueous electrolyte 
solution lead to the following conclusions: 
7.4.1 Surface activity in aqueous solution 
SRAs exhibit a surface activity comparable to the one observed with common non-ionic surfactants. 
Like common hydrocarbon non-ionic surfactants, SRAs can reduce the surface tension of aqueous so-
lution down to about 30mN/m.  
For SRA2, containing a relatively high amount of co-surfactant, an unlimited miscibility with water was 
observed. This is in line with the findings of subchapter 667H4.3. The presence of glycol inhibits the phase 
transition of the surfactant. For SRA1 comprising a significantly lower amount of co-surfactant, a mis-
cibility gap could be found between the CMC and a high bulk concentration at which the two liquid 
phases turn into a reverse micellar solution (water in SRA). 
Due to higher co-surfactant content, SRA2 is less efficient in reducing the macroscopic measured sur-
face tension (compared to SRA1). However, admixture performance tests on mortars reveal that the 
shrinkage reducing effect of both SRA types is similar. 
For all the SRAs investigated and despite differences in overall surface activity, CMC and maximum 
reduction of surface tension, performance tests on self-consolidating mortars do not show any signifi-
cant differences in drying shrinkage.  
The polycarboxylate type superplasticizer (SP-PCE) used in this study showed a surface activity com-
parable to the commercially available SRA’s. So far, it can be said that this probably comes from a low 
molecular weight fraction of this poly-disperse admixture. The result with SP-PCE is most surprisingly 
and deserves further investigation. 
For mixtures of SRA1 and SP-PCE it was found that the surface active species of both admixtures 
contribute to the reduction of surface tension. Moreover, measurements incorporating different frac-
tions of these admixtures show an additive effect. 
The cross-sectional occupation areas of the surfactants at the liquid/vapour interface are similar for 
SRAs with similar tail moieties. This result further on can be used to estimate the total fraction of inter-
facial area occupied by SRA molecules.  
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7.4.2 Surface activity in aqueous electrolyte solution 
In synthetic pore solutions surface tension was found to increase due to the dissolved salts. However, 
the surface activity of SRA1 does not seem to be significantly altered by this. The CMC of two com-
mercially available SRAs (SRA1 and SRA3) were slightly decreased towards lower bulk concentra-
tions. As for aqueous solutions of SRA, SP-PCE and mixtures thereof, the contribution of SRA1 and 
SP-PCE can be superimposed.  
7.4.3 Phase behaviour of SRA 
SRAs can exhibit a miscibility gap in aqueous solutions, where initially turbid solutions separate into a 
water rich micellar solution and a reverse micellar phase rich in SRA. Above a certain SRA concentra-
tion, the aqueous solution forms an isotropic reverse micellar solution, where water is separated from 
bulk by reverse micelles. The lower phase boundary of the miscibility gap was observed at the CMC. 
In aqueous electrolyte solutions, SRAs exhibit phase behaviour comparable to common non-ionic sur-
factants. For low SRA bulk concentrations, mineral phases precipitate. Moreover, above the CMC, liq-
uid crystal structures separate from the bulk solution. The underlying mechanism is related to the im-
pact of the salting out effects described in literature on common non-ionic surfactants. The enhanced 
self aggregation in presence of dissolved salts goes inpair with the solubility of SRA molecules that 
decreases the CMC.   
Additionally, SRAs cause a depletion of ionic species from the liquid phase. Despite the salting-out of 
organic matter, the solubility of inorganic salts is decreased. For bulk concentrations below the CMC, 
the isotropic solution precipitates calcium, potassium and sulphate ions as syngenite. For higher con-
centrations, when all calcium is removed from bulk, additionally sodium and potassium sulphates pre-
cipitate. 
7.4.4 Impact of the interfacial area on surface activity 
The surface activity of SRAs could be related to both the SRA bulk concentration and the area of the 
liquid/vapour interface. Moreover, using pendant drop experiments, a relationship was derived to cal-
culate excess surface concentrations for systems comprising variable interfacial areas. Generally 
summarized one can distinguish between two basic states: 
a) For bulk concentrations above the CMC, an increase of interfacial area would consume SRA 
molecules from liquid crystal structure and micelles maintaining a constant surface tension as 
long as this SRA supply is guaranteed. 
b) For bulk concentrations below the CMC the increase in interfacial area effectively reduces the 
number of SRA molecules per unit area, which results in an increase of surface tension.  
Results indicate that measurements of surface tensions on extracted pore solutions of cement pastes 
are often not representative of the actual conditions within the porous system because the measure-
ment drastically changes the volume to surface ratio.  
7.4.5 Possible impact on the hydration of Portland cement 
Common dosages for SRA can be found to be in the range of up to 2wt.-% of cement or 5wt.-% as 
part of mixing water. This concentration steadily increases with the degree of hydration because water 
is consumed by hydration. This is especially true for mixtures comprising a w/c ratio near or lower than 
w/c=0.4 for which all the water can be bound (chemically and physically). Therefore, SRAs may possi-
bly exhibit the whole range of phase transitions previously described.   
The question then arises whether the formation of liquid crystal structures that comprise high viscosity 
impacts diffusion controlled processes as for instance hydration kinetics.  
Furthermore the presence of SRA may enhance depletion of potassium, calcium and sodium from the 
pore solution. This phenomenon was already observed by Engstrand 1997 [139], Maltese 2005 [171] 
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and Rajabipour 2008 [132]. One may therefore wonder whether this impacts hydration kinetics of ce-
ment in one way or another. 
7.4.6 Implications for modeling of shrinkage 
Regarding predictive models for drying shrinkage of cementitious materials, the results presented in 
this chapter clearly emphasise the importance of including the evolution of interfacial area as well of 
surface tension. For this, the adsorption behaviour of SRA at the solid/liquid interface must be known. 
Second, the evolution of the liquid/vapour interfacial area needs to be known as well as its impact on 
surface tension. 
 
A lot of parameters assumed to be essential for a predictive shrinkage model can be obtained from the 
investigation of Portland cement hydration in presence of SRAs, as for instance microstructure, admix-
ture adsorption and bulk water content. This will be the subject of the next section. 
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8 Influence of SRA on the hydration of normal Portland cement 
8.1 General introduction 
The investigation on the hydration of normal Portland cement was carried out to determine: If and to 
what extent hydration kinetics, mineral phase composition and microstructure are affected by the ap-
plication of SRA. Moreover, we examine whether there are interactions between SRA; SP and cement 
hydration that must to be taken into account if SRAs are introduced to self consolidating mortars and 
concretes.  
The primary aim of this chapter therefore is  
a) to reveal possible risks concerning the overall durability that may result from changes in hy-
drated phase composition and microstructure and  
b) to identify SRA induced changes that may impact shrinkage modeling 
8.2 Specific materials and working approach 
The hydration of two different binders was studied, first on a normal Portland cement (NPC) and sec-
ond, a composite binder containing 80% of the aforementioned Portland cement and 20 % limestone. 
The geochemical modeling code GEMS was used to model the hydration of the two binders.  
It is well known that superplasticizers can delay the hydration kinetics of normal Portland cement. It is 
also known that especially mixtures of SRA and SP retard hydration kinetics of Portland cement paste 
[177, 178]. In this study, isothermal heat flow calorimetry was used to measure and compare the hy-
dration kinetics of cement pastes with SRAs, SP and mixtures thereof. Using the results of this 
method, the hydration kinetics of pastes can be compared using a normalization approach, which will 
be introduced later on.   
Thermo-gravimetric analysis was performed according the above mentioned normalization approach 
that enables to compare cement pastes at comparable stages of hydration. By this method, selected 
mineral phases as well as the degree of hydration were approximated.   
The microstructure of hydrating cement pastes was qualitatively described by environmental scanning 
microscopy. Additionally, mercury intrusion porosimetry and nitrogen adsorption were applied to obtain 
pore size distributions and internal surface areas of hydrated pastes.  
The adsorption behaviour of admixtures onto the solid/liquid interface was studied on hydrating Port-
land cement paste and some selected synthetic hydrate phases, i.e. synthetic C-S-H-phases and et-
tringite (material provided by Zingg [221]).  
8.3 Results and discussion 
8.3.1 Influence of SRA on the hydration kinetics of Portland cement 
Isothermal heat conduction calorimetry: The methodical approach of sample preparation is 
given in detail in subchapter 668H .3. The results of measurements of isothermal heat conduction calo-
rimetry on the set cement pastes (w/c=0.4) is displayed in appendix A3, 669HTab.A4- 1. The table addition-
ally contains remarks on the denomination of the system examined. For the main series as the refer-
ence and the outer boundaries of the sets, the heat release was measured up to the seventh day of 
hydration. Other samples were investigated during three days by when the majority of pastes had en-
tered the final period of hydration. 
In 670HFigure 43 the heat flow of cement pastes with relatively low dosage (0.5wt.-% of cement) of different 
SRAs are displayed. It can be seen that none of the SRAs (SRA1; …; SRA 6) significantly influence 
hydration kinetics for such low dosages. In contrast, a low dosage of SP-PCE displaces the onset of 
the acceleration period and the time of maximum heat release for several hours. 
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Figure 43: Heat release of cement paste w/c=0.4 
with different SRAs or SP-PCE at low dosage 
(0.5wt.-% of binder) 
Figure 44: Heat release of cement paste w/c=0.4 
with different SRAs or SP-PCE at high dosage 
(2.0wt.-% of binder) 
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For higher dosages of SRAs (671HFigure 44), the induction period of cement hydration is slightly expanded 
and the time of maximum heat release is displaced by several hours. Additionally, the same data show 
that the SP-PCE admixture retards cement hydration to a much higher extent.  
The hydration kinetics of the two different binder systems (with and without limestone) are not signifi-
cantly different (672HFig.A4- 3 and 673HFig.A4- 4). Both show the characteristic heat release (temporary min-
ima, maxima and inflection points), however the absolute heat release of the pure Portland cement 
binder CP is higher than that of the limestone composite binder LP. For that reason, one can assume 
that the difference in heat release of the system is mainly due to a dilution effect referring to the substi-
tution of 20wt.-% NPC by limestone.  
In what follows the hydration kinetics are evaluated using the relative degree of hydration 
)t(rel i.;hyd# , which accounts for the differences in degree of hydration between the reference paste 
and pastes that contain admixture. The expression is obtained by comparing the total heat release at 
any point in time to the one released by the reference paste at the same time, reading.  
)t(Q
)t(Q)t(rel
.ref
i
i.;hyd #  (87) 
where: 
)t(rel i.;hyd# : relative degree of hydration   [ - ] 
t:   time      [h] 
)t(Qi :  heat of hydration of sample i at time t  [Jg-1] 
)t(Q .ref :  heat of hydration of the reference sample at time t [Jg-1] 
 
Values smaller than unity indicate a retardation with respect to the reference, values larger than unity 
indicate acceleration. 
Based on this, one can better compare the binder systems in general and pastes containing different 
type of SRA. In 674HTab.A4- 2, the relative degrees of hydration are given with respect to the absolute heat 
release of the plain reference paste at the designated point in time.  
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8.3.1.1 Influence of dosage and type of SRA on hydration kinetics 
In a first step, the influence of SRA on hydration kinetics is estimated qualitatively. The plain Portland 
cement paste exhibits a heat release of about 293J/g after 72 hours and 339J/g after seven days re-
spectively. The calculated relative degrees of hydration )t(.rel i.;hyd# are displayed in 675HTable 13. 
The SRA modified pastes containing 0.5wt.-% SRA all show relative degrees of hydration of about re-
lhyd=1, which means the hydration is unchanged. For the maximum dosage of 2wt.-% of SRA one can 
find relative degrees of hydration of 0.95 to 0.97 after 72 hours, indicating some retardation.  
After seven days of hydration pastes containing SRA1 as well as SRA2 comprise relative degrees of 
hydration higher than unity independent from admixture dosage. This result is most important as these 
two SRA are quite different concerning their main ingredients.  
Table 13: relative degrees of hydration of pastes containing SRAs 
t=72 h t=72 h t = 168 h
reference - 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.5 1.00 0.99 1.01
1.0 0.99 0.97 1.02
2.0 0.95 0.94 1.00
0.5 1.01 0.99 1.02
1.0 1.00  - 1.03
2.0 0.97 0.93 1.02
0.5 1.02  -  -
2.0 1.00 1.01  -
0.5 1.00  -
2.0 0.96 0.94  -
0.5 1.02  -  -
2.0 1.03 0.99  -
0.5 1.02  -  -
2.0 0.97 0.94  -
rel. #hyd_CEM I rel. #hyd_CEM Irel. #hyd_CEM II
SRA 5       
[wt.-% o.b.]
SRA 6       
[wt.-% o.b.]
SRA 1       
[wt.-% o.b.]
SRA 2       
[wt.-% o.b.]
SRA 3       
[wt.-% o.b.]
SRA 4       
[wt.-% o.b.]
cement paste w/c=0.4
 
Also in the composite binder, one finds no significant change in hydration kinetics for the low dosage 
of SRA1 and SRA2. For the 2wt.-% dosage the relative degree of hydration is almost similar to the 
NPC paste (676HTable 13). 
The results show that depending on their composition, SRAs only have a minor effect on the degree of 
hydration at three days. They do however cause a slight but significant delay of the acceleration pe-
riod as well as of the time of main heat release. The total cumulated heat release at the seventh day of 
hydration is unaffected or slightly increased. 
8.3.1.2 Influence of admixture combinations (SRA&SP) on hydration kinetics 
As described earlier and found in literature, the combined use of SRA and SP-PCE disproportionally 
delays the cement hydration of blended and pure NPC pastes. Indeed, one can find relative degrees 
of hydration of ~0.8 after three days and ~0.9 after seven days, for high dosages. An overview is given 
in 677HTable 14. 
Table 14: Relative degrees of hydration of pastes containing SRAs ,SP-PCE and mixtures thereof 
t=72 h t=72 h t = 168 h
admixture SRA       [wt.-% o.b.]
SP-PCE    
[wt.-% o.b.] rel. #hyd_CEM I rel. #hyd_CEM II rel. #hyd_CEM I
SRA 1      2.00 - 0.95 0.94 1.00
SRA 1 +     
SP-PCE     2.00 2.00 0.81 0.82 0.93
SP-PCE     - 2.00 0.89 0.89 0.94
SRA 2 +     
SP-PCE     2.00 2.00 0.82 0.82 0.92
SRA 2      2.00 - 0.97 0.93 1.02
cement paste w/b~0.4
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From the data given in 678HTable 14 it can be seen that after three days and for both binder systems the 
degree of hydration is decreased for pastes containing both admixtures. The type of SRA does not in-
fluence the result. At that time, an interaction effect exists because the reduction of )t(rel i.;hyd# with 
respect to the reference is larger for the combination of both admixtures than the sum of the two indi-
vidual mixes. After seven days however, the pastes containing both admixtures show a hydration pro-
gress that is similar to the sum of the progress of the individual mixes. This suggests that between 
three days and seven days neither admixture depresses hydration. Reactions are proceeding normally 
but the initial delay is not yet caught up. 
8.3.1.3 Thoughts about the influence of SRA on the hydration kinetics of Portland cement 
In this section we examine the influence of SRAs on the hydration kinetics of the different binder types 
investigated. This seems necessary because of the following reason: The composite binder used in 
this study was produced by replacing 20wt.-% of the Portland cement by limestone comprising an al-
most similar particle size distribution. In pastes, the dosage of SRA applied referred to the binder con-
tent, i.e. the absolute amounts of admixture used in both types of binder were identical. As a result of 
this, in the composite binder the dosages of SRAs relative to the clinker content are larger by factor 
1.25. As previously stated; for both binder types the delaying impact increase with the admixture dos-
age. One now would expect that the composite binder experiences an enhanced retardation due to its 
higher relative dosage of SRA per Portland cement content but this is not the case. 
Assuming a simple dilution effect, the heat release of the limestone containing pastes should be in the 
range of 80% of the CEM I pastes. However, for the whole range of measurements the heat release of 
the composite binder after 72 hour is found to be in the range of 88.3%± 1.4% (679HTab.A4- 2) This covers 
six different types of SRA, SP and combinations thereof.   
From this it appears that the Portland cement reacts faster in presence of limestone. This is especially 
true for the early hydration for which the induction period reduced in presence of fine limestone. These 
results are in line with the findings of other authors showing that, in presence of limestone the hydra-
tion of Portland cement is accelerated. A fundamental study on this accelerating effect was recently 
published by Bellmann et al. [244].  
In 680HFigure 45 & 681HFigure 46 the heat release of corresponding pastes types carrying high dosages of the 
six SRAs investigated are displayed. The corresponding pastes (LP – composite binder; CP – pure 
cement paste) contain similar absolute amounts of water as well as admixture. 
Figure 45: Heat release of pastes with similar abso-
lute amounts of different SRA 
Figure 46: Detail of 682HFigure 45 
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Figure 46 
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683HFigure 45 focuses on the time of maximum heat release and 684HFigure 46 provides a closer view on the 
transition from induction to acceleration period of hydration. A significant difference in delay of hydra-
tion for one or the other binder type is hardly to define.  
For this reason the following two characteristics are viewed for each binder: a) minimum of heat flow 
during induction period and b) time of maximum heat release (Table 15). The time displacement of the 
characteristic heat flow minimum as well as of the heat flow maximum is expressed as dt[qmin] or 
dt[qmax]. The difference dt reflects the effect of the binder type (limestone composite binder LP or Port-
land cement CP). 
The results in 686HTable 15 show that the effect of binder type on both the time of minimum heat release 
(dt[qmin] <0.25h) and the time of maximum heat release (dt[qmax].< 1.2h) is smaller than 10%. 
Table 15: Impact of SRA on hydration kinetics of different binder systems 
LP CP LP CP
t[qmin] t[qmin] t[qmax] t[qmax]
[h] [h] [h] [h] [h] [h]
reference 2.00 2.13 0.13 11.00 11.33 0.33
SRA 1 2.50 2.75 0.25 12.17 13.33 1.16
SRA 2 2.38 2.50 0.13 12.50 12.50 0.00
SRA 3 2.25 2.50 0.25 11.67 12.83 1.16
SRA 4 2.38 2.50 0.13 12.67 13.17 0.50
SRA 5 2.00 2.13 0.13 11.00 11.33 0.33
SRA 6 2.50 2.50 0.00 12.17 12.83 0.66
min dt 0.00 min dt 0.00
max dt 0.25 max dt 1.16
dt [qmin] dt [qmax]
w/b=0.4;     
SRA dosage  
2wt.-% o.b.
dormant period time of main heat release
 
This is somewhat surprising. Because of the higher relative admixture dosage in the composite binder 
(factor 1.25), one expects to see these pastes subjected to an enhanced delay. In contrast, it can be 
seen, that despite the lower relative dosage of SRA, the Portland cement binder is slightly more re-
tarded. This is shown by the minimum and maximum values of dt given in the last row of 687HTable 15. 
We recognize that the dosage of SRA relative to the clinker content of the binder does not reflect the 
extent of retardation. The question now arises about the reason for this. 
Retardation from superplasticizers can be assumed to be linked to adsorption []. However, from theory 
on non-ionic surfactants it can be taken that SRA might not adsorb much, given the high pH-
cementitious environment. Anyway, if adsorption of SRA would impact hydration kinetics, the compos-
ite binder pastes should be more affected / delayed due to a higher relative admixture load.  
On the other hand, a preferred adsorption of SRA onto the limestone may occur but is very unlikely.  
However, if the SRA induced delay is not related to admixture/solids interaction, its interaction with the 
electrolyte solution may explain the retardation. 
In subchapter 688H7.3.2.2 the interactions of SRA in aqueous electrolyte solution were studied. It revealed 
that SRAs have an impact on the amount of ionic species soluble in the bulk solution. Indeed, the 
phenomenon could be observed for SRA concentrations even lower than the one used in the calo-
rimetric measurements on paste.   
Furthermore, enhanced self-assembly of SRA was observed for synthetic pore solutions with a com-
position similar to the one of the Portland cement paste used here, i.e. a composition similar to the 
one during the induction period. However, the salting out effect was not observed before the CMC was 
achieved. 
8.3.1.4 Hydration kinetics normalization approach for liquid and solid phase analysis 
To develop a suitable time schedule to compare results from hydrated phase analysis, the different 
hydration kinetics observed by isothermal heat conduction calorimetry were normalized. 689HFigure 47 
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shows how this was done for different pastes independent of type or amount of admixture introduced. 
  
All the following measurements were executed according to the schedule derived from this approach. 
Further on, for phase analysis we exclusively refer to the 8 stages defined in the legend of 690HFigure 47.  
The absolute values of hydration time versus stage of hydration of the set of pastes investigated are 
given in appendix, 691HTab.A4- 3. 
Figure 47: Normalisation of hydra-
tion progress of CEM I pastes 
carrying different dosages and 
combinations of SRA1 and SP-
PCE and SRA/SP-PCE 
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8.3.1.5 Thermo-gravimetric analysis 
The methodical approaches for sample preparation and handling are to be found in subchapter 692H .3. 
For the 8 characteristic stages of hydration, water loss of  
a) the plain reference paste (CP 00.00) as well as of  
b) pastes carrying high dosages of SRA; SP-PCE and SRA/SP  
is displayed in appendix, 693HFig.A4- 7, 694HFig.A4- 8, 695HFig.A4- 9, 696HFig.A4- 10.   
Note that concerning the drying procedure applied, ettringite was assumed to comprise a water con-
tent of 20 rather than 26 mole water per mole ettringite. Other hydrate phases additionally may have 
lost some water before the start of thermal analysis. For that matter an absolute amount of chemically 
and physically bound water cannot be derived from these measurements. 
A comparison of the degree of hydration obtained from thermo-gravimetric measurements is given in 
697HTable 16. Here a degree of hydration of hyd.=1 refers to 26g water chemically bound into cement. The 
columns in Table 16 contain values for pastes carrying SRA and SP-PCE in different dosages as well 
as mixtures thereof.  
Table 16 shows that for all pastes the bound water content increases with stage of hydration. For 
SRA1 no significant impact on degree of hydration can be found. For pastes carrying only SP-PCE 
(columns 4 and 5 in Table 16) and mixtures of SP-PCE and SRA1 (last two columns in Table 16) dif-
ferences can be obtained up to the start of the final period. For these pastes, up to stage T6 the 
evaluated degree of hydration is higher. This comes from the normalization schedule. For example, 
the pastes with high dosage of SP-PCE and SP-PCE + SRA1 comprise a significant extension of the 
induction period. As the start of main silicate phase reactions determines the beginning of the accel-
eration period, the increased degree of hydration at this stage is due to the ongoing aluminate phase 
reaction during the induction period. 
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Table 16: Relative degree of hydration derived from thermo analysis 
min. SRA1 max. SRA 1  -  - max. SRA 1 max. SRA 1
 -  - min. SP max. SP min. SP max. SP
[T X] [ - ] CP 00.00 CP 11.00 CP 13.00 CP 00.11 CP 00.13 CP 13.11 CP 13.13
T1 1 hour 7% 5% 5% 7% 9% 7% 9%
T2 end of induction period 8% 6% 6% 7% 11% 8% 18%
T3 end of acceleration period 22% 27% 26% 36% 45% 29% 52%
T4 start of deceleration period 32% 37% 41% 50% 56% 56% 66%
T5 mid of deceleration period 55% 57% 57% 57% 67% 64% 66%
T6 start of final period 70% 69% 79% 73% 73% 75% 75%
T7 7 days 74% 75% 78% 82% 77% 81% 80%
T8 28 days 82% 84% 85%  - 84% 80% 77%
* referring to 26g water chemically bound to 100g cement for complete hydration
stage of hydration
reference
degree of hydration [ - ]*
 
698HFrom this it can be assumed in a first attempt that the enhanced degree of hydration at T2 for  
a) the paste with high SP-PCE content and  
b) the paste containing high dosages of SRA1 and SP-PCE 
may be due to a suppression of the silicate phase hydration. By the end of final period (T6) these dif-
ferences vanish. 
Concerning the suppression of silicate phase reactions, we now use the mass loss curves of thermo 
gravimetric measurements to examine the nature of phases present at the different stages of hydra-
tion.  
699HFigure 48 contains the mass loss curves of different pastes at the end of the induction period. From 
their derivatives the phase composition can be determined within limits.  
What can be seen in 700HFigure 48 is that for the derivatives 
a) in the range up to 200°C and  
b) between 500°C and 720°C as well as 
c) between 750°C and 900°C 
discrete peaks can be obtained of which a) refers to the dehydration of aluminate phases, b) refers to 
decalcination of MgCO3 and CaCO3 and c) might refer to a decomposition of organic residues under of 
reducing conditions (N2 –carrier gas). Note that losses above 750°C were mainly found for hydrated 
pastes containing admixture. Concerning the decalcination of MgCO3 and CaCO3, for the temperature 
regime applied the unhydrated cement showed decalcination in that specific temperature range. 
Figure 48: Thermo analysis of dif-
ferent cement pastes at the end 
of the induction period of cement 
hydration (T2) 
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The main silicate clinker reactions are accompanied by the precipitation of portlandite, which shows a 
characteristic water loss between 400°C and 500°C. As expected, at stages T1 and T2 such a charac-
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teristic peak cannot be found, which indicates that portlandite is not yet formed and the main silicate 
hydration has not started yet.  
The mass loss referring to decalcination can be found to be similar for all pastes investigated and di-
rectly related to the MgCO3 and CaCO3 content of the unhydrated cement. 
The mass losses of the pastes up to a temperature of 200°C are displayed in 701HTable 17. Additionally 
the absolute time of hydration is given. From this table it can be seen that also the aluminate phase 
hydration is impacted by SRA1 because the amount of water bound is decreased. 
Table 17: Water loss of cement pastes at the end of the induction period 
min. SRA1 max. SRA 1  -  - max. SRA 1 max. SRA 1
 -  - min. SP max. SP min. SP max. SP
paste [CP xx.xx] CP 00.00 CP 11.00 CP 13.00 CP 00.11 CP 00.13 CP 13.11 CP 13.13
water loss [g] 2.0 1.5 1.6 1.7 2.9 2.1 4.7
absolute time [h] 2.5 2.5 3.0 4.0 9.5 5.0 12.5
amount of chemically bound water [ g/100g unhydrated cement ]*
reference
T2 - end of induction 
period
 
*referring to 
For pastes containing high dosages of SP-PCE and additional SRA1 the following can be pointed out. 
Both, the time entering the acceleration period and the amount of aluminate hydrates are heavily in-
creased. Furthermore, referring to the paste with high admixture dosages, the start of the acceleration 
period is displaced an additional three hours if both admixtures are present. Due to this one concludes 
that it is the amount of aluminate hydrates that increases upon the ongoing hydration.  
It now can be said that SRA1 causes a slight delay of aluminate reactions. However, the main impact 
on the hydration kinetics concerns the silicate hydration, i.e. the time C-S-H phases start to precipitate.  
Within the main period of cement hydration, thermal analysis reveals, that the silicate phase hydration 
increasingly contributes to the binding of water. Well after the maximum heat release (at T4; 702HFigure 
49), the peak of the mass loss derivatives at 100°C (indicator 1) broadens due to water loss of C-S-H 
gel. Moreover, the characteristic portlandite peak appears (indicator 2). Similar trends can be ob-
served at hydration stage T3, displayed in annex, 703HFig.A4- 12..  
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Figure 49: Thermo analysis of 
pastes after main heat release 
(T4) 
 
Another feature of 704HFigure 49 is that the amount of portlandite seems to be enhanced for pastes con-
taining both, SRA and SP and increases with increasing dosage of admixture. Furthermore an addi-
tional peak in the temperature range of around 600°C (indicator 3), well before decalcination of calcite 
(indicator 4; ~700°C) appears. It has an increasing height with increasing admixture dosage and ap-
pears independent from the type of admixture.   
According to [217] this peak is due to the presence of Monocarbonates. Seeing this development is 
somewhat surprising. To understand this we first need a proper phase analysis by XRD. 
1
 2 
3 4 
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At the end of the deceleration period (hydration stage T5; 705HFig.A4- 13) the weight loss within the tem-
perature range characteristic for portlandite dehydration increases steadily.  
Up to the 28th day of hydration, weight loss due to portlandite decomposition is always higher for the 
plain cement paste. For pastes containing admixtures; the portlandite content decreases with in-
creasing dosage of both admixtures alone or in the combination of SRA and SP-PCE. The results of 
portlandite quantification are displayed in 706HTable 18.  
In 707HTable 18, data for high dosages of SRA and/or SP-PCE show comparably low amounts of portlandite. 
This can indicate either a delay of the silicate hydration or a change in the composition of hydration prod-
ucts. Especially the results for 28 days of hydration are surprising. Data show that all pastes comprise al-
most similar amounts of bound water (see 708H 
Table 19) but different portlandite contents (compare to 709HTable 18). To solve this, it is necessary to 
conduct appropriate phase analysis. 
Table 18: Amount of portlandite derived from weight loss between 420°C and 500°C 
min. SRA1 max. SRA 1  -  - max. SRA 1 max. SRA 1
 -  - min. SP max. SP min. SP max. SP
[T X] [ - ] CP 00.00 CP 11.00 CP 13.00 CP 00.11 CP 00.13 CP 13.11 CP 13.13
T1 1 hour  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
T2 end of induction period  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
T3 end of acceleration period 2.5 2.6 1.3 4.3 4.4 1.8 5.6
T4 start of deceleration period 4.4 5.5 3.5 6.9 8.6 5.6 4.6
T5 mid of deceleration period 11.3 10.0 6.6 10.4 10.8 7.2 5.7
T6 start of final period 13.8 11.9 8.7 13.3 11.7 8.3 7.9
T7 7 days 14.8 14.2 10.2 14.5 12.6 9.4 7.0
T8 28 days 16.3 15.6 11.0 15.9 14.1 9.6 8.1
stage of hydration
approximated amount of Portlandite [ g/100g unhydrated cement ]
reference
 
 
Table 19: Water loss of pastes after 28 days of hydration 
min. SRA1 max. SRA 1  -  - max. SRA 1 max. SRA 1
 -  - min. SP max. SP min. SP max. SP
paste [CP xx.xx] CP 00.00 CP 11.00 CP 13.00 CP 00.11 CP 00.13 CP 13.11 CP 13.13
water loss [g] 21.4 21.8 22.0 21.0 21.7 20.8 20.1
* referring to drying at 37°C/13±3%R.H.
referenceT8 - 28 days
amount of chemically bound water [ g/100g unhydrated cement ]*
 
8.3.1.6 Concluding remarks 
Using isothermal heat conduction calorimetry, the delaying impact of SRA1, SP-PCE and their combi-
nations on hydration kinetics was studied. Based on the characteristic heat flow curves, the hydration 
progress of admixture containing pastes was normalized to select discrete times/stages at which 
pastes would be expected to show comparable hydration. Those stages were the ones at which ther-
mal analysis and pore solution extraction was performed.  
Thermal analysis revealed that SRA and SP seem to cause a depression of the silicate phase hydra-
tion indicated by a significant extension of the induction period of cement hydration, whilst the alumi-
nate phase hydration proceeds almost unaltered.   
During the main hydration period, the silicate phase hydration continues to be depressed. Taking port-
landite as an indicator of the silicate phase hydration, thermo-analysis reveals that for high dosages of 
both admixture types, alone and in combination, the degree of silicate hydration is reduced to about 
70% for SRA1 (cSRA=2wt.-% o.c.) and about 50wt.-% for SP-PCE (cSP_PCE=2wt.-% o.c.) after 28 days 
of hydration. 
In contrast, the amount of water bound to cement after 28 days of hydration appeared to be almost 
similar and independent from admixture addition (about 20.5 ±0.5g water per100g unhydrated ce-
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ment). This may indicate that the phase composition of hydrates could be changed due to the pres-
ence of SRA1 and/or SP-PCE. This possibility is examined in the next section. 
8.3.2 Influence of SRA/SP-PCE on hydrated phase composition 
8.3.2.1 Hydration of the reference cement paste 
Based on the mineralogical composition and fineness of the Portland cement used, the hydration 
process was modelled using the GEM-Solver. Results are given in 710HFigure 50. The phase evolution 
displayed should be seen as an approximation since other important cement or clinker characteristics 
are not implemented into the calculation routine. 
 
Figure 50: GEMS 
process modeling - 
hydration of plain 
paste (CP 00.00) 
 
The cement used comprises about 4wt.-% calcite and therefore monocarbonate preferably precipi-
tates instead of monosulphate (compared to Portland cement without calcite). Syngenite is also pre-
dicted to precipitate but only as a minor phase (<0.25g/100g unhydrated cement) and therefore is not 
shown in 711HFigure 50. Its maximum content occurs right before gypsum is depleted from bulk and then 
diminishes. 
In what follows GEMS results are used for semi-quantitative assessment of solid phase composition of 
the hydrated reference paste. For this however, the main outcome is first summarized. 
a) Concerning the silicate hydration, after hydration stage T2 the proportions of the following 
phases:   
“C3S + C2S : C-S-H-phases : portlandite” were found to meet approximately 1 : 0.81 : 0.38 in-
dependent from time.  
b) After depletion of gypsum, the amount of ettringite remains almost constant and further on 
mainly monocarbonate is formed during the ongoing aluminate hydration. 
c) If the TGA data are corrected for ettringite carrying 20 mole water instead of 26 (effect of 
sample preparation) the amount of chemically bound water predicted by GEMS is in very good 
agreement. Note that this correction only was executed for samples totally depleted from gyp-
sum, i.e. after the end of the induction period of cement hydration. 
Based on the above, the TGA data were used to produce a semi-quantitative analysis of the solid 
phases. Additionally, this was supported by the data set obtained from X-ray powder diffraction. (The 
set of these samples is given in appendix, 712HTab.A4- 6.)  
For semi-quantitative analysis of the XRD data, the appropriate peak locations of the main clinker 
phases had to be determined. This was done as follows: The silicate phases of the unhydrated ce-
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ment and clinker were removed by salicylic acid hydrolysis (SAH) according to Taylor 1997 [241]. In 
713HFigure 51 a selected part of the diffractograms of the unhydrated cement and of the residue of the 
clinker after SAH are displayed. 
Figure 51: X-ray diffractograms 
of NPC and appropriate clinker 
after salicylic acid hydrolysis 
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A:  aluminate phase 
F:  ferrite phase 
S:  silicate phases 
 
It can be seen that the silicate phases indicated by the characteristic peak between 32° and 33°2	 are 
removed by selective hydrolysis. Hence, in the SAH residue the aluminate phases, i.e. aluminate and 
ferrite between 33° and 34°2	, give higher peaks due to the enrichment effect. In the course of semi-
quantitative analysis the areas under the peaks in this 2	-range should be used for approximation for 
the hydration/conversion of clinker phases. 
8.3.2.2 Numerical approach for semi-quantitative XRD-analysis 
The set of pastes investigated contained samples carrying different dosages of SRA (SRA1; SRA2; 
SRA3; SRA5) as well as several combinations of SRA1 and SP-PCE. According the previously de-
scribed time schedule, the hydration of these pastes was stopped and samples were prepared for X-
ray powder diffraction (subchapter 714H6.3.2.3). The range of these samples is given in appendix, 715HTab.A4- 
6. 
The comparison between the reference samples and the set of SRA-modified pastes reveals that the 
diffractograms are approximately congruent (716HFig.A4- 17, 717HFig.A4- 18, 718HFig.A4- 19, 719HFig.A4- 20 and 
720HFig.A4- 21). To prove that no significant changes exist, a numerical procedure was applied screening 
the diffractograms for characteristic changes in either peak area or peak location.   
For all of the different hydration stages (T1, …, T8) neither new mineral phases nor changes in phase 
proportions could be derived from XRD (721HTab.A4- 7 and 722HTab.A4- 8). This indicates that the normalized 
time schedule worked out well.   
The issue of how preferred orientation of portlandite can affect results is referred to later on.  
8.3.2.3 Semi-quantitative XRD-analysis of the main clinker phase dissolution 
As expected, up to the end of the induction period, the amount of silicate clinker phases is not signifi-
cantly changed in presence of SRAs (723HTab.A4- 7; changes lower then standard deviation of the refer-
ence). For the ferrite and aluminate clinker phases, no significant change referring a) to the unhy-
drated reference and b) in between the homologues series can be observed. This is due to the low ini-
tial diffraction intensities that reduce the accuracy on these phases.  
At the beginning of the final hydration period (T6) and after 28 days of hydration (T8), the progress in 
hydration more or less leads to a significant decrease of all of the main clinker phases (724HTab.A4- 8). A 
significant difference between the series cannot be reliable determined, since the standard deviation is 
too large.  
A F
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8.3.2.4 Semi-quantitative XRD-analysis of the sulphate regulator consumption 
The results concerning gypsum and anhydrite are displayed in 725HTable 20. Compared to the unhydrated 
cement, due to the initial hydration of the calcium sulphate hemihydrates, the amount of gypsum (ini-
tial content plus secondary phase) after 10min and 1hour of hydration (stage T1) is increased for the 
whole range of the investigation. Later on, gypsum diminishes and can no longer be detected by XRD. 
One exception is paste CP13.13, comprising high amounts of both, SP-PCE and SRA1. Because of a 
very large retardation (silicate phases), gypsum is depleted between hydration stage T1 and T2 before 
hydrates of the silicate phase reactions appear. This does not come from the admixture accelerating 
gypsum consumption, but from the silicates being so much retarded that stage T2 has not begun by 
the time all gypsum has been consumed. This is further confined by the absolute hydration times in 
726HTable 20 showing that, independent from admixture treatment, gypsum is depleted between about 9 
and 12 hours. The aluminate reactions therefore proceed approximately independent from admixture 
presence.  
Table 20: Depletion of sulphate regulator 
CP 00.00 CP 11.00 CP 13.00 CP 00.11 CP 00.13 CP 13.11 CP 13.13
min. SRA1 max. SRA 1  -  - max. SRA 1 max. SRA 1
 -  - min. SP max. SP min. SP max. SP
time frame [h]  2.5 - 9  2.5 - 11  3 - 12  4 - 15  9.5 - 28  5 - 16  1 - 12.5
hydration stage [T i ] T2 - T3 T2 - T3 T2 - T3 T2 - T3 T2 - T3 T2 - T3 T1 - T2
time frame [h]  34 - 72  34 - 72  35 - 72 35 - 72  48 - 84  40 - 72  36 - 46
hydration stage [T i ] T5 - T6 T5 - T6 T5 - T6 T5 - T6 T5 - T6 T5 - T6 T3 - T4
reference
paste [CP xx.xx]
gypsum
anhydrite
sulphat regulator consumption
 
The characteristic times obtained for the depletion of the slowly soluble anhydrite are also displayed in 
727HTable 20. Despite a resolution issue (time frame), this phase also diminishes within a time of about 40 
hours of hydration, which also suggests that aluminate reactions proceed more or less independently 
of admixtures used. XRD analysis further shows that monocarbonate is always detected right after 
anhydrite is depleted. 
So far, results obtained by X-ray powder diffraction and thermo gravimetric analysis indicate that SRA, 
SP-PCE and their combinations cause a delay in hydration that rather impacts the silicate than the 
aluminate phases. 
8.3.2.5 Semi-quantitative XRD-analysis of the hydrate phases 
The results of semi quantitative XRD-analysis of hydrates are given appendix, 728HTab.A4- 7 and 729HTab.A4- 
8 (ettringite; monocarbonate; portlandite). Up to one hour of hydration, results show that the amount of 
ettringite in pastes containing high dosages of SRA seems to be increased. However, it is hard to say 
whether by the end of the induction period there is an additional difference for the ettringite content be-
tween SRA containing sample and the reference without SRA.  
In NPC the depletion of sulphate regulator most probably causes the formation of monocarbonate in-
stead of monosulphate [217, 218, 243]. For the whole range of samples investigated, no monosul-
phate appeared and monocarbonate was not found before the beginning of the final period of hydra-
tion. This can be due to the fact that AFm-phases may comprise low cristallinity and hence might not 
be detected by common X-ray diffraction [243]. 
A particularly intense peak referring to portlandite at 18.7°2	 was found for paste containing 2wt.-%  
SRA5 (CP 53.00) at hydration stage T6 as well as for hydration stage T8 ( 730HFig.A4- 20, 731HFig.A4- 21 and 
732HTab.A4- 8). The calculated area under the peak is almost double the value that was found for the ref-
erence samples and all the other samples within the homologue series. This is most probably due to 
an artefact for more than one reason: First, the amount of silicate phases in this paste was evalu-
ated not to be significantly different for the whole set. Thermo-gravimetric analysis contributes to this 
assumption, since results in 733HTable 21 show similar portlandite contents for all samples. 
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Table 21: Portlandite quantification in cement paste CP at hydration stage T6 and T8 
TGA  [g/100g] 18 14 16 16 17 16 14 13
XRD  peak area [Cts°2T] 551 361 603 656 1319 542 224 338
TGA  [g/100g] 22 17 18 20 21 20 16 14
XRD  peak area [Cts°2T] 793 552 688 835 1492 756 382 303
stage T8                   
28 d of hydration
reference 
paste
pastes containing 2wt.-% SRA or SP-PCE
2 wt.-% 
SRA1 + 1wt.-
% SP-PCE
2wt.-% SRA1 
+ 2wt.-% SP-
PCE
2 wt.-% 
SRA1 + 1wt.-
% SP-PCE
2wt.-% SRA1 
+ 2wt.-% SP-
PCE
SP-PCE
SRA1 SRA2 SRA3 SRA5 SP-PCE
SRA1 SRA2 SRA3 SRA5
pastes containing 2wt.-% SRA or SP-PCE
reference 
paste
stage T6                   
start of final period
 
 
In 734HFigure 52 the results of TGA are plotted against the portlandite quantification by XRD. 
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Figure 52: Portlandite quantification in 
hydrated  cement paste CP – semi-
quantitative XRD vs. TGA 
 
Obviously the XRD-quantification of portlandite in the paste with 2wt.-% SRA5 can be assumed to suf-
fer an artefact and may be related to preferred orientation. It cannot be excluded, that other pastes 
carrying admixtures may also but to a lesser extent be affected by this.  
So far it can be stated that the XRD analysis led to the following conclusions: 
a) With the resolution of the method at hand SRA, SP-PCE and their combinations seem to have 
no impact on the hydrate phase composition. 
b) The methodical setup turned out to be insufficient for semi-quantitative analysis of the hy-
drated samples by XRD. For hydrates of the aluminate and ferrite clinker phase diffraction pat-
terns are insufficient for quantification due to either undesired drying of Aft or poorly crystalline 
AFm. For portlandite in pastes carrying SRA a statistical over representation due to preferred 
orientation cannot be excluded.  
8.3.2.6 Combination of semi-quantitative XRD-analysis and thermo-gravimetry 
Combining the results of thermo gravimetric analysis, XRD analysis and isothermal heat conduction 
calorimetry, an overview on the whole hydration process can be obtained based on the following as-
sumptions and is displayed in 735HTable 22: 
a) Results from XRD analysis indicate no significant changes in hydrated phase composition at nor-
malized times. Therefore, only differences in hydration kinetics can be taken into account. 
2% SRA5 at T6 
2% SRA5 at T8 
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b) The depletion of the sulphate regulator, independent of the type of SRA, indicates that the alumi-
nate clinker phase hydration is not significantly influenced and the delay observed by isothermal 
heat conduction calorimetry refers to retardation of silicate clinker phase hydration. 
c) From thermo-gravimetric analysis portlandite can be quantified. From portlandite content and the 
results obtained from thermodynamic modelling (GEM solver), the amount of silicate phase dis-
solved as well as the quantity of C-S-H phases can be estimated.  
d) The amount of chemically bound water can be derived from TGA and the amount of free water 
can be distinguished. 
e) The results derived from isothermal heat conduction calorimetry show that at hydration stage T7 
(after 7 days of hydration) the heat conduction curves of all of the admixture treated pastes merge 
(see 736HFigure 47), indicating that the main reactions took place and further progress can be as-
sumed to be not significantly impacted by the presence of SRA. 
f) After a hydration of 28 days, the reaction rates for the aluminate clinker phases in pastes with and 
without SRAs are assumed to be similar. The amounts of the hydrates and remaining clinker 
phases were derived from GEMS process modelling of the plain reference paste. 
Table 22: Calculated main phase composition of hydrated cement pastes after 28 days of hydration 
SRA 1 SRA 2 SRA 3 SRA 5 SP-PCE
C3A+C4AF
AFt; Afm; Calcite
Portlandite * 22 17 18 20 21 20 16 14
C-S-H 46 37 39 43 46 42 34 30
C3S+C2S 17 28 26 21 18 23 32 37
free water 10 10 10 8 8 10 12 13
balance 1 3 3 3 3 2 2 2
( * from TGA)
2 wt.-% SRA     
+ 1wt.-%        
SP-PCE
2wt.-% SRA1    
+ 2wt.-%        
SP-PCEmain phases
[ g / 100g cement ]
3
41
pastes containg 2wt.-% SRA or SP-PCE
reference
 
According to 737HTable 22, SRAs suppress the C3S hydration to different extents. SRA1 followed by SRA2 
and SRA3 lead to a decreased degree of hydration of the silicate clinker phases. SRA5 seems to have 
almost no impact. The combination of SRA1 and SP-PCE drastically reduces C3S hydration and this 
increases with the amount of superplasticizer. We however note that the impact of the superplasticizer 
alone can rather be described as a minor influence. 
Another important fact can be obtained from 738HTable 22: Even though the amounts of hydrates of C3S 
differ, the amounts of free water, derived from TGA measurements, are quite similar. Accounting for a 
water content of C-S-H phases as implemented into GEMS (C1.67SH2.1), a maximal difference of about 
15g C-S-H between the reference and pastes with admixtures (row C-S-H in Table 22) should result in 
a free water difference of about 3g (compare reference paste to last column in 739HTable 22). Furthermore, 
the amount of free water increases to about 5g if the maximum difference in portlandite content (as a 
by-product of C3S hydration) is additionally referred to (compare reference paste to last row in 740HTable 
22). As can be seen, the values given in 741HTable 22 approximately meet this condition. 
So far, as a result of the solid phase analysis, it can be summarized that SRAs differently influence the 
hydration kinetics.   
SRA1 and SRA2 strongly suppress the silicate clinker phase hydration. For pastes containing 2wt.-% 
of admixture (maximum dosage used in this study) the degree of silicate hydration after 28 days is de-
creased from 77% to about 64%.   
For SRA3 and 5 the degree of hydration was observed to decrease only to 72% or 76% respectively.  
The superplasticizer used in this study also causes a reduction of silicate hydration. The degree of hy-
dration decreases with increasing amount of superplasticizer.  
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Combinations of SRA1 and SP-PCE led to particularly high delays of hydration. After 28 days the de-
gree of hydration was decreased to 50% when both admixtures were added with initial concentrations 
of 2wt.-% of cement each.  
The question arises as to whether  
 these pastes continue to hydrate and achieve a higher degree of hydration at later stages or  
 the water identified as “free water” (see 742HTable 22) is “inactivated” for some reason (physically 
bound) and so may not be available to keep reactions running.  
The latter would imply that in presence of SRA and SP-PCE the final degree of hydration would al-
ways be reduced. However, we note, that for the composite binder, carrying 20% of lime stone and 
therefore comprising a higher efficient w/c ratio, the degree of hydration for every referring cement 
binder paste was always increased (evaluated by isothermal calorimetry). One could wonder if SRAs 
inactivate huge amounts of free water, which then would no more be available for hydration.  
Alternatively, a preferred adsorption on the limestone could be invoked, resulting in the higher degrees 
of hydration observed for the composite binder pastes. This issue deserves further investigation and is 
of clear practical relevance.  
These effects appeared to be a reasonable explanation for the decreased performance of SRA treated 
mortars and concretes tested for mechanical properties (see subchapter 743H .4.5).   
We recognize, that answering the above question would reveal, whether by wet curing of SRA con-
taining concretes a higher degree of hydration can be achieved and whether this improves the me-
chanical properties of mortar and concretes. 
8.3.3 Properties of pore solution during hydration progress 
The analysis of pore solution was mainly executed on extracted cement pore solution. The measure-
ments all were scheduled according the normalized hydration stages defined above. The methodical 
approaches for measurement of ionic content by ICP-OES and total carbon content (TOC) are given in 
chapter 744H6 3 2 5 .3.2.5. Note that all samples hydrated under sealed conditions. 
8.3.3.1 Admixture content of pore solution 
For every admixture compound, the average total carbon content was determined (745HTab.A4- 9). Espe-
cially the commercial products most probably comprise a mix of ingredients. For that reason, TOC 
measurements are rather rough estimates. For example, SRA1 comprises three main ingredients of 
varying molecular weight and their carbon contents are different. In 746HTable 23 a potential range of com-
positions was calculated using the average carbon load of SRA1 evaluated from TOC measurements 
of aqueous solutions (measured cSRA1=0.62gC/g). 
Table 23: Possible composition of SRA1 calculated from TOC measurements 
mass fraction ingredient molar mass C - fraction
range [ - ] [ - ] [ g/mol ] [ - ]
0.10 _ 0.15 C6 H14 O3 134 0.54
0.85 _ 0.75 C10 H22 O3 190 0.63
0.05 _ 0.10 C14 H30 O3 246 0.68
0.62avg. CSRA1 [g/g]
 
In the first column of 747HTable 23 the range of compositions for SRA1 is given, which theoretically leads 
to an average carbon content of cSRA1=0.62gC/g. However, from this example one can also derive that 
specific adsorption of the ingredients would mean that an average value for total organic content 
would lead to incomplete interpretations.  
In 748HTable 24, the raw data from TOC measurements on extracted pore solutions are displayed. Addi-
tionally, the amount of liquid phase evaluated by TGA for every stage of hydration is given. The col-
umn denominated “initial” contains the organic carbon load carried by the mixing water. Note that the 
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values for pastes containing both SRA and SP-PCE are calculated from the samples containing only 
one of the admixtures in the appropriate dosage. From 749HTable 24, one can see that the admixtures ex-
hibit different behaviours.  
For SRA1 the concentration of organic carbon in pore solution increases from the very beginning up to 
the 28th day of hydration. For SRA2; 3 and 5 as well for the SP-PCE treated paste the concentration 
of organic carbon content decreases up to the end of the induction period (T2 in 748HTable 24).  
The pastes containing both SRA1 and SP-PCE to comprise only small changes of the organic carbon 
content up to hydration stage T2.  
For whole range of paste samples investigated, it can be stated that from hydration stage T3 on, close 
to the time of maximum heat flow, all pore solutions comprise an admixture load higher than the initial 
bulk concentration. This covers different types of SRA, SP-PCE as well as mixtures thereof. 
From the second part of 750HTable 24 it can be seen that at stage T2, the amount of liquid phase in the 
paste is decreased (calculated from thermo-gravimetric analysis). Using data from the upper part of 
751HTable 24, the total amount of admixture which is part of the pore solution can be calculated. To deter-
mine the amount of admixture that was subjected either to adsorption or formed liquid crystals, the fol-
lowing calculation was performed: 
a) The raw data obtained from TOC were transferred into admixture content using its average or-
ganic carbon load (752HTab.A4- 11).  
b) Taking into account that the pore solution is constricted in the course of hydration, the actual water 
content was obtained from TGA measurements (753HTab.A4- 12). 
c) Assuming that no admixture is expelled from pore solution the theoretical maximum bulk concen-
trations of admixtures could be obtained ( 754HTab.A4- 13). 
d) For each stage of hydration, the absolute amounts of admixture lost in the course of hydration 
were then calculated from the actual recovery degree of the admixture ( 755HTab.A4- 14). 
Table 24: Total organic content of extracted pore solutions and absolute amount of bulk solution in paste 
initial T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
reference 11 145 156 88 112 81 95 102 233
0.5% SRA1 6809 8168 8052 8615 9731 14560 18780 21480 24420
2.0% SRA1 31190 31360 31730 34010 41900 51370 61420 73660 77900
2.0% SRA2 24350 24030 23200  -  -  -  -  -  - 
2.0% SRA3 28240 21110 22910  -  -  -  -  -  - 
2.0% SRA5 19220 14400 13360  -  -  -  -  -  - 
0.5% SP-PCE 1700 1340 1387 1767 2305 3822 4125 4604 4971
2.0% SP-PCE 7700 6155 5434 7790 10040 12700 16720 19250 19880
2% SRA1 + 0.5% SP 32890* 32970 33620 35620 52610 56090 67920 75800 79030
2% SRA1 + 2% SP 38890* 37830 40250 57900 64520 74960 76860 87450 91800
*calculated from CP13.00; CP00.11 & CP00.13
initial T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
reference 40 37 36 31 27 20 14 13 9
0.5% SRA1 40 37 36 29 26 18 14 13 9
2.0% SRA1 40 37 36 28 23 18 13 11 9
2.0% SRA2 40 37 36  -  -  - 13  - 9
2.0% SRA3 40 37 36  -  -  - 12  - 8
2.0% SRA5 40 37 36  -  -  - 13  - 7
0.5% SP-PCE 40 37 36 26 22 21 12 10 9
2.0% SP-PCE 40 36 34 23 19 15 12 11 9
2% SRA1 + 0.5% SP 40 36 35 27 18 16 12 11 11
2% SRA1 + 2% SP 40 35 31 20 15 16 13 11 12
pastes
pastes
hydration stages
carbon content of extracted pore solution [ mg/l ]
absolute amount of  liquid phase [ g/100g unhydrated cement ] 
 
T2 
T3 T4
T5 T6 T7 T8 T1 
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The values given in 756HTable 25 are relative losses that refer to the initial bulk concentration of the admix-
ture. They show that admixtures are at least partially depleted from pore solution. 
For the superplasticizer used in this study, depletion from bulk solution must be due to adsorption and 
possibly also intercalation into the first hydration products [245]. 
Table 25: Loss of admixture in the course of hydration – relative amounts 
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
reference  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
0.5% SRA1 5% 8% 21% 21% 16% 19% 15% 33%
2.0% SRA1 8% 9% 23% 22% 28% 35% 33% 45%
2.0% SRA2 9% 14%  -  -  -  -  -  - 
2.0% SRA3 31% 27%  -  -  -  -  -  - 
2.0% SRA5 29% 36%  -  -  -  -  -  - 
0.5% SP-PCE 37% 36% 37% 32%  - 28% 33% 39%
2.0% SP-PCE 20% 32% 34% 31% 29% 25% 22% 33%
9% 10% 26% 28% 35% 37% 40% 36%
37% 36% 37% 32%  - 28% 33% 39%
12% 15% 24% 35% 21% 37% 41% 27%
20% 32% 34% 31% 29% 25% 22% 33%
2% SRA1 &        
2% SP-PCE
hydration stage
relative loss of admixture [ wt.-% ]
2% SRA1 &        
0.5% SP-PCE
 
 
For SRA1 the loss only loosely correlates with initial dosage. Pastes containing SRA1 and SRA2 
comprise almost similar behaviour up to the end of the induction period (T2). The amount of admixture 
depleted from solution is significantly lower than for superplasticizer. In contrast, SRA3 and SRA5 
comprise depletion from bulk solution at early stages comparable to the SP-PCE modified pastes. 
The description given above is restricted to the term depletion of admixture from bulk solution because 
the methodical approach cannot provide information about whether the admixtures either adsorb, in-
tercalate or assemble into liquid crystals. In what follows, we nevertheless attempt to determine 
whether the phase transitions of SRA observed in synthetic pore solutions impact consumption here 
either by the formation of liquid crystals and/or adsorption at the liquid/solid interface.  
In 757HFigure 53, the measured bulk concentration of SRA1 was plotted versus its theoretical concentra-
tion “without losses”. The data shown come from different hydration stages (initial; T1, …, T8). They 
suggest that the measured concentration asymptotically approaches a maximum value. This could 
correspond to the CMC determined in synthetic pore solution as indicated by the solid line.  
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Figure 53: Admixture losses for SRA1 
pastes with different dosages, at dif-
ferent hydration stages 
  * For each series the measured con-
centration increases with increasing hy-
dration time. 
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Concerning the findings in subchapter 758H4.2.5, this behaviour underlies adsorption of SRA1 onto the 
solid/liquid interface. A critical aggregation concentration (CAC) here could be determined for a bulk 
concentration of about 50g/l at which the measured curve diverges from the y=x line (dash-dotted). 
From the theory of non-ionic surfactants, the CAC usually is lower than CMC. Furthermore, it deter-
mines the start of adsorption that reaches a plateau when CMC is reached (see 759H4.2.5). 
Moreover, in subchapter 760H .3.2.2 a salting out effect that separates liquid crystals from bulk solution 
was not observed below the CMC. From this, the behaviour shown in 761HFigure 53 can be interpreted as 
adsorption of SRA1 at the solid/liquid interface. However, the CMC obtained in miscibility tests (sub-
chapter 762H .3.2) refers to a synthetic pore solution at stage T2 and therefore may not be representative 
concerning later stages of hydration. Furthermore, the area of this interface can be expected to exhibit 
a huge increase in the course of hydration because the solid/liquid interfacial area increases with the 
amount of hydrates.   
From GEMS modeling for the plain paste, the ionic strength of the pore fluid increases over time from 
about 0.54 mol/kg at the end of the induction period (T2) to about 0.69 mol/kg after 28 days (T8). The 
question arises about whether this impacts the CMC and causes self aggregation at lower bulk con-
centrations. This deserves further investigation. 
The following conclusion can be drawn from the results obtained: 
In contrast to the findings for the adsorption of non-ionic surfactants onto cementitious matter, an ad-
sorption of SRA1 onto the solid interface can be observed for concentration below CMC. As a re-
minder, Hua et al. 1997 [68] (28d hydrated paste), Zhang et al. 2001 [205] (early age) and Merlin et al. 
2005 [206] (synthetic C-S-H) hardly could detect adsorption of non-ionic surfactants onto ce-
ment/hydrated cement compounds.  
Adsorption of SRA can be assumed to impact hydration kinetics. However, calorimetric measurements 
show, that this effect is rather small (see 763H8.3.1). For mixtures of SRA1 and SP-PCE, the losses of 
SRA1 from the pore solution of hydrated paste were similar to those of the paste with SRA1 only. 
However, a disproportionally high delay of hydration was observed. From this we conclude that the 
additional coverage of reactive sites by SRA enhances retardation if SRA and SP-PCE are present. 
Concerning the overall SRA distribution in saturated hydrated paste, the question arises about how 
much admixture is removed from solution before the CMC is reached and whether this solid adsorp-
tion competes with self-aggregation of SRA in the pore fluid. 
8.3.3.2 Ionic content of cement pore solutions 
Another important phenomenon was observed in studies on SRA-phase behaviour. It is that SRA1, 2 
and 3 in mixture with synthetic pore solution cause an almost complete depletion of ions from the 
aqueous electrolyte solutions (appendix, 764HTab.A4- 15). Except for the sodium content of the superplas-
ticizer used, all other ion species were below detection limit in the starting solution.  
In pore solutions extracted from hydrated cement paste, it can be seen that the presence of both SRA 
and/or SP-PCE mainly changes the relative amounts of calcium, potassium, sulphate and sodium (an-
nex; HFig.A4- 22; 766HFig.A4- 23; 767HFig.A4- 24 and 768HFig.A4- 25). 
From TOC measurements it was found that the organic content of pore solution, especially in the later 
stages of hydration, increases dramatically for the whole range of pastes investigated. To exclude 
possible dilution effects coming from the organic load of the solutions, the water content of pore solu-
tion was back-calculated using the data for total amount of liquid phase and TOC measurements.  
In a next step, the measured ion content of pore solutions was related to the actual water content of 
the pore solutions (769HTab.A4- 16 and 770HTab.A4- 17). The SRA-induced changes in ion content relative to 
the reference pore solution show that the calcium, potassium and sulphate ion content decreases with 
increasing dosage of SRA1 ( 771HTab.A4- 18).   
In contrast to pastes with SRA1, the addition of superplasticizer (SP-PCE) leads to an increase of cal-
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cium and sulphate ions, probably due to the retarded aluminate phase hydration. For a combination of 
admixtures (SRA1 and SP-PCE), calcium and sulphate ion contents decrease with respect to pastes 
containing superplasticizer alone.  
The liquid phase composition of the reference paste (CP 00.00) can be predicted in good approxima-
tion by GEMS as shown in 772HFigure 54. However, this software cannot account for possible impacts and 
interaction of the organic admixtures used in this study.  
In a rather crude approach, the modeling process was done using either the measured amounts of 
water or an amount based on the efficient w/c ratio that was decreased to account for the related dos-
age of admixture applied to the referring paste.   
In a next step HBr, supposed to be inert regarding the ongoing cement hydrations, was added into the 
modeling process to occupy the space elsewise occupied by admixture.  
However, none of these approaches to use the GEM-solver lead to the observed decrease of the ion 
species mentioned above. The adjustments of efficient w/c within the modeling process always lead to 
a further increase of the alkali ion content as well as to a related depression of calcium ions. 
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Figure 54: Ionic content of pore 
solution – measurements and 
prediction by GEMS 
 
From the measurements performed, it can be stated that SRA1 causes a significant decrease of cal-
cium, sulphate and potassium ions, independent of the presence of the superplasticizer used. Regard-
ing the maximum dosage (2%), one can account for an overall reduction of the ionic content of about 
10-20% at early hydration stages. At later stages, calcium ions are depleted by about 30% for SRA1 
alone and 50% to 20% in the presence of additional superplasticizer. 
For SRA2 one observes a similar behaviour but the impact is not as high. SRA3 only slightly influ-
ences the ionic composition of pore solution.  
As a reminder, for aqueous electrolyte solutions of SRA1 and 2, significant amounts of syngenite pre-
cipitated. SRA3 showed precipitation also, but to significantly lower extent ( 773H .3.2.2). 
The question arises if the precipitation of syngenite, composed of calcium, potassium and sulphate, 
occurred in these pastes. Unfortunately neither by XRD nor thermo-gravimetric analysis syngenite was 
detected, which is consistent with the detection limits of these instruments. Fortunately even minor 
amounts of syngenite are known to be detectable by environmental scanning electron microscopy [47, 
222] and this is exploited in the next section. 
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8.3.3.3 Salting out of organic and inorganic compounds 
Environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM-wet mode) was applied to determine whether 
minor phases, related to salting out and inorganic precipitations, can be detected directly in pastes. 
The methodical approach for sample preparation and observation is given in chapter 6.3.3.2.  
In 775HFigure 55 a) the microstructure of the reference cement paste without admixture after 1 hour of hy-
dration is displayed. The micrograph shows that the surfaces are covered with compact ettringite crys-
tals. The few larger, plate-like crystals are supposed to be syngenite, predicted by GEMS to form in 
minor amounts up to the depletion of gypsum. 
According to Roessler 2006 the detection limit for XRD is supposed to be about 2wt.-% of the bulk. 
The GEMS process modeling predicts a maximum content of syngenite right before gypsum depletion 
of about 0.25% which is well below this limit.  
In 776HFigure 55 b), c) and d) the micrographs of pastes containing respectively SRA1; SRA2; SRA3, at a 
2%-dosage are displayed. An enhanced amount of lager crystals is apparently observable.   
Especially for SRA1 and SRA3, the habitus of these crystals indicates syngenite as the most probable 
precipitate. For SRA2, the appearance of the microstructure is a little bit different. Compared to Fig-
ures a), c) and d), the edges of the crystals apparently are not that sharp. Additionally, the morphology 
appears to be a little bit more compact. 
Figure 55: Enhanced precipitation of syngenite in presence of SRA 
a) reference cement paste; 1 h of hydration  b) paste containing 2wt.-% SRA1; 1 h of hydration 
  
c) paste containing 2wt.-% SRA2; 10min of hydra-
tion 
d) paste containing 2wt.-% SRA3; 10min of hydra-
tion 
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The enhanced formation of syngenite observed in pastes containing SRA is consistent with the ICP-
OES results which revealed that the syngenite forming ions are significantly depleted from pore solu-
tion. 
In addition, XRD analysis revealed that gypsum is depleted between the end of the induction period 
(T2) and well before the maximum heat release (T3). Syngenite is therefore expected to be observed 
up to T2 as is the case for 777HFigure 55. Moreover, it ought to have converted after the maximum heat re-
lease (T3; T4).   
To examine this, we now consider 778HFigure 56 where micrographs of SRA modified pastes were col-
lected after 12 hours of hydration. In comparison with 779HFigure 55, the surfaces of clinker particles are 
now covered with C-S-H precipitates (needle like phases). For the pastes carrying SRA2, the large 
plate like crystal is assumed to be Portlandite, the second hydration product of the silicate clinker 
phase. For all the pictures shown in 780HFigure 56, it can be stated that, syngenite has indeed totally dis-
appeared. 
Figure 56: Micrographs at hydration stage T3 (12 hours of hydration) 
a) reference paste after 12 hours of hydration 
b) paste containing 2wt.-% SRA1 after 12 hours of 
hydration 
  
c) paste containing 2wt.-% SRA2 after 12 hours of 
hydration 
d) paste containing 2wt.-% SRA3 after 12 hours of 
hydration 
  
 
Regarding the salting-out phenomenon, the cement paste containing 2wt.-% SRA2 showed a signifi-
cant result. An additional organic phase was observed after 1 hour of hydration. 781HFigure 57a) gives an 
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overview on the microstructure. It shows large crystals that are not homogenously distributed and that 
show unusual features. In the centre of 782HFigure 57b), one of these large crystals was focused for EDX-
measurement. 783HFigure 57c) contains the EDX spectrum taken and 784HFigure 57d) shows the EDX target 
that melted in the course of measurement.  
From the EDX spectrum it can be concluded that these precipitates are mainly composed of carbon 
and oxygen, indicating organic matter. Referring to the results of XRD on salted out residuals of SRA2 
in phase behaviour studies (785H .3.2.3), the compound most likely can be assumed to be Neopentylgly-
col. Also, TOC measurements revealed a depletion of this admixture from pore solution of about 9% at 
the corresponding hydration stage. 
Figure 57: Organic salt-outs precipitating from bulk solution of CP23.00 
a) paste containing 2wt.-% SRA2 hydrated for 1h b) target before EDX-measurement 
  
c) appropriate EDX-spectrum c) target after EDX-measurement 
  
 
According to this, and at least for SRA2, self assembly into crystal or liquid crystal does take place. 
However, this can be a specific property due to the composition of SRA2. Concerning the findings in 
chapter 786H .3.2.2, the amount of liquid crystal forming from SRA2 was independent from the bulk con-
centration.  
In contrast, for SRA1 it was strictly related to bulk concentration and started above the CMC. Further-
more the measured concentration of SRA1 in extracted cement pore solution up to hydration stage T8 
was found to be below CMC and the depletion from pore solution due to adsorption.  
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If the admixture depletion from pore solution at hydration stage T2 is considered, SRA2 shows a sig-
nificantly higher loss than SRA1 (compare to 787HTable 25). However, according to 788HTable 15 retardation 
was found to be slightly lower for paste with SRA2 (dt
 T2_SRA2=0.5 h; dtT2_SRA1=0.75 h).   
The question arises about whether the self-assembly of SRA2 reduces the adsorption and if hydration 
kinetics are then less impacted.  
Still the question remains open about why the hydration retarding effect of SRA is lower than for 
SP_PCE. The retardation of SP-PCE is often explained by invoking specific adsorption either onto hy-
drates (blocking growth) or onto anhydrous phase (hindering dissolution). This would suggest that the 
comparably low retarding effect of SRA means that their depletion from solution comes rather from 
self-assembly than from adsorption onto solid interfaces.  
Vice versa, the adsorption of SRA, calculated from admixture depletion, might not be representative 
for the problem at stake. Assuming that liquid crystals separate in the vicinity of solid matter, the mac-
roscopic outcome might be similar to adsorption. Furthermore the extraction of pore solutions might 
cause such liquid crystals to be squeezed out.  
To put the microscopy results in the right context, the absence of organic precipitates, as observed for 
SRA2 paste, does not ensure that other types of self-assemblage are not present, but just, that they 
are not detected with this method. 
In this study only one firm evidence supporting the adsorption theory can be found. It is, that the hy-
dration kinetics of SRA2 pastes are less affected and that salting-out effects could be identified. 
Still an answer on the different impacts of SP-PCE and SRA on retardation is lacking, in particular 
whether the type of adsorption is responsible for this. From theory of SP-PCE we can state that ad-
sorption is electrostatically driven. In contrast, from theory on non-ionic surfactants, we can gather that 
adsorption force is weak and preferably works through hydrogen bonding, entropic effects or the more 
or less the dipole character of ether bonds. This different type of interaction with the surface could also 
explain the different impact on hydration kinetics.   
In section 789H .3.4 the adsorption characteristics are studied further in detail. There, we examine whether 
SRAs show selective adsorption onto solid phases. Moreover, it is examined whether a proper dis-
crimination between self-assembly and solid adsorption can be obtained. 
8.3.3.4 Surface tension of extracted pore solution 
In the literature on shrinkage reducing admixtures, authors proved that autogenous shrinkage signifi-
cantly decreases in presence of SRAs. Lura 2003 [31] exclusively refers to the capillary force model 
and modelled autogenous shrinkage in presence of SRA. This states that the surface tension of the 
pore fluid determines the magnitude of capillary forces acting on the pore walls. In this regard, it is of 
interest to know how the surface tension of the pore solution evolves in the course of hydration, par-
ticularly since we found that the amount of admixture depleted from pore solution was significant. For 
example for SRA1 probably 45% of the initial amount of admixture is “lost”.  
In 790HFigure 58, results of surface tension measurements (pendant drop method) are displayed for sam-
ples hydrated under sealed conditions. For the whole range of samples, the surface tension of the ex-
tracted pore solution decreases slightly throughout the hydration process. This is probably the result of 
a balancing effect. On the one hand the amount of pore water decreases due to hydration and causes 
an increase of admixture concentration. On the other hand admixture is lost due to adsorption or self 
assembly. The decrease in surface tension means that the first factor dominates, which is in good 
agreement with the increase of admixture bulk concentration in the extracted pore solutions.  
The hydrated samples comprise a high liquid saturation. Therefore, in regard to the findings in sub-
chapter 791H .3.3 the interfacial area exposed to the liquid/vapour interface is low and pendant drop 
method returns reasonable results with respect to the conditions of the pastes pore system. From the 
samples containing high dosages (2%) of SRA1, SRA3 and SRA5 it can be seen that the minimum 
surface tension, which is about 0.03N/m for hydrocarbon non-ionic surfactants (chapter 4.2), can be 
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reached also for the real cement pore solution. From the samples containing a mixture of SRA1 and 
SP-PCE it furthermore can be seen that the SRA determines the surface tension of the pore solution. 
Thereof, we conclude that SP-PCE does not contribute to the evolution of surface tension in cement 
paste. This must come from the depletion of SP-PCE from pore solution due to adsorption onto solid 
phases. 
Figure 58: Surface tension of ex-
tracted cement pore solution from 
pastes with and without SRAs at dif-
ferent stages of hydration 
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 plain paste 
 0.5 wt.-% SRA1
 2.0 wt.-% SRA1
 2.0 wt.-% SRA2
 2.0 wt.-% SRA3
 2.0 wt.-% SRA5
 0.5 wt.-% SP-PCE
 2.0 wt.-% SP-PCE
 2.0 wt.-% SRA2 + 0.5 wt.-% SP-PCE
 2.0 wt.-% SRA2 + 2.0 wt.-% SP-PCE
 
 
Surprisingly the surface tension of the plain paste also decreases with hydration progress. One could 
argue that this could be due to the presence of grinding aids in the unhydrated cement. According to 
[246] glycols and triethanolamine are possible compounds for grinding aids used at dosages lower 
then 0.1wt.-% of cement. Referring to the results from patent search polyhydric compounds are also 
efficient in the reduction of surface tension [198]. Glycols explicitly are recommended as co-
surfactants for SRA [79-83]. The above mentioned grinding aids are supposed to be bound onto the 
clinker material by chemisorptions but are probably released upon contact with water. According to 
Duez 2006 [247] the group of grinding aids consisting of ethanolamine, triethanolamine, glycerine (or 
glycerol), sorbitol, and glycols comprises a surface tension of greater than 40mN/m. Taking into ac-
count that the initial dosage of grinding aid is about 0.1wt.-% of the cement and therefore quite low, it 
is quite questionable that the amount of this admixture is sufficiently high to cover the surface of the 
liquid/vapour interface and thus reduce surface tension.  
As a reminder, the findings of chapter 792H .3.3 show that the surface activity of the surfactant is deter-
mined by bulk concentration and interfacial area. As could be shown for high dosages of SRA, magni-
tudes higher than the amount of grinding aid, the increase of interfacial area most probably depletes 
the grinding aid in this interfacial area. This may not be the case for well saturated cement systems. 
However, at least for the drying induced increase of the liquid/vapour interface, the grinding aid con-
centration is too low to impact surface tension significantly. 
8.3.4 Influence of SRA on the hydration of C3S and adsorption measurements on 
pure hydrates 
In this section we examine whether one can distinguish between SRA adsorption onto the solid/liquid 
interface and self-assemblies like liquid crystal structures. Furthermore it is investigated if SRA exhib-
its preferred adsorption onto hydrates.  
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8.3.4.1 Adsorption onto the solid/liquid interface and self-assembly 
Concerning the differentiation between adsorption of SRA onto the solid/liquid interface and self-
assembly, the measurements were performed as follows: From the studies of phase behaviour of SRA 
in synthetic pore solution it was established that with increasing bulk concentration of the organic ad-
mixture the amount of organic salt outs and mineral precipitates increases. The phenomenon is more 
pronounced when the critical micellation concentration (CMC) is exceeded. To avoid liquid/liquid 
phase separation the measurements were all conducted well below CMC, i.e. below 160g/l for SRA1. 
To distinguish between self-assembly into liquid crystals and adsorption onto solids the measurements 
were splitt into two parts.  
1. First, the depletion of admixture due to self-assembly was measured on electrolyte solutions of 
SRA1 (synthetic cement pore solution with SRA1). The depletion dependence on bulk concen-
tration was obtained from TOC measurements. 
2. Then, in a second step, a defined amount of solids was introduced into the same solutions as 
described above. The excess depletion of admixture now indicates which fraction adsorbed onto 
the solid interface. Thereof, one can discriminate between adsorption and self-assembly. 
For the above measurements, synthetic pore solution according to subchapter 793H .2, 794HTable 5 was pre-
pared. All experiments were executed at 20°C, materials comprised ambient temperature and heat of 
hydration of SRA was not taken into account because of the rather low dosages applied. The concen-
tration series were conducted by stepwise titration of admixture to the synthetic cement pore solution. 
After each titration step, the Erlenmeyer flask was closed and the solution was homogenized for about 
2 minutes using a magnetic stirrer. After 15 minutes, a sample of the solution was taken for TOC 
measurement. Note that titration and sampling were executed in volume-equivalents. 
For the adsorption measurements, synthetic ettringite and C-S-H phases with known N2-BET surfaces 
were used as sorbents (aETT~9m2/g and aC-S-H~19m2/g; material provided by Zingg [221]). A defined 
amount of solid was introduced to the synthetic cement pore solution and the titration regime was 
started as follows:  For the measurement of a first reference point, the dilute suspension was ho-
mogenized for about 1 hour in a closed Erlenmeyer flask and then kept at rest. After about one minute 
without motion, the solids settled to the bottom of the flask and a clear solution appeared. The equili-
bration time was kept at 15 minutes. Sampling for TOC measurement was executed using a pipette 
and a 0.4μm syringe filter.  
In 795HFigure 59 it can be seen that SRA1 exhibits phase separation in the synthetic cement pore solution, 
which is consistent with the miscibility tests. In fact, the amount of SRA lost is proportional to the 
amount dosed and of about 24%. 
Figure 59: Depletion of admixtures in 
synthetic pore solution with and without 
synthetic hydrate phases 
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Figure 59 shows that with respect to the plain electrolyte, the introduction of both sorbents (ettringite 
and C-S-H) only slightly impacts the SRA concentration in solution. The differences of SRA loss with 
respect to the solution without sorbents were determined and the adsorption onto ettringite and C-S-H 
was calculated. The admixture loss due to adsorption onto ettringite is ~8% and the loss onto C-S-H 
~10%.  
Additionally in 797HFigure 59, the results for the SRA content in extracted pore solution of hydrated paste 
are shown (hollow circles in Figure 59). For cement paste with a SRA1 dosage of 0.5wt.-% of cement, 
the amount of admixture depleted from cement pore solution during hydration is approximately similar 
to what is found for the synthetic sorbents in synthetic pore solution. This is somewhat surprising be-
cause despite similar bulk concentrations of SRA1 the amount of solution and the solid surface avail-
able for adsorption in cement paste are quite different. Accounting for the N2-BET surface areas used 
in subchapter 798H .3.3, the ratio of solid surface provided per litre of pore solution in hydrated paste is 
significantly higher (for about 30 times for early hydration up to 1000 times at 28 days). This is imply-
ing that it is the constitution of the liquid phase that mainly determines how much SRA remains in solu-
tion. The amount of solid surface available therefore can be assumed to have only a low impact on the 
solid adsorption isotherm. This is examined in the following.  
In 799HFigure 60, the self assembly of SRA in synthetic pore solution is shown. With increasing bulk con-
centration of SRA1 self-assembly increases, which is in line with the findings in subchapter 800H7.3.2.2. 
However, the term self-assembly has to be reconsidered: From theory of non-ionic surfactants, 
micelles are supposed to form above the CMC. The dosages applied for these tests are much lower 
than this but a loss of admixture can be detected. Moreover, even if micelles are formed, the meas-
urement of an admixture loss then requires a sufficient phase separation so that the separated phase 
is excluded from sampling. For this measuring approach, such phases would have to separate due to 
enhanced density, i.e. settled down to the very bottom of the flask. 
The question arises on whether the SRA loss comes along with the precipitation of minerals that are 
separated from solution below the CMC (compare to 801H7.3.2.2). Such minerals can be thought to provide 
solid surface for SRA adsorption. On the other hand, SRA could be thought to act as a nucleation 
agent for these minerals. In this context, the term self-assembly might not be suitable and the admix-
ture loss rather has to be referred to “solid adsorption”. Anyway, the increase in admixture loss can 
most probably be related to the increasing solid interface provided by the increasing amount of miner-
als precipitated. 
Figure 60: Self-assembly of SRA1 in synthetic pore 
solution 
Figure 61: SRA1 adsorption onto synthetic hydrates 
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In 802HFigure 61, the adsorption degrees of SRA1 onto ettringite and C-S-H are given. It can be seen that 
for both sorbents, the adsorption is significantly higher for low bulk concentrations. With increasing 
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dosage of SRA1 this decreases and remains constant above CSRA~15g/l. This behaviour is somewhat 
surprising, but we note that it could be due to a resolution issue. The absolute difference of the TOC 
values obtained for the plain synthetic pore solution and the dilute suspension were rather small for 
low SRA bulk concentrations and errors therefore have high impact. Moreover, these results are di-
rectly influenced by the results of admixture loss for the solution without solids (see 803HFigure 60). For 
that matter just the results for higher bulk concentrations can be discussed. According to this, adsorp-
tion of SRA1 onto the solid/liquid interface are about 0.26mg m-2/(gSRA1l-1) for C-S-H and 0.34mg m-
2/(gSRA1l-1) for ettringite.  
The issue to clarify is whether this result is either due to the difference of interfacial area available for 
adsorption or it depends on the nature of the sorbent used. Indeed, for these tests the degree of ad-
mixture loss was different for the sorbents used (99mg/(gSRA1l-1 for C-S-H and 77mg/(gSRA1l-1 for et-
tringite). However, the interfacial area referred to was obtained from nitrogen adsorption measure-
ments on dry powder. In aqueous suspension this interface may be different so that these adsorption 
differences are probably not significant.  
Again, the constitution of the electrolyte solution seems to determine how much SRA is expelled from 
solution. For the synthetic hydrates used, it is not known whether the solids themselves impact the 
electrolyte concentration of the suspension through dissolution or by physically binding of water.  
Based on the results of this chapter it is not clear whether SRA1 shows preferred adsorption onto hy-
drates. Moreover, the term self-assembly now has to be reconsidered because the admixture loss in 
electrolyte solution started far below the CMC. Additionally, a liquid/liquid phase separation and liquid 
crystals were not observed below CMC (compare to 804H7.3.2.2). Because of this, the admixture loss 
seems to be directly related to the precipitation of mineral phases, which was observed to start even at 
low SRA dosages (805H7.3.2.2), i.e. below CMC. This may come from an enhance nucleation for these 
minerals in vicinity of SRA molecules or from adsorption onto the additional interfacial area provided 
by the precipitates. In any case, the term self-assembly then does not fit. However, the phenomenon 
can macroscopically be described using the term adsorption. 
From theory on adsorption of non-ionic surfactants [86, 87, 106-118] described in subchapter 806H4.2.5, it 
can be stated that these surfactants are adsorbed through dispersion forces and not through electro-
static ones or chemical bonds. It was also pointed out that, due to their amphiphilic nature, they can 
adsorb onto hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. With respect to the elevated pHs of cementitious 
materials, adsorption through hydrogen bonding of the hydrophilic heads with the silanol groups 
and/or aluminol groups is unlikely because these then are deprotonated. 
The concentration at which surfactant adsorption onto the solid surface starts is defined as “the critical 
aggregation concentration (CAC)” and can be found well below CMC [86, 87, 106-118]. Therefore, the 
admixture loss below the CMC, for both synthetic hydrates and hydrated paste, is in line with the the-
ory on non-ionic surfactants. 
As a reminder, the SRA concentrations used for the adsorption measurements were rather low with 
respect to what was found in hydrated pastes in the course of hydration. Using the findings of the both 
experimental sets (sections 807H .3.3 & 808H .3.4) the following can be stated: 
For cementitious environments, SRA is separated from solution. For SRA bulk concentrations below 
CMC, the admixture loss comes along with the precipitation of mineral phases. In presence of solid 
interfaces a slightly enhanced removal of SRA1 is detectable for bulk concentrations below 50g/l but a 
critical aggregation concentration (CAC) could not be determined for this range.  
However, for hydrated cement paste samples, the measurements on pore solution in section 809H .3.3 
clearly show a steep increase in admixture loss above bulk concentrations of 50g/l (compare to 810HFigure 
53). Accounting for those significant losses of SRA1 the CAC might be defined for this specific con-
centration. 
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8.3.4.2 Influence of SRA1 on the hydration of C3S 
In this section we examine the impact of SRA1 on the silicate phase hydration in further detail. This 
seems especially important since the hydration kinetics of these phases were found to be impacted by 
SRA (sub-sections 811H .3.1 & 812H .3.2). 
For the tests, synthetic C3S was hydrated in synthetic pore solution containing different dosages of 
SRA1. The dilute suspensions were mixed by hand. The samples were sealed and kept at 20°C on a 
shaker. Except for the sample without SRA this procedure ensured that the suspensions did not seg-
regate before setting. Unfortunately the reference pastes without SRA segregated and excess water 
was separated from the solid body. Therefore, this sample most probably suffered from self desicca-
tion and could not achieve a high degree of hydration. 
After 14 days, the C3S-hydration was stopped. Sampling for TOC measurement was conducted using 
a filter syringe. Thermo-gravimetric analysis was carried out according subchapter 813H6.3 and the results 
can be found in 814HFig.A4- 26. The amounts of portlandite precipitated in the course of C3S-hydration 
were evaluated from the characteristic mass loss (TGA). The degree of C3S hydration was calculated 
from equation (69), where C3S was assumed to hydrate into C-S-H with a composition already used 
for GEMS-process modeling, i.e. C1.67SH2.1 
CHSHCHSC 33.143.3 1.267.13 0  (88) 
 
where the mass ratios of product/educt are 
43.0/ 3 SCCH  (89) 
and 
803.0/ 3  SCHSC  (90) 
respectively. 
The above water content of C-S-H was chosen because samples for TGA measurement were dried in 
an oven at 37°C on a metal plate for about 10 minutes. This temperature causes a drop of humidity 
inside the drying oven from 20°C/~50%RH (room) down towards 37°C/ ~15%RH. Based on this, it was 
decided to account for 2.1mole instead of 4 moles of chemically bound water in C-S-H [66].  
The results of calculations for the degree of C3S hydration after 14 days are displayed in 815HTable 26 and 
details are to be found in 816HTab.A4- 19. 
Table 26: Degree of C3S-hydration and specific surface 
degree of hydration specific surface
 * [ g/l] ** [ mg/g C3S ] [ - ] [ m²/g ]
0 0 54% 7,8
3,2 10 71% 14,0
6,4 19 67% 13,6
16 48 48% 9,9
32 96 48% 16,7
64 192 38% 14,0
128 384 24% 10,7
  *  CSRA ref. to liquid phase
  ** CSRA ref. to solid phase
CSRA
 
The data show a decreasing degree of hydration as the dosage of SRA1 increases. However, the ref-
erence paste is an outlier to this trend. As mentioned before, the reference sample segregated despite 
continuous shaking. This might have caused densification and insufficient supply of water for proper 
hydration.  
From the TG analysis, the amount of fixed water is known and the actual amount of “free” water can 
be calculated by difference with the initial amount. This is then used to obtain depletion of admixture 
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from bulk solution (819HFig.A4- 27). Within the range of admixture added, a linear regression reveals that 
about 20% of the admixture is depleted from bulk solution. Assuming a bilinear progress of admixture 
depletion as indicated in 820HFigure 62, the CAC can be found at SRA bulk concentration of about 50g/l. 
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Figure 62: Depletion of SRA1 
from pore solution of hydrating 
C3S 
 
From 821HFigure 62 it can be deduced that the SRA depletion found in these tests is less than observed 
for hydrating Portland cement but this however can be due to differences in the solid content or the ef-
fective electrolyte concentration of the suspension. However, accounting for a more or less bilinear 
progress for the SRA depletion, the results obtained are in line with what was found for hydrating 
paste (822HFigure 53). 
8.3.4.3 Influence of SRA1 on the specific surface area 
The paste samples obtained after 14 days of hydration were dried at 35°C and N2-adsorption was 
measured. In 823HTable 26 the specific surface areas of dried paste samples are displayed along with the 
calculated degree of hydration. This is shown also in 824HFigure 63.  
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Results show that samples with SRA1 all have a higher specific surface than the plain paste inde-
pendent on the degree of hydration (825HFigure 63). Moreover, SRA1 samples show little increase in spe-
cific surface with degree of hydration. This suggests an effect on the hydrate growth morphology.  
8.3.4.4 Influence of SRA1 on hydrate morphology 
Environmental scanning electron microscopy was used to investigate fractured surfaces of wet sam-
ples. Sample preparation and measuring conditions are given in subchapter 826H .3.3.2. Selected images 
are displayed in 827HFigure 64 (a - d). They show that the reference paste comprises portlandite with a 
rather compact habit. The thickness of the hexagonal plate shown in 828HFigure 64 a) is about 10μm 
whereas the thin portlandite plates in subfigure 829HFigure 64 b) comprise a thickness below 1μm (upper 
right). Other thinner and foil like crystals can be seen in the lower left of the same figure. 
Figure 64: Microstructure of portlandite in plain paste (C0) compared to paste containing a high dosage of 
SRA1 (C6 = 384mg/g C3S)  
a) plain paste C0: compact portlandite crystal b) paste C6: rather plate/foil like portlandite 
  
  
c) plain paste C0: compact portlandite crystal d) paste C6: layered portlandite crystals 
  
 
A comparison of the microstructure at higher magnification (830HFigure 64 c) and d)) also indicates that 
portlandite seems to be significantly layered in presence of SRA1. Although appearing only very dimly, 
the hexagonal habit of the foils indicative of portlandite can nevertheless be identified as for example 
in the upper right and centre of frame d). 
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Figure 65: C-S-H phases in plain paste (C0) compared to paste containing a high dosage of SRA1 (C6 = 
384mg/g C3S) 
a) plain paste C0: C-S-H covering surfaces b) paste C6: layered structures, portlandite sur-
rounded by C-S-H phases 
  
  
c) plain paste C0: C-S-H phases covering surfaces d) paste C6: zoom of subfigure f); C-S-H in-between 
layers of Portlandite 
  
 
The images for 831HFigure 65 were chosen to support the findings by showing that SRA1 most probably 
leads to thin portlandite layers intermixed with C-S-H phases. The formation of this strongly layered 
Portlandite, instead of compact crystals, could explain the increase in BET specific surface in pres-
ence of SRAs. 
To match the BET surfaces measured in presence of SRA1, a rough calculation suggests that the 
specific surface of portlandite would have to increase by factor of about 35 (70m²/g instead of 2m²/g). 
Let us assume that the crystals lateral dimensions are conserved while their thickness changes from 
10 μm to about 0.5 μm as suggested by 832HFigure 64. This on its own would increase the specific surface 
of portlandite in paste by a factor 20, which is in the right range.  
BET measurements of cement pastes hydrated for 28 days, all containing high dosages of different 
SRAs, show an increase in surface compared to the plain paste (Table 27) 
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Table 27: Measured N2-BET surfaces on cement pastes with 2wt.-% SRA hydrated for 28 days 
cement paste N2-BET surface [m²/g]
reference 9.7
SRA1 10.8
SRA2 11.7
SRA3 10.8
SRA4 10.6
 
Let us also recall that the cement paste sample containing 2wt.-% SRA5 that showed a disproportional 
intensity within XRD. The interpretation that this is due to preferred orientation of the crystals is consis-
tent with the change in portlandite morphology.  
Microscopic observations also show portlandite separated or intermixed with C-S-H. For example, in 
834HFigure 66a, the layered structure to be seen is most probably portlandite surrounded by C-S-H 
phases. In subfigure b) an EDX-analysis reveals mainly calcium and oxygen, indicating portlandite, if 
one takes into account that the surrounding C-S-H is part of the volume excited in the course of EDX 
analysis.  
Figure 66: Microstructure of CP13.00 (SRA1 at initial 2wt.-% o.c.) after 7days of hydration 
a) layered structure surrounded by C-S-H phases b) EDX-analysis of subfigure a) 
 
 
  
c) Ettringite, C-S-H and C-S-H – portlandite layers d) Portlandite with C-S-H grown on individual port-
landite layers 
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In 835HFigure 66c, one can see that ettringite (rod like crystals) is present in the microstructure too. More 
important, in the upper part of this picture, growth of C-S-H can be seen to have taken place between 
portlandite layers ( 836HFigure 66d) 
One now wonders how SRA molecules influence crystal growth of portlandite. From theory on adsorp-
tion of non-ionic surfactants onto the solid/liquid interface it is known (see subchapter 837H4.2.5) that non-
ionic surfactants are only physically linked to the solid surface, where silanol groups and/or aluminol 
groups can hydrogen bond to ether groups of alkylene groups. Because of its high isoelectric point, 
portlandite can provide hydroxyl groups that do not get deprotonated in the high pH of cemen-
titious materials. Contrary to other minerals, it can therefore be expected to adsorb these sur-
factants. This appears the most probable explanation of the effect that SRAs have on portland-
ite morphology. 
8.3.5 Concluding remarks 
Within a descriptive approach, the hydration of Portland cement in presence of SRA and/or SP-PCE 
was investigated. Using isothermal heat conduction calorimetry, SRAs were shown to cause a detect-
able delay of hydration kinetics, increasing with the dosage of this admixture. Compared to similar 
dosages of SP-PCE, retardation is significantly lower for SRA treated pastes. A disproportional delay 
of the hydration process was however measured for pastes containing both types of admixtures.  
The retardation caused by SRA and/or SP-PCE was independent of the binder type used in this study. 
Results from TGA and XRD analysis indicate that SRAs do not cause significant differences in hy-
drated phase assembly at equivalent hydration stages. However, they do increase the precipitation of 
syngenite up to the end of acceleration period. Most probably the same mechanisms responsible for 
the depletion of ions when SRA is present in aqueous electrolyte solution can be invoked to explain 
this.  
In contrast to the aluminate phase hydration, the silicate clinker phase hydration is significantly re-
duced in presence of SRAs. This is consistent with the observation that the depletion of gypsum and 
anhydrite happened independently of SRA presence. After 28 days of hydration SRA treated pastes 
comprise a significantly lower degree of silicate phase hydration (determined by on portlandite quanti-
fication). Surprisingly the amount of bound water was disproportionally high for SRA treated pastes, 
suggesting that the microstructure of hydrated phases is influenced by SRAs. This results in uncer-
tainty on the real degree of hydration and makes any relation to mechanical performance delicate. It is 
therefore still an open question, whether the degree of hydration, decreased by SRA, can explain the 
slight decrease of mechanical performance of SRA treated mortars and concretes described in the lit-
erature (compare to section 4.4.5). 
Investigations of microstructural development on cement and C3S pastes revealed that the specific 
surface area of the hydrates formed is significantly increased in presence of SRAs. This probably 
means that the increased amounts of bound water determined from TGA probably include an en-
hanced amount of physically bound water. Using electron microscopy it could indeed be shown that 
portlandite morphology is strongly influenced by SRA (drastic decrease of plate thickness). 
Contributing to the working hypothesis of preferred precipitation of layer–like portlandite crystals it 
should be mentioned that XRD patterns on cement paste showed a disproportionally high intensity for 
portlandite, most probably caused by preferred orientation of these crystals in the course of sample 
preparation.  
The composition of the pore solutions extracted from hydrating cement pastes indicates that SRAs 
mainly self assemble due to the electrolyte nature of the liquid phase. The salting-out of SRAs comes 
along with mineral precipitation. It remains open whether this is either induced by the SRA that might 
act as a nucleation agent for the mineral precipitates or whether the precipitates provide surface for 
SRA adsorption.  
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Adsorption experiments using synthetic pore solutions with and without addition of synthetic hydrates 
revealed that SRA adsorption onto the solid/liquid interface, i.e. ettringite and C-S-H phases, is signifi-
cantly lower than losses by liquid/solid phase separation in aqueous electrolyte solution. It can there-
fore be assumed that mainly the electrolyte concentration determines the the phase behaviour of the 
SRA therein, so that losses onto solids can be assumed to depend mainly on that. 
In regard to the retarding effect of SRA on cement Portland cement hydration, it is overall concluded 
that adsorption takes place on the 001 plane of portlandite. This can take place because of hydroxyl 
groups that do not get hydrolysed at high pH of cementitious systems. This explains the thin platelets, 
the increase of specific surface and the higher amount of bound water at a given degree of hydration. 
Assuming that the adsorbed SRAs limit growth rates of portlandite, this then rises the calcium concen-
tration in solution and penalizes dissolution [248]. 
Concerning parameters that are essential for predictive models for drying and shrinkage, some impor-
tant results and their implications are given in the following: 
1. Due to the electrolyte nature of the cement pore fluid, SRA is expelled from bulk solution. 
Whether this impacts its availability to adsorb at the liquid/vapour interface in one or another 
way is not known, but the extent of these losses can be taken into account.  
2. In presence of SRA the specific surface area of cement paste is increased. We recognize that 
this increases the interfacial area and hence, during drying, the energy to be utilized at these 
interfaces increases. Moreover, this certainly impacts the evolution of surface tension in the 
course of drying. 
Concerning the first, this will be examined in chapter10 10. Concerning the second, the impact of SRA 
on microstructure of cement paste and mortar is the subject of the following chapter. 
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9 Impact of SRA on microstructure 
9.1 General introduction 
In this chapter the impact of SRA on microstructure is examined. In case such changes can be de-
tected, the main question is, whether drying shrinkage is affected. From the literature research on dry-
ing shrinkage mechanisms presented in chapter 839H  and 840H5, it turned out that regardless the mechanism, 
the major material properties determining the magnitude of drying shrinkage were: 
a) pore structure and pore space distribution 
b) initial pore saturation  
c) constitution of the pore solution. 
This chapter focuses, on the one hand, on the evolution of porosity during hydration and on the other 
hand, on the porosity and internal surface area of well hydrated cementitious material, which is later 
on used for the drying and shrinkage measurements.  
9.2 Specific materials and working approach 
In general two types of material were investigated. On the one hand cement pastes with similar com-
positions as used for investigating the hydration mechanisms. Details are given in subchapter 841H6.3.1, 
denomination in 842HTab.A4- 2. On the other hand three series of mortars were also investigated. In each 
series, the dosage of SRA was varied. In the first mortar series, denominated “CM 00”, the binder was 
100% Portland cement, while in the second, denominated “LM00”, it was a limestone composite 
binder, containing 35% of limestone and 65% Portland cement. Both mortar series comprised self 
consolidating properties (50vol.-% of aggregates < 2mm grain size). The third mortar, denominated 
“SM00”, introduced in this studies was a standard mortar according to EN 196, with w/c=0.5. The 
composition of these base mortars is given in 843HTab.A2- 5. The referring homologue series of SRA 
treated self consolidating mortars were composed using similar absolute amounts of SRA in the mix-
ing water respectively. All mixtures were composed to comprise similar ratios of solids/liquids, and the 
SRA was part of the mixing water. The denomination of the mortars followed the system introduced for 
cement pastes (see above) and is displayed in 844HTable 28. 
Table 28: Denomination and SRA dosages of mortars 
series mortar cement limestone  volume water SP-PCE liquids
[lfd. Nr.] [ - ] [kg/m³] [kg/m³] [ l/m³ ] [kg/m³] [ l/m³ ] [kg/m³] [kg/m³] [wt.-% o.c] [kg/m³] [ l/m³ ]
01 CM 00 251 12.3 0.0 0.0
02 CM 11 247 12.3 0.5 3.7
03 CM 12 243 12.3 1.0 7.4
04 CM 13 235 12.3 2.0 14.9
05 CM 14 220 12.3 4.0 29.7
11 LM 00 256 4.4 0.0
12 LM 11 252 4.4 3.7
13 LM 12 248 4.4 7.4
14 LM 13 241 4.4 14.9
15 LM 14 225 4.4 29.7
21 SM 00 256 0.0 0.0 0.0
22 SM 11 253 0.0 0.5 2.6
23 SM 12 250 0.0 1.0 5.1
24 SM 13 245 0.0 2.0 10.2
25 SM 14 234 0.0 4.0 20.4
* solid content of SP~25m.-% was assumed to be part of solids
161
binder
1533
583
 - 
 - 512.0
234* 1324
504
aggregates
CEN-sand
229.3487.3
743.5
denomination
236* 259
256
liquids/admixtures
SRA 1
adjusted 
according 
series CM
 
In a first step, the chemical shrinkage of mortars and paste was investigated using the method de-
scribed in subchapter 845H6.3.3.1. Additionally, after these measurements, the actual bulk volumes as well 
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as the evaporable and non-evaporable water content were measured in order to evaluate pore space 
and further on to distinguish between capillary and gel porosity. 
Samples produced for measurement of drying shrinkage were prepared and cured according the ap-
proach given in subchapter 846H .3. These samples were wet cured to achieve a high degree of hydration 
while approximately maintaining saturated conditions. Doing so, it was assumed to exclude autoge-
nous shrinkage due to self desiccation, so that the strain measured exclusively refers to drying shrink-
age. Measurement of drying shrinkage was performed until specimen approximately achieved equilib-
rium in the climate they were exposed to. Then, the specimens were resaturated to determine the irre-
versible part of drying shrinkage (drying induced creep). Additionally the pore system was described 
by measuring content of evaporable and non-evaporable water. With the purpose of modeling drying 
shrinkage according the “capillary force” model, a series of pastes and mortars were used to extract 
pore solution right after wet curing and before exposition to a dry environment.  
The porosity of paste and mortar of selected samples was additionally investigated by mercury intru-
sion porosimetry as well as nitrogen sorption.  
9.3 Impact of SRA on microstructure of cement paste during wet curing 
One major issue in comparing material properties often is choosing a suitable point in time when the 
materials of interest actually comprise comparable condition. For the material at hand, i.e. cementi-
tious paste and mortar with and without organic admixtures, the chapter on hydration mechanics 
(chapter 8.3.2) showed a strong hydration retardation, when SRA and SP-PCE were added. Further-
more the increase of specific surface was found to increase the amount of bound water, so that self 
desiccation may additionally lower the degree of hydration at certain point in time. Moreover, the ex-
periments on hydration were all conducted under autogenous boundary conditions, i.e. closed sys-
tems, so that the actual amount of water available for hydration might have been insufficient. Whether 
this can be compensated by wet curing is of interest.  
It is well known that cementitious materials may compensate bulk shrinkage (due to chemical shrink-
age) by adsorbing water from the exterior. This water then occupies space that is generated in the 
course of chemical shrinkage. Hence, compensating bulk shrinkage by water suction increases gel po-
rosity, which was to impact drying shrinkage. 
In the next section chemical shrinkage of the binders is measured using pastes and mortars. The 
measurement approach allows to additionally obtaining bulk volumes and the extent of water ingress 
during hydration. From these results the impact of SRA on gel porosity can be obtained. 
9.3.1 Chemical shrinkage of cement paste and mortars 
Using GEMS, the chemical shrinkage of the reference paste CP00.00 (w/c=0.4) could be predicted. 
From 847HFigure 67 it can be seen that the initial volume of educts is predicted to increase very slightly just 
after mixing. This is due to a GEM solver issue, i.e. the sulphate regulator initially is hydrated and all 
easily soluble compounds are dissolved. In the course of hydration of the reference cement paste 
CP00.00 the bulk volume decreases. The simulation reveals that this paste, comprising a w/c of 0.4, 
still contains a certain amount of “free” water at long hydration times. From 848HFigure 67, the total chemi-
cal shrinkage can be obtained from the volume of “educts & products” (medium thick solid line) 
whereas the bulk shrinkage is derived from the decrease of bulk volume (thick solid line). The volume 
of chemically bound water can be obtained from the decrease of the total amount of liquids (thin solid 
line). The residual water is supposed to be present as bulk water or physically adsorbed water. 
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Figure 67: Modeled chemical 
shrinkage of cement paste (refer-
ence CP.00.00) 
 
In 849HFigure 68, the result of an actual measurement of reference paste CP00.00 is displayed. The stars 
give the measured bulk shrinkage and the solid line is the results of the GEMS simulation.  
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Figure 68: Modeled and meas-
ured chemical shrinkage of refer-
ence paste CP 00.00  
 
It can be seen that the results derived from experiment generally follow the predictions derived from 
GEMS modeling. Differences between modeling and experiment most probably are due to hydration 
kinetics, since the measured paste seems to be slightly delayed. 
The results of chemical shrinkage measurements of the main series of paste and mortars are given in 
figures 850HFig.A5- 1 to 851HFig.A5- 4. Results show that with increasing dosage of SRA, chemical shrinkage 
generally is delayed. Furthermore it can be seen that SRA3 has almost no impact on the progress of 
chemical shrinkage.   
Whereas for SRA treated pastes the hydration progress is suppressed in the beginning, the shrinkage 
curves seem to merge with the reference at later stages. This seems reasonable since in chapter 
852H .3.2 we found that SRAs do not change the hydrates phase assemblage but cause the silicate phase 
hydration to be delayed. Whereas similar phase composition implies that the extent of chemical 
shrinkage remains unaffected, a change in hydration kinetics is expected to directly impact the shrink-
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age evolution. Moreover, because of excess water available, the degree of hydration for SRA contain-
ing samples is theoretically not limited as for the sealed samples used in the hydration studies. This 
accounts for the observation that the curves merge for long hydration times. 
853HFigure 69 displays the shrinkage curves of pastes and mortars without SRA and with an SRA dosage 
of 2wt.-% of cement. Two major phenomena can be deduced from this graph. First, it points out the 
impact of different SRAs on pastes hydration progress (CP samples). Second, the different mortars 
exhibit different behaviour. Also, with SRA1 they show almost no differences in shrinkage progress up 
to 28 days of hydration and later on chemical shrinkage is enhanced in CM and LM.  
Figure 69: Chemical shrinkage of 
cement paste and mortars containing 
different SRA 
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After finishing the measurements of chemical shrinkage the bulk volume of the specimen was meas-
ured. It revealed that the samples containing SRA show a higher total bulk volume (see 854HFigure 69). 
Whereas the reference cement paste CP 00.00 shows total bulk shrinkage of about 4.3vol.-%, the 
 SRA treated pastes comprise a bulk volume clearly below 4vol.-%.  
For mortars, a significant difference in total bulk shrinkage can not be observed. Most probably the 
aggregates (50vol.-%) act as a restraint and suppress the macroscopic shrinkage of the bulk. As a re-
sult, the self-restraint prevents the sample from reducing its size so that continued hydration causes 
the formation of porosity. Depending on pore structure, this allows water ingress. Overall, these proc-
esses reduce bulk shrinkage. 
In 855HFigure 70, the water sorption of cement paste and mortar samples is drawn against porosity created 
by hydration. This is obtained from the volume difference between educts and hydrates on the one 
hand and final bulk volume on the other.  
Figure 70: Water sorption and excess 
volume of cement paste and mortar 
samples after saturated curing 
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It can be seen how pastes and mortars, independent from SRA type and load, completely fill this po-
rosity by water sorption. Moreover, a linear regression reveals that the excess water comprises a den-
sity of about 1.09 g/cm³, which suggests that this water is partly associated to solids (physically bound 
to hydration products). This is in line with the findings of Powers et al. [249] who found the density of 
physically bound water to be about 1.15 g/cm³.  
So far, no significant impact of SRA on the magnitude of chemical shrinkage was found. Although they 
slow down hydration kinetics, they do not change the hydrated phase composition. 
We can observe that the adsorbed amount of water at the end of chemical shrinkage increases with 
the dosage of SRA and this independent of the type of SRA (856HTab.A5- 1 and 857HTab.A5- 2). The question 
now arises about what mechanism causes this. As outlined above, pastes and mortars are designed 
to comprise similar volume ratios of liquids/solids and therefore admixtures replace mixing water by 
volume. Obviously this strategy causes the water to cement ratio to slightly decrease with increasing 
admixture content. When water suction after measurement of chemical shrinkage is used to calculate 
an effective water/cement ratio w/ceff , it is found that for both, paste and mortar, have similar values of 
w/ceff_paste =0.41±0.01 or w/ceff_mortar =0.40±0.01 respectively. Note that for mortar type LM, carrying 
35wt.-% inert limestone filler in binder, the initial ratios are w/cLM00=0.59 and therefore w/bLM00=0.36. 
Accounting for water suction during wet curing, the effective initial water/binder ratio increases towards 
w/bLMXX~0.40±0.01 also. From this we conclude that the systems targets complete hydration, which 
can be achieved by water sorption. 
As mentioned above, the enhanced water sorption impacts porosity of the samples containing SRA. 
This is the subject of the next section. 
9.3.2 Porosity of cement paste and mortar 
9.3.2.1 Water porosimetry 
The porosity of paste and mortar series containing different dosages of SRA was obtained by measur-
ing evaporable and non-evaporable water content. The results show that the volume ratios of gel po-
rosity to capillary porosity increase with the amount of SRA ( 858HTab.A5- 1 and 859HTab.A5- 2). This is illus-
trated in 860HFigure 71 that outlines the pores space and the differentiation between capillary and gel po-
rosity of cement paste carrying different dosages of SRA1. 
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Figure 71: Pore volume and distribu-
tion according to evap./non-
evaporable water content of cement 
paste with/without SRA1 
 
It reveals that the ratio of gel porosity to capillary porosity significantly increases with increasing 
amount of SRA. Surprisingly, the samples comprising low bulk shrinkage due to SRA treatment show 
almost similar total pore space. However, this could be related to the differences in the degree of hy-
dration but if so, paste with a higher degree of hydration should comprise the lower amount of capillary 
pores. Indeed, SRA were found to retard hydration but 861HFigure 71 clearly shows that the plain paste 
comprises enhanced capillary porosity despite a higher degree of hydration. This is in fact misleading. 
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The data really show that for a given porosity the distribution between capillary and gel pores is 
changed. More specifically, an increase of SRA dosage appears to refine the microstructure by reduc-
ing capillary porosity on the expense of gel porosity. This is confirmed in the next section. 
9.3.2.2 Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry 
The phenomenon of increased gel porosity in presence of SRA, relative to the amount of capillary 
pore space, could also be derived from mercury intrusion porosimetry measurements (MIP) on paste 
and mortar. The obtained pore size distributions measured on specimen hydrated for 28days in wet 
conditions are displayed in 862HFigure 72 (cement paste with SRA1) and 863HFigure 73 (cement mortar series 
CM). Results of MIP on mortar series SM; LM as well as cement paste series with SRA3 and SRA5 
are displayed in appendix, 864HFig.A5- 5 to 865HFig.A5- 8.  
Both figures below show that with increasing amount of SRA1 the average pore radius of the different 
series (paste and mortar) shifts from about 40nm towards 10 to 20nm. Due to this, the width of the dis-
tribution seems to decrease. The cumulative plots of series CM and CP show that the overall amount 
of pore space evaluated by MIP is approximately unaffected as could be also concluded from 866HFigure 
71. 
Figure 72: Mercury intrusion porosimetry of cement 
paste with increasing amount of SRA1 after 28days 
of wet curing 
Figure 73: Mercury intrusion porosimetry of cement 
mortar with increasing amount of SRA1 after 28days 
of wet curing 
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9.3.2.3 Nitrogen sorption measurements 
To take the porosity analysis further, nitrogen adsorption/desorption was also performed. Measure-
ments on mortar series CM, LM and SM reveal sorption isotherms of type IV according [250], i.e. type 
H3 according IUPAC recommendations/Sing 1985 [251]. 867HFigure 74 displays the sorption hysteresis of 
mortar CM00 and the hysteresis of mortar CM14, containing 4wt.-% SRA1 (by weight of cement). 
Graphs for mortar series LM and SM are given in appendix, 868HFig.A5- 9 (LM) 869HFig.A5- 10 (SM).  
In 870HFigure 74, the x-y projection plane shows the adsorption/desorption isotherms of the mortars CM00 
and CM14. In the x-z projection, the t-curve for nitrogen at T=77K is given. The y-z plane shows the 
appropriate t-plots of the mortars. 
The nitrogen ad-/desorption isotherms measured on the three different mortar series reveal that SRA1 
increases the total volume of nitrogen adsorbed over the measured range of partial pressures (x-y pro-
jection). The hysteresis formed is slightly increased due to SRA1. This is especially true for mortar 
CM, containing Portland cement as binder.  
The differences in nitrogen adsorption of SRA containing mortars comes from an enhanced adsorption 
at partial pressures below the bifurcation point, indicating an enhanced amount of smaller pores or 
rather increased specific surface area. In this regard, the t-plots displayed in the y-z-projection of 
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871HFigure 74 shows that the SRA treated samples exhibit a larger slope up to the corresponding partial 
pressures. As explained in subchapter 872H .3.4, this is related to a larger specific surface. 
Figure 74: Nitrogen sorption hysteresis of 
mortar CM00 and CM14 
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The same conclusion is reached with the BET specific surface areas. They show that, independent of 
the type of mortar, SRA1 treated mortar samples have a larger surface area ( 873HTable 29). 
Table 29: Increase of specific surface of different mortar types without SRA and with 4wt.-% SRA1 
mortar SRA ABET At-plot ABET/A-tplot
[denom.] [yes/no] [m²/g] [m²/g] [ - ]
CM00 no 5.0 6.3 1.26
CM14 yes 8.1 10.9 1.34
LM00 no 7.1 9.0 1.26
LM14 yes 9.3 12.4 1.33
SM00 no 5.2 6.6 1.27
SM14 yes 6.1 8.1 1.34
 
 
As expected, the specific surface area derived from the t-plot is higher than the BET surface. This is 
due to a slight underestimation of adsorption of nitrogen in micro-pores within the BET method, which 
uses the adsorption data at partial pressures above 0.05 whereas the linear regression used in the t-
plot method goes down to zero. Surprisingly the ratio of BET/t-plot surface is quite similar for all the 
mortar types investigated. This would suggest that the surface of pores measured below the BET limit 
is proportional to the BET surface. 
The pore space distribution of the mortars was evaluated using the corrected modeless-method de-
veloped by Brunauer et al 1967 [16, 17]. It uses an algorithm where the pore volume distributions are 
not derived from the Kelvin equation for specific pore geometries like cylindrical or plate shaped pores, 
but as functions of the hydraulic radii, i.e. the ratio of volume/surface area within classified pore 
ranges. 
In 874HFigure 75 and 875HFigure 76 the cumulative pore size distributions and the corresponding internal sur-
face areas of mortars according this Modelless-method are given. The absolute contributions of spe-
cific surface areas over pore size are displayed also. Data on mortar series SM are displayed in ap-
pendix, 876HFig.A5- 11. 
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Figure 75: Influence of SRA1 on specific surface 
area of mortar series CM according Modelless-
method (nitrogen desorption) 
Figure 76: Influence of SRA1 on specific surface 
area of mortar series LM according Modelless-
method (nitrogen desorption) 
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The above figures reveal that independent of the type of the mortar series, the increased specific sur-
face area in presence of SRA1 is due to an increase in the amount of small pores mainly between 
3nm and 20nm. Above this threshold size, the incremental increase in surface area seems to be simi-
lar and independent from SRA treatment. 
In 877HFigure 77 the differential pore size distributions of reference mortar CM00 and mortar CM14 (4wt.-% 
SRA1) are displayed. 878HFigure 78 shows the contribution of pore size to the surface. The pictures show 
that the increase of surface area indeed has to be related to pores smaller then 4nm. This is true since 
above this size the mortars comprise different pore size distribution but these pores do not significantly 
contribute to the overall specific surface, i.e. the plots in are almost congruent. 
Figure 77: Differential pore size distribution of mor-
tars CM00 and CM14 
Figure 78: Differential surface contribution vs. pore 
size of mortars CM00 and CM14 
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Regarding what was found by MIP, the question does however arise if the results of MIP and nitrogen 
desorption mismatch in terms of mesoporosity. Midgley et al. 1983 [252] investigated pastes and ap-
plied MIP and nitrogen sorption and found good agreement in a pore size region of 5 to100nm. 
As a reminder, the results of MIP revealed that SRA1 caused the pore size distribution in the range 
from 2nm to 50nm to be shifted towards smaller pore sizes with increasing dosage (879HFigure 73). More-
over, MIP returns that due to SRA1, pores in the region of about 25-50nm totally vanish. The results 
displayed in 880HFigure 77 are globally consistent with that. In contrast to MIP data, nitrogen adsorption 
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obtained that the sharp peak in the range of 40 to 50nm, occurring for the reference mortar CM00, 
vanishes in mortar CM14 that contains SRA1. 
Nevertheless, both methods indicate a refinement of pores on the expense of capillary porosity. This is 
consistent with the results from evaporable/non evaporable water content.  
9.3.3 Summary 
In this chapter the impact of SRA on porosity of paste and mortar was examined. It can be said that for 
well cured material, the presence of SRA causes an increase of gel porosity on expense of capillary 
porosity. Along with that, pastes and mortars containing SRA comprise an increased specific surface 
area which is due to an enhanced amount of pores smaller then 4nm. The increase in specific area is 
in line with the findings of subchapter 881H .3.4 where this was suggested to come from a change in port-
landite morphology.   
The question arises on whether the increase of pores smaller then 4nm in presence of SRA1 can be 
related to portlandite interlayer space. With respect to the increase in specific area, layered portlandite 
seems the most probable explanation.  
Concerning the impact of an altered microstructure on drying and shrinkage the following can be said. 
In chapter 882H5, the drying in presence of SRA was shown to depend on the interfacial area exposed and 
the actual bulk concentration of the surfactant. This will determine how drying proceeds or how a spe-
cific desorption isotherm will look like. However, with respect to the findings in this chapter and the 
previous one, the synthetic pore system used to model drying in presence of SRA (chapter 883H5) now can 
be evaluated to comprise two main issues. The model does neither account for  
a) impact of SRA on the pore structure nor 
b) specific distribution of SRA within the pore structure, i.e. the presence of SRA in the portland-
ite interlayer space. 
The first one might be of minor importance as the pore size distribution of the normcube can be ad-
justed.  
For a given imposed relative humidity we conclude the following: In presence of SRA the absolute wa-
ter loss will be slightly decreased but the largest water filled pore will comprise a smaller size. Fur-
thermore, the interactions between SRA bulk concentration, v/a-ratio and excess surface concentra-
tion of SRA may cause differences for the sorption isotherms predicted to some extent. 
However, the huge increase in gel porosity and the findings on SRA associated to layered portlandite 
might have significant impact on drying and shrinkage. Most important, if SRA is partly associated to 
solid interfaces, the question arises on whether this fraction can be accounted for to be surface active. 
This is especially important for determining the properties of the interfaces in the course of drying, i.e. 
an estimation of the surface tension.  
This is partly the topic of the next section that deals with the leachability of SRA. From this it can also 
be obtained how strong SRA are associated to the solid surfaces and whether this SRA fraction may 
desorb if an excess of interfacial area or aqueous solution is provided. 
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10 Sustainability of SRA application for self compacting mortars and con-
cretes – How long will concrete benefit from SRA addition? 
10.1 General introduction  
The efficiency of SRAs for surface tension reduction is directly related to their presence at the liq-
uid/vapour interface of the drying material. Therefore, enhanced leachability of SRAs may be a severe 
issue and the questions arises about if and to what extent it might influence long-term performance of 
SRA treated mortars.   
In this chapter, the dominating leaching mechanism for SRA is evaluated using results from tank tests 
(884H6.3.5). One might argue that tank tests probably do not reflect actual field exposure conditions of 
SRA-treated mortars. For that reason, a cyclic drying/rewetting regime was also set up to evaluate the 
impact of leaching on the long term shrinkage behaviour of these mortars.  
To clearly distinguish between ageing phenomena and alterations due to leaching, two sets of identi-
cal samples were prepared. The first set was submitted to cyclic tank test. The second served as a 
reference sealed under wet conditions.  
After finishing tank tests, the shrinkage isotherms of both types of specimen were measured. From 
this, the impact of SRA leaching on shrinkage reduction is obtained.  
The quantification of leached amounts of SRA and the shrinkage measurements should enable esti-
mations of long term performance of SRA-treated mortars and concretes. This contributes to answer-
ing the question about how long concrete can benefit from SRA application.  
10.2 Specific materials and methods 
10.2.1 Materials 
The leaching tests were performed on three mortar series introduced in chapter 885H9. The standard mor-
tar (SM) according EN-196 represents cementitious material comprising a high water/cement ratio. 
Mortar types CM and LM were introduced as representative mixes for self-consolidation mortar. Espe-
cially mortar type LM has a binder rich design, typical for self consolidating mixtures with moderate 
amounts of inert additives. Samples of the three main mortar types were prepared, cured and stored 
as described in subchapter 886H .3. SRA dosages used and denominations applied follow the system in-
troduced in subchapter 887H9.2 ( 888HTable 28: Denomination and SRA dosages of mortars).  
The SRA used in samples exposed to leaching tests was SRA1 and was chosen for more than one 
reason: (a) for SRA1 most detailed information on composition is known; (b) as indicated in subchap-
ter 889H4.4.1, SRA1 represents a main ingredient, i.e. a tail moiety (tert-butyl group) most probably often 
used in commercial products and described in a lot of performance tests published so far.   
10.2.2 Methods  
Investigation on the dominating leaching mechanism was conducted using the tank test described in 
subchapter 890H6 3 5 5 .3.5.5.  
The impact of cyclic drying and rewetting was studied following two different exposure regimes: 
Regime 1: In this case, a slightly modified tank test was used to discriminate between leaching 
and ageing. It comprises two subcycles; the first consists in three weeks drying at 20°C/35% RH, while 
the second is a one week resaturation in deionized water (subcycle tank test). 
Regime 2: In this case, the same drying conditions are used, but the resaturation followed the 
procedure of “inert resaturation” to prevent loss of SRA. This is done by spraying deionized water on 
the surfaces for several times while specimens are stored at 20°C/>97%RH. Regime 2 therefore iso-
lates ageing phenomena related to cyclic drying/rewetting and is unaffected by SRA leaching. 
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The quantification of leached amounts of admixtures was conducted using a mass balance. Before 
starting the tests all mortars were wet cured for 28days. During this period they experienced water 
suction as outlined in chapter 891H . Accounting for this mass change, the initial phase composition was 
recalculated (892HTab.A6- 1). 
In general the leached amounts of admixtures were quantified using TOC. To distinguish between 
SRA and SP-PCE for self-consolidating mortar types (CM; LM), the eluate was additionally analyzed 
using gas chromatography (subchapter 893H6.3.2.5). 
The impact of SRA leaching on shrinkage performance was investigated as follows: 
a) The initial shrinkage behaviour of the mortars was evaluated by measuring shrinkage iso-
therms (subchapter 894H6.3.4). 
b) Deformation of prisms subjected to cyclic drying & rewetting was measured after each subcy-
cle. Weighing after each subcycle served to determine, whether drying/saturation was com-
plete. 
c) After completing tank test & cyclic drying/rewetting, shrinkage isotherms were measured on 
the corresponding samples. 
d) Shrinkage isotherms of mortars aged but not leached (wet; sealed) were measured to distin-
guish changes purely due to ageing. 
10.3 Permanent leaching 
10.3.1 Results – tank test 
The raw data collected during tank tests are displayed in appendix, 895HTab.A6- 1. These are summarized 
in 896HFigure 79 where the cumulated amount of organic carbon leached is given relative to the amount 
initially present in the samples. Values are corrected for organic carbon load introduced a) by the 
tanks themselves (tank blank sample) and b) by sample manipulation (blind measurement). 
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Figure 79: Relative amounts of 
organic carbon leached from 
mortar (TOC) in tank tests 
 
 
 
 
SRA dosage: 
xM0 (0.0% SRA1); 
xM1 (0.5% SRA1); 
xM2 (1.0% SRA1) 
xM3 (2.0% SRA1) 
 
For standard mortar series SM 1-3 the relative amounts of carbon leached are exclusively due to 
SRA1. In this case, the leaching extent is independent of the SRA dosage, when values are given 
relative to the initial dosage. This strongly suggests that equilibrium between SRA in eluate and SRA 
in pore solution is achieved by the end of each leaching cycle. 
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For mortars containing SRA1 and SP-PCE the relative amounts of carbon leached are also similar but 
slightly less congruent in comparison to SP-PCE mortars CM0 & LM0. However, in these mortars we 
must be more careful because two products can be leached: SRA & SP-PCE. To this end it is useful 
to examine mortars containing SP-PCE only (CM0; LM0). For these, it can be seen that the organic 
carbon leached out follows a linear trend up to the fifth cycle and then approximately reaches a pla-
teau. Independent of mortar type, the relative amount leached is approximately similar (see 897HFig.A6- 1 
for detail). 
Since mortar series LM1-3 and CM1-3 comprised an admixture mix, the individual admixture fractions 
(SRA vs. SP-PCE) have to be distinguished.  
10.3.2 Differentiated analysis of leached SRA & SP-PCE 
In a first attempt, it was assumed that SP-PCE was leached out independently of the SRA content. 
Based on this, the cumulated amount of SRA leached was calculated using the TOC data obtained 
from CM0 or LM0 respectively. In the following, this is referred to as “leached SRA1 quantified by 
TOC”. 
In a second stage, gas chromatography (GC) was used on these samples. Results in 898HFigure 80 & 
899HFigure 81 show that, independent of the mortar type and initial dosage of SRA1, the average ratio of 
leached SRA1 quantified by GC vs. TOC was GC/TOC=0.66. This ratio is constant, but clearly differ-
ent from the expected value of one. The reason for this is discussed below. 
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Figure 80: Comparison of SRA1 quantification by 
different methods (GC vs. TOC) - incremental ap-
proach 
Figure 81: Comparison of SRA1 quantification by dif-
ferent method (GC vs. TOC) - cumulative approach 
 
The first thing that was checked was whether this difference comes from favoured leaching of SP-PCE 
in presence of SRA. To examine this possibility a mass balance according 900H(91) was applied to each 
member of the admixture using the data displayed in 901HFigure 80 & 902HFigure 81. Using the initial content of 
SP-PCE in mortar, the remaining amount after each cycle was calculated. For this, the amount of or-
ganic carbon from SRA (GC) was subtracted from the total amount of organic carbon leached (TOC). 

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(91) 
where: 
CSP_remaining: bulk concentration of SP-PCE in mortar after leaching cycle i  [g/m³] 
CSP_initial:  initial bulk concentration of SP-PCE in mortar   [g/m³] 
CC_tot:  total amount of organic carbon leached in cycle i from TOC  [g/m³] 
CC_SRA_GC:  leached amount of SRA-carbon from GC measurement  [g/m³] 
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CC_SP:  carbon content of SP-PCE admixture    [gC/g] 
i:   cycle number       [ - ] 
n:  number of cycles       [ - ] 
 
From 903H(91) it can be deduced that an underestimation of the leached amount of SRA leads to an over-
estimation of leached SP-PCE. Using the data on SRA leaching from GC, we find that, for the lime-
stone binder series (LM), SP-PCE is completely removed  
a) after the first leaching cycle for mortars containing high dosages of SRA1 
b) independent from SRA dosage after the second leaching cycle. 
This conclusion is erroneous because, after the second cycle, the the mass balance in 904H(91) would still 
imply that SP-PCE is leached out. Therefore, the discrepancy between GC & TOC cannot come from 
SP-PCE-leaching. 
The same conclusion is reached for mortars containing pure Portland cement as binder. There, the 
SP-PCE leaching would be calculated to be disproportionally high in presence of SRA if the GC data 
are referred to (50% to 100% after the 8th cycle). For both types of mortar containing SP-PCE, this is 
most unlikely.  
Moreover, the evaluated amounts of SRA leached from mortar samples carrying both admixtures 
would then be very different from those of the SM series (no SP-PCE), which also seems poorly credi-
ble. 
The linear regression curves found for the correlation between quantification of SRA determined by 
TOC and GC (905HFigure 80 & 906HFigure 81) are statistically reliable, because that correleation is found inde-
pendent of mortar type, initial SRA dosage and cycle number.  
For all these reasons we conclude that the results of GC systematically underestimate SRA leaching, 
for a reason that still has to be determined. 
 
In what follows we assume that “SP-PCE is leached out independently of the presence and dosage of 
SRA.” This hypothesis does not change much the leached amounts but narrows the curves for differ-
ent SRA dosages as shown in 907HFigure 82. The results for the individual mortar types are displayed in 
appendix (908HFig.A6- 2; 909HFig.A6- 3; 910HFig.A6- 4). 
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Figure 82: Relative amounts of 
SRA and SP-PCE leached from 
different mortar types - Leached 
amount refers to initial admixture 
content. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SRA dosage: 
xM1 (0.5% SRA1); 
xM2 (1.0% SRA1) 
xM3 (2.0% SRA1) 
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An additional step in cross checking GC and TOC can be taken. This however first requires determin-
ing the difference between the mobile and immobile fraction of SRA in these mortars. This is done in 
the next section. 
10.3.3 Discrimination between the mobile and the immobile fraction of SRA 
In what follows the discrimination between these fractions is mainly based on three observations: 
a) For series SM, there is firm evidence that the amounts of SRA leached relative to the initial 
dosage are independent of admixture dosage.  
b) As described in literature, the amount of SRA leached during the first cycle is relatively high 
and might be due to wash off effects. With increasing time and cycle number the leaching de-
creases and the cumulated plots tend towards a plateau. For cycles (2-7) the cumulated plots 
in 911HFigure 82 indicate that the leaching process can be assumed to be based on diffusion since 
the cumulated leaching over time seem to follow a t-correlation. As mentioned in Hohberg 
[233], the species of interest might however not be fully leachable by diffusion if a fraction is 
inactivated and associated to the binder. For that fraction, the leaching rate is determined by 
dissolution of the cementitious matrix itself or by an organo-mineral phase contained therein.  
c) For each mortar type, a master curve is obtained when the leached amount is plotted relative 
to the initial SRA dosage. This implies that a certain equilibrium between SRA in eluate 
(leached out) and in pore solution (remaining) has to establish during each leaching cycle.  
 
To prove the above equilibrium hypothesis, the SRA starting and ending concentrations were com-
pared for each cycle. Using a mass balance, the remaining SRA concentration for the following cycle 
could be calculated from the measured SRA loss. The results of this incremental approach for mortar 
series LM are displayed in 912HFigure 83. The results for mortar series CM & SM are similar and can be 
found in appendix 913HFig.A6- 5 & 914HFig.A6- 6 respectively. 
915HFigure 83 shows that independent of initial dosage, a linear correlation between SRA remaining in the 
sample (Ctot,ti) and measured in the eluate (Celuate,ti) can be found. The slope of this linear regression is 
independent of initial admixture dosage, which supports the equilibrium hypothesis. However, the in-
tercepts correlate with the initial SRA dosage. Higher dosages lead to larger intercepts. 
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Figure 83: Direct linear correlation 
between remaining SRA concen-
tration in series of typ LM and 
admixture content in eluate 
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SRA dosage: 
LM1 (0.5% SRA1); 
LM2 (1.0% SRA1) 
LM3 (2.0% SRA1) 
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The linear behaviour with non-zero intercepts indicates that SRA can be distributed between mobile 
and immobile fractions. As already indicated in 916HFigure 82, mortar series LM comprises a leachable 
SRA portion of about 75%.  
For mortar series CM and SM, the incremental approach delivers similar results (917HFig.A6- 5 & 918HFig.A6- 
6). Both mortars types comprise a pure Portland cement as binder and the mobile fraction of SRA is 
~60% of the total. We can therefore wonder why mortar types SM and CM comprise an approximately 
similar leachable portion of SRA (60%), whereas it is higher for mortar type LM (75%). 
In 919HTable 30, the binder compositions of the three mortar types are displayed. For mortar type LM, 35% 
of NPC were replaced by limestone. It turns out that the immobile fraction of SRA can be directly re-
lated to the actual fraction of Portland cement in binder, which therefore has a fixed capacity of immo-
bilizing SRAs. For these mixes it is 40% of the initial dosage for all types of mortar independent of the 
initial dosage of SRA1. Mix designs with more cement would immobilize more SRA, and vice versa. 
Table 30: Binder composition of mortar types and mobile/immobile fractions of SRA1 
NPC limestone clinker
[ - ] [ wt.-%] [ wt.-%] [ wt.-%] [ % ] [ CSRA_tot/CNPC in %] [ CSRA_tot/Cclinker in %]
CM 100 0 95 60 40 42
SM 100 0 95 60 40 42
LM 65 35 62 75 38 40
avg 39 42
rel. sd 2% 2%
binder composition
mortar type CSRA_mobile CSRA_immobile with error
 
 
As a reminder, for mortars that contain both admixtures, the results on the mobile and the immobile 
fractions of SRA are based on the assumption that for the GC a systematic error is involved and that 
SRAs are leached independently of the presence of SP-PCE.  
To cross check the results obtained above, a second step can be taken. Heretofore, the role of the 
SRA multicomponent nature is examined.  
According to 920HTable 2, the 3 main ingredients of SRA1 consist of 80% DPTB; 15% DPG and 5% 
DPDTB.  
Let us assume that the immobile fraction is correct but that only one component adsorbs onto hy-
drates. This would be DPTB, because it is the only one present in large enough amounts to account 
for the 40% loss. 
If the immobile fraction can be attributed to DPTB, the new composition of the SRA that remains to be 
potentially be leached, would comprise a composition of 66.6 % DPTB, 25 % DPG and 8.4 % DPDTB. 
This is, provided that the immobile fraction is fixed by the time the first cycle starts. 
The above composition change is an important result. Indeed it explains that the GC measurement 
was indentifying only the DPTB. More important, it now leads to a quantitative agreement with TOC 
that determines the whole leachate. 
 
We now examine how this influences the results outlined above. The quantification of leachable ad-
mixtures was performed using the average carbon loads. We recognize that these have to be adjusted 
according to their altered composition in the eluate. 
In 921HTable 31 the carbon loads of the initial SRA1 compound and the compositions for the leached re-
siduals are given. We have to take into accounts that, for mortars with Portland cement as binder, 
40wt.-% of the SRA1 are removed from the liquid phase. For the mortar containing limestone binder 
an efficient amount of 25wt.-% of SRA1 is effectively removed. Attributing those amounts to DPTB, the 
composition of SRA1 in the eluates can be calculated (columns 4 and 5 in 922HTable 31). On this basis, 
the average carbon load of these new compositions is calculated (last row in 923HTable 31). 
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Table 31: Calculated carbon load of initial SRA1 composition and composition of the leached admixture 
molar 
mass
carbon 
fraction
fractions in 
product
fractions in 
eluate for 
CM & SM
fractions in 
eluate for 
LM
[abrev.] [ - ] [ g/mol ] [ gC/g] [ wt.-%] [ wt.-%] [ wt.-%]
DPTB C10 H22 O3 190 0.631 80 66 73
DPG C6 H14 O3 134 0.537 15 25 20
DPDTB C14 H30 O3 246 0.682 5 9 7
0.62 0.61 0.62
ingredients
average carbon content [ gC/g]
 
From 924HTable 31 we deduce that the carbon load does not change significantly. Especially for the mortar 
type LM (last column of 925HTable 31) an adjusted recalculation is not necessary. For the other mortar 
types (CM, SM), it reveals that the leached amounts are underestimated by 2%. This causes all values 
concerning the leached amount of SRA1 to be underestimated by about 2% relative to the initial dos-
age. Regarding this, the immobile fractions given in 926HTable 30 have to be corrected. This is outlined in 
927HTable 32. 
Table 32: Corrected values for leachable and immobile fraction of SRA1 
NPC limestone clinker
[ - ] [ wt.-%] [ wt.-%] [ wt.-%] [ % ] [ CSRA_tot/CNPC in %] [ CSRA_tot/Cclinker in %]
CM 100 0 95 62 38 40
SM 100 0 95 62 38 40
LM 65 35 62 75 38 40
avg 38 40
rel. sd 1% 1%
mortar type binder composition CSRA_mobile CSRA_immobile 
 
The data given in the above table show that due to the adjustment of the calculation the results im-
prove with respect to the independence of the fixed fraction with respect to the mortar type and admix-
ture dosage.  
Based on these findings, it can be assumed that SRA is initially distributed homogeneously within the 
cement paste. In the course of hydration, about 40% of it gets associated to hydration products. In re-
gard to chapters 928H .3.3 and 929H8.3.4, these could be layered portlandite crystals. SRA1 could however 
also be immobilized in gel pores.  
Concerning the amount of immobile SRA, in chapter 930H8.3.3 the loss of SRA after 28 days of hydration 
was in the range of about 33-45% (931HTable 25). Although, this was measured on samples hydrated un-
der sealed conditions and comprising different degrees of hydration, these specific losses are in line 
with what was found in this chapter and may therefore be attributed to the immobile fraction of SRA.  
More important, based on the above, the hypothesis of SP-PCE being leached independently of the 
SRA can be confirmed. This further implies that the immobile fraction of SRA1 can even more reliably 
be exclusively attributed to DPTB. This also means that the adsorption of SRA1 onto portlandite is 
most probably due to a selective adsorption of DPTB. 
10.3.4 Successive equilibrium hypothesis 
The hypothesis brought up on the equilibrium between SRA in eluate (leached out) and in pore solu-
tion has to be looked at in more detail. To do this, in 932HFigure 84 the concentration of SRA1 in the eluate 
at the end of each cycle is plotted against the corresponding SRA content of the pore solution at the 
same time. For this, the capillary pore space of the mortars was calculated from evaporable/non-
evaporable water content (933HTab.A5- 2). Assuming full saturation and the remaining mobile fraction, the 
SRA concentration of the pore fluid was calculated for each sample. In 934HFigure 84 this is outlined for 
mortar series CM (squares) and LM (circles). It shows that for both mortar types, the average SRA 
concentration in pore solution exceeds the one in the eluate by about two orders of magnitude. The 
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trend lines in 935HFigure 84 indicate that independent of SRA dosage, a linear correlation (factor) can be 
found for each mortar type.  
Figure 84: Relationship between SRA concentration 
in pore solution and eluate 
Figure 85: Relationship between concentration gra-
dient (CSRA_eluate/CSRA_pore solution) and capillary porosity 
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The difference in average concentrations between pore fluid and eluate implies the presence of a con-
centration gradient. These gradients can establish in the mortars and/or in the eluate. Whether gradi-
ents form and where they establish is determined by the effective diffusion coefficients of SRA in the 
liquid phase of the pore system and in the eluate. 
We get a first clue about this by plotting the ratio of SRA concentration in eluate and pore solution 
against average capillary porosity of the mortar series. 936HFigure 85 shows that this leads to a linear rela-
tionship. This suggests that the porosity determines the value of this ratio. Most probably this comes 
from the tortuosity and percolation of the pore system through which the SRA migrates. This would 
support a transport limited process.   
In contrast, the average SRA concentration in the pore solution and the eluate comprise a specific cor-
relation factor, which would support the equilibrium hypothesis. The evaluation of this will be the sub-
ject of the next section. 
10.3.5 Determination of effective diffusion coefficients 
In this section, effective diffusion coefficients are approximated using the results of the tank tests and 
the appropriate solutions of Fick’s 2nd law according to subchapter 6.3.5. However, based on the 
above findings the boundary conditions outlined in 6.3.5.5 are first refined. 
We recognize that the relative mass flow of SRA is similar and proceeds independently of the initial 
dosage of SRA (939HFigure 82). This means that, the starting concentration of a sample with low SRA 
dosage can be found at a higher cycle number of a sample with a higher initial dosage.  
As an example, we consider the mortar type LM: From 940HFigure 82 it can be deduced that after the sec-
ond cycle ~50% of the initial dosage of SRA is removed. Consequently, sample LM03, that had a 
starting concentration of 2% SRA, comprises 1% of it at the start of the third cycle. This is similar to 
the initial dosage of LM02 (CSRA_ini=1wt.-% o.b). Moreover, the mortar LM02 (CSRA_ini=1wt.-% o.b) 
comprises an average SRA dosage at the the start of the third cycle similar to the initial dosage of 
mortar LM01 (CSRA_ini=0.5wt.-% o.b.).  
Based on this, the effective diffusion coefficient should be a constant for each type of mortar and inde-
pendent of admixture concentration. Therefore, the evaluation of diffusion coefficients can be per-
formed for each mortar type referring to the average relative amount of SRA leached, which facilitates 
the problem. 
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Concerning the evaluation of the diffusion coefficients according to the “infinite slab model” ( 941H6.3.5.4), 
the discrimination of SRA fractions, obtained in the previous chapter, is used to define the starting 
concentration Ca and the end concentration Ce of SRA for each leaching cycle. In particular, the start-
ing concentration Ca refers to the mobile SRA fraction present before starting leaching tests whereas 
Ce can be attributed to the immobile fraction. The calculation of diffusion coefficients in the infinite slab 
model requires the determination of the average SRA concentration Cm(t) present in the slab at dis-
crete times. In this study, this refers to the remaining amount present at the end of each leaching cy-
cle. Furthermore, the relative average concentration Cr(t) accounts for the fraction of mobile SRA that 
is present after each cycle and can be calculated from Cm(t) because the distribution of SRA between 
mobile and immobile fraction is already known (for details see 942H6.3.5.4). 
Because the eluate was changed after each cycle one now has to treat these cycles independent of 
each other. For each cycle, the average relative concentration Cr(t) is calculated according to 943H(78). 
Then, the linearization approach outlined in 944H6.3.5.4 can be applied and the diffusion coefficient can be 
obtained thereof (for details see 945H6.3.5.4). As an example, the calculations for mortar series LM are out-
lined in 946HTable 33. 
Table 33: Calculation of diffusion coefficients according to the infinite slab model; mortar series LM 
cycle time Cm Cr ln (Cr) b(n) Da
[ - ] [ s ] [ - ] [ - ] [ - ]  [ - ] [m²/s]
1 2419200 65% 55% -0.60 -2.5E-07 -2.7E-12
2 2419200 48% 33% -1.10 -2.1E-07 -2.3E-12
3 2419200 38% 20% -1.60 -2.1E-07 -2.3E-12
4 2419200 32% 12% -2.10 -2.0E-07 -2.3E-12
5 2419200 28% 7% -2.61 -2.1E-07 -2.4E-12
6 2419200 27% 5% -3.00 -1.6E-07 -1.8E-12
7 2419200 25% 3% -3.54 -2.2E-07 -2.5E-12
8 2419200 24% 1% -4.45 -3.8E-07 -4.2E-12
-2.1E-07 -2.3E-12
2.5E-08 2.8E-13
12% 12%
average
sd
rel sd
 
 
In this table, the average SRA concentration Cm accounts for the amount of SRA relative to initial dos-
age and shows how much of the initial SRA is remaining at the end of the cycles (third column). The 
relative amount Cr denominates how much of the mobile fraction is remaining at the end of the cycle, 
where it refers to the total mobile fraction of SRA present at t=0.  
In the sixth column of 947HTable 33 bn is the slope of ln(Cr) over cycle time of each cycle, from which the 
diffusion coefficient can be calculated using 948H(82) in chapter 949H6.3.5.4 reading 
     
n
rr
n t
nClnnClnb 11   (92) 
and 
2
2

hbD nn   (93) 
where: 
bn: slope of ln(Cr) in cycle n     [ - ]  
n: cycle number      [ - ] 
t:  cycle time       [ s ] 
Dn: diffusion coefficient of cycle n    [m²/s] 
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h: thickness of the infinite slab     [m] 
 
From 950HTable 33 one can see that over the whole leaching test we find the diffusion coefficient to be ap-
proximately identical. An exception is the last leaching cycle 8 in which the evaluated coefficient is in-
creased. This phenomenon occurred also for mortar type SM and will be discussed later on. 
For all mortars investigated the diffusion coefficient can be found to be a constant and independent of 
initial SRA1 dosage. This is shown in 951HFigure 86. Note that the linear trends shown in this figure is just 
to indicate the average values of the individual bn evaluated. The graphs must not be confused with a 
continuous treatment of the individual leaching cycles.  
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Figure 86: Evaluation of apparent diffusion coeffi-
cients according the „infinite slab“ model 
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b) mortar series SM c) mortar series CM 
 
In 952HFigure 86 a)-c) it is shown that, indeed for all mortars, an approximately constant diffusion coeffi-
cient is obtained. As mentioned above, for the eights cycle, mortar types LM and SM show a deviation 
from this. This is most probably due to the fact that for these mortars at the end of cycle number 7 the 
mobile fraction of SRA is almost depleted (compared to 953HFigure 82). In contrast, mortar type CM still 
comprises a significant amount of mobile SRA after cycle 7.  
The diffusion coefficients evaluated using the “infinite slab” model are to be referred to as apparent dif-
fusion coefficients. In a previous chapter, the investigation of SRA losses due to solid adsorption and 
phase transformation were examined (chapter 954H8.3.3  for high bulk concentrations of SRA; chapter 
955H8.3.4 for low bulk concentrations of SRA in pore solution). According to the findings of chapter 956H .3.5.2, 
we recognize that due to the interaction of SRA with the solids, the effective diffusion coefficient is dif-
ferent from the apparent one evaluated above.  
8th cycle 
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We now conclude that the distribution of SRA has to be reconsidered upon this to provide a better es-
timate of the effective diffusion coefficient. About 40% of the SRA dosages are to be found strongly 
associated to solids and cannot be removed by diffusion. The other fraction is mobile and can be dis-
criminated into an isotropic solution of monomers or micelles and a fraction that is subject to self-
aggregation in vicinity of solids and/or solid adsorption. 
The immobile fraction of SRA is most probably only released along the dissolution of the cementitious 
skeleton.  
In contrast, the fraction of the mobile SRA that undergoes self-assembly or solid adsorption can be 
assumed to be leachable by diffusion as long as it is part of the capillary pore system. However, its 
reference concentration in solution that is pertinent for diffusion is changed.  
Based on the findings in chapter 957H8.3.4, we can assume that about 33% of the mobile fraction is ex-
pelled from pore solution and may be subjected to aggregation at the internal surface of the capillary 
pore space. This directly impacts the retardation term R, which is the ratio between apparent and ef-
fective diffusion coefficient according to equation 958H(74). In the course of leaching, self-assemblies van-
ish and/or SRA molecules desorb if the pore solution depletes from SRA. 
We now can think of the following scenarios.  
a) The fraction of mobile SRA which is not part of the pore solution serves as a buffer. The effec-
tive SRA concentration of the pore solution can be assumed to be constant until this reservoir 
is depleted. After that, the concentration of SRA in pore solution decreases. This would en-
force Fick’s first law to be applicable up to this specific point in time. We can reject this hy-
pothesis because the leaching process does not follow a simple t-law. 
b) A constant ratio between concentration of SRA in bulk and in pore solution (as observed in 
959H8.3.4, compare to 960HFigure 59) establishes. Therefore, the values used for the starting concen-
tration in the infinite slab model are too high. This causes the assumed concentration gradient 
to be overestimated and hence the diffusion coefficient to be underestimated. 
 
It is of high interest how the effective diffusion coefficient can be derived from the results obtained. For 
this we refer to the solution of Fick’s second law 961H(76) given by Hohberg [233], introduced in subchap-
ter 962H .3.5.3. This equation can be used to estimate the effective diffusion coefficient as follows:  
The amount of SRA in the eluate is considered to be accurate. However, the concentration in the pore 
solution is assumed to be overestimated due to the 33% of the mobile SRA associated to self-
assemblies and/or solid adsorption (chapter 963H8.3.4). Using 964H(76) we now can write 
 

tDactDactE emob*amob 22   (94) 
and 
  mobmob* c.c 3301  (95) 
where: 
c*mob.: mobile fraction of SRA in pore solution [mol m-3] 
 
Because time of contact and exposed surface remain unaffected we obtain 965H(96) 
  ae
D
.
D 23301
1

  (96) 
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From 966H(96) we get a better estimate on the effective diffusion coefficients of each mortar type (De,LM=5.0 
E-12 m²/s; De,SM=4.3 E-12 m²/s; De,LM=2.4 E-12 m²/s). 
 
10.3.6 Diffusion in sample and in eluate 
Still, the evaluation of the effective diffusion coefficient faces a severe issue, which is the equilibrium 
hypothesis made in regard to the discrimination of the immobile fraction of SRA in subchapter 967H10.3.3. 
There, we found the ratio between average SRA concentration in pore solution and in the eluate to be 
a constant for each mortar type (compare to 968HFigure 84 & 969HFigure 85). Indeed, this seems to be a con-
tradiction concerning an equilibrium condition. Let us assume to have derived a good approximation of 
the apparent diffusion coefficient. Using the one-dimensional solution of Fick’s second law for the tank 
test and virtually increasing the cycle time, we find that the leached amount of SRA steadily increases 
with contact time.  
However, the diffusion length for SRA in the eluate might lead to a concentration gradient if the binary 
diffusion coefficient D0,SRA is sufficiently low. The question arises whether a lower limit for binary diffu-
sion coefficients exists, so that the diffusion mechanism in the eluate decelerates the transport or 
mass flow in the mortar. In what follows, this will be the subject of examination. Unfortunately the bi-
nary diffusion coefficient of SRA1 is not known and has to be approximated. 
If a gradient establishes in the eluate, the effective concentration gradient for the mortar interior is re-
duced and the effective diffusion coefficients evaluated so far may be underestimated. To solve this 
issue, the concentration gradients in the mortar slab as well as in the eluate have to be described. 
Once this is properly done, a binary diffusion coefficient can be found that enables the equilibrium be-
tween the SRA concentration in pore solution and in the eluate to establish.  
In a first attempt, the mortar/eluate interface is examined focusing on the mortar phase. We assume a 
diffusion coefficient Deq, mortar . Moreover, the measured amount of SRA is taken equal to the maximum 
that can be mobilized during the leaching cycle. This requires the mass flow to reach zero up to the 
end of this cycle, reading 
0$)t(J n  (97) 
 
Using 970H(97) as a governing boundary condition the system of equations 971H(98) has to be solved. 
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where: 
E: amount of SRA leached from mortar in cycle n  [mol m-3] 
c: concentration of mobile SRA in cycle n  [mol m-3] 
j:  index for the initial dosage of SRA for series LM; j=1, 2, 3 
k: index for the initial dosage of SRA for series SM; j=1, 2, 3 
l:  index for the initial dosage of SRA for series CM; j=1, 2, 3 
 
We now obtain the diffusion coefficients Deq that account for the presence of a certain SRA concentra-
tion at the interface between mortar and eluate. This causes the mass flow out of the mortar to reach 
zero at the end of each leaching cycle. However, due to the change of eluent, the diffusion can con-
tinue in the next cycle.  
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The results of the calculation are displayed in 972HTable 34, where the average values for Deq for each 
mortar type are given.  
Table 34: Average efficient diffusion coefficients of mortar series 
mortar type LM SM CM
Deq. [m²s-1] 1.47E-11 1.38E-11 1.36E-11
 
 
In 973HFigure 87, the simulated leaching (lines) and the measured cumulated leached amount of SRA are 
displayed (symbols). The simulations for mortar types LM and SM are displayed in annex ( 974HFig.A6- 7 & 
975HFig.A6- 8). From these graphs it can be deduced that the diffusion coefficients obtained for each mor-
tar type are quite similar and account for the data well.  
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Figure 87: Evaluation of the diffusion 
coefficients Deq. for mortar type CM 
 
SRA dosage: 
CM1 (0.5% SRA1); 
CM2 (1.0% SRA1) 
CM3 (2.0% SRA1) 
 
Diffusion coefficients 
CM1: Deq._28d = 1.36 1E-11 m²/s 
CM2: Deq._28d = 1.33 1E-11 m²/s 
CM3: Deq._28d = 1.37 1E-11 m²/s 
 
In the next step of our examination, the approximated diffusion coefficients are used to calculate the 
concentration gradients for the pore solution in the mortar slabs. To obtain such a concentration profile 
we use a special solution of Fick’s second law assuming a temporary plane-source of SRA so that at t0 
all SRA molecules are located in the y-z-plane at xmortar=0 and CSRA(0,0)=>
 reading 
  








tD
xexptt,xc
.eq4
2
2
1
#  (99) 
where: 
	: constant that accounts for the power of the source [g l-1s1/2] 
 
With this, we can now calculate the concentration of pore solution for all cycles over the whole leach-
ing test by accounting for the cumulated leached amount of SRA and the saturated capillary porosity 
of the mortars. Furthermore, based on the assumption on the effective concentration of pore solution 
made above, we can evaluate  using 
   nonporesoluti
h
h .eq
h
h
nonporesoluti tcxtD
xexptxt,xc 







 



2
2
2
2
12
2
4
#  (100) 
where: 
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onporesolutic : average concentration of SRA in pore solution at the end of cycle [g l-1] 
h:   slab thickness        [m] 
 
Based on the findings in chapter 976H8.3.4, we can assume that 33% of the mobile SRA fraction is associ-
ated to self assemblies and/or solid surfaces so that the average pore solution concentrations are: 
       
.cap
n.mob
.cap
n.mob
*
nonporesoluti
tc.tctc
11
3301  (101) 
 
The values for cmob.(tn) are given in 977HFigure 83 (for mortar type LM) as well as 978HFig.A6- 5 & 979HFig.A6- 6 (for 
CM & SM). Using them in equations 980H(100) & 981H(101), the concentration gradients of pore solution for 
each mortar type and each leaching cycle are obtained. The analysis of variation on the simulated av-
erage pore concentrations versus the measured average values is displayed in 982HTable 35. The concen-
tration gradients of mortar SM03 are displayed in 983HFigure 88. 
Table 35: Analysis of variation for the leaching simulation 
model:
mortar type Adj. R² F Prob>F
LM 0.998 12389 0
SM 0.996 4656 0
CM 0.998 12515 0
C(t)_measured=C(t)_simulated
 
 
In a next step, the evolution of the concentration gradient in the eluate is examined focusing on the in-
terface. There, the mass flow through the open porosity of the mortar experiences a sudden dilution 
because the area fraction of the open pores can be assumed to be much lower than the total surface 
that the mortar exposes to the eluate. To factor this in, we first introduce an area ratio that accounts 
for this specific surface fraction, which is then used as a dilution factor for the SRA concentration at 
the interface. Assuming that this surface fraction depends on capillary porosity and a factor fopen that 
accounts for the pore necks at the exposed mortar surface, reading 
mortar.capopenporosity afa 1  (102) 
 
so that the dilution factor fd is 
.capopen
mortar
porosity
d fa
a
f 1  (103) 
and 
   1212 20   nonporesoluti.capopenneluate t,/hcft,c 1  (104) 
where: 
n: cycle number; n=1, ...,7 
From 984H(100) & 985H(101) we already have the interfacial concentration cporesolution(Ih/2I,tn). Using the dilution 
factor introduced above 986H(103), the effective concentration of the eluate at the interface can be calcu-
lated with 987H(104). However, the factor accounting for the open fraction of capillary porosity is unknown 
and has to be approximated. Moreover, the binary diffusion coefficient for SRA in the eluate D0;SRA is 
not available. 
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To solve these issues, we modify 988H(100) to express celuat (x,t) as a function of the binary diffusion coeffi-
cient and maintain mass balance concerning the measured average SRA concentration of the eluate, 
reading 
   neluate
x
x .eq
x
x
neluat tcxtD
xexptxt,xc 







 


 4
2
2
1
#  (105) 
where: 
eluatec : average concentration of SRA in eluate at the end of cycle n [g l-1] 
x: length of the adjacent semi-infinite half space; -0.05 < x < 0.05  [m] 
 
For the tank test setup, the semi-infinite adjacent spaces comprise a length of x=±0.05m (see chapter 
989H6.3.5.4).  
To solve this system of equations, the porosity factor and the binary diffusion coefficient remain vari-
able. However, the following constrictions can be set up: 
a) 0< fopen < 1  
b) D0,SRA > Deq. 
c) celuate(0,tn) = cporesolution(h/2, tn) 
 
For each mortar type, a least square regression was performed using variable pairs of [fopen; D0,SRA]. 
For the values (fopen; D0,SRA) given in 990HTable 36 a local minimum of the residual square sum is obtained. 
The results of analysis of variation on the model are given in columns 4-6 of 991HTable 36 and indicate a 
good fit. 
Table 36: Analysis of variation for modeling the dilution factor and the binary diffusion coefficient 
model:
mortar type D0,SRA fopen Adj. R² F Prob>F
LM 3.3 E-8 0.7 0.9998 258130 0
SM 3.3 E-8 0.6 0.9996 103846 0
CM 3.4 E-8 0.3 0.9994 69788 0
C(t)measured=C(t)simulated;
Cmortar(h/2,tn)=Celuate(0,tn)
 
 
From 992HTable 36 we can see that the binary diffusion coefficient evaluated is independent of the mortar 
type and is about 3.3E-8 m²/s. The factor accounting for open porosity is different for each mortar 
type. However, the model was tested for the whole range of possible values of fopen but for each type 
of mortar only one local minimum could be found. This is a strong indication that the results are reli-
able. 
As an example of these calculations, the simulated concentration gradients of mortar series SM03 (2% 
SRA1) are displayed in 993HFigure 88. 
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Figure 88: Concentration gradi-
ents of SRA in mortar SM03 (2% 
SRA1) and eluate at the end of 
leaching cycles; plot for D=3.3 E-
8m²/s and fopen= 0.6 
 
From the simulations above the following can be deduced. The binary diffusion coefficient evaluated 
has a small but non neglible impact on the diffusion process in the mortar. For larger values of D0,SRA 
the interface would be depleted from SRA and the leaching somewhat faster. However the overall rate 
would quickly be limited by the mass flow from the interior which is comparably low. 
Still, this binary diffusion coefficient is unknown and has to be approximated. For that matter, values of 
other organic, non-ionic species are given in 994HTable 37 (values for 20°C or 25°C).  
Table 37: Binary diffusion coefficients for monoalcohols* and non-ionic surfactants** 
D0,x source molar mass 
species x 
10-9 [m²/s] [ - ] [g/mol] 
* ethanol 1.24 [253] 46.1 
* 1-pentanol 0.794 [254] 60.1 
* 2,2-dimethyl-1-propanol 0.789 [254] 88.2 
** C12E6 0.05 [255] 450 
** Triton X 100 0.47 [256] 624 
 
We can see that those diffusion coefficients are rather low compared to the values estimated for SRA1 
(3.3E-8 m²/s). Furthermore, at least for monoalcohols the binary diffusion coefficient decreases with 
increasing molecular weight. This is however not the case for the non-ionic surfactants displayed in 
Table 37.  
Based on the above, it appears that the diffusion coefficient must be in the range of 0.5 < D0,SRA < 0.8 
E-09 m²/s, rather than 3.3 E-08 m²/s.  
For such a range of diffusion coefficients, the diffusion of SRA in the eluate decelerates the mass flow 
from the mortar interior, leading to a significant decrease of the mass flow rate at the end of the leach-
ing cycle. The system would not reach a true equilibrium but the drastic mass transfer decrease would 
macroscopically give the impression that this was the case. 
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10.3.7 Summary 
The analysis of the tank test led to the conclusion that transport in the eluate is rate limiting towards 
the end of each leaching cycle. It causes the systems to give the impression that it reached equilib-
rium, but it is not the case. Because of this, the periodic refreshing of the water was a good choice to 
“reactivate” the leaching. Performing the test with a stirred solution would however have been better. 
Apart from this we could finally establish that the SRA is split between a mobile and an immobile frac-
tion. The amount of the latter depends on the clinker content. 
10.4 Cyclic leaching and drying 
10.4.1 Results 
The quantification of SRA leached due to cyclic leaching and drying is displayed in 996HFigure 89 and ex-
pressed relative to the initial dosage. Additionally, the relative loss of the mortar series subjected to 
permanent leaching in tank tests is given. 
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Figure 89: Leaching of mortars subjected to cyclic 
leaching and drying 
 
 
SRA dosage: 
xM1 (0.5% SRA1); 
xM2 (1.0% SRA1) 
xM3 (2.0% SRA1) 
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b) mortar series SM c) mortar series LM 
 
Although, not comparable due to different absolute contact time with the eluate, the amount of SRA 
leached in the cyclic regime is significantly decreased. Note that for cyclic drying and rewetting the 
tests started with a drying cycle. For this reason the losses in the first leaching cycle is different from 
that of the tank tests with permanent leaching, for which leaching of mortars started with full saturation 
(solid lines with hollow circles in the above figure). 
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It can be seen that, in contrast to permanent leaching, the relative amounts leached per cycle depend 
on the initial dosage of SRA. The lower the dosage, the higher the relative amount of SRA leached. 
One can furthermore take from 997HFigure 89 that with increasing cycle number, the amount of SRA 
leached decreases drastically. As an example, after the fourth cycle, more than 80% of the SRA 
leached throughout the test are removed from the samples independent of the mortar type and the ini-
tial dosage. 
10.4.2 Discussion 
In a first step, for each mortar type the diffusion coefficients, that were obtained previously, are used to 
simulate the leaching sub cycle. The results show that the leached amounts predicted are far too high. 
This comes from the drying sub-cycle. Indeed, at the beginning of each leaching cycle the samples 
are partially saturated. Once immersed into the eluent, the partially saturated samples first saturate 
and then the diffusion based leaching starts. Moreover, it can be assumed that the ingressing water 
from the exterior may cause a transport of some SRA towards the mortar interior during the saturation 
process. As a result, the effective diffusion length for the SRA to reach the eluate increases drastically. 
This may explain that the leaching rates for the higher cycle number are substantially lower than cal-
culated.   
From the results obtained in this section, we conclude that for practical applications, leaching of SRA 
can proceed, but that its extent is low. In comparison to the permanent leaching in tank tests, in which 
these mortars loose almost the total amount of their mobile SRA fraction, losses here are only of about 
10% for the low porosity mortar series with Portland cement binder (CM), and 10-20% for the mortars 
comprising higher porosity (SM; LM). It is important to mention that, for these mortars, the relative 
amounts leached are lower for higher initial SRA dosages. 
One now wonders how shrinkage reduction is impacted by the loss of SRA. This is the subject of the 
next section. 
10.5 Impact of leaching on shrinkage reduction 
10.5.1 Results - permanent leaching 
In 998HFigure 90, shrinkage isotherms of the mortars CM0 without SRA and CM3 with 2% SRA are dis-
played. The shrinkage isotherms of these mortars after 28days of hydration and wet curing are given 
by triangles.  
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Figure 90: Shrinkage isotherms of 
mortar series CM0 and CM3 ini-
tially, after wet storage (252days) 
and after tank test (252days & 
mobile fraction of SRA completely 
removed);  
Filled symbols indicate samples 
with SRA and open ones samples 
without. 
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In the above figure, it can be seen that the deformations in presence of SRA are significantly reduced 
(filled triangles versus open ones). Moreover, the plots indicate that SRA effectively reduces deforma-
tions in the humidity range from 50 to 90% RH. No effect is seen for higher relative humidity. The 
same is true from 50% to 35% RH, where deformations evolve independently of SRA presence. 
Therefore, for mortar series CM, SRA1 does not contribute to additional shrinkage reduction below 
50% RH. 
During the tank tests, the duplicate series of mortar type CM were stored at 20°C/>95%RH. After 
completing the tank tests the shrinkage isotherms were measured. The series were split and stored at 
different relative humidity. From 999HFigure 90 it can be seen that the duplicate samples, that were wet 
stored, comprise similar total deformation at 35% RH, whilst at higher relative humidity the deforma-
tions are slightly enhanced with respect to their non-aged references. Because no SRA was removed 
during wet storage, this must come from structural changes due to the slight but ongoing hydration or 
ageing phenomena. 
From data on mortar CM0 we can deduce that permanent leaching impacts drying shrinkage (hollow 
stars). Over the whole range of humidity the total deformations are increased. More important, after 
completing the tank tests, the mobile fraction of SRA in mortar CM3 is completely removed. In the cap-
illary range of humidity (> 50%RH) the drying deformation of CM3 (black stars) is similar to the sam-
ples without SRA. However, at low relative humidity the deformation of the mortar containing SRA is 
nevertheless reduced. This is also true for mortar series CM1 and CM2.  
 
In 1000HFigure 91 the shrinkage isotherms of mortars LM0 and LM3 are displayed. The shrinkage isotherms 
measured initially show that SRA effectively reduces drying deformations. Again, the humidity range, 
in which SRA1 is active, can be said to be 50 to 90%RH, which is in line with mortar type CM.  
In contrast to mortar CM, the duplicate samples of LM (wet stored) comprise no difference in deforma-
tion in the capillary range of humidity (> 50% RH) but the shrinkage reduction for the SRA containing 
mortar remains at low humidity (35% RH). The altered shrinkage behaviour of the wet stored samples 
must come from ageing phenomena because no SRA was removed. The most probable explanation is 
that microstructural changes in LM3 compensate the shrinkage reduction from SRA1. Unfortunately 
this issue cannot be tackled further because of lacking data. 
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Figure 91: Shrinkage isotherms of 
mortar series LM0 and LM3 ini-
tially, after wet storage (252days) 
and after tank test (252days & 
mobile fraction of SRA completely 
removed) ;  
Filled symbols indicate samples 
with SRA and open ones samples 
without. 
 
In contrast to mortar type CM, after the complete removal of the mobile fraction of SRA in LM3, the 
SRA containing samples still seem to comprise the lower deformations over the whole range of humid-
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ity. However, the increments of the drying strain between 90 and 70%RH are approximately identical 
or, in regard to the error bars given, not significantly different. This may indicate that the measurement 
suffered from an error that may have been a gauge displacement. From this similar strain increment in 
this humidity range, one concludes that the SRA effect has vanished with the complete removal of the 
mobile SRA fraction. In contrast, between 70 and 35%RH the strain increment of the SRA containing 
samples is lower than that of the reference SM0. From this one can conclude that, again, the immobile 
fraction of SRA seems to contribute to shrinkage reduction. 
 
In 1001HFigure 92 the shrinkage isotherms of mortars SM0 and SM3 are displayed. The ones measured ini-
tially show that SRA effectively reduces drying deformations. Again, this concerns the humidity range 
from 50 to 90%RH, which is in line with mortar types CM and LM.   
In contrast to LM and CM, the wet stored duplicates that contain SRA comprise higher shrinkage de-
formations in the capillary range of humidity. However, a closer look on the evolution of deformation 
between the adjacent relative humidity reveals that the increase in deformation between 90 and 70% 
RH as well as between 70 and 35% RH is lower for the SRA containing sample. This, again, is indicat-
ing that the measurement suffered from an error that concerns the reference length. Again, the drying 
strain increments indicate, that the SRA effect vanishes in the capillary range of humidity with the re-
moval of the mobile SRA fraction, whilst it remains for low humidity. 
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Figure 92: Shrinkage isotherms of 
mortar series SM0 and SM3 ini-
tially, after wet storage (252days) 
and after tank test (252days & 
mobile fraction of SRA completely 
removed) ;  
Filled symbols indicate samples 
with SRA and open ones samples 
without. 
 
As concluded for the mortar types CM and LM, the results on mortar series SM indicate that the im-
mobile fraction of SRA1 contributes to shrinkage reduction. 
10.5.2 Discussions on permanent leaching 
The drying shrinkage of samples subjected to permanent leaching was measured. The results show 
that after permanent leaching, in which the mobile fraction of SRA is completely removed, the SRA 
containing samples still comprise a shrinkage reduction at 35%RH. This result was found for the whole 
set of mortars investigated and is therefore independent of the mortar type and the initial SRA dosage. 
It implies that the immobile fraction of SRA contributes to drying shrinkage reduction. The question 
now arises about why the shrinkage isotherms measured before leaching do not show this also. 
For all mortars shown above, the shrinkage between 50% and 35%RH was similar for each mortar 
type, hence independent of the presence of SRA1. Unfortunately, for the samples exposed to leaching 
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the data points at 50% RH are lacking. Due to this, a clear distinction of impacts from either SRA frac-
tion can so far not be discussed in detail. 
From the leached series of mortar type CM it could be deduced that the shrinkage reducing effect in 
the capillary range of humidity vanishes with the complete removal of the mobile fraction of SRA1. 
This is true for all series of this type (CM1; CM2; CM3). Moreover, the wet stored duplicates indicate 
that the shrinkage due to storage/ageing increases but the SRA effect remains. Based on this, one 
concludes that the mobile fraction reduces the average capillary pressure, whilst the immobile fraction 
increases disjoining pressure.   
However, the results obtained from mortar types LM and SM are somewhat different concerning the 
capillary range of humidity. Although an error for the measurement was considered, for those samples 
the SRA might have remained to some extend, which then would imply that the immobile fraction con-
tributes to shrinkage reduction over the whole range of humidity. 
Concerning the shrinkage reduction that remained, the immobile fraction of SRA might contribute to 
this by another phenomenon that has been found to be altered in presence of SRA. For example if 
drying creep were reduced in presence of SRA at least the results found for low humidity could be ex-
plained. 
At this stage and due to lacking data on microstructural changes caused by leaching, the issue of dis-
criminating these impacts cannot be taken further. Concerning a possible contribution of creep to the 
overall deformations observed the impact of cyclic drying and rewetting or leaching is the subject of 
the next section, in which this phenomenon is covered by the measurements performed. 
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10.5.3 Results on cyclic leaching and drying 
The results on deformation during cyclic leaching and drying for mortar types CM, LM and SM all show 
similar trends. Because of this, the mortar type CM is taken as “representative” and discussed in the 
following. Data for mortar types SM and LM are given in the annex (A6). 
In 1002HFigure 93 the deformations of mortars CM0 and CM3 during the cyclic regimes are given. The sub-
figures are arranged in such a way that a comparison from left to right enables to discriminate be-
tween the impact of SRA. The differences between impact of leaching and the impact of inert resatura-
tion can be discriminated vertically.  
For all the sub-figures given, hollow squares indicate the total drying deformation at the end of the dry-
ing sub-cycle. The black squares indicate how much the samples recovered in the course of resatura-
tion. Over the whole tests, these black squares also express the cumulated drying creep. 
In the upper part of those figures, the filled circles indicate total deformation per cycle. The hollow cir-
cles indicate the absolute creep per cycle and the half-filled circles indicate the reversible or elastic 
sample deformation per cycle. 
a) CM0 – cyclic leaching (without SRA) b) CM3 – cyclic leaching (with 2% SRA) 
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c) CM0 – inert resaturation  (without SRA) d) CM3 – inert resaturation (with 2% SRA) 
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Figure 93: Shrinkage of mortar series CM during 
cyclic leaching / drying and cyclic rewetting / drying 
           Legend:  
         
 absolute deformation per cycle
 absolute elastic deformation per cycle
 absolute creep deformation per cycle
 dry at 35% RH
 wet, cumulated creep
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10.5.3.1 Impact of cyclic leaching on shrinkage reduction 
From 1003HFigure 93 it can be seen that due to SRA, the shrinkage of CM3 for the first drying cycle is sig-
nificantly reduced from about -1.5mm/m to 0.8mm/m or 47% respectively.  
For the reference without SRA in 1004HFigure 93a, the first resaturation reveals that the total drying defor-
mation is mainly reversible but is also accompanied by creep (10%). During cyclic drying and leaching 
both the elastic and the irreversible deformations decrease. Moreover, this leads to a slight decrease 
of the total deformation if the initial sample size is referred to (trumpet shape in 1005HFigure 93a). 
In contrast, in presence of SRA (1006HFigure 93b) the first drying cycle reveals that creep also accompanies 
elastic deformation. However, the elastic deformations over the whole test remain constant and are 
almost unaffected by leaching (1007HFigure 93b). This is not surprising because in the previous section the 
amount of SRA leached from CM3 was found to be about 6% of the initial dosage at the end of the 
tests.  
The fraction of irreversible deformation of these samples is about 25% of the total. However, if the ab-
solute values of creep in 1008HFigure 93a and 1009HFigure 93b are referred to, the drying creep in presence of 
SRA1 is only slightly increased. Independent of the presence of SRA, creep vanishes after the first 
few drying cycles.  
The irreversible shrinkage (or drying creep) results were obtained from length measurement after re-
saturation. In 1010HFigure 94 the average values of mass change of the specimens of mortar series CM0 
and CM3 are displayed. On the right side of 1011HFigure 94 this is given for cyclic leaching and drying. The 
right subfigure contains data for cyclic drying and rewetting. In this figure, data displayed using lines 
and symbols indicate the mass change in the course of cyclic drying and resaturation. Filled squares 
on solid line indicate the adsorption/desorption process of reference mortar CM0 without SRA, hollow 
circles on dashed line indicate the mass change of the mortar containing the high dosage of SRA1 
(2wt.-% of cement). In the upper part of the graphs, black squares indicate cumulated drying creep of 
CM0, hollow circles show the cumulated drying creep of the SRA mortar. 
From this figure it can be seen that for the SRA containing mortar CM3, independent of the cyclic re-
gime, the time for the resaturation subcycle was not sufficient. Indeed, in contrast to mortar without 
SRA, these samples are not able to achieve their initial degree of saturation. This comes from the re-
duced surface tension of the pore fluid in presence of SRA. As described in literature, water sorption 
of mortars and concretes containing SRA is decelerated [182].   
For samples exposed to cyclic leaching and drying this proceeds up to cycle number 7. After this cycle 
the initial saturation is reached. After the 8th cycle the mass gain due to resaturation exceeds the initial 
water content. The question now arises about how this impacts the results of drying creep. 
a) cyclic drying and leaching b) cyclic drying and rewetting 
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Figure 94: Adsorption/desorption and cumulated creep in the cyclic regimes of mortars CM0 and CM3 
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Cyclic leaching and drying:  In case of cyclic leaching and drying (1012HFigure 94a) the drying creep of 
the SRA containing mortar seems to be slightly increased. The error bars however indicate no signifi-
cant difference. If nevertheless a trend is assumed, an increased drying creep of the SRA containing 
mortar is obtained. In a first attempt, this could be related to the insufficient resaturation of these sam-
ples. But this seems unlikely as the drying creep increases with increasing degree of saturation (after 
resaturation). Moreover, from the last few cycles, where saturation is complete, there is no significant 
impact on irreversible deformation.  
In a next attempt, from 1013HFigure 94a one can see that the water loss of the SRA containing specimen is 
higher throughout the test and that the difference is almost constant. This comes from the enhanced 
drying of the porous system in presence of SRA and is in line with the findings of subchapter 1014H5. Be-
cause the relative humidity imposed was low (35%RH), the increased drying creep in presence of SRA 
may come from the removal of adsorbed water that might have caused a collapsing of some LD-C-S-H 
(chapter 1015H3.3).  
Surprisingly, despite a constant value for water loss, with increasing cycle number the amount of water 
sorbed in the resaturation cycle increases independently of the presence of SRA. This could imply that 
leaching of easily soluble minerals is superimposed to carbonation. The first would cause a steady in-
crease of the mass loss in the dry state. Samples are loosing more than just water. The second would 
cause a mass increase by the reaction of portlandite (74g/mol) with carbon dioxide into calcium car-
bonate (100g/mol) and water. Samples then gain more mass than by water sorption. 
Cyclic drying and rewetting:  Within this regime ( 1016HFigure 94b), the effect of insufficient resaturation 
for the SRA containing mortar is even more pronounced. However, despite full saturation of the plain 
reference mortar CM0, the cumulated drying creep is higher than that of CM3. Here, the observed dry-
ing creep cannot only be related to enhanced drying in presence of SRA. 
For this cyclic regime, the impact of carbonation can be supposed to be high. The effects of carbona-
tion are later on discussed in subchapter 1017H 0.5.4. 
10.5.3.2 Impact of SRA on cyclic drying and rewetting 
Deformation of mortars CM0 and CM3 (2%SRA1) are displayed in 1018HFigure 93c and 1019HFigure 93d. It can 
be seen that the drying creep drastically decreases after the third cycle. Also, whereas the elastic de-
formations of the plain mortar slightly decrease with time, those of the SRA containing mortar remain 
constant over the whole test. Finally, it should be emphasised that the reduction of elastic deforma-
tions due to the SRA is unaffected by pure ageing phenomena. 
10.5.4 Discrimination between ageing and leaching phenomena 
10.5.4.1 Ageing and leaching of the reference mortar CM0 without SRA 
Comparing 1020HFigure 93a and 1021HFigure 93c the effects of leaching and ageing can be discriminated. It can 
be seen that the major differences lie in the evolution of total drying deformation and the drying creep. 
Additionally the elastic deformations of the samples subjected to cyclic leaching are slightly higher but 
they decrease over time more than those in inert saturation.  
The total deformation for the samples subjected to cyclic leaching decreases throughout the test. This 
most probably comes from leaching during which the dissolution of solids may cause a coarsening of 
the pore structure. As a result the average pore pressure would decrease, causing decreasing the 
elastic deformations and irreversible drying deformations. In contrast, samples which are subjected to 
cyclic drying and rewetting show a slight increase in both. 
As a reminder, in the previous section the mass gain during saturation was found to increase with cy-
cle number. The phenomenon was related to carbonation, which causes a mass gain. In what follows 
the impact of carbonation on shrinkage is focused on. 
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Concerning carbonation shrinkage (details can be found elsewhere [257-261]), portlandite and C-S-H 
which are part of the capillary pore system can react with carbon dioxide during the drying subcycles. 
Depending on the modification of the calcium carbonate forming this causes a volume increase of the 
reaction product in the range of 3 to 19vol.-%. For cementitious materials this results in a refinement of 
the pore space and at a given relative humidity the shrinkage strain increases thereof.  
Let us assume that the portlandite fraction that is leached in the leaching tests carbonates in the case 
of the samples that are subjected to inert saturation. In the first case, the portlandite leaching leads to 
pore coarsening, whilst in the second case the chemical reactions cause a pore refinement.  
In the first case, at a given relative humidity the average pore pressure decreases because the pore 
widening will drastically decrease the degree of saturation. This causes the energy to be utilized at the 
interfaces and the solid skeleton to be decreased, hence shrinkage deformation decreases. 
In the second case the opposite behaviour is obtained, causing pore refinement. With the finer pores, 
the interfacial area that has to be created as well as the energy to be utilized at the solid skeleton in-
crease. Therefore, shrinkage deformation increases. Because the carbonation is irreversible, a pro-
gress in carbonation leads to an increase in irreversible deformations. 
For the mortars subjected to leaching, both the leaching (tank) and carbonation (drying) superimpose 
and a clear distinction can hardly be derived from the data at hand. Whilst leaching may decrease dry-
ing shrinkage, the carbonation during the drying cycle has the opposite effect. However, the increased 
irreversible deformations of the mortars subjected to cyclic drying and rewetting can be attributed to 
carbonation shrinkage. 
10.5.4.2 Ageing and leaching of the SRA containing mortars 
Concerning drying creep, the differences between ageing and cyclic leaching (1022HFigure 93b and 1023HFigure 
93d) are similar for samples with SRA as those without reported in the previous section. The samples 
subjected to cyclic leaching comprise the lowest extent of drying creep and the lowest elastic deforma-
tion.  
For SRA containing mortars and cyclic leaching, the solid surfaces can be assumed to be covered 
with adsorbed SRA. This is supported by the findings of chapters 1024H8.3.3 & 1025H8.3.4 in which the solid ad-
sorption was found to be about 33% of the mobile fraction of SRA. Also, from the quantification of the 
leached amounts of SRA in the previous chapter we obtained that during cyclic leaching the relative 
loss for mortars with high initial dosage was about 10% ( 1026HFigure 89).   
Based on this, the leaching of portlandite may be retarded by the presence of SRA adsorbed on the 
solid surface of the capillary pore system. In comparison to the SRA free reference, less portlandite is 
leached from the SRA sample, which then may carbonate during the drying subcycle. This could ex-
plain why the SRA containing samples show an increase in total shrinkage deformation throughout the 
leaching test, whilst the SRA free reference does not. In other words, the portlandite fraction that is not 
leached from the samples then may cause carbonation shrinkage in the drying subcycles. 
Comparing the deformation of the mortars subjected to inert saturation in 1027HFigure 93c and 1028HFigure 93d it 
can be seen that overall the deformations in presence of SRA are reduced. In comparison to the cor-
responding samples subjected to leaching, the irreversible deformations are significantly higher. This 
most likely is due to enhanced carbonation shrinkage, because no portlandite was leached in these 
tests.  
A comparison between deformations obtained with SRA but for the different regimes (1029HFigure 93b and 
1030HFigure 93d) reveals that the reversible deformations of the non-leached series are slightly lower. With 
the data at hand this can be attributed to the SRA loss of the mortar subjected to leaching. As a re-
minder, the main loss of SRA happened during the first cycles of the leaching series. From that, one 
concludes that, the increased elastic deformation of the leaching samples comes from the SRA lost in 
these cycles. 
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From the above findings, the impacts of leaching and ageing of SRA containing mortars can be better 
understood. The leaching of SRA to a low but significant amount increases the elastic deformations to 
some extent. Apart from that, the irreversible deformations are only remotely dependent on SRA and 
seem mainly determined by ageing phenomena and carbonation shrinkage in particular. 
10.6 Concluding remarks 
In this chapter, the dominating leaching mechanism for SRA1 was evaluated using tank tests. Based 
on the findings, this SRA can be discriminated into a mobile faction, which can be removed by diffu-
sion, and an immobile fraction that cannot. In the course of hydration, about 40% of SRA1 gets asso-
ciated to hydration products. The immobile fraction was found to be DPTB. That part of this compound 
would only be released with the dissolution of the solid matrix itself. In regard to chapters 1031H8.3.3 and 
1032H8.3.4, DPTB could be associated to layered portlandite or could however also be immobilized in gel 
pores.  
Concerning the most likely presence of SRA and SP-PCE in SCC, the hypothesis of SP-PCE being 
leached independently of the SRA could be confirmed.  
A detailed study of the diffusion process showed that the low binary diffusion coefficient of SRA1 in the 
eluate decreased the diffusion of SRA from the mortar interior. This leads to a significant decrease of 
the mass flow rate at the end of the leaching cycle. Macroscopically this gives the impression that 
equilibrium conditions have been reached, but it is not the case.  
The impact of the complete removal of the mobile SRA completely or almost completely eliminates the 
shrinkage reduction in the capillary range of humidity. However, for all mortars some shrinkage reduc-
ing effect remains for low relative humidity, which implies that the immobile fraction of SRA contributes 
to shrinkage reduction via disjoining pressure. 
For cyclic leaching it can be seen that, in contrast to permanent leaching, the relative amounts 
leached per cycle depend on the initial dosage of SRA. The amount of admixture leached during the 
cycles however is drastically decreased. For these tests, the removal of about 10 to 20% SRA1 seems 
to have only minor effect on the shrinkage reduction.  
More important, from cyclic drying and rewetting tests the main impact on strain evolution could be 
shown to come from the ageing of the cement matrix itself. Carbonation shrinkage was found to be 
enhanced for the non-leached specimen and this clearly determines the magnitude of irreversible de-
formations. For leached mortars this is less pronounced because readily soluble phases that tend to 
carbonate are removed prior to drying in the course of the leaching subcycles. 
Concerning the impact of SRA on drying and shrinkage, the most important findings of this chapter are 
summarized and discussed below. 
1. A main contribution to the question at hand can be seen in the discrimination of SRA into a mobile 
and an immobile fraction. Concerning the evolution of surface tension in the course of drying the 
relationship between bulk concentration, interfacial area and surface tension can be refined. The 
distinction of these fractions allows determining the effective amount of SRA able to diffuse to the 
liquid/vapour interfaces created in the course of drying. For this however, we assume that the im-
mobile fraction does not participate in covering interfacial area created during drying. Based on 
this, 1033HFigure 40 can be used to calculate surface tension if the bulk concentration of SRA is cor-
rected for the immobile fraction of SRA1.  
2. Concerning the mobile fraction of SRA, together with the findings of subchapters 1034H8.3.3 and 1035H8.3.4, it 
can be stated the process of self-assemblage and/or surface aggregation/adsorption that SRA un-
derwent in cement paste is completely reversible. In terms of diffusion, this part of the mobile SRA 
fraction can be assumed to be able to diffuse to the interfaces created in the course of drying. 
Therefrom, we conclude that the complete mobile fraction of SRA must be accounted for when 
calculating surface tensions. 
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3. Concerning the immobile fraction of SRA, the results imply a statistical, homogeneous distribution 
of SRA in the paste. Moreover, in regard to the findings of chapter 1036H8.3.4, DPTB may be associated 
to portlandite or captured in gel porosity. This may impact both, disjoining pressure and water 
sorption isotherms.   
4. DPTB is the non-ionic surfactant in SRA1 and can be supposed to be its main active component, 
whilst the DPG just serves as a co-surfactant. The reduced content of DBTB in the mobile fraction 
of SRA impacts its capacity to reduce surface tension. With the purpose of predicting surface ten-
sion of the pore fluid of drying cementitious material, this has to be accounted for. In this study, 
this will be factored in assuming a dilution effect that accounts for the DPTB concentarion in the 
mobile SRA fraction relative to the initial DPTB content of SRA1. 
5. Concerning irreversible deformations, one finds that it is carbonation that matters most and which 
can be attributed to be an ageing phenomenon. However, we recognize that in presence of SRA, 
carbonation and hence, carbonation shrinkage are reduced. This most probably comes from SRA 
that reduces the amount of solid phases available to react with carbon dioxide in the course of dry-
ing. For the cycle times applied in our tests, drying creep is to some extent determined by the en-
hanced drying in presence of SRA. However, the basic creep related to the extent of average pore 
pressure in mortars with or without SRA remains unknown because it cannot be distinguished in 
the measurement setup used. 
 
Summarizing the findings of this chapter, essential contributions concerning the implementation of 
SRA into recent models for predicting drying and shrinkage of cementitious systems could be ob-
tained. In the next chapter these results and the findings of previous chapters are synthesised and 
then used to examine shrinkage and drying of SRA containing cement paste and mortar in particular. 
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11 Physical impact of SRA on drying and shrinkage 
11.1 General introduction 
In this chapter the main target is to derive the mechanisms of SRA in drying and shrinkage of cementi-
tious systems. Based on the theoretical consideration of chapter 1037H5 and the findings of the experimental 
work introduced previously, the drying and shrinkage of different cement pastes and mortars shall be 
examined in particular.  
In a first step, the theoretical and experimental findings obtained so far are synthesised. This allows to 
obtain a clear overview concerning the open questions of the theory laid out and the answers obtained 
from experimental work. Based on this, the most promising approach can be developed towards 
clearly distinguishing main and side effects that come from the presence of SRA. 
In a next section, the results of drying and shrinkage measurements are given and then adequately 
discussed. This sets the basis needed for the critical discussion of the results presented in this chap-
ter. 
11.2 Synthesis of theoretical and experimental results that matter dyring and shrink-
age 
Based on the state of the art review in chapter 1038H  and the theoretical considerations of chapter 1039H5, drying 
and shrinkage of cementitious material can be described using the standard thermodynamics of the 
drying open pore system. From this, overall energy balances for drying and shrinkage can be ob-
tained. In particular, for the isothermal drying of these systems the free energy of desorption can be 
separated into two fractions. The first is utilized in the deformation (drying shrinkage) of the solid 
skeleton and the second is utilized in creating interfacial area at the liquid/vapour interface. Using the 
set of equations given in the above mentioned chapters, these energy balances can be obtained from 
measuring drying and shrinkage isotherms of cementitious materials. The first of these allows calculat-
ing the increase of the Gibbs free excess energy with drying and the second enables to separate the 
fraction of energy utilized in the deformation of the solid skeleton. Concerning the latter, the viscoelas-
tic properties of these systems are of high interest. From the elastic or reversible part of the deforma-
tion one can deduce how much energy effectively is stored in the solids, whereas the viscous part of 
deformation reveals how much energy is dissipated over time. Regarding drying induced cracking, the 
elastic stress can lead to cracking, whilst the viscous part does not or at least not completely. In a first 
attempt however, the cementitious systems examined are treated as linear elastic material [262, 263]. 
The implications of this rather crude assumption will be discussed later on. For this, measurements of 
length change after drying and resaturation are used as an estimate of the viscoelastic properties of 
these materials. 
As a result of the approach introduced above, the distinction of both energy fractions is obtained as 
well as their relation, over the whole humidity range and for each reference system. Concerning the 
impact of SRAs on drying and shrinkage, one reveals if and to what extent this specific property is af-
fected. 
Using the artificial pore system normcube (chapter 1040H5), the simulations suggested that a decreased sur-
face tension of the pore fluid causes an enhanced drying of the pore system. Furthermore, the litera-
ture on SRAs shows that the admixtures reduce shrinkage of cementitious material. Based on this, 
one concludes that SRAs must increase the ratio of energy utilized at the interfaces with respect to the 
energy of deformation. This is especially true since elastic properties of SRA treated materials are not 
significantly altered and that creep is reported to be decreased (chapter 1041H .4.5).   
We recognize that a predictive model for drying shrinkage requires a proper description of how SRAs 
affect the energy balances in general and the ratio of energies (creation of interfacial area over defor-
mation) in particular. 
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The findings of chapter 1042H5 unravelled another issue. This concerns the evolution of the pore fluids sur-
face tension in the course of drying and how this affects drying and shrinkage. From the experimental 
work of chapter 1043H7.3.3, the surface tension of the pore fluid can be expressed as a function of the sur-
factant bulk concentration and of the interfacial area that the surfactant is supposed to be active at. 
This allows estimating the evolution of surface tension in the course of drying in which the surfactant 
bulk concentration increases due to evaporation whilst more and more interfaces are exposed to the 
vapour phase. Whilst this can be conceptually well described, the actual interfacial area and its evolu-
tion during the drying process are to be assessed quantitatively. Only then can one deduce a relation 
ship between the properties of these interfaces and the energy fraction obtained from shrinkage and 
desorption isotherms. 
This requirement leaves two main questions open. The first one concerns the pore structure, which 
determines the solid interfacial area and how to describe its evolution in the drying process. The sec-
ond question addresses the distribution of SRAs in the cementitious system, which determines their 
potential activity at interfaces. 
Concerning the first, nitrogen sorption measurements revealed that, in presence of SRA, the interfacial 
area in pores smaller than 2-3nm is drastically increased. Based on the analysis of these sorption 
data, the internal surface area available for nitrogen was obtained for the mortars investigated. As-
suming that this specific surface area can be attributed to the capillary pore system; one now gets an 
estimate of the interfacial area exposed when capillaries are emptied in the course of drying.  
Concerning the internal surface area not available for nitrogen, the t-curve provided by Badmann, 
Stockhausen and Setzer [18] for water adsorption onto cementitious materials can be used estimating 
the specific surface area attributed to C-S-H. For this, data on the water desorption at relative humidity 
below the bifurcation point can be used.   
Both contributions to total specific surface of the cement system are of high interest because the find-
ings of chapter 1044H 0.3 clearly show that about 40% of the SRA are associated to portlandite or at least 
C-S-H. That part of the SRA is therefore supposed to be immobile, whereas the rest is mobile and dis-
tributed in the capillary pore space. The knowledge of these two fractions of internal specific surface 
area together with the known distribution of the SRA fractions allows approximating effective excess 
surface concentrations of SRA at interfaces. From this, estimates on the reduction of surface tension 
or surface energy may be enabled. Considering this, the mobile fraction of SRA can be assumed to 
alter interfaces that are attributed to the capillary pore space, whilst the immobile fraction may impact 
the interactions between solid surfaces of the hydrates or effective disjoining pressure respectively. 
More specifically, the mobile fraction can be discriminated into a fraction subjected to surface aggre-
gation and a fraction that is part of the pore solution. This helps to describe the evolution of the inter-
face in the course of empting the capillary pore space. In particular, at the bifurcation point of the sorp-
tion isotherm of cementitious materials one now can use nitrogen sorption data as an estimate of the 
exposed interfacial area. With this, the excess surface concentration of the SRA that determines sur-
face tension can be estimated.   
Another important finding comes from the leaching tests and contributes to the estimation of actual 
surface tension. It is the association of the non-ionic surfactant to hydrates. For SRA1, this decreases 
its capacity to reduce surface tension of the liquid phase. Concerning the cement pastes and mortars 
examined in this study, the effective surfactant content of mobile SRA1 reduces to 66% for systems 
with cement binders and 73% in case of limestone composite binders. Based on these results and ne-
glecting minor contributions to surface tension from the co-surfactant, the effective surface tensions of 
the liquid/vapour interface can be estimated.  
In what follows, the results collected on drying and shrinkage of mortar and paste containing differents 
SRAs in different dosages are shown. Data on mechanical properties as well as irreversible deforma-
tion are introduced and shortly discussed. 
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In a next step the overall energy balances are derived from shrinkage and desorption isotherms. The 
distinction of the energy utilized in deformation is then used to approximate the drying induced 
stresses, which are separated into surface induced and capillary stresses according to the findings of 
chapter 1045H . 
11.3 Results 
11.3.1 Drying 
In 1046HFigure 95 the saturation isotherms of pastes with different binder and different amounts of SRA are 
displayed. The dosage of SRA refers to the binder content. The corresponding desorption isotherms of 
these pastes are given in annex (1047HFig.A7- 1). The saturation and desorption isotherms of cement 
pastes with different types of SRA (SRA2; SRA3; SRA5) are given in the annex (1048HFig.A7- 2; 1049HFig.A7- 3; 
1050HFig.A7- 4). Note that the point of zero saturation refers to oven drying at 100°C. Furthermore, 8% RH 
corresponds to drying at T=50°C in an open oven and an ambient room climate of 20°C/40%RH. 
a) cement paste CP; w/b=0.4 b) lime stone composite binder LP; w/b=0.4 
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Figure 95: Saturation isotherms of paste with SRA1 
 
In the above graphs it can be seen how, with increasing SRA dosage, the drying increases in the up-
per range of humidity. On the other hand the isotherms merge for low relative humidity. 
The results obtained for drying of pastes in presence of SRA are clearly in line with the results of 
modeling using the artificial pore system “normcube”, which was developed in chapter 1051H . As a re-
minder, based on the evaluation approach for predicting surface tension in dependence of actual SRA 
bulk concentration and interfacial area (chapter 1052H7.3.3), saturation isotherms for the adjusted normcube 
with aqueous solutions of SRA1 could be obtained: More specifically, results in 1053HFigure 42 are in line 
with the isotherms given in 1054HFigure 95a. This is especially important since the normcube was adjusted 
for the plain cement paste CP in the above figure. Based on the simulation in these previous chapters, 
it can be said that the surface tension decreases in the course of drying. This can be deduced sepa-
rately from the fact that the isotherms merge at low relative humidity. 
For the composite binder paste LP in 1055HFigure 95b, one can see that for high dosages of SRA1 the satu-
ration isotherm reaches a plateau at 65% RH. The amount of water lost in the following steps (50% 
RH and 35% RH) is low. Most probably this is because menisci have already vanished at 65% RH. 
This is most likely since 1056H(68) implies that due to the reduced surface tension the so-called Kelvin ra-
dius decreases. It is therefore credible that, for these mortars, the capillary pore system is emptied at 
65% RH already and that water loss in the following drying steps must be due to water desorbing from 
adsorbed water layers.  
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In 1057HFigure 96 the saturation isotherms of the mortars containing SRA1 are displayed. The correspond-
ing graphs, giving the absolute values of pore space, can be found in annex ( 1058HFig.A7- 5; 1059HFig.A7- 6; 
1060HFig.A7- 7). 
Figure 96: Saturation isotherms of mortars with 
SRA1 
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In these figures, the drying behaviour of mortars is analogue to their corresponding pastes. Again, with 
increasing dosage of SRA the saturation decreases for a given relative humidity in the upper range. 
The saturation isotherms merge for low humidity.  
For the mortars comprising high porosity (LM & SM), the saturation isotherms of pastes containing a 
high dosage of SRA1 comprise a plateau between 50% RH and 35% RH, similar to the LP paste. 
Here also, this indicates that menisci have vanished and that capillary porosity is emptied. The water 
loss for the following drying steps most probably again corresponds to water desorbed from adsorbed 
water layers. 
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11.3.2 Free drying shrinkage 
In 1061HFigure 97 the shrinkage isotherms of pastes are displayed.  
a) cement paste CP with SRA1 b) paste with composite binder LP and SRA1 
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c) cement paste CP with SRA2 d) cement paste CP with SRA3 
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Figure 97: Shrinkage isotherms of paste containing different SRAs 
 
In subfigures a) and b) the impact of SRA1 on the free drying shrinkage of cement paste CP ( 1062HFigure 
97a) and the limestone composite binder LP (1063HFigure 97b) is shown. Subfigures c) and d) contain the 
shrinkage isotherms of cement paste CP with different dosages of SRA2 and SRA3. 
From these graphs it can be seen that with increasing dosage of SRA, shrinkage is effectively re-
duced. More interesting, one can clearly distinguish in what range SRAs are active. Concerning high 
relative humidity, the shrinkage reduction starts below 95% RH. For humidity lower than 50%RH how-
ever, SRAs no longer seem to contribute to the reduction of drying strains. Indeed, the strain incre-
ments between 50% RH and 35% RH are almost identical, independent of the mortar type and the 
SRA dosage.   
There is one exception to this observation and it is found for the pastes CP and LP with an initial SRA 
dosage of 4%. However, such a high dosage significantly exceeds the application limit by factor 2 (2% 
usually is the maximum recommended by producers) and is therefore not of practical relevance.  
In 1064HFigure 98 the shrinkage isotherms of different mortars are given. As previously observed for paste; 
the shrinkage reduction increases with SRA dosage. Again, SRA can be seen to be active in the hu-
midity range between 95% and 50% RH. 
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Figure 98: Shrinkage isotherms of mortars with 
SRA1 
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Similar to the findings on cement pastes, the mortar strain increment measured between 50%RH and 
35% RH is unaffected by the presence of SRA. 
11.3.3 Irreversible shrinkage 
The irreversible shrinkage was examined on mortars. Different to the data set obtained in the previous 
chapter, shrinkage and drying isotherms were measured using cylindrical specimens comprising a 
slightly higher surface to volume ratio (see 1065HTable 3 in chapter 1066H .3.4). The majority of specimen was 
dried over 64 days after which moisture equilibrium had been sufficiently obtained. A part of the series 
was dried for only 44days and then exposed to lower relative humidity. After 64 days drying, the 
specimens were submerged into deionized water for seven days. After that, mass and length change 
were measured. The resaturation was successful, because for all specimens the initial weight recov-
ered. This can be seen in the results for mortar type CM containing different dosages of SRA1 (0.5; 1; 
2%) as well as 2% of SRA2; SRA3 and SRA6 displayed in annex ( 1067HTab.A7- 2; 1068HTab.A7- 3; 1069HTab.A7- 4).  
In 1070HTable 38 the results of these measurements are summarized. In the second column the irreversible 
fraction of shrinkage of the plain mortars exposed to different relative humidity is displayed. In the third 
column, the corresponding average values for mortars containing 2% of different SRA are shown. 
Data displayed without *-indicator are the results for mortars stored in climate chambers fed with nitro-
gene to minimize carbonation and carbonation shrinkage. They remained at this climate throughout 
the test. It can be seen that, the irreversible farction of shrinkage increases with humidity. 
In contrast to these samples, the specimens stored at 65% RH and 80% RH (***) were exposed to 
carbon dioxide over the test duration (climate chamber without protective gas). This caused the total 
shrinkage strain to disproportionally increase. Indeed, this shrinkage strain in 65% RH was compara-
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ble to the ones obtained for samples exposed to 30% RH. Moreover, the irreversible fraction of 
shrinkage rose to about 78% for the plain mortar and about 65% for the SRA containing ones. 
Table 38: Irreversible fraction of drying shrinkage obtained from length measurement after resaturation 
humidity plain mortar with 2% SRA
[ % RH ] [ - ]  average [ - ]
* 20 26% 21%
30 56% 32%
50 43% 43%
** 50 44% 41%
*** 65 78% 64%
70 63% 63%
*** 80 68% 66%
 
* 
** 
*** 
 
44 days at 40% RH, then 20 days at 20% RH 
44 days at 87% RH, then 20days at 50% RH 
64 days without protective environment (carbon-
ated) 
 
 
Most important information can be deduced from the specimen that were first stored at 40% RH 
(44days) and then exposed to 20% RH for the rest of the drying regime (20days). For these samples 
(indicated with* in 1072HTable 38) the impact of carbonation should be low because of the low water satura-
tion. The average irreversible fraction of strain is about 26% for the reference mortar without SRA. As 
a comparison, the samples exposed to 30% RH for the whole test duration comprise a higher irre-
versible deformation of about 56% for the reference and 32% for SRA containing mortars. From this, 
one concludes that not only relative humidity but also exposure time significantly impacts the irreversi-
ble deformations. This would explain why the samples stored at 30%RH for 64days to comprise dou-
ble the irreversible strain than the ones first stored at 40%RH (44days) and then exposed to 20%RH 
(20days). 
In the following the results of the samples exposed to cyclic drying and resaturation (subchapter 1073H 0.5) 
are examined.   
As a reminder, those specimen were resaturated for 7 days and then exposed to 35% RH for 21 days. 
The measurements covered weight loss and length change over 9 cycles (cycle time 28days). The re-
sults for cumulated creep of the three mortar types investigated are shown in 1074HTable 39.  
Based on this data set, the extent of creep can be estimated dependent on exposure time. It is impor-
tant to mention that mortar types LM and CM are self-consolidating mortars with high paste volume, in 
which the aggregates are discretely distributed; whereas mortar SM comprises a lower binder content. 
This may have caused the macroscopical irreversible strains of SM types to decrease because of the 
higher order of elastic contacts between aggregates. However, for this mortar type the presence of 
SRA causes the irreversible strains to decrease drastically. 
Table 39: Cumulated creep of mortars exposed to cyclic drying (35% RH) and rewetting 
cycle nbr.
* [ - ] reference 1% SRA 2% SRA reference 1% SRA 2% SRA reference 1% SRA 2% SRA
1 27% 23% 35% 23% 0% 5% 15% 2% 0%
2 34% 30% 40% 29% 17% 26% 22% 11% 3%
3 37% 34% 44% 34% 19% 27% 26% 17% 6%
4 38% 38% 46% 39% 24% 28% 30% 20% 11%
5 38% 38% 47% 40% 28% 32% 30% 22% 12%
6 41% 42% 49% 44% 31% 34% 36% 26% 16%
7 41% 40% 48% 45% 33% 35% 35% 24% 16%
8 45% 43% 50% 48% 35% 38% 38% 27% 19%
9 47% 37% 49% 49% 37% 40% 41% 25% 24%
* cycle time 21d
mortar type CM mortar type LM mortar type SM
 
11.3.4 Mechanical properties of paste and mortars 
The elastic modulus of the different mortar types was measured after 7, 28 and 91days. For all mortar 
types, the moduli is unaffected by the presence of SRA ( 1075HTab.A7- 1): Furthermore, after 28 days sam-
ples were stored at different relative humidity up to 91 days (35; 70; 90%RH) prior to measurement. 
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These mechanical tests revealed that the modulus of elasticity changes slightly, but that this does not 
correlate with storage conditions or humidity respectively. Because the deviations obtained remain in 
the range of ± 5%, the elastic moduli of the mortars are assumed to be a constant in the humidity 
range between 35 and 90% RH. 
For cement pastes the elastic modulus was assumed to be in the range of about 20GPa for Portland 
cements and 16.8 GPA in case of the limestone composite binders. The elastic properties of the lime-
stone composite binder were assumed to be proportional to the ratio that was found for the mortars 
containing either binder. 
The bulk moduli of pastes and mortars were calculated assuming Poisson’s ratio to be about 0.2 
(1076HTab.A7- 1). 
11.4 Energy balances for drying and shrinkage 
In this chapter, energy balances of the drying and shrinkage of paste and mortars are derived from 
desorption and shrinkage isotherms. In what follows, the overall energy excess due to evaporation of 
water dG is calculated using the set of equations given in chapter 1077H3, in particular 1078H(22). Because of iso-
thermal conditions the Gibbs free energy can be attributed free Helmholtz energy tot.. To separate 
the deformation energy def. from tot.. the cementitious material was assumed to comprise linear 
elastic properties according 1079HTab.A7- 1. Based on these data, the energy utilized in deformation of the 
solid skeleton can be calculated from the shrinkage isotherm.  
 
 22 d
K
.def  (106) 
 
The difference between def. and tot. gives the energy utilized in the creation of interfacial area int. , 
reading 
.int.def.tot    (107) 
 
Such energy balances were carried out for all pastes and mortars investigated.  
11.4.1 Separation of the energy of deformation 
As an example, in 1080HFigure 99 and 1081HFigure 100 the Gibbs free energy and the energy of deformation are 
given for the cement paste (CP) and mortar series (CM) containing different dosages of SRA1. Data 
for other pastes and mortars are given in annex A7. Note that these energy balances were calculated 
from shrinkage and desorption isotherms that are obtained at discrete relative humidity (35; 50; 65; 80; 
90; 95%RH). With the purpose of numerical integration these isotherms were interpolated. 
In the same figures it can be seen that, due to enhanced water loss, the SRA containing samples have 
an excess free energy that increases more as the relative humidity decreases to about 50%RH. This 
is true for both, cement paste and mortar. Then, the slope of these curves changes and they merge at 
about 35%RH.   
Another important result that can be taken from these figures is that the ratios between energy of de-
sorption and the energy of deformation are large. This is true for the SRA containing specimen and in-
dependent of either paste or mortar. Especially in the capillary range of humidity (>50%RH) the energy 
of desorption is high for specimen with high SRA dosages. In addition, due to shrinkage reduction, the 
energy of deformation of these samples is low. 
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Figure 99: Energy balance for ce-
ment paste containing SRA1 
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From these figures one can also deduce that, in the course of drying of cementitious porous systems, 
a main part of the excess free energy is utilized as interfacial energy, independent of the presence of 
SRA. Nevertheless, concerning all mortars and pastes examined, in presence of SRAs this energy 
fraction increases with dosages. It can be summarized that this is a characteristic feature of SRAs. 
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Figure 100: Energy balance for mor-
tar type CM with SRA1 
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As mentioned in the above introduction, concerning a predictive model for drying shrinkage, the 
knowledge of the distribution of energy between deformation and creation of interfaces is therefore a 
must. We now proceed in having a closer look at this.  
11.4.2 Specific energy of deformation 
In this section it is examined how SRAs impact the distribution of energy between deformation and 
creation of interfacial area. Heretofore, we derive the specific energy of deformation from the first de-
rivative of energy of deformation versus total Helmholtz energy, reading 
.tot
.def
.def 




  (108) 
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In addition, the specific deformation * can be expressed in a similar way. This can support the dis-
cussions in case the assumption on the mechanical properties of pastes and mortars is inaccurate 
(non-linear elastic behaviour) and would hence perturb the overall picture.  
.tot





  (109) 
As a reminder, the specific relationship between surface free energy and deformation was found by 
Bangham [2-4] and became known as the Bangham shrinkage that governs deformations for low hu-
midity. But also for higher humidity this can be applied as formerly done by Setzer [7, 10] and Hansen 
[8] as well as Duckheim & Setzer [264].  
One now can use either the specific energy of deformation or the specific deformation to discuss the 
impact of SRAs on the distribution of the energy fraction utilized in the course of drying and shrinkage. 
It is important to note that the specific deformation is derived from actual measurements and may 
therefore be assumed to provide the more solid facts. 
11.4.2.1 Cement paste with SRA1 
In 1082HFigure 101a, the energy of deformation versus total Helmholtz free energy is displayed for cement 
paste with and without SRA1. From this, the specific energy of deformation was obtained and is dis-
played in 1083HFigure 101b. In 1084HFigure 101c the measured specific deformations of the reference paste with-
out SRA and paste containing SRA1 are given.  
Figure 101: Energy of deformation versus total 
Helmholtz free energy, specific deformation energy 
and specific deformation of cement paste CP with 
SRA1 
a) energy of deformation versus total free energy 
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b) specific energy of deformation 
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b) specific deformation 
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From 1085HFigure 101b one can see that the specific deformation energy decreases with increasing dosage 
of SRA1. This is especially true for the humidity range between 90%RH and about 50%RH. More spe-
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cifically, one finds large differences for the distribution of the energy fractions in the capillary range of 
humidity. For pastes containing 0.5 and 1% SRA1, the specific energy of deformation merges the 
curve of the reference without SRA1 below 50%RH. In contrast, the pastes with higher dosage of 
SRA1 comprise lower specific energy of deformation for the whole humidity range. However, after 
showing a local minimum at about 70% RH the specific energy of deformation comprises a local 
maximum between 60% and 50% RH. For lower humidity, the evolution of specific energy of deforma-
tion seems to be unaffected by the presence of SRA.   
The difference in the absolute values of the specific energy of deformation can come from deviations 
from linear elastic behaviour. Indeed, from 1086HFigure 101c one can see that, for low humidity, the specific 
deformation of is unaffected by the presence of SRA1. More specifically, the pastes containing SRA1 
merge the curve of the reference paste at different relative humidity and this depends on the dosage 
of SRA1. For pastes with high dosage of SRA1 this can be assumed to have been achieved with the 
emptying of the capillaries. 
From the data set obtained with paste containing SRA, it be concluded that SRA1 is mainly efficient in 
the capillary range of humidity (>50%). For lower humidity, the admixture does not contribute to 
shrinkage reduction because the specific deformation d/dtot. Is unaffected by its presence. 
Concerning the working mechanism of SRA1 it reveals that the admixture causes a decrease of the 
ratio between energy of deformation and energy for creating interfacial area. From the results on the 
specific deformation in presence of SRA1, an impact of SRA1 on disjoining pressure cannot be distin-
guished. This is especially true for the low range of humidity. There, the specific deformation should 
be decreased if disjoining pressure was increased, but it is not the case. The lower specific energy of 
deformation of pastes with high SRA1 dosage (1087HFigure 101b) would support such an assumption; how-
ever, the curves might be perturbed, because linear elastic behaviour was assumed. 
11.4.2.2 Cement paste with SRA2 
In 1088HFigure 102 the specific energy of deformation and the specific deformation of pastes containing 
SRA2 are displayed. There, it can be seen that an analogue behaviour to the pastes containing SRA1 
can be observed. With increasing SRA2 dosage, the fraction of energy, utilized in creation of interfa-
cial area, increases. Again, this is especially true for the capillary range of humidity (>50% RH). Here 
also, the evolution of specific energy of deformation at low humidity is unaffected by the presence of 
SRA2. The results for specific deformation in 1089HFigure 102b imply that the curves merge at low humidity. 
As concluded for SRA1, SRA2 is mainly active in the capillary range of humidity (> 50% RH). 
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b) specific deformation 
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Figure 102: Specific energy of deformation and specific deformation of cement paste with SRA2 
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11.4.2.3 Cement paste with SRA3 and SRA5 
The specific deformations of pastes containing SRA3 and SRA5 are displayed in 1090HFigure 103. Addi-
tionally their corresponding shrinkage isotherms are given.  
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b) specific deformation of pastes with SRA5 
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c) Shrinkage isotherm of pastes with SRA3 
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d) Shrinkage isotherm of pastes with SRA5 
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Figure 103: Specific deformation and saturation isotherms of pastes containing SRA3 and SRA5 
 
From the above figures, the following can be deduced: Similar to what was observed with SRA1 and 
SRA2, the specific deformation of the pastes containing SRA3 and SRA5 is lower than that of the ref-
erence paste without SRA. Moreover, the specific deformation at low humidity is independent of the 
presence of SRAs. However, two major differences occur: First, the specific deformation of the SRA 
containing pastes reaches a plateau at about 75%RH. Second, this can be found independent of the 
dosage of SRA.  
For pastes containing SRA5 (1091HFigure 103b), the identical specific deformation is independent of the ini-
tial SRA dosage. This can be explained when the drying strains of these pastes are considered, which 
are displayed in 1092HFigure 103d. There, it can be seen that, for SRA5, dosages higher 0.5% do not con-
tribute to further shrinkage reduction. Because of this, the specific deformation remains unaffected and 
is identical for all the dosages applied. 
In contrast, for pastes containing SRA3 the shrinkage reduction depends on dosage (1093HFigure 103c), 
however, the differences in specific deformation are less pronounced with respect to the results ob-
tained with SRA1 and SRA2. Comparing the drying strains of those pastes (1094HFigure 97 & 1095HFigure 103c) 
it can be seen that, here also, the dosage dependence of strains is more pronounced for pastes con-
taining SRA1 and SRA2.  
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11.4.2.4 Mortars with SRA1 
The specific deformations of the different mortar types containing SRA1 are displayed in 1096HFigure 104.  
Figure 104: Drying shrinkage of mortars CM and SM and LM with SRA1 over energy of desorption 
a) cement mortar CM with SRA1 b) limestone composite mortar LM with SRA1 
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c) standard mortar SM with SRA1 
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There, it can be seen that, for higher relative humidity, the SRA containing samples comprise a lower 
specific deformation than the reference mortar without SRA. At certain humidity however, their curves 
merge the one of the reference. In particular, this seems to go in pair with the emptying of the capillar-
ies. Then, for lower humidity, the specific deformation of the SRA containing samples exceeds the one 
of the reference without SRA. This is, indeed, different from what was observed with cement paste. 
There, no significant difference in specific deformation occurred for relative humidity lower than 50% 
RH. Moreover, the specific deformation of SRA containing pastes merged the one of the reference 
paste without SRA at low humidity. 
11.4.3 Concluding remarks 
In this chapter, the evolution of the Helmholtz free energy was determined from the Gibbs free energy 
of the drying material. SRA containing materials comprise an increased Helmholtz free energy for 
moderate relative humidity. For lower relative humidity however, the curves merge (chapter 1097H 1.4.1). 
The separation of energy of deformation obtained on pastes and mortar are based on the assumption 
of a constant bulk modulus and linear elastic behaviour of the drying material. Due to a reduced 
shrinkage with increasing dosage of SRA the energy of deformation determined is also decreasing in 
presence of SRA. One now faces two main problems. The first is the question on whether the bulk 
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modulus, which was derived from measurements of modulus of elasticity and assuming a Poisson’s 
ratio of 0.2, is an adequate measure. The second issue concerns the assumption of linear elastic be-
haviour in the course of drying and shrinkage. Concerning the first, we recognize that the absolute 
values of energy of deformation may be different for different bulk moduli assumed. For a higher bulk 
modulus the ratio of energy of deformation over energy utilized for the creation of interfacial area in-
creases and vice versa. However, the relative differences between samples with different SRA dosage 
will not be affected. It remains valid that the enhanced utilization of energy for creating interfacial area 
is a characteristic feature of SRA.  
In chapter 1098H 1.4.2, the results on specific deformation show that SRA containing samples always com-
prise less specific deformation for higher relative humidity before their curves of specific deformation 
merge on the one of their reference without SRA. This is especially true for cement pastes containing 
different SRAs in different dosages. For the mortars investigated this is similar in the capillary range of 
humidity. However, right after the emptying of the capillary pore space the SRA containing samples 
show an increased specific deformation prior to the collapse of their appropriate curves on the one of 
the reference without SRA. 
Whilst the results obtained on energy of deformation as well as on specific energy of deformation may 
be perturbed by inappropriate assumptions, which concern the mechanical properties, the evaluation 
of specific deformation delivers solid evidence that supports the hypothesis of the enhanced utilization 
of energy for the creation of exposed interface in presence of SRA. Moreover, the collapse of the 
curves of specific deformation of the SRA containing samples on the one of the neat reference, im-
plies that, indeed, the impact of SRA, i.e. its working mechanism, requires the presence of a liq-
uid/vapour interface. This means that with the vanishing of the menisci or rather the emptying of the 
capillary pore space the SRA looses its impact on drying shrinkage.  
The issue now is to know whether the enhanced fraction of energy utilized in the creation of interfacial 
area in the course of drying of the SRA containing samples can be attributed to surface activity. Here-
tofore, the evolution of surface tension in the course of drying has to be properly described. Moreover, 
the target of this examination is whether the properties of the liquid/vapour interface can be described 
at the point when the desorption isotherm of the SRA containing samples merge the one of the refer-
ence without SRA. This is the subject of the next section. 
11.5 Evolution of interfacial area and surface tension in the course of drying 
In this section, the evolution of surface tension in mortars and paste containing SRA1 is examined. In 
a first step the model predicting surface tension of cement pore solution containing SRA1 is adjusted. 
Then, within an iterative approach, the interfacial area exposed during drying is estimated. 
With respect to internal specific surface area the vanishing of the liquid/vapour interface uncovers the 
vapour/adsorbed water interface that is orders of magnitudes larger. In a first attempt the ratio be-
tween these different types of interface can be roughly approximated. The liquid/vapour interfacial 
area should reach its maximum with the emptying of the capillary pore space. This interfacial area can 
be assumed to be approximately the nitrogen accessible internal surface area derivable from nitrogen 
adsorption measurements. According to the results of such measurements on paste in chapter 1099H8.3.4, 
this maximum is about 10m²g-1. The internal surface area of paste obtained from water vapour adsorp-
tion exceeds this value in orders of magnitude, because in these measurements the adsorbed water 
that is part of C-S-H phases is additionally accounted for. Though not measured in this study, in litera-
ture one can find, that this specific internal surface area is in the range of 200-300m²/g for dry hard-
ened paste (Powers [48, 49]) up to 200-600m²/g (Thomas et al. [50]). From these data the ratio of in-
terfacial area between the vapour phase/liquid and vapour/adsorbed water can be up to 30. With this, 
one now can evaluate, whether the interfacial area exposed is in the range of the liquid/vapour inter-
face or can be attributed to the adsorbed water/vapour interface. This requires a proper description of 
the evolution of surface tension in the course of drying. 
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11.5.1 Surface activity of SRA1 in hydrated mortars and paste 
In previous chapters the surface activity of SRA1 was measured and these results could be trans-
ferred into a relationship that predicts surface tension as a function of SRA bulk concentration and in-
terfacial area at which the surfactant is supposed to be active at (1100H7.3.3). Based on the leaching stud-
ies, this model can be refined because the non-ionic surfactant in SRA1 was found to partially show 
specific adsorption onto hydrates in the course of hydration (chapter 1101H 0). Since this fraction and the 
active components of SRA1 are known, the surface activity of SRA1 can roughly approximated by ac-
counting for a dilution effect that concerns the non-ionic surfactant (DPTB) in the mobile fraction of 
SRA.  
11.5.2 Interfacial area exposed in the course of drying 
In a previous section (chapter 1102H 1.4) the interfacial energy of the drying cement samples could be 
separated from the total excess free energy .tot  by calculating the energy of deformation .def from 
the measured shrinkage isotherms. 
With this, the area exposed at the liquid/vapour interface acap. can be roughly approximated using 
SFT
.def.tot
.capa 
 
  (110) 
where: 
acap.: exposed interfacial area of capillary pore space  [m²/m³] 
.tot : Helmholtz free energy     [J/m³] 
.def : energy of deformation     [J/m³] 
SFT : surface tension of pore fluid    [J/m²] 
 
and 
 SRA.capSFT C;af  (111) 
where: 
CSRA.: effective SRA concentration     [mol/m³] 
 
From 1103H(111) it can be deduced that an iterative approach must be taken as the extent of interfacial area 
exposed affects the surfactant excess surface concentration, which in turn determines surface tension. 
In the following figures (1104HFigure 105; 1105HFigure 106 & 1106HFigure 107) the evolution of interfacial area exposed 
and the evolution of surface tension are displayed for the different mortars investigated. There it can 
be seen, how the presence of SRA impacts the evolution of the interfacial area exposed in the course 
of drying, whilst it is getting diluted, causing the surface tension of the pore fluid to increase in that 
process. These results are obtained from the above mentioned iterative approach in which for each 
given drying state equilibrium between SRA concentration, SRA excess surface concentration and ex-
posed interfacial area was determined. Note that the order of exposed interfacial area calculated ac-
cording 1107H(111) requires that the complete mobile fraction is evenly distributed within the capillary pore 
space. Furthermore, it is assumed that, again, the complete mobile fraction of SRA contributes to the 
reduction of surface tension, i.e. self-assembly and micellation are attributed metastable states. Such 
assemblies are assumed to disintegrate in the process of creating accessible interfacial area due to 
drying, in which surfactant monomers diffuse towards the liquid/vapour interface to adsorb and occupy 
the voids. The calculations can therefore be seen as a rough approximation on the maximum interfa-
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cial area the drying pore system is able to expose in presence of certain amount of SRA. In case the 
fraction of mobile SRA (that determines surface activity) is overestimated, the interfacial area is being 
overestimated also. 
In 1108HFigure 105 the data of mortar type CM are given. The plain reference comprises a surface tension 
of 75mN/m. This value was taken from surface tension measurements of synthetic pore solution and is 
assumed to be constant. For the mortars containing small dosages of SRA1 it can be seen that the 
surface tension increases due to the increase of the interfacial area. For the high dosage of SRA the 
surfactant gets slightly depleted at low relative humidity. 
a) interfacial area exposed in the course of drying b) evolution of surface tension 
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Figure 105: Interfacial area exposed to the liquid/vapour interface and evolution of surface tension in pore 
fluid of mortar CM 
 
In 1109HFigure 106 & 1110HFigure 107 the data for mortars LM with limestone composite binder and the standard 
mortar SM containing SRA1 are shown. Both types of mortar show similar trends to what was ob-
served for mortar CM. Differences are to be found in the extent of surface area exposed in the course 
of drying. For all mortar types investigated, the most important finding concerns the interfacial area 
exposed, which scales with the dosage of SRA1 added. This is more pronounced for high dosages of 
SRA1 where a doubling of the area is seen with respect to the reference without SRA. 
a) interfacial area exposed in the course of drying b) evolution of surface tension 
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Figure 106: Interfacial area exposed to the liquid/vapour interface and evolution of surface tension in pore 
fluid of mortar LM 
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a) interfacial area exposed in the course of drying b) evolution of surface tension 
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Figure 107: Interfacial area exposed to the liquid/vapour interface and evolution of surface tension in pore 
fluid of mortar SM 
 
The above results involved a number of hypotheses, so that the results must be evaluated very criti-
cally. For this matter the specific surface area obtained from nitrogen sorption measurements is given 
in 1111HTable 40. There the values for the specific surface area evaluated according the BJH [265] and the 
modeless method [16, 17] are given. In this table the contributions of pores smaller and larger than 
4nm can be distinguished. 
In the last three columns of 1112HTable 40 an overview is given on how much interfacial area the different 
mortars expose to the liquid vapour interface (reference and mortars containing 4% SRA1). Moreover 
this is shown for different relative humidity. 
Table 40: Specific surface of mortars from nitrogen sorption measurements and exposed interfacial area 
dependent on relative humidity 
[ - ] < 4nm > 4nm sum < 4nm > 4nm sum 50% 65% 80%
CM ref 5 8 13 4 6 10 2.7 1.4 0.9
CM 4%SRA1 9 11 20 8 8 16 8.9 6.3 3.4
LM ref 4 11 15 6 8 14 3.8 3.8 2.7
LM 4%SRA1 9 12 21 8 9 17 11.8 11.8 9.3
SM ref 5 8 13 4 6 10 3.5 2.6 1.8
SM 4%SRA1 5 9 14 4 7 11 7.7 7.2 6.68
7
A exp. [m²/g]
RH [ - ]
10
9
10
7
average [m²/g] 
specific surface (nitrogen)
> 4nm
mortar
BJH [m²/g] modelless [m²/g] 
 
 
From the above table, the interfacial areas calculated based on surface tension are in good agreement 
with the surface contribution of pores larger then 4nm in all cases of the high SRA dosage and a rela-
tive humidity of 50%RH. This is due to the fact that for these conditions, the desorption isotherms, 
given in a previous section (1113H 1.3.1; 1114HFigure 96), indicate that then the capillaries have already emptied. 
Because of this we consider the results of the iterative approach for deriving surface tension and ex-
posed interfacial area (liquid/vapour interface) as reasonable. 
In contrast to the SRA containing samples, the interfacial area of the reference mortars is about half of 
the specific surface area of the capillary pore system. This result is in good agreement considering 
that due to higher surface tension of the liquid/vapour interface 
a) deformation impacts a lot in minimizing the systems free energy and 
b) the interface itself can be assumed to be less curved, which additionally decreases the inter-
facial are exposed. 
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The above findings are an important result. Finding the maximum of exposed interfacial area of the 
liquid/vapour interface of SRA containing mortars to be in good agreement with the specific surface 
are obtained from nitrogen adsorption, supports the assumptions made on the order of energy utilized 
in deformation .def , which in turn was used to derive the interfacial energy .int  from the total energy 
of desorption G  or the total Helmholtz free energy .def respectively. From this one can derive that 
the Helmholtz free energy approach can be used to describe drying and shrinkage with or without 
SRA.  
Concerning the impact of SRA on drying of cementitious matter the results on both the evolution of in-
terfacial area and surface tension of the liquid/vapour interface in the course of drying are in line with 
the simulations performed using the artificial pore system normcube. This is in particular true for the 
simulations with evolving surface tension due to the increase of the interfacial area (chapter 1115H7.3.3). 
With respect to this, the measurements verify the simulations. 
Concerning the SRA mechanism for shrinkage reduction, the energy balance approach supports the 
idea of the importance of the surface tension of the liquid/vapour interface. This however supports the 
view that it might be a reduced average pore pressure in presence of SRA that contributes to shrink-
age reduction. Moreover, the results obtained on pastes, for which the specific deformation revealed 
to be independent of the presence of SRA once capillaries are emptied, suggest that average pore 
pressure is important. 
According to the model introduced by Coussy [11, 13] (chapter 1116H3.1.4) the degreased degree of satura-
tion in presence of SRA would cause this pressure to be decreased relative to a reference system 
without SRA. In particular, it is the reduction of average capillary pressure that reduces the overall av-
erage pore pressure. In principle and allowing simplifications to some extent, this mechanism can be 
viewed as the analogue to the model accounting for capillary forces to be the origin of drying induced 
deformation. However, as could be derived from the state of the art review in chapter 1117H3, there are se-
vere doubts on the importance of capillary forces for drying shrinkage. To tackle this issue is the ob-
jective of the next section. There, the role of capillary pressure for drying cementitious material with 
and without SRA is examined in particular. The ultimate objective is to determine if the change that 
SRAs cause on this property is or not the main reason for the shrinkage reduction that they also 
cause. 
11.6 The role of average capillary pressure for drying shrinkage 
In this section, the contribution of average capillary pressure to overall deformation is discussed. In 
chapter 1118H5 the theoretical considerations led to the conclusion that different to Coussy´s model of aver-
age pore pressure [11, 13], the pore fluid would preferably be separated into a liquid and adsorbed 
fraction. For each series of mortars and pastes, desorption isotherms can be used to obtain an esti-
mate on the liquid fraction of the bulk water content. In particular, at about 40 to 50%RH the menisci 
are supposed to break down in hydrated cementitious materials. Then, water in the pore system is 
supposed to be present as adsorbed water exclusively.   
In a first attempt, we consider this to hold for cementitious materials independent of the presence of 
SRAs. Based on this, we assume that water evaporation down to about 40%RH is mainly due to 
evaporation of the liquid fraction. We recognize that this leads to an overestimation because of ne-
glecting a possible water loss from gel porosity. Due to this, we furthermore recognize that the contri-
bution of average capillary pressure is overestimated. The impact of this is discussed later on.  
The average capillary pore pressure can be calculated according to 
bulk.cap Spp 0   (112) 
where: 
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.capp : average capillary pressure   [Pa] 
p : moisture potential    [Pa] 
0 : porosity      [m³/m³] 
Sbulk: liquid water saturation    [m³/m³] 
 
Concerning Coussy´s model [11, 13] outlined in chapter 1119H3.1.4, the second contribution to average pore 
pressure  is the surface force induced tension U which can be calculated from overall water loss ac-
cording to  
)S(pdSp)S(U ww
S
w
w
  1
1
  (113) 
 
where 
SW: total water saturation    [m³/m³] 
 
so that 
Up   (114) 
 
For our examinations, we use an estimate of the average pore pressure , derived from bulk modulus 
K of the cementitious material and its measured drying strains. Thus, the elastic mechanical properties 
(1120H 1.3.4) and the shrinkage isotherms are accounted for, by writing: 
K
   (115) 
where: 
:  shrinkage strain     [ - ] 
K: bulk modulus     [ - ] 
 
With this one obtains an estimate of the extent to which the capillary pressure contributes to overall 
drying shrinkage. 
As an example, in 1121HFigure 108 the average capillary pressure and the surface force induced pressure 
are displayed for the mortar CM with different dosages of SRA1. In this figure it can be seen that the 
contribution of average capillary pressure to overall deformation is low (note the different scales in 
1122HFigure 108). Although, between 60 and 80%RH it reaches a maximum, its contribution to overall effec-
tive pressure is then only in the range of 4% for the reference mortar without SRA and about 10% for 
the one containing the high dosage of SRA1.  
The curves presented in 1123HFigure 108 are representative of all mortars and pastes, including paste con-
taining different SRAs and different dosages. 
From this we conclude that in general, the contribution of average capillary pressure according 
Coussy´s model [11, 13] to drying shrinkage is low. This is in line with the findings in chapter 1124H3, in 
which the literature review revealed severedoubts on the importance of capillary pressure in drying 
shrinkage of cementitious material. 
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Figure 108: Contribution of aver-
age capillary pressure to average 
pore pressure, mortar CM 
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Thus, as an overall conclusion of this chapter, concerning Coussy´s model for drying shrink-
age [11, 13] we consider the SRA impact on the average capillary pore pressure is a minor ef-
fect that cannot account for the overall shrinkage reduction. 
Therefore, the SRA effect must concern the role of disjoining pressure or another contribution that is 
impacted by the reduced interfacial energy of the pore fluid. The latter so far lacks a reasonable ex-
planation but, as a reminder, the role of increased disjoining pressure due to steric repulsion alone can 
also not account for the sudden increase of deformation once the capillary pore space has emptied 
upon drying. It is the topic of the next section to tackle this issue. 
11.7 The role of SRA in drying and shrinkage of cementitious material 
11.7.1 Basic concept for drying and shrinkage of cementitious material 
In the previous sections the role of average capillary pressure according Coussy´s model [11, 13] for 
drying shrinkage was found to be only of minor impact. Although SRAs reduce this average capillary 
pressure, their main impact on shrinkage appears to come from something else. The objective of this 
section is to examine which other mechanism is responsible for shrinkage of cementitious material and 
how it is affected by the presence of SRA. 
The state of the art knowledge on drying and shrinkage of cementitious systems leads us to consider 
the role of disjoining pressure on shrinkage and how surface activity of SRA can impact this. Accord-
ing to Setzer [6, 10], the disjoining pressure governs the overall volume stability and with this the hy-
gral deformations of cementitious material. In the course of drying, the average distance between solid 
surfaces h enters in this balance and contributes to keeping surfaces apart. We reconsider Setzer´s 
definition of disjoining pressure [6, 10], reading: 
i;p,T
.disj h
G)h(p









  (116) 
where 
G: Gibbs free energy 
h: distance between surfaces  
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There, the extent of disjoining pressure is determined by the Gibbs free energy of the system and the 
distance between solid surfaces. Furthermore, Setzer [6, 10] defines: 
ww.disj dh
)h(p 





1
1
1
 (117) 
where 
μW: chemical potential of water 
W: surface concentration of water 
 
From the above equation, one can take that disjoining pressure is a function of average surface-to-
surface distance, of the surface concentration and of the chemical potential of water. Most important, 
the Gibbs free energy defined in 1125H(116) refers to the adsorbed water, as 1126H(117) exclusively refers to the 
surface concentration of water, i.e. the water between solid surfaces.  
Because of this, the disjoining pressure cannot be derived from the total water loss. Again, the liquid 
(capillary water) and the adsorbed water fractions have to be discriminated. This is a complex task that 
cannot be fulfilled with the measurements performed in this study. However, a macroscopic thermody-
namic dimensional approach offers a useful working approximation. 
Using the concept that the disjoining pressure governs the hygral volume stability of cementitious ma-
terials, the drying deformation  can be assumed to be proportional to the average distance h between 
solid surfaces, reading:  

'h  (118) 
 
With respect to our Helmholtz free energy approach (section 11.4), this links energy of deformation 
def. and disjoining pressure, reading 
h
p .def.disj 



 
(119) 
With 


 ' K.def  (120) 
 
and the combination of equations (118) and (119): 
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
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one obtaines 
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Based on the above equations, one concludes that, for a given relative humidity and a reduced drying 
strain due to the presence of SRA, the disjoining pressure of the SRA containing system must be 
lower than that of the reference system without SRA, so that for 
   RHRH referenceSRA 

 (  (124) 
 
   RHpRHp reference_.disjSRA_.disj (  (125) 
 
The assumption on the proportionality of shrinkage deformation and decrease of the average distance 
h between solid surfaces also requires the surface concentration of water between these solid sur-
faces to decrease with shrinkage. This means that with increasing shrinkage deformation  the amount 
of adsorbed water 	W is decreasing, reading 
wh 
 ''  (126) 
 
With (126) one derives a relationship that scales shrinkage deformation with energy of deformation, 
because the change in the surface concentration of adsorbed water 	W  can be expressed as the wa-
ter loss of adsorbed water layers, i.e. the adsorbed water fraction vW_ads.. Reconsidering the Helmholtz 
free energy approach introduced in section 11.4 reading 
.int.def.tot  
 
(127) 
 
and the discrimination of adsorbed and liquid water fractions 
bulk_w.ads_ww vvv   (128) 
 
one obtains 
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where 
wv : total water loss   [m³/m³] 
adswv _ .: loss of adsorbed water  [m³/m³] 
bulkwv _ .: loss of liquid water  [m³/m³] 
mv : molar volume of water  [m³/mol] 
 
As mentioned above, the discrimination between adsorbed and liquid water fractions is delicate, so 
that the total Helmholtz free energy can be quantified from the desorption isotherm of cementitious 
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material, whilst the energy fractions cannot be separated. However, the concept of disjoining pressure 
allows a second derivation of the energy of deformation independent of the mechanical properties, 
reading 
.disj.disj.def hdpdhpd   (130) 
 
in which the energy of deformation is determined by the energy needed to approach solid surfaces 
and in which this approaching causes the concentration of adsorbed water between solid surfaces to 
decrease. Furthermore, the energy utilized in creating interfacial area ( .int ) can be expressed as a 
function of surface energy  and interfacial area a, so that the total Helmholtz free energy ( .tot ) of the 
open drying cementitious material can be written  
 addahdpdhpd .disj.disj.tot   (131) 
 
With 1129H(131) we derive a simple conceptual base from which the mechanism of SRA in shrinkage can be 
explained. Moreover, with 1130H(131) one derives a general expression that can also be applied once the 
bulk liquid/vapour interface vanishes in the course of drying. Then, the interfacial area of interest is be-
tween the vapour and the adsorbed water. Its surface energy is noted SFE. An increase of the energy 
fraction utilized in creating interfaces or an increase of this interfacial area can be described as fol-
lows: On the one hand, the surface energy of this interface increases with decreasing relative humidity 
[24]. On the other hand, after vanishing of the bulk liquid/vapour interface, the area of the va-
pour/adsorbed water interface may be equated to the internal specific surface of the capillary pore 
space acap. This interfacial area would therefore also increase if further drying induces microcracking 
of the C-S-H-gel structure. However, unless this happens and down to extremely low humidity when 
the adsorbed water film would become discontinuous, the area of this interface should remain con-
stant. 
This conceptual view is different from the models on drying and shrinkage given by recent authors. In 
particular, Setzer[10] explicitly relates the total Helmholtz free energy ( .tot ) to disjoining pressure 
(compare to 1131H(116)), whilst 1132H(131) accounts for an additional surface term. With this we can distinguish 
energy fractions with an approximation that is acceptable for our purpose of comparing systems with 
and without SRAs. This allows simplifications that are otherwise not possible, but they here help us to 
gain insight into SRA behaviour, which is the subject of the next section.  
11.7.2 The shrinkage reducing mechanism of SRAs 
In a first attempt to derive the shrinkage reduction mechanism of SRAs let us reconsider a fundamen-
tal statement of Scherer [15], in which the formation of menisci in the drying porous system is ex-
plained. Scherer suggests that because the exposure of low energy liquid/vapour interface is preferred 
over the exposure of a high energy solid/vapour interface, the pore fluid tends to cover the solids by 
forming menisci, i.e. a curved liquid/vapour interface. In that way the system minimizes its free energy. 
Let us now reconsider the findings of chapter 1133H5.2. There, based on theoretical considerations, it could 
be simulated that, the deformable drying pore system can contribute to reducing exposed interfacial 
area by deformation. We recognize that, to minimize its energy, the drying cementitious system must 
reduce its exposed interfacial area and that deformation can contribute to this. However, for deforma-
tion itself energy has to be utilized. From this one can take, that drying and shrinkage of cementitious 
material can be generally described macroscopically by an overall free energy minimization approach, 
reading:  
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 .int.def.tot minmin    (132) 
 
in which the macroscopically measured drying shrinkage is a result of a minimum of exposed interfa-
cial area, which is determined 
a) by the systems microstructure that determines the magnitude of interfacial area to be exposed 
b) by the surface tension of the liquid/vapour interface and 
c) to some extent by deformation, for which energy can be utilized ( .def ) to reduce the interfacial 
energy ( .int ). 
The first and the second property mentioned above determine the energy that must be utilized at the 
interfacial area. In chapter 11.5 it was shown that the evolution of surface tension and of the exposed 
interfacial area could be described well for the range of relative humidity that the samples were ex-
posed to. 
In chapter 11.7.1, the deformation of the cementitious material was linked to the change of the aver-
age distance h between solid surfaces of the solid/liquid gel system. In particular, the change of the 
average solid interspace h was scaled with the change in deformation . Moreover, energy of deforma-
tion was expressed as an energy equivalent for changing this average interspaces distance against 
the action of disjoining pressure 1134H(130).  
Just like the name implies, SRA reduce drying shrinkage of cementitious materials. With this and also 
supported by own results on drying shrinkage (section 11.3.2), there is solid evidence that the defor-
mation energy ( .def ) is decreased in presence of SRA at any given relative humidity (chapter 11.4). 
Furthermore, shrinkage reduction increases with dosage (chapter 11.3.2) so that energy of deforma-
tion also decreases with SRA dosage (chapter 11.4). How deformation energy of cement paste CP is 
impacted in presence of different dosages of SRA1 is displayed in Figure 109. There, the total Helm-
holtz free energy ( .tot ), deformation energy ( .def ) and energy utilized at interfaces ( .int ) for ce-
ment past CP without SRA and with different dosages of SRA1 at different relative humidity are dis-
played by means of stacked columns.  
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Figure 109: Total Helmholtz 
free energy , deformation 
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interfaces for cement paste 
CP without SRA and with dif-
ferent dosages of SRA1 at 
different relative humidity 
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Concerning the deformation energy ( .def ), one can see that indeed, energy of deformation de-
creases with the dosage of SRA1 whatever the relative humidity. In contrast, the energy utilized for 
creating interfacial area ( .int ) increases with SRA dosage at each relative humidity.  
The total Helmholtz free energy ( .tot ) in Figure 109 is calculated using the desorption isotherms 
measured on samples with and without SRA. One can see that .tot  is slightly increased in presence 
of SRA.  
From Figure 109 one can take that in presence of SRA, the energy balance of drying cementitious ma-
terial is affected mainly in two different ways. First, the total Helmholtz energy ( .tot ) increased with 
dosage. Second, the energy fraction utilized in the creation of interfacial area increases with dosage. 
The importance of this can be better seen on the following graph (Figure 110) in which the energy 
fractions (normalized to .tot at different RH) of the cement paste samples without and with different 
dosages of SRA1 are displayed. In particular, it shows that, with increasing dosage of SRA1, the frac-
tion of energy used for deformation increases with SRA dosage in a way that is more or less inde-
pendent of relative humidity. 
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for deformation energy and 
energy utilized at interfaces 
for cement past CP without 
SRA and with different dos-
ages of SRA1 at different 
relative humidity 
 
Summarizing these results, it can be said the enhanced utilization of Helmholtz free energy for creat-
ing interfacial area ( .int ) with increasing dosage of SRA1 is due to the surface activity of SRA1.  
An important point here is that the measurement of desorption isotherms reveal a decreasing partial 
water saturation with increasing SRA dosage (section 11.3.1), which is found to be a characteristic 
feature of SRA. The enhanced water loss increases the total Helmholtz free energy. 
Because shrinkage in presence of SRA is reduced and the reduction scales with SRA dosage 
(11.3.2), the loss of adsorbed water at/between solid surfaces decreases with the dosage of SRA. 
This means, that the enhanced water loss in presence of SRA must be due to enhanced loss of liquid 
water (bulk liquid), which increases the energy for creation of interfacial area .int . This appears para-
doxical, but is not the case as explained below. 
The simulations using the artificial pore system “normcube” in chapter 5.2.2. clearly show that the en-
hanced water loss in presence of SRA is due to the reduced surface tension that decreases with SRA 
dosage. Moreover, based on the relationship between SRA dosage, surface excess concentration and 
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exposed interfacial area, developed in chapter 7.3.3 and the results obtained in chapter 10 (leaching), 
the evolution of surface tension and exposed interfacial area of cement pastes and mortars investi-
gated in this study could be properly approximated (section 11.5). Based on these results it is now 
possible to explain that both the increase in total Helmholtz free energy and the enhanced utilization of 
energy at interfaces is due to the surface activity of non-ionic surfactant in SRA1. Moreover, these 
phenomena could be found to be a characteristic feature of SRAs (section 11.4.1). 
From the above, the shrinkage reduction mechanism of SRA in a first attempt can be said to come 
from the pore system’s ability to minimize its free energy more efficiently by creating interfacial area at 
the liquid/vapour interface than by deforming the solid matrix and that this is facilitated by the reduc-
tion in surface tension due to the presence of SRA 
While the above explanation is generally coherent, a number of questions subsist. In particular, it is 
not sufficiently clear how SRAs in general and their surface activity in particular cause the disjoining 
pressure to decrease. While the results gained in this study do not allow examining this question in de-
tail, some hypotheses nevertheless deserve to be examined. This is done in the next section with the 
objectives of suggestions directioned in which our simplifying basic concept about the SRA working 
mechanism may be further developed. 
11.7.3 Perspectives on the SRA mechanism 
The measurements of desorption and shrinkage isotherms of cementitious material, without and with 
SRA in different dosages, allow to draw energy balances according to the Helmholtz free energy ap-
proach in which energy of deformation and interfacial energy are separated. While this separation, 
with more or less accuracy, reveals that in presence of SRA the fraction of energy utilized in creating 
interfacial area significantly increases with dosage, it is not clear what the specific reason for this may 
be.  
In a first attempt one might assume that it comes from a force balance. To take this further one needs 
to know how the evolution of the liquid/vapour interface impacts the narrowing of the solid interspaces. 
In particular, a parameter is required that links energy of deformation and energy of the liquid/vapour 
interface. Because deriving a mechanical model incorporating interparticular forces, microstructure 
and surface forces is far beyond the scope of this thesis, a simple conceptual approach is selected, 
suitable to be implemented in the Helmholtz fee energy approach used in this thesis. 
In a first step let us reconsider Setzer´s definition on how disjoining pressure governs the hygral vol-
ume stability of cementitious material [6, 10]. There it is stated that the average distance h between 
solid surfaces is governed by said disjoining pressure. In particular, the hygral equilibrium conditions 
can be attributed to be a force balance between repulsive and attractive components of the disjoining 
pressure. More specifically, for a given material in equilibrium with an imposed relative humidity the 
overall disjoining pressure or net force is zero because repulsive and attractive components are in 
equilibrium. One now wonders how the surface tension of the liquid/vapour interface can impact this 
equilibrium. For this, the repulsive and attractive components are examined in what follows. 
According to Setzer´s model for how disjoining pressure governs the hygral volume stability of cemen-
titious material in [10], the disjoining pressure is mainly a function of the distance h between the solid 
surfaces. The attractive contributions to the overall disjoining pressure are dispersive or molecular in-
teraction forces (pm), whilst the repulsive components are electrostatic (pe) and structural forces (ps) 
(within limits [10]) so that 
sem.disj pppp   (133) 
where 
pm: dispersive or molecular interaction force; attractive 
pe: electrostatic interaction force; repulsive 
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ps: structural interaction force; repulsive 
 
Referring to Horn [266] and for the sake of simplicity, the repulsive and attractive components of dis-
joining pressure can be thought to be a combination of a repulsive exponential function of separation 
and an attractive power law function, for which attraction decreases with increasing separation.  
Assuming moisture equilibrium, in which the net disjoining pressure is zero, one writes 
sem ppp   (134) 
 
From (134) one can take that surface tension of the liquid/ vapour interface must either impact the dis-
persive interaction between solid surfaces (attractive forces) or the electrostatic/structural interaction 
(repulsion). Because an impact of surface tension on dispersion forces cannot be seen, one may as-
sume that it is the the repulsive component of disjoining pressure that is affected. 
Let us examine the repulsive contribution to overall disjoining pressure in cementitious material more 
in detail. According to Scherer [15] this electrostatic repulsive contribution may be assumed to be of 
osmotic nature. Dependent on the imposed relative humidity, or more specifically the moisture poten-
tial (see equation (11)), the electrolyte nature of the pore fluid in the interspaces between solid sur-
faces determines separation force (pe). For cementitious material the ionic strength is high and the av-
erage distance h is low, so that electric double layers superimpose, which causes repulsion. The sys-
tem tends to attract water from the surrounding to separate these overlapping layers. However, this is 
governed by the imposed relative humidity. For cementitious material Badmann, Stockhausen and 
Setzer et al. [18] measured the statistical adsorbed water layer thickness t as a function of relative 
humidity. From their measurements one can take that t decreases with decreasing relative humidity. 
Based on the above, we recognize that the imposed relative humidity not only determines the evolu-
tion of the liquid/vapour interface but also the amount of the adsorbed water, which in turn determines 
the average distance h and with that the drying deformation. 
The question now arises on how this can happen if the vapour phase is separated from the main part 
of the C-S-H gel by the liquid/vapour interface. One now concludes that it must be a property of the 
liquid/vapour interface that impacts the amount of adsorbed water between the C-S-H solid surfaces.  
The question is now how this can happen if the vapour is separated from the main part of the C-S-H 
gel by the liquid/vapour interface. What can be said is that this must lie in a property of the liq-
uid/vapour interface that impacts the amount of adsorbed water between the C-S-H solid surfaces.  
An insight into this comes from disjoining pressure measurements carried out using atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM) [267-271]. There, the force measured between the AFM tip and a flat surface is said 
to originate from the liquid bridge that builds between both surfaces. This formation of this bridge 
comes from the condensation of water from the ambient humidity [267, 269]. Moreover, we can infer 
that once such a water bridge forms between AFM tip and the opposing surface, then the surface ten-
sion of the liquid/vapour interface determines the magnitude of the disjoining pressure. 
In cementitious materials, the C-S-H binding phase is composed of “nano building blocks” between 
which such liquid bridges can establish. We can therefore assume that owing to its surface tension, 
the liquid/ vapour interface exerts a negative pressure on the water that is part of the C-S-H-gel. This 
would tend to cause attraction of opposing surfaces and is opposed by a repulsive or separation pres-
sure acting between the C-S-H interspaces. Equilibrium is found at the separation distance where both 
attraction and repulsion balance each other. 
Assuming in a next step that a reduced surface tension of the liquid/vapour interface develops less at-
traction, the cementitious material will find its hygral equilibrium with a larger average distance h be-
tween solid interspaces and deforms less respectively. 
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If such a force or rather pressure balance is accounted for, the energy balances drawn in the previous 
sections can be better explained. In particular, in can be explained why, in presence of SRA, less 
shrinkage occurs and why an increased energy fraction of the total Helmholtz free energy can be util-
ized in the creation of interfacial area at the liquid/vapour interface.  
As on overall statement on the SRA mechanism it can be said that, due to a reduced surface tension, 
the pressure exerted by the liquid/vapour interface is reduced. Therefore, less water can be drawn 
from the gel porosity. However due to the reduced surface tension the creation of interfacial area is 
facilitated and the loss of liquid water increases thereof. 
In case the surface tension increases in the course of drying, as was shown to be the case for some 
SRA dosage in chapter 11.5, the pressure exerted on the C-S-H-gel should increase too. With an in-
creasing pressure working against the repulsive osmotic pressure, water is drawn from the gel and the 
cementitious material shrinks. At low humidity, the solid-vapour interfacial properties of the SRA con-
taining material should no more be much different from those of the system without SRA. The differ-
ences in the specific deformation therefore vanish as is observed experimentally (chapter 11.4.2). 
As a concluding remark, it is has to be noted that the above thoughts refer to a model involving a re-
duced capillary pressure. However, this must not be confused with the traditional “capillary force 
model” which assumes capillary pressure to act as a hydrostatic pressure, exerting tensile stress on 
the pore walls and causing contraction of the porous matter or drying shrinkage respectively. In what 
was discussed above, the reduced interfacial tension of the liquid/vapour interface induces a reduced 
capillary pressure that, in turn, causes the repulsive contribution to disjoining pressure to be reduced 
since equilibrium is reached at a larger separation distance. Hence, in presence of SRA drying shrink-
age is reduced. 
Although the above is a simplifying view on the working mechanisms of SRA, which of course cannot 
account for changes of the microstructure in presence of SRA and other side effects, it reflects well 
enough the main phenomena of how drying and shrinkage of cementitious material is affected by 
SRAs. 
A more detailed study of how SRA affects the equilibrium between the interfacial properties of the liq-
uid/vapour interface and disjoining pressure would be a complement to this. Moreover, a closer view 
on the behaviour of surfactants in cementitious materials and their ability to reduce surface tension is 
also required. Based on such investigations, the thoughts about the force balance introduced above, 
may be developed further and might be put on a more solid base. 
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12 Overall conclusions 
The present theses tried to shed light on the role of SRAs in self consolidating concrete focusing on 
the three main subjects:  
1. the mechanisms of cement hydration 
2. the sustainability of SRA application 
3. physical impact on shrinkage 
The main findings for each of these areas are summarised in individual subsections of this chapter. 
Before this however, two more general contributions that this thesis makes to the literature on SRAs 
are summarized. 
The first of these is that in the course of this thesis the patent search provided important information 
on the ingredients of SRA products. It was found that these are most often synergistic mixtures of non-
ionic surfactants as main active component and glycols which act as co-surfactants. This fact is gen-
erally overlooked by the scientific literature dealing with these products. It is something rather unfortu-
nate since it is responsible for many aspects of SRA performance. Indications about this could be 
gathered by exploring the abundant literature that focuses on the properties of non-ionic surfactants, 
the co-surfactant nature of glycols as well as mixtures of both types of these ingredients found in 
commercial SRAs. This rich pool of information proved beneficial for proper discussion of the results 
obtained from cement hydration studies.  
The second broad implication came from the work on SRA leaching that showed that under conditions 
of practical relevance, the sustainability of SRAs is guaranteed. This part of the work turned out to be 
of utmost importance for understanding the physical impact of SRA on drying and shrinkage. In par-
ticular, it was shown that the added SRA must be discriminated into mobile and immobile fractions. 
Thus not all the added SRA is effective. This finding together with shrinkage measurements on 
leached mortar samples impacts the quantitative interpretation of the performance of SRAs in cemen-
titious systems. It is something that further research on SRAs cannot overlook. 
12.1 Cement hydration in presence of SRA 
How SRAs affect cement hydration was the subject of chapter 8. It was found that whilst hydration is 
to some extent retarded by SRAs alone, their combination with superplasticizers can lead to a dispro-
portional extension of the induction period. Concerning the more detailed analysis of hydration, the 
solid phase analysis revealed that the silicate hydration is retarded in presence of SRA, whilst the 
aluminate clinker phase reactions proceed rather unaffected.  
A first important result on how hydration kinetics are impacted by SRA came from the comparative in-
vestigation of paste with different binder types but similar SRA dosages. These results implied that, in 
contrast to the case of superplasticizers, the retardation of cement hydration is not due to admixture 
adsorption. 
This conclusion is supported by the work of Zhang et al. 2001 [205] as well as Merlin et al. 2005 [206] 
who investigated the adsorption behaviour of short ethoxylated non-ionic surfactants onto hydrated 
cementitious material. Indeed, they found that for very low molecular weight compounds, the non-ionic 
surfactant did not adsorb at all [205] and Merlin identified adsorption of non-ionic surfactants onto C-S-
H only on the verge of the detection limit. This is consistent with own results obtained on the hydration 
of synthetic C3S in presence of SRA1. Indeed, in this part of the work, it could be shown that the main 
ingredient of SRA1 is dipropylene tert-butyl ether (DPTB) that shows a specific adsorption onto port-
landite, but not on C3S or C-S-H. 
This interaction of SRAs with Portlandite is something new and would deserve to be further investi-
gated in the context of more detailed studies of cement hydration. While this was beyond the scope of 
this thesis, some time effort was spent to better understand this interesting phenomenon. For exam-
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ple, it was found that in presence of SRA the specific surface can be found to be increased. This phe-
nomenon was already described in literature and was also observed for cement pastes and mortars 
investigated in the course of this study. Investigations in this thesis could prove that this comes from 
the increased contribution of portlandite surface, resulting from the SRA blocking the 001 crystal plane 
of portlandite and causing portlandite crystals to mainly grow in their lateral dimensions. Therefore, in 
mature cement pastes, portlandite can be found as thin platelets or even layered sheets. The in-
creased specific surface area of SRA containing cement pastes increases the amount of water asso-
ciated to solid surfaces. For pastes, mortar and concrete with rather low water binder ratios this can 
reduce the amount of water available for cement hydration and, might thereof compromise the degree 
of hydration achievable. This might explain the reduced mechanical properties of SRA modified con-
cretes reported in literature (see chapter 4.4.5). Whether sufficient wet curing of these concretes can 
remedy this, is still pending. In this context it is worth commenting on the fact that the chemical shrink-
age measurements in chapter 9.3 showed that during “under water” storage the amount of adsorbed 
water increased with the SRA dosage. In particular, SRA containing pastes and mortars with initial 
w/c0.36 tended to achieve an effective water/cement ratio of w/c=0.41±0.01. This is an important re-
sult since it shows that SRA containing systems do benefit from curing. If and to what extent this can 
be used to compensate the mechanical performance decrease of SRA containing concretes deserves 
further investigation. 
Concerning the preferential adsorption of SRA1 onto portlandite, it is concluded that this takes place 
on the 001 plane. This is possible because of hydroxyl groups that do not get hydrolysed at high pH of 
cementitious systems and explains the thin platelets morphology, the increased specific surface and 
the higher amount of bound water at a given degree of hydration. Assuming that the adsorbed SRAs 
limit growth rates of portlandite, this would be accompanied by an increase of the calcium concentra-
tion in solution that penalizes dissolution [248]. Furthermore, the disproportional retardation observed 
for the combined application of SRA and SP-PCE can now be explained better. Whilst retardation from 
superplasticizer seems to come from the specific interaction with the silicate clinker phase and C-S-H 
(Pourchet et al. 2007 [272]), the retarding effect from SRA concerns portlandite growth. As a simple 
conceptual explanation, one concludes that both effects are independent of each other and just accu-
mulate when both admixtures are used together. 
12.2 Sustainability of the SRA application 
Whether SRAs are leachable and how this affects the long term shrinkage reduction was the subject 
of chapter 10. In this context, one objective was to clarify how strongly SRAs are associated to the 
solid surfaces and whether they may desorb if an excess of interfacial area or aqueous solution is pro-
vided. 
A first important finding of the leaching studies is that SRA is initially distributed homogeneously within 
the cement paste. In the course of hydration, about 40% of it gets associated to hydration products. In 
regard to chapters 928H .3.3 and 929H8.3.4, these could be layered portlandite crystals. SRA1 could however 
also be immobilized in gel pores.   
The knowledge on how SRAs are distributed in the porous cementitious system impacts both the 
shrinkage reduction effect and its sustainability. Concerning shrinkage reduction, it was shown that the 
mobile fraction of SRA determines to what extent the surface tension of the liquid/vapour interface can 
be reduced in the course of drying. However, it is the same mobile fraction of SRA that can be re-
leased upon contact with water.  
The complete removal of the mobile SRA almost completely eliminates the shrinkage reduction in the 
capillary range of humidity. However, for all mortars some shrinkage reducing effect remains for low 
relative humidity, which implies that the immobile fraction of SRA contributes to shrinkage reduction 
via steric repulsive contributions to disjoining pressure. While as such effects have been speculated in 
the literature, this is to the author’s best knowledge the first set of data showing this with some ex-
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perimental clarity.  
Concerning the shrinkage reduction that remained after leaching, the immobile fraction of SRA might 
contribute to this through its effect on another mechanical property. For example if drying creep were 
reduced in presence of SRA at least the results found for low humidity could be explained. 
It has to be emphasised that the results from tank tests might not be of practical relevance and that 
cyclic leaching and drying can be assumed to better meet the exposure conditions of concrete in field. 
From cyclic leaching it was shown that, in contrast to permanent leaching, the relative amounts 
leached per cycle depend on the initial dosage of SRA. The amount of admixture leached during the 
cycles however is drastically decreased. For these tests, the removal of about 10 to 20% SRA1 seems 
to have only minor effect on the shrinkage reduction.   
More importantly, from cyclic drying and rewetting tests the main impact on strain evolution could be 
shown to come from the aging of the cement matrix itself. Carbonation shrinkage was found to be en-
hanced for the non-leached specimen. This clearly has a big impact on the magnitude of irreversible 
deformations, but is not something that SRAs can act upon. For leached mortars this is less pro-
nounced because readily soluble phases that tend to carbonate are removed prior to drying in the 
course of the leaching sub-cycles.  
As an overall conclusion, it can be said that the shrinkage reduction from SRA is sufficiently sustain-
able as long as the concrete is not exposed to extreme volume of running water. Based on this, the 
application of SRA can be especially recommended for the long term reduction of drying shrinkage of 
concrete. However, it may become delicate in cases aiming at the reduction of early age shrinkage 
and cracking of concrete which is later on in contact with much water. For such concretes, drying and 
drying induced shrinkage are of course of interest but the release of SRA may become an environ-
mental issue. 
12.3 Drying and shrinkage of cementitious material in presence of SRA 
How SRAs impact drying and shrinkage was the subject of chapter 11. In particular, their shrinkage 
reduction mechanism was of interest.  
The different approaches to the drying and shrinkage of porous materials described in literature deliver 
expressions for the shrinkage strain where the saturation degree and sometimes the capillary pres-
sure appear. For a fixed relative humidity, SRAs can modify the first but not the second. From a theo-
retical point of view it was concluded that the SRA effects must be sought either in their effect on the 
saturation degree or on the disjoining pressure. Concerning the interactions of SRAs in presence of 
electrolytes and in analogy to findings for non-ionic surfactants it was inferred that non-ionic surfac-
tants weakly influence electrostatic interactions and, secondly, that they might induce a repulsive 
steric contribution to disjoining pressure.  
Concerning the latter, the answer is still pendent whether the repulsive steric effect from SRAs con-
tributes to reducing drying shrinkage. However, the leaching studies in general and the results from 
tank tests reveal that the shrinkage reduction from SRAs almost completely vanishes with the removal 
of the mobile fraction of SRAs, which is one of the most important result of this thesis. 
The idea that the SRA effect on shrinkage is directly related to the surface tension and the presence of 
the liquid/vapour interface is supported by the results of the energy balances set up to describe drying 
and shrinkage of cement paste and mortar. In particular, from the specific distribution of the energy 
fractions, one can conclude that, in presence of SRAs, less energy is utilized for deformation, whilst 
the creation of interfacial area is facilitated by the reduced surface tension of the liquid/vapour inter-
face. While some authors have talked about these different contributions to the overall Helmholtz free 
energy, no publications were found with numerical estimations derived from experimental measure-
ment. It is therefore a contribution of this thesis to do this, and more specifically in the case of systems 
containing SRAs. The specific change of the energy distribution in presence of SRA was observed for 
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different types of SRA and was also found to correlate with dosage. It can therefore be attributed a 
characteristic feature of SRA containing cementitious material.  
More specifically, the fact that the total water loss, and with that, the total Helmholtz free energy is 
barely affected by the presence of SRA is of greatest importance. It implies that, in presence of the 
non-ionic surfactant, more liquid water is evaporated while less adsorbed water is drawn from the 
interspaces of solids, i.e. from gel porosity. In the course of drying, this causes less narrowing of the 
gaps between solid surfaces, which macroscopically is recognised as shrinkage reduction. 
This simple conceptual view on the surface tension of the liquid/vapour interface as the determining 
factor for the shrinkage reducing mechanism of SRA however leaves us with an unresolved issue. 
This is whether the shrinkage reduction mechanism of SRA is directly related to surface tension or 
whether it is a result of the decreased liquid saturation, which itself results from the decreased surface 
tension.   
Concerning the latter, a decreased liquid saturation decreases the average capillary pressure. As a 
result, less water is drawn from the interspaces of solid surfaces. In this scenario, the view of average 
capillary pressure acting on the solid/liquid gel system must not be confused with the traditional capil-
lary force model for drying shrinkage. In this thesis it could be clearly shown that the assumption of 
average capillary pressure acting as hydrostatic pressure on the solid skeleton of the porous cementi-
tious material cannot explain the shrinkage reducing effect of SRA. 
As an overall conclusion, the results of this thesis provide solid evidence that surface tension is of 
broad relevance for the shrinkage reducing effect of SRAs in general and of non-ionic surfactants in 
particular. However, it cannot be related to the traditional explanation of average capillary pressure. 
Such results are important not only for the understanding but also the design of alternative admixtures, 
one that for example may be of less environmental concern in terms of leachability. 
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A1   -  Identification of SRA ingredients by patent search 
The first publications explicitly using the term “cement shrinkage reducing agent” go back to Sato et al. 
released on different platforms around 1983 in Japan and the United States [29]. The reduction of dry-
ing shrinkage of up to 50% was derived using the capillary force shrinkage model or the reduction of 
surface tension respectively. In 1985 a US patent [273] was granted to this group of authors (As-
signee: Nihon Cement Co. Ltd.; (JP)). They account for alkyl ether oxyalkylene glycol as the surface 
active compound given by the general formula 1296HF 1): 
R – O – (AO)n – H F 1 
         
where    
R: a) C1-7 alkyl alcohol radicals incl. the n- or iso- formations)  or 
  b) C5-6 cyclo-alkyl radicals 
A: C2-3 alkylene radicals 
n: integer,  1 < n <10  
The material can be classified as non-ionic surfactant carrying a hydrophobic tail (R) and a hydrophilic 
head formed by the hydrated oxyalkylene chain. Further details and specifications are to be found 
within the claims of [273] where tert-butyl ether is preferred as hydrophobic tail. Preferences for the 
molecular design of the hydrophobic tail are given in ( 1297HF 2;1298H F 3;1299H  F 4): 
R – O – (C2H4O)1-5 – H F 2 
R – O – (C3H6O)1 – H F 3 
R – O – (A1O)2-10 – H F 4 
 
with 
Rpref.: C1-5 alkyl or cyclohexyl radicals desirable, in particular tert-butyl radicals are preferred 
for the shrinkage reduction effect 
(AO)n; pref.:  a) ethylene oxide unit (EO)1-5; propylene oxide unit (PO) or   
    b) (EO,PO)1-5 with 0.2 < EO/PO < 5; random configuration preferred for low foamibility 
 
Lunkenheimer 2004 [122] classifies this type of surface active molecules as solvo-surfactants or 
hydrotropic detergents because they combine properties of solvents and surfactants.  
In 1993 Umaki [274] (Assignee: Nihon Cement Co. Ltd.; (JP)) claimed lower alcohols to be efficient in 
shrinkage reduction. Compounds given by the general formula (1300HF 5) turned out to be a special case of 
formula (1301HF 1). Note that tert-butyl group forming the hydrophobic tail is preferred too.  
R – OH F 5 
where    
R: a) C4-6 alkyl group; tert-butyl group preferred  
   b) C5-6 cycloalkyl group 
 
Starting from 1988 Akimoto et al. [275-277] claimed a cement admixture efficient in shrinkage reduc-
tion being copolymerized from a polyoxyalkylene derivative given by the general formula (1302HF 6) and 
maleic anhydride, a hydrolyzed product of the copolymer, or a salt of the hydrolyzed product, using a 
peroxide catalyst. It seems to be important to mention that for Akimoto et al. another US patent [278] 
is filed in 1989 which claims a dispersant compound comprising a component familiar with the struc-
ture given in ( 1303HF 6).  
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F 6 
where: 
B:  residue of a compound having 2 to 8 hydroxyl groups 
AO:  C2-18 oxyalkylenes; C2-4 preferred 
X:  C2-5 unsaturated hydrocarbon group or acyl group; C2-5 alkylene preferred 
R:  C1-40 hydrocarbon group; C1-24 preferred 
a; b; c:  1 < a; b; c < 1000 
l; n:  1 < l; n < 7 
m:  0 < m < 2 
and    a) 2 < l + m + n < 8; m/(l+n) < 0.5; al + bm + cn > 1;  
   b) average molecular weight of the copolymer between 1000 and 200000  
 
The polymer can be classified as polymeric non-ionic surfactant. In comparison to monoalcohols and 
alkylether oxyalkylene glycols the surfactant can be rendered a two or three headed. Concerning the 
effect of preventing slump loss and providing drying shrinkage reduction a copolymer which is soluble 
in water to some extent is pointed out to exhibit best performance [277].  
In 1989 Schulze et al. [279, 280] (Assignee: Wacker Chemie GmbH (DE)) claim a group of alkanediols 
given by the general formula CnH2n(OH)2 ; 5 < n < 10, where 2,2 Dimethyl 1,3 Propanediol (Neopen-
tylglycol) is preferred as a efficient compound for shrinkage reduction.   
 
Starting in 1990 Sakuta et al. [281-283] claim a compound given with the general formula (1304HF 7), almost 
similar to formula (1305HF 1) in [273]. 
R – O – Z – H F 7 
where: 
R: C9-18 alkyl alcohol or alkanoyl radicals 
Z: single adduct (EO)1-4; (PO)1-30 or block or random copolymer containing EO and PO; 
ntot.<30; EO/PO < 1 
 
In comparison to ( 1306HF 1) the radical R is formed by a branched alkyl, i.e. (2 tert butyl ethyl) ethyl-group. 
Abdelrazig et al. [284-286] (Assignee: W.R. grace & Co.-Conn (US)) developed admixtures composed 
from amides or formyl compounds claiming compounds given by the general formula (1307HF 8) in [284, 
285] and amino alcohols (1308HF 9) in [286]:  
 O 
R1 – X – C – R2
 
F 8 
where: 
R1: C9-18 alkyl alcohol or alkanoyl radicals, preferred butyl group 
X: a) oxygen atom  
b) secondary nitrogen group –(NH)- 
R2: a) primary nitrogen group –NH2  
b) –CH2C-(O)-CH3 group; if X is an oxygen atom 
  [O – (AO)a – X]l 
B  [O – (A)b – H]m 
  [O – (AO)c – R]n 
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F 9 
where: 
R1/R2: hydrogen atoms; linear or branched C1-3 alkyl group 
R3/R4: hydrogen atom; linear or branched C1-8 alkyl group; R3+R4 contain at least two carbon 
atoms 
preferred: a) 2-amino-butanol; b) 2-amino-2-methyl-propanol  
 
Starting in 1995 Shawl et al. started to claim compounds comprising mixtures of glycols and oxyal-
kylene glycols [83, 194, 199] (1309HF 10) or mixtures of alkyl ether derivates of glycerine as well as alkyl 
ether derivates of aliphatic polyhydroxy-compounds [195-198] (Assignee: Arco Chemical Technology, 
L.P. (US); (1310HF 11).    
 
R1 – O  – (AO)n1 – H a 
R – OH b 
HO – (AO)n2 – H 
F 10 
c 
where: 
R: C4-10 alkyl or cycloalkyl group 
R1: C1-10 alkyl or cycloalkyl group 
A: C2-4 alkylene group, or mixture of alkylenes 
n1: integer; 1 < n < 10 
n2: integer; 1 < n < 8 
 
It has to be pointed out that general formulas (1311HF 10 a, b) are similar to the compounds given by Sato et 
al. [273] and Umaki [274] or ( 1312HF 1) and (1313HF 5) respectively.   
Regarding the shrinkage reduction efficiency  the examples given in [83] explicitly show a synergistic 
effect by combining glycols ( 1314HF 10 c) and alkyl ether oxyalkylene glycols ( 1315HF 10 a). 
Another efficient compound or mixture is given by the general formulas ( 1316HF 11) in [198]: 
Q – [(A)n – O –  R]x a 
 
b 
R4 – O – (AO)n2 – H c 
R5 – OH d 
HO – (AO)n3 – H 
F 11 
e 
where: 
Q: C3-12 aliphatic hydrocarbon group 
R: hydrogen or C1-16 alkyl group 
n: integer; 0 < n < 10 
x: integer; 3 < n < 5 
CH2 – (A)n1 – O – R1 
CH2 – (A)n1 – O – R2 
CH2 – (A)n1 – O – R3 
 R1 – N – R2 
   R3 –  C  – CH2  – OH 
             R4 
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A: C2-4 oxyalkylene group; preferred 2-methyletoxy group for (F8b) 
R1-3: hydrogen or C1-16 alkyl group; at least one Rx is C1-16 alkyl group; tertiary butyl group 
preferred for R1 and R3 for (F8b) 
R4: C1-7 alkyl or C5-6 cycloalkyl group 
R5: C4-6 alkyl group 
n1: integer; 0 < n < 10 
n2: integer; 1 < n < 8 
n3: no specifications, molecular weight between 200 < M < 1000 
 
Another type of surfactant introduced is represented by general formula (1317HF 11a). The hydrophilic head 
(-chain) is formed by repeating units of oxyalkylene ethers in case of R as an alkyl group. One may 
assume that the increased number of oxygen within the head chain is permitting a higher amount of 
hydrogen bonds within aqueous solution, i.e. better miscibility. The surfactant represented by the gen-
eral formula (1318HF 11b) can be classified as polyol (n1; 2; 3=0) or two headed (n2=0) and three headed (n1; 2; 
3>0) polymeric surfactant.  
Starting from 1996 Berke, Kerkar et al. [184-190, 287] (Assignee: W.R. Grace & Co.-Conn. (US)) 
mainly claim bicomponent admixtures containing a shrinkage reducing component A and a second 
component B, i.e. dispersing admixture.   
Berke 1997 [184]: 
Component A, the surfactants, comprising at least one component of 
 oxyalkylene glycols similar to ( 1319HF 10c) and (1320HF 11e) 
 alkyl ether oxyalkylene glycols similar to ( 1321HF 10a) and (1322HF 11c) 
 oxyalkylene adducts of polyols similar to ( 1323HF 11a) 
 
Component B, the dispersant, a comb-polymer having free carboxylic acid groups (incl. salts thereof) 
and unit given by the general formula ( 1324HF 12) 
 
F 12 
where: 
Q: ethylene group (part of chain or backbone polymer) 
B: tying group; carboxylic acid ester or amide group; alkylene ether or ether group 
A: C2-10 alkylene group, or mixtures thereof 
R: hydrogen or C1-10 various hydrocarbon groups 
n: integer, 25 < n < 100 
 
Kerkar 1997 [287] claims a copolymer as dispersing component B given by the general formula ( 1325HF 13): 
 
 
                    F 13 
 
where: 
A: C2-4 oxyalkylene groups; in mixture 
p: integer, 25 < n < 75 
R: C1-4 alkyl group 
– Q – 
   B – (AO)n – R 
– CH – CH2 –   – CH – CH2 – 
  CH2            O = C C = O 
     O – (AO)
 p – R   m               O                n   
             
k
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m, n: m/n = 1 
k:  integer, 1 < n < 100 
 
Regarding the invention of Akimoto [275-277] it has to be mentioned that dispersants may be able to 
contribute to shrinkage reduction. The molecular structure of the dispersant compound given by the 
general formula (1326HF 13) can be classified as a polymeric macro-surfactant, in which the hydrophilic 
heads are formed by the grafted chains and the maleic unit serves as “head spacer”. The overall mac-
romolecule constitutes the amphiphile or surfactant respectively.  
In 1997 Berke claimed another multicomponent shrinkage reducing admixture using alkyl ether oxyal-
kylene adducts in combination with conventional cement admixtures, as pointed out in [188]: naphtha-
lene sulfonate formaldehyde condensate and melamine sulfonate formaldehyde condensate.  
This incorporation of dispersants into shrinkage reducing admixtures raises the question wheter SRA 
decrease fluidity of paste, mortar and concrete. 
In another patent from 1997 Berke et al. claimed a cement admixture capable to counteract drying 
shrinkage by use of alkylene glycol, i.e. 2-methyl 2.4 pentanediol, or oxyalkylene glycols and maintain 
compressive strength of concrete using silica fume and a stabilizer as a second component.   
Does one can conclude thereof that SRA might cause significant decrease of compressive strength? 
Because of the defoaming property of this shrinkage reducing compound and to provide proper air en-
trainment for concrete Berke [185] and Kerkar [186] combine a shrinkage reducing compound similar 
to the composition given in (F8) and an organic amine salt of tall oil fatty acid [185] or an air entraining 
agent [186] respectively.  
In 2000 Wombacher et al. [79-81] (Assignee: SIKA AG (CH)) claimed a composition of amino alcohols 
as surfactants and diols, glycols or alkylether glycols or neopentyl glycol adducts respectively. The 
amino ethanol surfactant claimed is given by the general formula ( 1327HF 14): 
R – NH – (AOH ) F 14 
where: 
R: C1-6 alkyl group, linear, branched, cyclic 
A: ethyl (C2H4) or propyl (C3H6) group 
 
Compared to other patents where the actual surfactant is an alkyl ether oxyalkylene glycol the ether 
bond is substituted by a secondary amine group.   
Shrinkage measurements on mortars modified by using different compositions of amino alcohols, gly-
cols and/or alkyl ether glycols, alone and in combination reveal a synergistic effect regarding the en-
hancement of shrinkage reduction [79-81]. A similar phenomenon could be shown earlier by Shawl et 
al. [83] for alkyl ether oxyalkylene glycols and glycols or diols respectively. 
In 2001 Engstrand [204] (Assignee: Perstorp AB (SE)) claimed a powderous SRA comprising an 
acetal of a tri- or polyhydric alcohol, having at least a water solubility of 0.5%, and amorphous silicic 
acid. For further specification the  acetal is a 1,3 dioxane of a trihydric alcohol or trimethylol-C1-8-
alkane or trihydric alcoxylated alcohol respectively.  
Collepardi [288] (Assignee: General Admixtures S.p.A. (IT)) claims a bicomponent compound efficient 
in shrinkage reduction even in the absence of proper curing comprising a polycarboxylate-based su-
perplasticizer and 2(2 alkoxy-ethoxy) ethanol given by the general formula ( 1328HF 15). The compound 
turns out to be quite  similar to the alkyl ether oxyalkylene glycols given in ( 1329HF 1; 1330HF 10a; 1331HF 11c). 
R – O – CH2 – CH2 – O – CH2 – CH2 – OH F 15 
where: 
R: C1-4 linear or branched alkyl group 
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In 2008 Gartner [82] (Assignee: Lafarge (FR)), also involved in [184, 284, 285], claims a compound 
comprising a glycol with the general formula (F12) and a surfactant capable to reduce the surface ten-
sion of water down to below 30mN/m at a concentration below 1% (no further specifications).  
CnH2n(OH)2 F 16 
where  
n: integer; 1 < n < 10; preferred hexylene glycol 
 
The surfactants that can be used are anionic, amphoteric or non-ionic surfactants, most preferred: a 
non-ionic fluorinated surfactant, as pointed out in [82], fluorinated polyester sold by 3M under the trade 
name Flourad FC-4430. The synergistic effect on enhancing shrinkage reduction by combining glycol 
and surfactant is explicitly pointed out. 
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A2   -  Materials 
A2.1 Tables 
Tab.A2- 1: Element oxide composition of raw materials 
cement clinker limestone
[wt.-%] [wt.-%] [wt.-%]
CaO 63.40 65.50 53.70 WD-XRF
SiO2 19.90 21.60 0.50 WD-XRF
Al2O3 4.90 5.20 0.20 WD-XRF
Fe2O3 2.80 2.90 0.10 WD-XRF
MgO 1.80 2.00 0.80 WD-XRF
K2O 1.00 0.68  - WD-XRF
Na2O 0.12 0.12  - WD-XRF
P2O5 0.34 0.38  - WD-XRF
TiO2 0.29 0.31  - WD-XRF
SrO 0.08 0.06  - WD-XRF
Mn2O3 0.04 0.05  - WD-XRF
SO3 2.90 / 3.02 0.56 / 0.57  - WD-XRF / C/S Determinator/LECO CS 400
LOI  975°C 2.18 / 2.50 0.13 / 0.14 42.89 TGA
sum ~ 100 ~ 99.4 98.19
CaOfree 0.40 0.35  - Franke 1941 [242]
insoluble residue 0.45  - 1.60 EN 196-2
1.76 0.26  - C/S Determinator/LECO CS 400
1.82 0.08  - TGA; loss between 480°C-730°C
element oxides method
CO2
 
Tab.A2- 2: overall oxide distribution of the main clinker phases 
Alite [wt.-%] 0.0 1.8 1.0 24.8 0.5 0.1 0.1 71.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 100.0
Belite [wt.-%] 0.0 0.8 2.1 31.1 0.5 0.2 0.6 63.5 0.3 0.0 0.8 100.0
Aluminate [wt.-%] 0.4 2.2 30.8 3.8 0.0 0.0 1.0 56.1 0.4 0.0 5.3 100.0
Ferrite [wt.-%] 0.0 4.8 21.9 3.6 0.0 0.0 0.1 45.8 2.4 0.4 20.9 100.0
sumoverall oxide distribution CaO
TiO2 Mn2O3 Fe2O3SiO2 P2O5 SO3 K2ONa2O MgO Al2O3
 
Tab.A2- 3: Mineral phase composition of cement and clinker 
clinker clinker in 
cement
mineral 
additions cement
100 wt.-% 91 wt.-% 9 wt.-% 100 wt.-% [wt.-%] methods /assumptions 
C3S [wt.-%] 68.9 62.7  - 62.7
C2S [wt.-%] 12.8 11.6  - 11.6
C3A [wt.-%] 7.2 6.6  - 6.6
C4AF [wt.-%] 9.3 8.5  - 8.5
CaOfree [wt.-%] 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.4 Franke [242]
CaCO3 [wt.-%] 0.1 0.1 4.1 4.2 TGA; calcination
MgCO3 [wt.-%] 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 TGA; calcination
K2SO4 [wt.-%] 0.9 0.8 0.7 1.5 1.5 ICP-OES
Na2SO4 [wt.-%] 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 ICP-OES
Ca2SO4  x 2 H2O [wt.-%] 0.0 0.0 1.7 1.7 1.7 TGA; water loss
Ca2SO4  x 1/2 H2O [wt.-%] 0.0 0.0 1.2 1.2 1.2 TGA; water loss
CaSO4 [wt.-%] 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.9
insol. Residue [wt.-%] 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.5 0.45 measured acc. to EN 196-2
sum [wt.-%] 100 91 9 100
mineral components supporting fixpoints / methods
aluminate modification: ratio of 
cubic/orthorhombic                ~ 
80/20
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Tab.A2- 4: Element distribution of the main clinker phases 
Alite [wt.-%] 0.0 1.1 0.5 11.6 0.2 0.0 0.1 50.8 0.0 0.0 0.5 35.2 100.0
Belite [wt.-%] 0.0 0.5 1.1 14.6 0.2 0.1 0.5 45.4 0.2 0.0 0.6 36.9 100.0
Aluminate [wt.-%] 0.3 1.3 16.3 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.8 40.1 0.2 0.0 3.7 35.4 100.0
Ferrite [wt.-%] 0.0 2.9 11.6 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.1 32.7 1.4 0.3 14.6 34.6 100.0
sumTi Mn Fe Ooverall element distribution Na Mg Al Si P S K Ca
 
Tab.A2- 5: mixdesign for self consolidating mortars (SCM) with/without cement replacement 
SM SCM1 SCM1_L35 SCM48_L38 SCM46 SCM46_L50 SCM53 SCC B8_L38
aggregates grading curve [ - ] CEN-sand CEN-sand CEN-sand C2 B4 B4 C4 B8
max. grain size [ mm ] 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 8
fractionated g.c.* [nbrs./no] no no no 1 5 5 5 1
paste paste volume [vol.-%] 41.7 50.0 50.0 48.1 46.7 46.7 52.6 41.9
 Vliquid/Vsolid [ - ] 1.58 1.10 1.10 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
replacement [vol.-%]  -  - 35 38  -  -  - 
w/b [ - ] 0.5 0.35 0.36 0.32 0.31 0.33 0.31 0.33
w/cefficient** [ - ] 0.5 0.35 0.54 0.50 0.31 0.62 0.31 0.50
mcement [kg/m³] 512 744 487 476 744 372 838 412
madditive [kg/m³]  -  - 229 256 0 325 0 222
mwater [kg/m³] 256 249 257 231 223 226 247 201
mSP [kg/m³] 0 12.6 4.8 8.1 10.4 7.4 16.8 7.0
denom.
 
Tab.A2- 6: mixdesign for self consolidating concretes (SCC) with/without cement replacement 
SCC 1 SCC1_L50 SCC2 SCC2_L50 SCC2_L38 SCC3 SCC3_L38 SCC3_L50
aggregates grading curve [ - ] A16 A16 AB16 AB16 ~ AB16 B16 ~B16 B16
max. grain size [ mm ] 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
fractionated g.c.* [nbrs./no] 7 7 7 7 1 7 1 7
paste paste volume [vol.-%] 32.8 32.8 35.7 35.7 34.9 38.5 37.2 38.6
 Vliquid/Vsolid [ - ] 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
replacement [vol.-%]  - 50  - 50 38  - 38 50
w/b [ - ] 0.31 0.33 0.31 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.32 0.33
w/cefficient** [ - ] 0.31 0.62 0.31 0.62 0.50 0.31 0.50 0.61
mcement [kg/m³] 522 261 570 285 344 612 370 311
madditive [kg/m³] 0 229 0 248 186 0 201 269
mwater [kg/m³] 156 158 170 172 167 184 180 186
mSP [kg/m³] 7.35 5.2 7.952 5.7 5.8 8.6 6.3 6.2
denom.
  
 
A2.1 Figures 
Fig.A2- 1: aluminate modifications of cement 
aluminate (A-peak) 
A – cubic  
B – orthorhombic 
C – pseudotetragonal 
D – SAP/CEM II 42.5 N  
ferrite (F-peak) 
 
XRD-peaks of different 
aluminate modifications 
A; B; C taken from [289] 
 
 
33° 34°
?
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A3   -  Surface activity and phase behavior 
A3.1 tables 
Surface tension of aqueous solutions of SRA; SP-PCE and mixtures of SRA 1 and SP-PCE 
Tab.A3- 1: Measuring regime-aqueous solutions 
aqua_d. SRA_C1 SRA_C2 SRA_C3 SRA_C4 SRA_C5 SRA_C6 SRA_C7 SRA_C8 SRA_C9 SRA_C10 SRA_C11
[g/l] 0 5 11 16 21 50 - - - - - -
0 0 1 2 3 4 5
SP_C1 5 6 1-6 3-6 5-6 x
SP_C2 10 7 2-7
SP_C3 15 8 1-8 3-8 5-8
SP_C4 20 9 2-10 4-9 x_x
SP_C5 51 10 1-10 5-10
measurment_nbr. and  stock 
solution_nbr.
measurment_nbr. of 1:1 mixes
of stock solutions
Conc. of SRA
Conc. of 
SP-PCE
 
Tab.A3- 2: Surface tension of aqueous solutions 
measurement C_SRA C_SP-PCE C_mix SFT Dev.
[Nbr.] [g/l] [g/l] [g/l] [mN/m] [mN/m]
0 0.0  -  - 72.7 0.3
1 5.0  -  - 55.8 0.3
2 10.7  -  - 49.4 0.3
3 15.7  -  - 46.3 0.1
4 20.7  -  - 45.0 0.1
5 50.0  -  - 40.7 0.2
6  - 5.5  - 51.2 0.2
7  - 10.2  - 46.0 0.2
8  - 15.5  - 43.4 0.1
9  - 20.4  - 40.8 0.3
10  - 51.4  - 36.1 0.2
1-6 5.0 5.5 5.2 52.2 0.2
1-8 5.0 15.5 10.2 48.2 0.1
1-10 5.0 51.4 28.2 39.4 0.2
2-7 10.7 10.2 10.5 49.3 0.1
2-10 10.7 51.4 31.0 39.6 0.3
3-6 15.7 5.5 10.6 49.6 0.1
3-8 15.7 15.5 15.6 45.2 0.1
4-9 20.7 20.4 20.6 43.5 0.0
5-6 50.0 5.5 27.7 44.1 0.1
5-8 50.0 15.5 32.7 42.0 0.0
5-10 50.0 51.4 50.7 37.6 0.1
1:1 mixtures
 
 
 
Surface tension of aqueous electrolyte solutions of SRA1; SP-PCE and mixtures of SRA1 and 
SP-PCE 
Tab.A3- 3: Measuring regime-synthetic pore solutions 
p.-soln. SRA_C1 SRA_C2 SRA_C3 SRA_C4 SRA_C5 SRA_C6 SRA_C7 SRA_C8 SRA_C9 SRA_C10 SRA_C11
[g/l] 0 6 11 16 20 51 86 120 161 200 241 280
0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
SP_C1 5 12 1-12 3-12 5-12 6-12
SP_C2 10 13 2-13 5-13 x
SP_C3 16 14 1-14 3-14 5-14 6-14
SP_C4 20 15 4-15
SP_C5 51 16 1-16 2-16 3-16 5-16 6-16 x_x
SP_C6 78 17
SP_C7 103 18
measurment_nbr. and  stock 
solution_nbr.
measurment_nbr. of 1:1 mixes
of stock solutions
Conc. of SRA
Conc. of 
SP-PCE
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Tab.A3- 4: Surface tension of synthetic pore solutions 
measurement C_SRA C_SP-PCE C_mix SFT dev.
[Nbr.] [g/l] [g/l] [g/l] [mN/m] [mN/m]
0 0.0  -  - 75.2 0.1
1 5.6  -  - 52.4 0.1
2 10.6  -  - 48.8 0.1
3 15.9  -  - 43.8 0.1
4 20.3  -  - 43.3 0.1
5 51.5  -  - 37.6 0.4
6 86.0  -  - 34.4 0.1
7 120.3  -  - 33.2 0.1
8 161.1  -  - 31.5 0.0
9 200.0  -  - 30.5 0.1
10 240.9  -  - 30.5 0.1
11 280.0  -  - 30.4 0.0
12  - 4.9  - 49.3 0.1
13  - 10.4  - 45.5 0.1
14  - 16.0  - 42.4 0.2
15  - 20.4  - 40.9 0.1
16  - 51.1  - 36.6 0.0
17  - 77.5  - 35.6 0.1
18  - 103.2  - 34.9 0.1
1-12 5.6 4.9 5.3 52.0 0.1
1-14 5.6 16.0 10.8 45.5 0.2
1-16 5.6 51.1 28.3 40.8 0.1
2-13 10.6 10.4 10.5 46.7 0.1
2-16 10.6 51.1 30.8 39.7 0.1
3-12 15.9 4.9 10.4 49.3 0.2
3-14 15.9 16.0 16.0 43.9 0.0
3-16 15.9 51.1 33.5 39.8 0.1
4-15 20.3 20.4 20.4 43.6 0.0
5-12 51.5 4.9 28.2 43.5 0.1
5-13 51.5 10.4 30.9 42.8 0.0
5-14 51.5 16.0 33.7 42.2 0.1
5-16 51.5 51.1 51.3 39.5 0.1
6-12 86.0 4.9 45.5 40.9 0.1
6-14 86.0 16.0 51.0 39.7 0.1
6-16 86.0 51.1 68.5 36.7 0.0
1:1 mixtures  
 
Tab.A3- 5: Fit functions for surface activity of SRA and SP-PCE and critical micellation concentration (CMC) 
[denom.] CMC [mN/m] A1 t1 A2 t2 A3 t3 [g/l]
SRA1 28 12.9 0.6 14.6 12.0 16.8 60.9 ~ 200
SRA2 34 13.0 182.9 24.9 10.5 0.7 -7.E+96 300 *350*
SRA3 30 14.2 0.4 28.7 12.6  - - 80 ± 20*
SRA4 32 12.2 0.1 7.4 2.3 19.7 4.E+01 200 ± 50*
SRA5 30  -  -  -  -  - - ~ 0.1
SP-PCE 31 22.7 2.5 17.9 27.5 2.4 -7.E+81 ~ 135
* uncertain because of low density of measuring points
admixture CMCfit function: SFT = f{CSRA};   exponential decay of 3
rd degree                 
SFT =CMC + A1e^(-CSRA/t1) + A2e^(-CSRA/t2) + A3e^(-CSRA/t3)      
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Tab.A3- 6: TGA-analysis on solid phases separated from electrolyte solutions of SRA1 
nbr. of measurement [C_X] C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 C 8 C 9 C 10 C 11
bulk conc. SRA 1 [g/l] 51 107 120 137 148 161 172 192 274 480 549
organic matter [g/g] 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 3.0% 1.2% 8.0%
Syngenit [g/g] 97.3% 98.9% 97.4% 99.6% 99.1% 99.8% 99.5% 99.3% 47.0% 15.6% 13.5%
Portlandit [g/g] 0.5% 0.3% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.4% 0.5% 0.0%
carb. Portlandit [g/g] 1.0% 0.2% 0.8% 0.4% 0.8% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2%
residue [g/g] 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 49.0% 82.0% 78.0%
sum [g/g] 99% 99% 98% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
remarks [ - ]
nbr. of measurement [C_X] C 12 C 13 C 14 C 15 C 16 C 17 C 18
bulk conc. SRA 1 [g/l] 580 640 657 672 713 768 864
organic matter [g/g] 1.6% 7.8% 13.5% 8.0% 16.0% 24.0% 34.0%
Syngenit [g/g] 11.3% 10.7% 9.2% 10.5% 9.1% 8.4% 7.8%
Portlandit [g/g] 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1%  - organic material;  < 200°C
carb. Portlandit [g/g] 0.2% 0.3% 0.3% 0.2% 0.5% 0.9% 0.5%  - Syngenit;  200°C-350°C
residue [g/g] 87.0% 81.0% 77.0% 81.0% 74.0% 67.0% 58.0%  - Portlandit;  420°C-480°C
sum [g/g] 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%  - carb. Portlandit from
remarks [ - ]     Calcit;   530°C-730°C
bulk concentration below CMC
isotropic liquid phase and solids
liquid/liquid miscibility gap
TGA-analysis; species 
identified by weight loss
 
Tab.A3- 7: Analysis of the liquid phases 
Mix 1 Mix 4 SRA 1
mic. 
Solution phase 1 phase 2 phase 1 phase 2
reverse mic. 
Solution
plain 
admixture
0 120 657 960
1030 901 325 0
 - 104 209 639 327 583 527  - 
 - 918 806 344 679 404 465  - 
 - - 88% 7% 63% 21%  -  - 
K+ [mmol/l] 435 409 358 b.d.l 158 b.d.l 46 b.d.l
Na+ [mmol/l] 48 48 42 b.d.l b.d.l b.d.l b.d.l b.d.l
Ca2+ [mmol/l] 11 4 b.d.l b.d.l b.d.l b.d.l b.d.l b.d.l
SO4
2- [mmol/l] 175 153 131 b.d.l 37 b.d.l b.d.l b.d.l
1,000 0,901 0,762  - 0,620  - 0,325 0
* results from TOC on liquid phases and calculated referring water content
** volume of Phase 2 measured; volume of phase 1 calculated assuming that residual water is exclusively part of phase 1
SRA content of liquid phase [g/l] *
actual water content*
volume content of phase in bulk [vol.%]**
dilution factor
Mix 2 Mix 3
composition of SRA1 - pore solutions pore solution
274
736
480
515
ion species obtained 
from ICP-OES
bulk concentration of SRA 1 [g/l]
pore solution [g/l]
 
A3.2 Figures 
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Fig.A3- 1: Results from Wilhelmy-plate method and 
pendant drop 
Fig.A3- 2: Performance of SRA in self consolidating 
mortar 
regime: 
 - 7d wet cured at 20°C/95% RH, then stored at  
   20°C/70% RH 
 - dosage of SRA: 5wt.-% of mixing water 
 - SRA replaced water by volume 
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Fig.A3- 3: qualitative 
XRD analysis of SRA1 
residue 
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Fig.A3- 4: qualitative 
XRD analysis of SRA2 
residue 
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A4   -  Hydration of Portland cement 
A4.1 Tables 
Tab.A4- 1: Isothermal heatflow calorimetry on pastes– range of investigation and denomination 
Ref. C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3
Ref. 00.00 11.00 12.00 13.00 21.00 22.00 23.00 31.00 32.00 33.00 41.00 42.00 43.00 51.00 52.00 53.00 61.00 62.00 63.00
C1 00.11 11.11 12.11 13.11 21.11 23.11 33.11 43.11 53.11 63.11
C2 00.12
C3 00.13 11.13 13.13 21.13 23.13 33.13 43.13 53.13 63.13
Ref. C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3
Ref. 00.00 11.00 12.00 13.00 21.00 23.00 33.00 43.00 53.00 63.00
C1 00.11 11.11 13.11 23.11
C2
C3 00.13 11.13 13.13 23.13 33.13 43.13 53.13 63.13
1 2 3
C1 C2 C3 of solid content
X: C for CEM I-paste; L for CEM II_A (80% CEM I + 20% limestone)
Y: P for paste
I1: nbr. of SRA according to Table 2
I2: Concentration of SRA; 1=0.5 wt.-% ; 2=1 wt.-%; 3=2 wt.-% of cement, referring to CEM I)
I3: nbr. 1 for SP-PCE 
I4: Concentration of SP-PCE; 1=0.5 wt.-% ; 2=1 wt.-%; 3=2 wt.-% of cement, referring to CEM I)
LP 13.13  - composite binder 80% CEM I/20% limestone (CEM II-A)
 - paste
 - SRA 1
 - CSRA=2 wt.-% of cement
 - SP-PCE 1
 - CSP-PCE 1=2 wt.-% of cement
integer
integer
example:
letter
letter
integer
integer
denomination:
repetitions:
admixture dosages:
XY .  I1 I2  .  I3 I4
0.5 wt.-% 1.0 wt.-% 2.0 wt.-%
SRA4 SRA5 SRA6
SP1
CEM II A-L 
(LP)
SRA1 SRA2 SRA3
SRA4 SRA5 SRA6
SP1
CEM I (CP)
SRA1 SRA2 SRA3
 
!!! Note that the absolute amount of admixture of corresponding composite binder pastes always refers to 
the amount of cement in the appropriate Portland cement paste!!! 
Tab.A4- 2: Heat release of pastes at particular times  
[J/g] [ - ] [J/g] [ - ] [J/g] [ - ] [ - ]
 - CP 00. 00 293  - 339 1 LP 00. 00 262 1 89%
CP 11. 00 292 1,00 343 1,01 LP 11. 00 260 0,99 89%
CP 12. 00 291 0,99 345 1,02 LP 12. 00 255 0,97 88%
CP 13. 00 278 0,95 338 1,00 LP 13. 00 245 0,94 88%
CP 21. 00 295 1,01 347 1,02 LP 21. 00 259 0,99 88%
CP 22. 00 293 1,00 348 1,03 LP 22. 00  -  -  -
CP 23. 00 283 0,97 345 1,02 LP 23. 00 243 0,93 86%
CP 31. 00 300 1,02  -  - LP 31. 00  -  -  -
CP 32. 00  -  -  -  - LP 32. 00  -  -  -
CP 33. 00 294 1,00  -  - LP 33. 00 265 1,01 90%
CP 41. 00 292 1,00  -  - LP 41. 00  -  -  -
CP 42. 00  -  -  -  - LP 42. 00  -  -  -
CP 43. 00 282 0,96  -  - LP 43. 00 247 0,94 88%
CP 51. 00 299 1,02  -  - LP 51. 00  -  -  -
CP 52. 00  -  -  -  - LP 52. 00  -  -  -
CP 53. 00 301 1,03  -  - LP 53. 00 260 0,99 86%
CP 61. 00 299 1,02  -  - LP 61. 00  -  -  -
CP 62. 00  -  -  -  - LP 62. 00  -  -  -
CP 63. 00 285 0,97  -  - LP 63. 00 247 0,94 87%
SP CP 00. 13 262 0,89 317 0,94 LP 00. 13 232 0,89 89%
CP 13. 13 238 0,81 316 0,93 LP 13. 13 215 0,82 90%
CP 23. 13 241 0,82 312 0,92 LP 23. 13 216 0,82 90%
dilution effect 
+ eff. w/cad-mixture CEM 
II-A
CSRA CSP
SRA     
+ SP
rel. 
#hyd_CEM I
Q {t=7d}
rel. 
#hyd_CEM ICSRA CSPCEM I
SRA 1
SRA 2
SRA 5
SRA 6
SRA 3
SRA 4
denomination Q 
{t=72h}
denomination* Q 
{t=72h}
rel. 
#hyd_CEM II-
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Tab.A4- 3: Hydration stages T X - normalized according heat conduction calorimetry 
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
[ h ] [ h ] [ h ] [ h ] [ h ] [ h ] [ h ] [ h ]
CP 00.00 1 2,5 9 16 34 72 168 672
CP 11.00 1 2,5 11 16 34 72 168 672
CP 13.00 1 3 12 20 35 72 168 672
CP 00.11 1 4 15 24 35 72 168 672
CP 00.13 1 9,5 28 35 48 84 168 672
CP 13.11 1 5 16 30 40 72 168 672
CP 13.13 1 12,5 36 46 60 96 168 672
pastes
 
Tab.A4- 4: chemically bound water at different stages of hydration - without correction for undesired water 
loss of ettringite 
min. SRA1 max. SRA 1  -  - max. SRA 1 max. SRA 1
 -  - min. SP max. SP min. SP max. SP
[T X] [ - ] CP 00.00 CP 11.00 CP 13.00 CP 00.11 CP 00.13 CP 13.11 CP 13.13
T1 1 hour 1,7 1,4 1,4 1,7 2,4 1,8 2,4
T2 end of dormant period 2,0 1,5 1,6 1,7 2,9 2,1 4,7
T3 end of acceleration period 5,6 7,0 6,6 9,4 11,6 7,6 13,5
T4 start of deceleration period 8,4 9,6 10,6 12,9 14,5 14,6 17,2
T5 mid of deceleration period 14,3 14,7 14,9 14,7 17,3 16,8 17,1
T6 start of final period 18,3 17,8 20,5 19,0 19,1 19,5 19,4
T7 7 days 18,3 19,5 20,2 21,2 20,1 21,2 20,8
T8 28 days 21,4 21,8 22,0 21,0 21,7 20,8 20,1
* referring to drying at 37°C/13±3%R.H.
stage of hydration
amount of chemically bound water [ g/100g unhydrated cement ]*
reference
 
Tab.A4- 5: Phase composition of plain cement paste CP 00.00 according to GEMS process modeling 
phases C3S C2S C3A C4AF C-S-H
Ett-
ringite
Port-
landite
Gyp-
sum Calcite
Hydro-
talcite
Mono-
carbo-
nate
Pore 
solu-
tion
mass
unhydrated 59,7 14,5 6,4 9,2 0,0 0,0 0,3 4,7 4,4 0,0 0,0 40,8
T1 35,2 10,5 3,9 7,6 23,1 15,5 11,2 0 3,9 1,8 1,3 25,5
T2 26,8 9,0 3,0 6,2 31,3 16,0 14,9 0,0 3,1 2,5 6,0 20,8
T3 14,4 6,8 1,5 3,9 43,2 16,2 20,4 0,0 1,7 3,5 13,6 13,8
T4 11,3 6,6 1,2 3,6 46,0 16,2 21,8 0,0 1,5 3,7 15,0 12,4
T5 8,2 6,3 1,0 3,3 48,6 16,2 23,2 0,0 1,3 3,9 16,0 11,0
T6 6,2 6,2 0,9 3,1 50,3 16,3 24,1 0,0 1,2 4,0 16,7 10,1
T7 4,6 6,1 0,7 2,9 51,7 16,3 24,7 0,0 1,1 4,1 17,4 9,4
T8 2,9 5,9 0,5 2,5 53,2 16,3 25,5 0,0 0,9 4,3 18,6 8,4
[ g / 100 g unhydrated cement ]
 
Tab.A4- 6: X-ray powder diffraction - range of investigation 
hydration time / stage 10 min T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
reference paste
SRA 1; CSRA=0.5wt.-%
SRA 1; CSRA=2.0wtm.-%
SRA 2; CSRA=2.0wt.-% CP 23.00 CP 23.00
SRA 3; CSRA=2.0wt.-% CP 33.00 CP 33.00
SRA 5; CSRA=2.0wt.-% CP 53.00 CP 53.00
SP-PCE; CSP=2.0wt.-%
SP-PCE; CSP=2.0wt.-%
SRA1 + SP-PCE
SRA1 + SP-PCE
CP 13.11
CP 13.13
CP 53.00
CP 00.11
CP 00.13
  pastes w/c=0,4
  unhydrated references
CEM I ; clinker of CEM I & appropriate samples after salicylic hydrolysis
CP 33.00
CP 00.00
CP 11.00
CP 13.00
CP 23.00
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Tab.A4- 7: characteristic peak areas of hydrated cement pastes from powder XRD_early hydration up to 
end of the induction period 
pastes at 10min
mineral phase peak ref. s.d. CP00.00 CP11.00 CP13.00 CP23.00 CP33.00 CP53.00
[ - ] [°2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T]
Ettringite 9,0  -  - 0 0 35 34 28 22
Gypsum 11,7  -  - 90 64 71 76 130 77
Ferrit 12,2 37 9 28 38 33 33 53 47
Ettringite 15,9  -  - 0 0 0 0 0 1
Portlandite 18,1  -  - 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gypsum 20,7  -  - 23 17 22 24 20 19
Anhydrite 25,5  -  - 22 37 21 23 22 33
C3S 29,5 330 31,1 389 334 371 284 342 301
C3S 30,1 68 6,2 69 59 74 65 62 65
C3S; C2S 32,2 477 45,2 497 498 481 513 557 462
C3S; C2S 32,6 401 37,9 381 436 386 405 376 367
Aluminate 33,3 73 8 73 63 78 79 73 61
Ferrite / Portlandite 33,9 99 21 111 118 68 89 103 124
C3S 34,4 281 39,7 234 284 276 263 231 250
blender 3351 3602 3545 3277 3388 3124
spatula  -  -  -  -  -  - 
pastes at T1
mineral phase peak ref. s.d. CP00.00 CP23.00 CP33.00 CP53.00 CP00.13 CP13.13
[ - ] [°2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T]
Ettringite 9,0  -  - 0 30 29 40 31 33 51 25 28 27
Gypsum 11,7  -  - 84 90 60 78 74 80 81 100 67 38
Ferrit 12,2 37 9 27 29 35 27 42 32 38 35 31 23
Ettringite 15,9  -  - 7 0 1 0 21 10 32 23 33 34
Portlandite 18,1  -  - 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Gypsum 20,7  -  - 22 21 15 16 21 17 23 19 15 10
Anhydrite 25,5  -  - 26 29 32 33 18 24 32 19 29 29
C3S 29,5 330 31,1 350 322 346 345 387 415 325 296 327 348
C3S 30,1 68 6,2 75 67 64 72 71 60 69 65 61 55
C3S; C2S 32,2 477 45,2 499 421 448 444 429 532 460 451 503 478
C3S; C2S 32,6 401 37,9 380 460 404 394 501 423 432 354 506 393
Aluminate 33,3 73 8 69 82 68 94 85 87 89 78 78 75
Ferrite / Portlandite 33,9 99 21 116 80 117 120 103 92 125 119 87 95
C3S 34,4 281 39,7 272 307 276 401 261 243 278 318 286 304
blender 3040 3115  - 3530  -  -  -  - 3463 3476
spatula 3529  - 3290  - 3478 3188 3848 3162  -  - 
pastes at T2
mineral phase peak ref. s.d. CP00.00 CP23.00 CP33.00 CP53.00 CP00.13 CP13.13
[ - ] [°2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T]
Ettringite 9,0  -  - 45 45 24 46 62 33 39 54 34 57
Gypsum 11,7  -  - 64 54 84 69 84 86 95 88 65 0
Ferrit 12,2 37 9 42 23 29 27 30 27 34 33 31 20
Ettringite 15,9  -  - 32 27 0 22 0 22 29 1 14 25
Portlandite 18,1  -  - 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
Gypsum 20,7  -  - 17 16 17 21 21 25 22 19 12 0
Anhydrite 25,5  -  - 34 23 17 44 30 36 31 37 17 12
C3S 29,5 330 31,1 305 327 298 323 335 345 332 319 294 260
C3S 30,1 68 6,2 71 62 68 64 82 85 72 64 74 63
C3S; C2S 32,2 477 45,2 413 401 539 424 577 489 529 499 507 453
C3S; C2S 32,6 401 37,9 477 334 406 414 378 359 379 389 408 379
Aluminate 33,3 73 8 68 72 80 57 67 67 73 88 75 76
Ferrite / Portlandite 33,9 99 21 87 61 84 89 80 75 93 64 118 85
C3S 34,4 281 39,7 322 236 240 315 314 288 236 244 334 244
blender 3349 2959  - 3323  -  -  -  - 3396 2938
spatula 3383  - 3500  - 3389 3756 3290 3268  -  - 
CP11.00
CP11.00
CP13.00
CP13.00
area under the peak
total area under the curve;        
range:  5°2T; 80°2T
total area under the curve;        
range:  5°2T; 80°2T
reference values unhyd. area under the peak
reference values unhyd. area under the peak
reference values unhyd.
total area under the curve;        
range:  5°2T; 80°2T
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Tab.A4- 8: characteristic peak areas of hydrated cement pastes from powder XRD_hydration stage T6 & T8 
pastes at T6
mineral phase peak ref. s.d. CP00.00 CP11.00 CP13.00 CP23.00 CP33.00 CP53.00 CP 00.11 CP00.13 CP 13.11 CP13.13
[ - ] [°2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T]
Ettringite 9,0  -  - 42 46 56 48 53 46 42 42 54 44
Monocarbonate 11,9  -  - 0 0 47 0 2 16 35 43 46 46
Ferrit 12,2 37 9 18 14 30 19 33 23 30 3 23 20
Ettringite 15,9  -  - 25 23 34 34 25 27 25 26 24 16
Portlandite 18,1  -  - 551 620 361 603 656 1319 827 542 224 338
Gypsum 20,7  -  - 34 28 22 29 26 37 10 4 17 26
C3S 29,5 330 31,1 137 131 120 145 128 158 149 157 145 120
C3S 30,1 68 6,2 25 32 33 32 21 36 31 28 34 33
C3S; C2S 32,2 477 45,2 182 175 164 168 185 146 98 177 146 183
C3S; C2S 32,6 401 37,9 149 156 175 173 130 123 155 123 163 142
Aluminate 33,3 73 8 24 39 32 45 45 35 27 27 36 34
Ferrite / Portlandite 33,9 99 21 335 151 119 166 201 171 131 151 162 122
C3S 34,4 281 39,7 143 114 172 121 134 112 178 111 187 131
blender 2481 2356 2214  -  -  -  - 2296  - 1969
spatula  -  -  - 2471 2441 3053  -  -  -  - 
pastes at T8
mineral phase peak ref. s.d. CP00.00 CP11.00 CP13.00 CP23.00 CP33.00 CP53.00 CP 00.11 CP00.13 CP 13.11 CP13.13
[ - ] [°2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T] [Cts*2T]
Ettringite 9,0  -  - 31 44 40 61 43 41 39 27 40 31
Monocarbonate 11,9  -  - 28 31 19 1 26 27 41 41 30 35
Ferrit 12,2 37 9 25 21 30 26 24 19 32 3 20 2
Ettringite 15,9  -  - 18 20 27 31 36 27 30 20 23 15
Portlandite 18,1  -  - 793 772 552 688 835 1492 573 756 382 303
Gypsum 20,7  -  - 26 9 6 26 31 40 5 6 3 3
C3S 29,5 330 31,1 159 97 108 142 102 104 96 117 109 141
C3S 30,1 68 6,2 27 26 29 24 2 24 34 32 31 37
C3S; C2S 32,2 477 45,2 151 101 131 127 107 121 154 113 140 169
C3S; C2S 32,6 401 37,9 110 103 92 107 94 73 121 110 121 168
Aluminate 33,3 73 8 25 20 2 27 22 17 34 24 32 22
Ferrite / Portlandite 33,9 99 21 369 145 150 223 215 169 167 251 149 93
C3S 34,4 281,00 39,7 110 130 134 124 94 88 125 114 156 164
blender 2970 2268 1994  -  -  -  - 2300  - 1991
spatula  -  -  - 2503 2342 2985  -  -  -  - 
area under the peak
area under the peak
total area under the curve;        
range:  5°2T; 80°2T
reference values unhyd.
reference values unhyd.
total area under the curve;        
range:  5°2T; 80°2T
 
Tab.A4- 9: Total organic carbon content of admixtures 
adm. [gC/g] comment
SRA1 0,62 product
SRA2 0,49 product
SRA3 0,56 product
SRA5 0,37 product
SP-PCE 0,5 solid content
carbon content of admixture
 
Tab.A4- 10: Total organic carbon content of mixing water and extracted pore solutions 
initial T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00 11 145 156 88 112 81 95 102 233
CP11.00 6809 8168 8052 8615 9731 14560 18780 21480 24420
CP13.00 31190 31360 31730 34010 41900 51370 61420 73660 77900
CP23.00 24350 24030 23200  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP33.00 28240 21110 22910  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP53.00 19220 14400 13360  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 1700 1340 1387 1767 2305 3822 4125 4604 4971
CP00.13 7700 6155 5434 7790 10040 12700 16720 19250 19880
CP13.11 32890 32970 33620 35620 52610 56090 67920 75800 79030
CP13.13 38890 37830 40250 57900 64520 74960 76860 87450 91800
TOC       
raw       
data
hydration stages
carbon content of extracted pore solution [ mg/l ]
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Tab.A4- 11: Calculated admixture concentration in extracted pore solution 
initial T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP11.00 12,5 12,8 12,6 13,6 15,3 23,1 29,8 34,1 38,6
CP13.00 50,0 49,8 50,4 54,1 66,6 81,8 97,8 117,3 123,9
CP23.00 50,0 49,0 47,3  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP 33.00 50,0 37,1 40,3  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP53.00 50,0 38,1 35,3  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 3,4 2,4 2,5 3,4 4,4 7,5 8,1 9,0 9,5
CP00.13 13,4 12,0 10,6 15,4 19,9 25,2 33,3 38,3 39,3
CP 13.__ 50,0 50,2 51,1 54,0 79,4 81,4 101,7 113,6 119,1
CP__.11 3,4 2,4 2,5 3,2 5,2 9,7 8,0 8,8 7,9
CP 13.__ 50,0 50,1 54,5 77,7 83,6 100,1 97,3 108,8 121,9
CP__.13 13,4 12,2 11,6 17,9 23,8 24,1 31,3 38,0 29,9
hydration 
stage concentration of admixture in extracted pore solution [ g/l ]
 
Tab.A4- 12: Calculated reduction of liquid phase due to hydration progress –relative amounts 
initial T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00 100% 92% 90% 78% 67% 51% 34% 33% 23%
CP11.00 100% 93% 91% 73% 64% 46% 34% 31% 22%
CP13.00 100% 92% 90% 71% 58% 44% 33% 28% 22%
CP23.00 100% 93% 91%  -  -  - 32%  - 22%
CP 33.00 100% 93% 91%  -  -  - 31%  - 19%
CP53.00 100% 94% 91%  -  -  - 33%  - 18%
CP00.11 100% 92% 90% 66% 54% 51% 31% 26% 23%
CP00.13 100% 89% 86% 57% 46% 38% 30% 27% 23%
CP13.11 100% 91% 88% 68% 46% 40% 31% 26% 27%
CP13.13 100% 88% 78% 49% 39% 39% 32% 27% 30%
hydration 
stage reduction of liquid phase during hydration [ m.-% ]
 
Tab.A4- 13: Theoretical bulk concentration of admixture for assumed “zero” adsorption at the solid/liquid in-
terface 
initial T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP11.00 12,5 13,5 13,7 17,2 19,5 27,4 36,8 39,9 57,7
CP13.00 50,0 54,2 55,3 70,5 85,6 112,9 150,8 175,4 226,8
CP23.00 50,0 53,8 54,9  -  -  - 154  - 224
CP 33.00 50,0 53,7 54,9  -  -  - 161  - 262
CP53.00 50,0 53,5 55,0  -  -  - 150  - 285
CP00.11 3,4 3,7 3,8 5,2 6,3 6,6 11,0 13,2 15,1
CP00.13 13,4 15,1 15,7 23,4 28,9 35,7 44,2 49,4 58,9
CP 13.__ 50,0 54,9 56,6 73,2 109,8 126,2 160,8 190,2 184,9
CP__.11 3,4 3,7 3,9 5,0 7,5 8,6 10,9 12,9 12,6
CP 13.__ 50,0 57,1 64,0 101,6 129,3 127,3 155,6 183,2 167,5
CP__.13 13,4 15,3 17,2 27,2 34,6 34,1 41,7 49,1 44,9
hydration 
stage theoretical amount of admixture for "zero" adsorption [ g/l ]
 
Tab.A4- 14: Loss of admixture in the course of hydration – absolute & relative amounts 
initial T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
[g/100g]
CP00.00 0,00  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP11.00 0,50 0,03 0,04 0,10 0,11 0,08 0,09 0,07 0,17
CP13.00 2,00 0,16 0,18 0,47 0,44 0,55 0,70 0,66 0,91
CP23.00 2,00 0,18 0,28  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP 33.00 2,00 0,62 0,53  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP53.00 2,00 0,58 0,72  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 0,13 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,04 -0,02 0,04 0,04 0,05
CP00.13 0,54 0,11 0,17 0,18 0,17 0,16 0,13 0,12 0,18
CP 13.__ 2,00 0,17 0,20 0,53 0,55 0,71 0,74 0,81 0,71
CP__.11 0,13 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,04 -0,02 0,04 0,04 0,05
CP 13.__ 2,00 0,24 0,30 0,47 0,71 0,43 0,75 0,81 0,54
CP__.13 0,54 0,11 0,17 0,18 0,17 0,16 0,13 0,12 0,18
hydration 
stage loss of admixture [ g/100g unhydrated cement]
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Tab.A4- 15: ICP OES – raw data from extracted pore solution 
initial 10min T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00  -  - 19,9 22,5 18,8 11,0 2,7 1,9 1,8 1,7
CP11.00 b.d.l.  - 19,4 21,2 17,4 10,9 2,6 1,8 1,6 1,4
CP13.00 b.d.l. 15,0 15,4 17,3 14,6 6,0 1,9 1,5 1,2 1,0
CP23.00  - 16,2 17,2 20,1  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP33.00  - 19,4 20,0 23,0  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 b.d.l.  - 21,8 25,1 10,6 4,2 2,2 1,9 1,7 1,5
CP00.13 b.d.l.  - 23,6 28,3 5,1 2,6 2,2 1,9 1,7 1,7
CP13.11 b.d.l.  - 15,8 18,7 13,2 2,0 1,9 1,4 1,2 1,3
CP13.13 b.d.l.  - 18,5 18,1 2,2 1,3 1,6 1,3 1,2 1,2
initial 10min T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00  -  - 435 409 435 486 537 588 639 665
CP11.00 b.d.l.  - 384 409 409 486 537 563 614 665
CP13.00 b.d.l. 358 358 358 358 486 512 537 537 588
CP23.00  - 384 358 358  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP33.00  - 409 409 384  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 b.d.l.  - 409 435 486 512 588 614 639 716
CP00.13 b.d.l.  - 435 435 512 588 639 691 716 793
CP13.11 b.d.l.  - 358 358 384 537 537 537 563 588
CP13.13 b.d.l.  - 358 409 537 537 588 563 639 614
initial 10min T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00  -  - 178 168 165 156 27 8 12 16
CP11.00 b.d.l.  - 171 159 159 165 34 9 10 15
CP13.00 b.d.l. 156 140 128 128 125 20 7 7 11
CP23.00  - 165 156 137  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP33.00  - 165 187 162  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 b.d.l.  - 187 171 153 72 10 9 11 14
CP00.13 b.d.l.  - 190 171 81 8 8 11 13 20
CP13.11 b.d.l.  - 147 125 128 16 12 6 7 11
CP13.13 b.d.l.  - 153 128 9 5 6 6 7 11
initial 10min T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00  -  - 39 43 48 52 65 70 78 83
CP11.00 b.d.l.  - 43 43 48 57 65 70 78 87
CP13.00 b.d.l. 48 48 48 52 57 57 61 65 74
CP23.00  - 48 48 48  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP33.00  - 48 57 61  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 1,7  - 48 48 61 65 74 78 83 91
CP00.13 8,7  - 65 65 78 83 91 104 113 130
CP13.11 1,7  - 52 52 61 65 65 65 70 78
CP13.13 8,7  - 70 74 83 78 83 83 91 87
initial 10min T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00  -  - 146 189 158 212 451 591 568 588
CP11.00  -  - 152 182 140 223 483 592 610 610
CP13.00  -  - 157 182 190 292 569 668 632 684
CP23.00  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP33.00  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11  -  - 146 182 204 404 569 546 661 607
CP00.13  -  - 146 189 364 555 616 661 739 736
CP13.11  -  - 152 203 182 616 616 634 686 631
CP13.13  -  - 146 243 639 642 754 754 827 765
* b.d.l. - below detection limit
Ca 
422.673 [ mmol/l ]
K 766.491
[ mmol/l ]
S 181.972
[ mmol/l ]
Na 
589.592 [ mmol/l ]
OH-
[ mmol/l ]
 
Tab.A4- 16: Water activity of extracted pore solution (calculated from TOC measurement) 
initial T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
CP11.00 99% 99% 99% 99% 98% 98% 97% 97% 96%
CP13.00 95% 95% 95% 95% 93% 92% 90% 88% 88%
CP23.00 95% 95% 95%  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP 33.00 95% 96% 96%  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP53.00 95% 96% 96%  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 99% 99% 99% 99%
CP00.13 99% 99% 99% 98% 98% 97% 97% 96% 96%
CP13.11 95% 95% 95% 94% 92% 91% 89% 88% 87%
CP13.13 94% 94% 93% 90% 89% 88% 87% 85% 85%
water activity in liquid phase [  %  ] 
hydration 
stage
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Tab.A4- 17: Ionic content of pore solution adjusted for admixture content 
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00 19,9 22,5 18,8 11,0 2,7 1,9 1,8 1,7
CP11.00 19,7 21,5 17,6 11,1 2,7 1,9 1,7 1,5
CP13.00 16,3 18,2 15,5 6,4 2,1 1,7 1,4 1,2
CP23.00 18,1 21,1  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP33.00 20,7 24,0  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 21,9 25,1 10,6 4,3 2,2 2,0 1,7 1,6
CP00.13 23,9 28,6 5,2 2,7 2,3 2,0 1,8 1,8
CP13.11 16,7 19,7 14,0 2,2 2,1 1,6 1,3 1,5
CP13.13 19,7 19,4 2,5 1,5 1,8 1,5 1,4 1,5
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00 435 409 435 486 537 588 639 665
CP11.00 389 414 415 494 550 580 635 692
CP13.00 377 377 379 521 557 595 608 671
CP23.00 377 376  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP33.00 425 400  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 410 436 488 514 593 619 645 723
CP00.13 440 439 520 600 656 714 745 825
CP13.11 378 378 407 587 591 603 641 674
CP13.13 382 438 594 602 672 646 749 724
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00 178 168 165 156 27 8 12 16
CP11.00 174 161 161 168 35 10 10 15
CP13.00 148 135 135 134 21 8 8 12
CP23.00 164 144  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP33.00 194 169  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 188 172 153 72 10 9 11 14
CP00.13 193 173 82 8 8 11 14 20
CP13.11 155 132 136 17 13 7 7 12
CP13.13 163 137 10 6 7 7 9 12
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00 39 43 48 52 65 70 78 83
CP11.00 44 44 49 57 67 72 81 90
CP13.00 50 50 55 61 62 67 74 84
CP23.00 50 50  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP33.00 59 63  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 48 48 61 66 75 79 83 92
CP00.13 66 66 80 84 94 108 118 136
CP13.11 55 55 65 71 72 73 79 90
CP13.13 74 79 91 88 94 95 107 103
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00 146 189 158 212 451 591 568 588
CP11.00 154 184 142 227 495 610 631 635
CP13.00 166 191 201 313 620 741 715 780
CP23.00  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP33.00  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 147 182 205 406 574 550 667 613
CP00.13 148 191 369 567 632 684 769 766
CP13.11 160 214 193 673 678 712 782 723
CP13.13 156 260 707 719 861 866 969 901
* b.d.l. - below detection limit
Ca 422.673
hydration stages
OH-
S 181.972
Na 589.592
K 766.491
Calcium ion concentration adjusted for admixture [ mmol/l ]
Potassium ion concentration adjusted for admixture [ mmol/l ]
Sulphate ion concentration adjusted for admixture [ mmol/l ]
Sodium ion concentration adjusted for admixture [ mmol/l ]
Hydroxy ion content adjusted for admixture content [ mmol/l ]
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Tab.A4- 18: Changes in content of the main ion species in the course of hydration 
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CP11.00 -1% -4% -6% 1% 1% 0% -5% -13%
CP13.00 -18% -19% -18% -42% -22% -10% -21% -30%
CP23.00 -9% -6%  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP33.00 4% 7%  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 10% 12% -44% -61% -17% 5% -5% -8%
CP00.13 20% 27% -72% -76% -15% 6% 0% 4%
CP13.11 -24% -21% 32% -48% -6% -17% -22% -5%
CP13.13 -17% -32% -53% -46% -20% -22% -23% -17%
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CP11.00 -11% 1% -5% 2% 2% -1% -1% 4%
CP13.00 -13% -8% -13% 7% 4% 1% -5% 1%
CP23.00 -13% -8%  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP33.00 -2% -2%  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 -6% 7% 12% 6% 10% 5% 1% 9%
CP00.13 1% 7% 19% 24% 22% 21% 16% 24%
CP13.11 -8% -13% -17% 14% 0% -3% -1% -7%
CP13.13 -13% 0% 14% 0% 2% -10% 1% -12%
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CP11.00 -2% -4% -2% 8% 31% 19% -16% -4%
CP13.00 -17% -20% -18% -14% -20% -2% -31% -22%
CP23.00 -8% -14%  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP33.00 9% 0%  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 6% 2% -7% -54% -63% 16% -7% -9%
CP00.13 8% 3% -50% -95% -70% 39% 15% 29%
CP13.11 -18% -23% -12% -76% 26% -29% -32% -16%
CP13.13 -15% -21% -87% -30% -15% -37% -36% -39%
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CP11.00 13% 1% 1% 10% 2% 3% 4% 9%
CP13.00 29% 16% 15% 16% -6% -3% -6% 2%
CP23.00 29% 15%  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP33.00 50% 46%  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 23% 10% 28% 26% 14% 13% 7% 12%
CP00.13 69% 52% 66% 62% 44% 55% 50% 64%
CP13.11 15% 15% 6% 9% -4% -7% -5% -3%
CP13.13 12% 20% 15% 4% 1% -12% -9% -24%
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
CP00.00 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CP11.00 5% -2% -10% 7% 10% 3% 11% 8%
CP13.00 13% 2% 27% 48% 37% 25% 26% 33%
CP23.00  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP33.00  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
CP00.11 0% -3% 30% 92% 27% -7% 17% 4%
CP00.13 1% 1% 134% 167% 40% 16% 35% 30%
CP13.11 9% 17% -6% 66% 18% 29% 17% 18%
CP13.13 6% 43% 245% 77% 50% 57% 45% 47%
Ca 422.673
hydration stages
Changes in Calcium ion concentration   [ % ]
K 766.491 Changes in Potassium ion concentration   [ % ]
S 181.972 Changes in Sulphate ion concentration   [ % ]
Na 589.592 Changes in Sodium ion concentration   [ % ]
OH- Changes in Hydroxy ion content   [ % ]
 
* grey boxes: values related to the pastes with the referring SP-PCE dosage (SP-PCE only) 
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Tab.A4- 19: Evaluation of the C3S conversion after 14 days of hydration 
unhydrated C3S [%] 39,0 23,9 27,1 45,0 44,2 52,7 67,6
C-S-H [%] 38,0 48,6 46,1 33,8 33,3 27,0 18,0
Portlandite* [%] 19,7 25,2 23,9 17,5 17,3 14,0 9,3
phys. bound water** [%] 3,4 2,2 2,9 3,8 5,1 6,2 5,1
sum [%] 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0
[ % ] 54% 71% 67% 48% 48% 38% 24%
unhydrated C3S [g] 46,0 29,0 32,8 52,5 52,4 61,8 75,7
C-S-H [g] 44,8 58,9 55,8 39,4 39,5 31,7 20,2
Portlandite [g] 23,2 30,5 28,9 20,4 20,5 16,4 10,4
phys. bound water** [g] 4,00 2,70 3,50 4,40 6,10 7,30 5,70
sum [g] 118,0 121,2 121,0 116,8 118,5 117,2 112,0
unhydrated C3S [%] 39,0 23,9 27,1 45,0 44,2 52,7 67,6
C-S-H [%] 30,5 39,1 37,0 27,1 26,8 21,7 14,5
Portlandite [%] 14,9 19,0 18,1 13,2 13,1 10,6 7,1
calculated residue [%] 84,3 82,0 82,2 85,3 84,1 85,0 89,1
measured residue* [%] 84,3 82,0 82,2 85,3 84,1 85,0 89,1
*   obtained from TGA
** calculated to maintain balance between measured and calculated values for
     a) Portlandite content; b) residue at 980°C
assumed degree of hydration
phase 
composition 
referring to 
initial amount 
of 100g C3S
composition of 
dehydrated 
phases/ 
residue at 
980°C
Evaluation of C3S hydration / degree of 
hydration
C3S_C5  
CSRA=64g/l  
=192mg/g 
C3S_C6  
CSRA=128g/l  
=384mg/g 
phase 
composition 
before TGA 
measurement
C3S_C1  
CSRA=3,2g/l  
=10mg/g 
C3S_C0      
plain paste
C3S_C2  
CSRA=6,4g/l  
=19mg/g 
C3S_C3  
CSRA=16g/l  
=48mg/g 
C3S_C4 
CSRA=32g/l  
=96mg/g 
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Fig.A4- 1:Heat flow of CEM I paste with low dosage 
of different SRA and SP-PCE; CSRA=0.5wt.-% of ce-
ment  
Fig.A4- 2: Heat flow of CEM I paste with high dos-
age of different SRA and SP-PCE; CSRA=2wt.-% of 
cement 
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Fig.A4- 3: Heat flow of CEM I & CEM II A-L paste 
with high dosage of different SRA; CSRA=2wt.-% of 
binder 
Fig.A4- 4: Heat flow of CEM I & CEM II A-L paste 
with different admixture combinations 
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Fig.A4- 5: Heat release of CEM I cement paste with 
different dosages and combinations of SRA1 and SP-
PCE 
Fig.A4- 6: Heat flow and heat release of hemihydrat 
hydrating in the presence of water, potassium sul-
phate solution or/and SRA1 
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Fig.A4- 7: 
Thermo analysis 
of CP 00.00 
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Fig.A4- 8: 
Thermo analysis 
of CP 13.00 
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Fig.A4- 9: 
Thermo analysis 
of CP 00.13 
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Fig.A4- 10: 
Thermo analysis 
of CP 13.13 
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Fig.A4- 11: 
Thermo analysis 
of pastes for one 
hydrated (T1) 
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Fig.A4- 12: 
Thermo analysis 
of pastes before 
main heat release 
(T3) 
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Fig.A4- 13: 
Thermo analysis 
of pastes at the 
end of the decel-
eration period 
(T5) 
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Fig.A4- 14: 
Thermo analysis 
of pastes at the 
beginning of the 
final period (T6) 
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Fig.A4- 15: 
Thermo analysis 
of pastes after 7 
days of hydration 
(T7) 
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Fig.A4- 16: 
Thermo analysis 
of pastes after 28 
days of hydration 
(T8) 
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Fig.A4- 17: Dif-
fracto grams of 
pastes hydrated 
for 10min 
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Fig.A4- 18: X-ray 
diffractograms for 
pastes at hydra-
tion stage T1 
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Fig.A4- 19: X-ray 
diffractograms of 
paste at hydration 
stage T2 
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Fig.A4- 20: X-ray 
diffractograms of 
paste at hydration 
stage T6 
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Fig.A4- 21: X-ray 
diffractograms of 
paste at hydration 
stage T8 
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Fig.A4- 22: Calcium 
ion concentration of 
extracted pore solution 
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Fig.A4- 26: TGA curves of SRA1 modified C3S pastes after 14 days of hydration 
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Fig.A4- 27: Depletion of 
SRA1 from bulk solu-
tion of dilute C3S-
suspensions 
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A5   -  Microstructure of cement paste and mortar 
A5.1 Tables 
Tab.A5- 1: Porosity of paste samples after wet curing for one year 
avg sd avg sd avg sd
[m.-%] [vol.-%] [vol.-%] [vol.-%] [vol.-%] [vol.-%] [vol.-%]
ref. CP 00.00 1,2% 23,2% 0,0% 15,0% 0,2% 38,2% 0,2%
CP 11.00 1,2% 24,2% 0,2% 13,3% 0,3% 37,4% 0,2%
CP 12.00 1,3% 24,7% 0,2% 12,5% 0,3% 37,2% 0,5%
CP 13.00 1,8% 25,6% 0,2% 11,4% 0,2% 37,0% 0,4%
CP 21.00 0,4% 23,6% 0,2% 14,2% 0,2% 37,8% 0,1%
CP 22.00 1,3% 24,3% 0,2% 14,0% 0,2% 38,3% 0,2%
CP 23.00 1,7% 25,5% 0,2% 12,4% 0,3% 37,9% 0,1%
CP 31.00 1,0% 25,9% 0,3% 11,5% 0,0% 37,4% 0,3%
CP 32.00 1,1% 26,5% 0,2% 10,5% 0,1% 37,0% 0,1%
CP 33.00 1,5% 26,7% 0,1% 9,6% 0,2% 36,3% 0,1%
CP 51.00 1,5% 26,3% 0,2% 11,4% 0,0% 37,6% 0,2%
CP 52.00 1,8% 26,1% 0,1% 10,6% 0,2% 36,7% 0,2%
CP 53.00 2,3% 26,8% 0,2% 10,1% 0,1% 37,0% 0,2%
water 
sorption
SR
A
 1
SR
A
 2
SR
A
 3
SR
A
 5
 * capillary pores from 
evaporable water 
content; ovendrying of 
saturated samples at 
50°C
 ** gel porosity from non-
evaporable water 
content; mass loss 
between 50°C and 
110°C ovendrying
gel pores capillary pores total pores
paste
 
Tab.A5- 2: Porosity of mortar samples after wet curing for 273 days 
avg sd avg sd avg sd
[m.-%] [vol.-%] [vol.-%] [vol.-%] [vol.-%] [vol.-%] [vol.-%]
ref. CM 00 1,8% 11,4% 0,1% 7,0% 0,3% 18,5% 0,2%
CM 12 1,9% 12,2% 0,1% 6,7% 0,1% 18,8% 0,1%
CM 13 2,1% 12,4% 0,1% 6,2% 0,5% 18,6% 0,4%
ref. LM 00 1,4% 9,7% 0,2% 9,9% 0,3% 19,7% 0,3%
LM 12 1,7% 11,2% 0,1% 9,3% 0,1% 20,6% 0,1%
LM 13 1,6% 11,8% 0,1% 8,4% 0,3% 20,2% 0,3%
ref. SM 00 0,5% 9,0% 0,2% 8,7% 0,2% 17,7% 0,3%
SRA1 SM 13 1,4% 11,2% 0,1% 8,2% 0,2% 19,4% 0,1%
SRA1
SRA1
water 
sorptionmortar  * capillary pores from 
evaporable water 
content; ovendrying of 
saturated samples at 
50°C
 ** gel porosity from non-
evaporable water 
content; mass loss 
between 50°C and 
110°C ovendrying
capillary poresgel pores total pores
 
 
A5.2 Figures 
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Fig.A5- 1: Chemical shrinkage of paste series con-
taining SRA1 
Fig.A5- 2: Chemical shrinkage of paste series con-
taining SRA2 
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Fig.A5- 3: Chemical shrinkage of paste series con-
taining SRA3 
Fig.A5- 4: Chemical shrinkage of paste series con-
taining SRA5 
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Fig.A5- 5: Mercury intrusion porosimetry of cement 
paste with increasing amount of SRA3 
Fig.A5- 6: Mercury intrusion porosimetry of cement 
paste with increasing amount of SRA5 
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Fig.A5- 7: Mercury intrusion porosimetry of mortar 
series LM (lime stone composite binder; with in-
creasing amount of SRA1) 
Fig.A5- 8: Mercury intrusion porosimetry of mortar 
series SM (standard mortar acc. EN 196; with in-
creasing amount of SRA1) 
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Fig.A5- 9: Influence of SRA1 on nitrogene sorption 
of mortar series LM 
Fig.A5- 10: Influence of SRA1 on nitrogene sorption 
of mortar series SM 
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Fig.A5- 11: Influence of SRA1 on specific surface 
area of mortar series LM according Modelless-
method (nitrogene desorption) 
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A6   -  Leaching 
A6.1 Tables 
Tab.A6- 1: Rawdata leaching tests 
mortar type [ - ] SM0 SM1 SM2 SM3 CM0 CM1 CM2 CM3 LM0 LM1 LM2 LM3
mass [g] 1712 1768 1721 1786 1750 1729 1722 1704 1748 1722 1720 1786
volume [m³] 7,5E-04 7,8E-04 7,5E-04 7,8E-04 7,5E-04 7,5E-04 7,4E-04 7,3E-04 7,6E-04 7,5E-04 7,5E-04 7,7E-04
area exposed [m²] 0,1910 0,1910 0,1910 0,1910 0,1910 0,1910 0,1910 0,1910 0,1910 0,1910 0,1910 0,1910
CSRA;t=O [g/m³] 0 2515 5019 9994 0 3630 7257 14485 0 3637 7277 14597
CCarbon_SRA [g/m³] 0 1585 3162 6296 0 2287 4572 9126 0 2291 4585 9196
CSP_PCE;t=O [g/m³] 0 0 0 0 12242 12234 12230 12206 4789 4785 4775 4766
CCarbon_SP_PCE [g/m³] 0 0 0 0 1653 1652 1651 1648 647 646 645 643
tot CCarbon [g/m³] 0 1585 3162 6296 1653 3938 6223 10774 647 2937 5229 9839
SM0 SM1 SM2 SM3 CM0 CM1 CM2 CM3 LM0 LM1 LM2 LM3
cycle 1 7,08 7,07 7,10 7,07 7,07 7,07 7,11 7,08 7,11 7,07 7,07 7,07
cycle 2 7,09 7,23 7,05 7,15 7,07 7,07 7,06 7,08 7,06 7,06 7,07 7,12
cycle 3 7,06 7,18 7,11 7,07 7,07 7,08 7,03 7,11 7,14 7,07 7,10 7,28
cycle 4 7,06 7,07 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,08 7,07 7,07 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,07
cycle 5 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,07 7,06 7,06 7,07 7,07
cycle 6 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,10 7,07 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,07 7,07
cycle 7 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06
cycle 8 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,07 7,07 7,06 7,07 7,06 7,06 7,06
SM0 SM1 SM2 SM3 CM0 CM1 CM2 CM3 LM0 LM1 LM2 LM3
cycle 1 0 45 87 169 4 45 84 159 1 85 168 338
cycle 2 0 23 42 81 2 27 53 96 1 44 76 168
cycle 3 0 11 24 53 3 20 37 68 1 24 53 98
cycle 4 0 9 15 35 3 16 26 54 1 13 35 63
cycle 5 3 7 14 31 2 14 26 49 1 10 19 42
cycle 6 0 4 8 17 1 7 15 28 0 5 8 20
cycle 7 0 4 7 16 0 9 15 30 0 4 9 16
cycle 8 0 2 6 20 1 16 28 53 1 4 9 18
SM0 SM1 SM2 SM3 CM0* CM1** CM2** CM3** LM0* LM1** LM2** LM3**
cycle 1  -  -  -  - 278 1319 2858 4878 69 2328 5031 7205
cycle 2  -  -  -  - 139 662 1412 2250 69 942 1726 3707
cycle 3  -  -  -  - 208 743 1102 2256 69 703 3723 2793
cycle 4  -  -  -  - 208 549 658 1558 91 270 0 1493
cycle 5  -  -  -  - 139 373 657 977 91 170 51 540
cycle 6  -  -  -  - 70 196 391 617 14 101 0 173
cycle 7  -  -  -  - 30 210 193 462 29 0 101 154
cycle 8  -  -  -  - 69 248 0 140 69 0 0 0
sum [% ini]  -  -  -  - 9 35 59 108 10 94 223 337
  * evaluated acc. TOC
** evaluated acc. gas chromatography & residual carbon content from TOC
SM0 SM1 SM2 SM3 CM0 CM1* CM2* CM3* LM0 LM1* LM2* LM3*
cycle 1  - 651 1298 2420  - 618 1216 2370  - 1254 2505 4886
cycle 2  - 340 623 1173  - 376 771 1438  - 642 1125 2439
cycle 3  - 154 351 759  - 256 504 999  - 343 783 1450
cycle 4  - 130 223 496  - 196 353 779  - 179 499 895
cycle 5  - 58 168 406  - 173 368 717  - 129 265 590
cycle 6  - 55 110 235  - 93 212 415  - 66 120 290
cycle 7  - 52 93 225  - 133 216 458  - 49 128 228
cycle 8  - 31 95 286  - 218 408 794  - 41 124 246
sum [% ini]  - 58 59 60  - 57 56 55  - 74 76 76
* assuming SP-PCE is leached similar to the plain reference
SM0 SM1 SM2 SM3 CM0 CM1 CM2 CM3 LM0 LM1 LM2 LM3
cycle 1  -  -  -  -  - 395 665 1386  - 770 1442 3357
cycle 2  -  -  -  -  - 264 498 986  - 455 770 1660
cycle 3  -  -  -  -  - 143 313 562  - 208  - * 866
cycle 4  -  -  -  -  - 123 257 490  - 141 719* 594
cycle 5  -  -  -  -  - 123 257 539  - 113 274 493
cycle 6  -  -  -  -  - 66 143 298  - 47 132 256
cycle 7  -  -  -  -  - 95 181 365  - 56 113 201
cycle 8  -  -  -  -  - 180 428 779  - 75 179 310
sum [% ini]  -  -  -  -  - 38 38 37  - 51 50 53
  * eluat not tested in cycle 3
[d]
28 [d]
56 252 21772800
total running time [s]
cycle 8
[s]
4838400
2419200
SRA1 - Gas Chrom.
[g/m³]
cycle length
cycle 1; ... ; cycle 7
SP-PCE
[g/m³]
SRA1 - TOC
[g/m³]
[ l ]
volume eluent
TOC eluat
[mg/l]
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Tab.A6- 2: Efficient coefficient of diffusion for different time til equilibrium, mortar series, all series 
1 2 4 7 21 28
SM1 3,00E-10 1,50E-10 7,50E-11 5,00E-11 2,14E-11 1,07E-11
SM2 2,84E-10 1,42E-10 7,10E-11 4,73E-11 2,03E-11 1,01E-11
SM3 3,06E-10 1,53E-10 7,65E-11 5,10E-11 2,19E-11 1,09E-11
avg 2,97E-10 1,48E-10 7,42E-11 4,94E-11 2,12E-11 1,06E-11
sd 1,13E-11 5,64E-12 2,82E-12 1,88E-12 8,06E-13 4,03E-13
rel.sd [ - ] 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%
CM1 2,78E-10 1,38E-10 6,92E-11 4,61E-11 1,98E-11 9,89E-12
CM2 2,74E-10 1,37E-10 6,87E-11 4,58E-11 1,96E-11 9,81E-12
CM3 2,69E-10 1,35E-10 6,73E-11 4,48E-11 1,92E-11 9,61E-12
avg 2,74E-10 1,37E-10 6,84E-11 4,56E-11 1,95E-11 9,77E-12
sd 4,54E-12 2,00E-12 1,00E-12 6,66E-13 2,86E-13 1,43E-13
rel.sd [ - ] 2% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%
LM1 2,81E-10 1,41E-10 7,04E-11 4,69E-11 2,01E-11 1,01E-11
LM2 2,79E-10 1,40E-10 6,98E-11 4,65E-11 1,99E-11 9,97E-12
LM3 2,98E-10 1,49E-10 7,46E-11 4,97E-11 2,13E-11 1,07E-11
avg 2,86E-10 1,43E-10 7,16E-11 4,77E-11 2,05E-11 1,02E-11
sd 1,05E-11 5,19E-12 2,59E-12 1,73E-12 7,41E-13 3,70E-13
rel.sd [ - ] 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%
1 2 4 7 21 28
avg 2,86E-10 1,43E-10 7,14E-11 4,76E-11 2,04E-11 1,02E-11
sd 1,29E-11 6,39E-12 3,19E-12 2,13E-12 9,12E-13 4,56E-13
rel.sd [ - ] 5% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%
assumed time to equilibrium [d]
[m²/s]
[m²/s]
[m²/s]
all series Deff.{t} 
mortar assumed time to equilibrium [d]Deff.{t} 
[m²/s]
 
 
A6.2 Figures 
Fig.A6- 1: leaching of superplasticizer SP-PCE Fig.A6- 2: leaching of SRA1 from mortar type SM 
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Fig.A6- 3: leaching of SRA1 from mortar type CM Fig.A6- 4: leaching of SRA1 from mortar type LM 
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Fig.A6- 5: Estimation of mobile SRA fraction for 
mortar series CM 
Fig.A6- 6: Estimation of mobile SRA fraction for mor-
tar series SM 
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Fig.A6- 7: modeled leaching SM/tank test 
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Fig.A6- 8: modeled leaching LM/tank test 
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Fig.A6- 9: shrinkage of mortar series LM during cyclic leaching / drying and cyclic rewetting / drying 
a) LM0 – cyclic leaching b) LM3 – cyclic leaching 
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c) LM0 – inert resaturation d) LM3 – inert resaturation 
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Fig.A6- 10: adsorption/desorption and cumulated creep in the cyclic regimes of mortars LM0 and LM3; cyclic 
drying and leaching on the left side, cyclic drying and rewetting on the right side 
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Fig.A6- 11: shrinkage of mortar series SM during cyclic leaching / drying and cyclic rewetting / drying 
a) SM0 – cyclic leaching b) SM3 – cyclic leaching 
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c) SM0 – inert resaturation d) SM3 – inert resaturation 
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Fig.A6- 12: adsorption/desorption and cumulated creep in the cyclic regimes of mortars SM0 and SM3; cy-
clic drying and leaching on the left side, cyclic drying and rewetting on the right side 
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A7   -  Drying and shrinkage of cement paste and mortar 
A7.1 Tables 
Tab.A7- 1: Elastic properties of mortars and pastes 
v= 0.2
time [d] RH [%]
7 90 28 26 26 26 30 28 29 32 26 25 25 26
28 90 32 30 30 31 35 34 35 36 29 29 29 30
91 35 32 32 33 34 37  - 38 39 29  -  - 33
91 70 31 30 30 30 38 35 38 37 32 31 31 33
91 90 32 32 33  -  -  - 37 39 31  -  -  - 
time [d] RH [%]
7 90 16 15 15 15 17 16 16 18 15 14 14 14
28 90 18 17 17 17 19 19 19 20 16 16 16 16
91 35 18 18 18 19 21  - 21 22 16  -  - 18
91 70 17 17 17 17 21 20 21 21 18 17 17 18
91 90 18 18 18  -  -  - 20 21 17  -  -  - 
* sd{ELM} = 0.75 GPa * sd{ECM} = 0.91 GPa * sd{ESM} = 0.51  GPa
mortar series SM3
modulus of elasticity E  [GPa]
bulk modulus K  [GPa] bulk modulus K  [GPa]
modulus of elasticity E  [GPa]
SM0 SM1 SM2CM0 CM1 CM2 CM3
modulus of elasticity E  [GPa]
bulk modulus K  [GPa]
LM0 LM1 LM2 LM3
 
v= 0.2paste series cement paste CP limestone composite paste LP
bulk modulus K  [GPa]
modulus of elasticity E  [GPa] 20 16.8
11 9.2
 
Tab.A7- 2: Reversible and irreversible shrinkage of mortar CM stored at different relative humidities (30% 
RH; 50% RH & 70% RH; climate chamber with nitrogen as protective gas) 
shrinkage reduction mass (resat.)
[mm/m] [%] [mm/m] [%] abs [mm/m] [red.-%] [% of ini. wt.]
CM0 -1.406 0% -0.790 56% -0.617 0% 99.89%
0.5% SRA1 -0.833 41% -0.273 33% -0.560 9% 99.92%
1.0% SRA1 -0.755 46% -0.174 23% -0.582 6% 99.70%
2.0% SRA1 -0.680 52% -0.176 26% -0.504 18% 99.73%
2.0% SRA2 -0.680 52% -0.255 37% -0.425 31% 99.94%
2.0% SRA3 -0.760 46% -0.350 46% -0.410 33% 99.91%
2.0% SRA6 -0.667 53% -0.171 26% -0.496 19% 99.86%
average SRA 32%
shrinkage reduction mass (resat.)
[mm/m] [%] [mm/m] [%] abs [mm/m] [red.-%] [% of ini. wt.]
CM0 -0.933 0% -0.399 43% -0.534 0% 100.07%
0.5% SRA1 -0.849 9% -0.394 46% -0.455 15% 100.14%
1.0% SRA1 -0.706 24% -0.278 39% -0.428 20% 100.03%
2.0% SRA1 -0.586 37% -0.243 42% -0.342 36% 99.92%
2.0% SRA2 -0.730 22% -0.361 49% -0.369 31% 100.15%
2.0% SRA3 -0.505 46% -0.176 35% -0.329 38% 100.18%
2.0% SRA6 -0.589 37% -0.271 46% -0.318 41% 100.16%
average SRA 43%
shrinkage reduction mass (resat.)
[mm/m] [%] [mm/m] [%] abs [mm/m] [red.-%] [% of ini. wt.]
CM0 -0.746 0% -0.472 63% -0.274 0% 99.84%
0.5% SRA1 -0.685 8% -0.440 64% -0.246 10% 99.86%
1.0% SRA1 -0.618 17% -0.377 61% -0.241 12% 99.75%
2.0% SRA1 -0.536 28% -0.360 67% -0.176 36% 99.77%
2.0% SRA2 -0.585 22% -0.362 62% -0.223 19% 99.86%
2.0% SRA3 -0.455 39% -0.311 68% -0.144 47% 99.87%
2.0% SRA6 -0.553 26% -0.311 56% -0.241 12% 99.85%
average SRA 63%
30% RH
50% RH
70% RH
reversible fraction
reversible fraction
irreversible fraction
irreversible fraction reversible fraction
irreversible fraction
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Tab.A7- 3: Reversible and irreversible shrinkage of mortar CM stored at different relative humidities and 
carbonation (climate chamber without protective gas) 
shrinkage reduction mass (resat.)
[mm/m] [%] [mm/m] [%] abs [mm/m] [red.-%] [% of ini. wt.]
CM0 -1.252 0% -0.979 78% -0.273 0% 99.87%
0.5% SRA1 -0.638 49% -0.384 60% -0.254 7% 100.09%
1.0% SRA1 -0.672 46% -0.453 67% -0.219 20% 100.22%
2.0% SRA1 -0.541 57% -0.366 68% -0.175 36% 100.17%
2.0% SRA2 -0.783 37% -0.574 73% -0.209 23% 100.36%
2.0% SRA3 -0.435 65% -0.229 53% -0.206 25% 100.26%
2.0% SRA6 -0.574 54% -0.357 62% -0.217 21% 100.37%
average SRA 64%
shrinkage reduction mass (resat.)
[mm/m] [%] [mm/m] [%] abs [mm/m] [red.-%] [% of ini. wt.]
CM0 -0.518 0% -0.353 68% -0.165 0% 100.08%
0.5% SRA1 -0.426 18% -0.251 59% -0.175 -6% 100.18%
1.0% SRA1 -0.468 10% -0.249 53% -0.219 -33% 100.00%
2.0% SRA1 -0.476 8% -0.307 65% -0.169 -2% 100.24%
2.0% SRA2 -0.403 22% -0.264 65% -0.140 16% 100.41%
2.0% SRA3 -0.416 20% -0.277 67% -0.139 16% 100.17%
2.0% SRA6 -0.460 11% -0.304 66% -0.156 6% 100.18%
average SRA 62%
reversible fraction
80% RH
65% RH
irreversible fraction
irreversible fraction
reversible fraction
 
 
Tab.A7- 4: Reversible and irreversible shrinkage of mortar CM stored with change of relative humidity after 
44 days (climate chamber with nitrogen as protective gas) 
a) 44 days at 40% RH, then 20% RH up to 64 days 
shrinkage reduction shrinkage reduction
[mm/m] [%] [mm/m] [%] [mm/m] [%] abs [mm/m] [red.-%]
CM0 -1.012 0% CM0 -1.689 0% -0.445 26% -1.244 0%
0.5% SRA1 -0.818 19% 0.5% SRA1 -1.015 40% -0.227 22% -0.788 37%
1.0% SRA1 -0.768 24% 1.0% SRA1 -0.997 41% -0.243 24% -0.753 39%
2.0% SRA1 -0.664 34% 2.0% SRA1 -0.871 48% -0.218 25% -0.653 48%
2.0% SRA2 -0.686 32% 2.0% SRA2 -0.932 45% -0.239 26% -0.693 44%
2.0% SRA3 -0.547 46% 2.0% SRA3 -0.768 55% -0.129 17% -0.638 49%
2.0% SRA6 -0.582 43% 2.0% SRA6 -0.814 52% -0.140 17% -0.675 46%
average SRA 22%
40% RH 20% RH reversible fractionirreversible fraction
 
a) 44 days at 87% RH, then 50% RH up to 64 days 
shrinkage reduction shrinkage reduction
[mm/m] [%] [mm/m] [%] [mm/m] [%] abs [mm/m] [red.-%]
CM0 -0.429 0% CM0 -0.986 0% -0.429 44% -0.557 0%
0.5% SRA1 -0.283 34% 0.5% SRA1 -0.735 25% -0.260 35% -0.475 15%
1.0% SRA1 -0.290 32% 1.0% SRA1 -0.702 29% -0.297 42% -0.404 27%
2.0% SRA1 -0.241 44% 2.0% SRA1 -0.574 42% -0.253 44% -0.322 42%
2.0% SRA2 -0.328 24% 2.0% SRA2 -0.553 44% -0.259 47% -0.294 47%
2.0% SRA3 -0.207 52% 2.0% SRA3 -0.467 53% -0.146 31% -0.322 42%
2.0% SRA6 -0.219 49% 2.0% SRA6 -0.532 46% -0.219 41% -0.313 44%
average SRA 40%
reversible fraction50% RH*87% RH irreversible fraction
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A7.2 Figures 
Fig.A7- 1: Desorption isotherms of cement paste with SRA1 
a) Cement paste b) Limestone composite binder 
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Fig.A7- 2: Desorption isotherms of cement paste with SRA2 
a) absolute saturation b) degree of saturation 
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Fig.A7- 3: Desorption isotherms of cement paste with SRA3 
a) absolute saturation b) degree of saturation 
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Fig.A7- 4: Desorption isotherms of cement paste with SRA5 
a) absolute saturation b) degree of saturation 
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Fig.A7- 5: Desorption isotherms of cement mortar 
with SRA1 
Fig.A7- 6: Desorption isotherms of mortar with lime-
stone composite binder and SRA1 
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Fig.A7- 7: Desorption isotherms of standard mortar 
with SRA1 
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Fig.A7- 8: Energy balance for 
limestone composite paste con-
taining SRA1 
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Fig.A7- 9: Energy balance for 
cement paste containing SRA2 
energy of desorption:
 reference paste CP
 0.5% SRA2
 1.0% SRA2
 2.0% SRA2
energy of deformation:
 reference paste CP
 0.5% SRA2
 1.0% SRA2
 2.0% SRA2
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Fig.A7- 10: Energy balance for 
cement paste containing SRA3 
energy of desorption:
 reference paste CP
 0.5% SRA3
 1.0% SRA3
 2.0% SRA3
energy of deformation:
 reference paste CP
 0.5% SRA3
 1.0% SRA3
 2.0% SRA3
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Fig.A7- 11: Energy balance for 
cement paste containing SRA5 
energy of desorption:
 reference paste CP
 0.5% SRA5
 1.0% SRA5
 2.0% SRA5
energy of deformation:
 reference paste CP
 0.5% SRA5
 1.0% SRA5
 2.0% SRA5
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Fig.A7- 12: Energy balance for 
mortar type LM with SRA1 
energy of desorption:
 reference mortar LM
 0.5% SRA1
 1.0% SRA1
 2.0% SRA1
 4.0% SRA1
energy of deformation:
 reference mortar LM
 0.5% SRA1
 1.0% SRA1
 2.0% SRA1
 4.0% SRA1
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Fig.A7- 13: Energy balance for 
mortar type SM with SRA1 
energy of desorption:
 reference mortar SM
 0.5% SRA1
 1.0% SRA1
 2.0% SRA1
 4.0% SRA1
energy of deformation:
 reference mortar SM
 0.5% SRA1
 1.0% SRA1
 2.0% SRA1
 4.0% SRA1
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Fig.A7- 14: Interfacial area exposed to the liquid/vapour interface and evolution of surface tension in pore 
fluid of paste LP 
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a) interfacial area exposed in the course of drying b) evolution of surface tension 
  
Fig.A7- 15: Interfacial area exposed to the liquid/vapour interface and evolution of surface tension in pore 
fluid of paste CP 
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